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AssrRAcr
Existing approaches to plannitg it Artificial Intelligence (such as Universal
and Classical Planning) are designed for very specific types of activities, and
are largely inapplicable to areas outside their narrow ranges. In particular,
everyday activities that are simpie for humans, such as making a meal or
getting from place to place, require iong-term goal-directed and timely
responses that are far beyond the bounds of these traditional approaches. This
dissertation examines the nature of the everyday activities and develops a

computational architecture for an agent able to participate in such activities.

An analysis of everyday activities shows them to be difficult tasks made
artificially simple through extensive activity-specific knowledge possessed by
the agent performing them. I argue that existing approaches are unsuitable to
everyday activity because they rely too heavily on compiled knowledge and
fail to adequately apply the background knowledge from which these
compilations were originally made. To address everyday activities, I present a

theory of improaisøtion, a new approach that views the problem as satisficing
intelligent control: providing resource-bounded responses to the environ-
ment in light of the agent's previous experience and its current and future
intentions for activity. This process is based on the use of both heavily
compiled routines the agent is accustomed to following, and an extensive
collection of background knowledge used to appiy those routines ftexibly.
The agent can rely on its routines in normative situations or when time is
too scarce to spend examining the reasons behind its routines, and can
conversely rely more heavily on background knowledge as situations become
less normative. This allows the agent to take advantage of regularities in its
environment and respond flexibly in less familiar situations.

I then present an architecture embodying the improvisational approach based
on the use of constraint-directed reasoning. This methodology provides a
flexible control mechanism that allows the agent to respond as dynamically as
necessary for the circumstances in which it finds itself. Implemented
examples of improvised behaviour are also shown, using a simulation tool
developed in conjunction with this research.
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Crurpr¡,n I

INrnoDUCTIoN

Psychologists have chronicled the failures of thought, the nonrationality of real
behaviour. Even simple tasks can sometimes throw otherwise clever peóple into
disarray. Even though principles of rationality seem as often violated aì fo[owed,
we still cling to the notion that human thought should be rational, logical, and
orderly. Much of law is based upon the concept of rational thought and bLhaviour.
Much of economic theory is based upon the model of the rational human who
attempts to optimize personal benefit, utility, or comfort. Many scientists who
study artificial intelligence use the mathematics of formal logic - the predicate
calculus - as their major tool to simulate thought.

But human thought - and its close relatives, problem solving and planning - seem
more rooted in past experience than in logical deduction. Mental life is not neat and
orderly. It does not proceed smoothly and gracefully in neat, logical form. Instead,
it hops, skips, and jumps its way from idea to idea, tying together things that have
no business being being put together; forming new creative leaps, new insights and
concepts. Fluman thought is not like logic; it is fundamentally different in kind and
in spirit. The difference is neither worse nor better. But it is the difference that
leads to creative discovery and great robustness of behaviour.

- Donald Norman, The Psychology of Eueryday Things

1.0. Introduction

This dissertation is about the processes and mechanisms that allow an
inteiligent being to go about everyday activities - commonplace activities such
as making breakfast, driving to work, or doing the dishes. Humans perform
these everyday activities routinely, and with great ease. Lr spite of this ease
however, those interested in creating intelligent computer systems have been
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Chapter 1: Introduction

confounded by these phenomena to date. While Artificial Intelligence (AI)
has been successful at creating intelligent systems that emulate very detailed
and formal types of problem-solving activities (e.g. medical diagnosis
[shortliffe et al., 1,979], molecular genetics [stefik, r9g1,a, 19g1b]), everyday
activities remain an enigma. Even outside of AI, everyday activities
themselves are poorly understood, especially when compared to the
extensive work available on more specific and intuitively complex activities
(e.g. mathematical problem-solving [Polya, rgsr], medical problem-solving
[Cutler, 1985]). This dissertation addresses everyday activities through an
examination of their characteristics, an examinatíon of the inadequacies of
previous approaches, and the design and implementation of an intelligent
system specifically intended for engaging in everyday activities.

l.l. Motivation: Artificial Intelligence and Planning

Shakespeare created nothing. He correctly observed, and he marvelously painted.
He exactly portrayed people whom God had created; but he created none himself.
Let us spare him the slander of charging him with trying. Shakespeare could not
create. He wøs ø machine, and machines do not creøte.

- Mark Twain, INhøt is Møn?

A concise and generally accepted definition for the fietd of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) has always been an enigma: in fact, AI is a field with many
definitions and many goals. Consider some of the ultimate purposes that
have been attributed to artificial intelligence in the past:

tr to endow machines with reasoning and perceptual abilities [Webber and
Nilsson, 198i];

Ü to build an intelligent machine and find out more about the nature of
intelligence [Schank, 7987];

tr to provide the foundation for a system capable of general intelligent
behaviour [Laird et al., 7957];

tr seeking to understand and build fully human-like systems [Covigaru and
Lindsay, 19921;

tr to make machines more useful [Winston, l9B4];

tr to create computer programs that are capable of acting intelligently in the
world [McCarthy and Hayes ,1.9691.
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Chapter l: Introduction

While these goals are wide ranging, there is a collective theme among them:
the construction of autonomous agentsl that display flexible, rational,
intelligent behaviour. The ultimate goals of AI concern understanding the
concepts of intelligence and embodying these concepts in computer systems to
allow them to deal with problems that are beyond the scope of conventional
computer systems.

The difficulty in providing a definition for the field of artificial intelligence
can be blamed in part on the wide scope of the field. Behaving flexibty
involves many individual contributions, such as being able to perceive, being
able to reason logically, being able to relate past experiences to new situations,
and being able to learn, just to name a few. These are all components of
intelligence, but no one of these features would suffice to allow an entity to be
considered intelligent in the usual sense of the word. Because of this wide
range, the criteria that are used to define intelligence are also widely debated.
A number of summaries of such criteria exist (e.g. [Schank, 1.987; Newell,
1989; Ackerman, 7992; Sternberg and Salter , 19821), and the criteria themselves
range from the ability to apply old experiences to new situations, to the ability
to communicate ideas. Sternberg and Salter 17982) argue that despite the wide
variation in these criteria, they share a common thread: the ability to perform
both adaptive and goal-directed behaviour. They describe this relationship as
foilows lpp.2a-251:

If there is a common theme in the highly diverse viewpoints presented...it is that
intelligence is expressed in terms of adaptive, goal-directed behaviour...Adaptive
behaviour is behaviour that confronts and meets successfully the challenges that
are encountered....Goal-directed behaviour is behaviour that is ultimately
purposive. It is not enough for behaviour merely to be adaptive: it is possible to
adapt to the demands in an environment so as to do nothing more than minimally
"getby". Intelligent behaviour must be understood in terms of the short- and long-
term goals to which it contributes. The meeting of challenges cannot be termed
"intelligent" if the performance involved in meeting these challenges is aimless.

The research presented in this dissertation falls into the area of artificial
intelligence that has come to be known as plønning. At its most basic,
planning involves finding a sequence of actions (a pløn) to satisfy some goal
or desire, and then applying that plan in some environment to bring about
the desiredgoal2. Even a definition as general as this would leave many

Embodied minds that can affect the world around them according to their own decisions.

For example, deciding on a route to travel to go to the store, and then following that route,
step by step.

1

2
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planning researchers unsatisfied. Like AI in general, a study of any recent
cross-section of planning research (e.g. [HendIer, 7992]) reveals a diverse
collection of views extending even as far as a basic definition of the field.

Planning as a field involves issues at the core of the general goals of AI
presented above. Planning involves the creation of agents that can go about
the world and alter it through their reasoning and behaviour. Core research
in planning involves answering questions such as:

tr How does the environment in which an agent is expected to perform
affect the design of such an agent?

tr How does an agent decide what is a rational course of action to adopt in a
specific situation?

tr How should knowledge about the actions an agent can perform and the
experiences it has been through be organized and accessed?

tr How should information from external sources be integrated with the
agent's lines of reasoning?

Agents that can rationally alter the world require many capabilities: the ability
to reason about action and make decisions about courses of action; to perceive
the world around themselves and to understand those perceptions; to reason
about others in the world and the effects they will have on the agent's
intended courses of action; and to reason about how the world works.
F{owever, even though recent research has shown more and more overlap
between these areas, planning is normally concerned with the central issues
of action and decision-making, rather than peripherai issues such as
perception.

Planning has always been a major focus of research in artificial intelligence.
The emphasis placed on this area is due in part to the historical goals of
artificial intelligence. However, research in this area has also gained
importance because of an overlap with many other relevant fields within AI.
The reasoning mechanisms required by a successful planner include temporal
and spatial reasoning, for example. Indeed, while few planners are designed
completely around reasoning about time (a well-known exception being
[vere, 1.9831), planning has often been equated with temporal reasoning in
that it involves an agent intelligently reasoning about the future and altering
that future using its knowledge of the actions it can perform [Tsang, 79BB;
Anderson, 19911.
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Many other fields of AI also have relevance to planning: real-time processing
and perception-related fields such as computer vision and rp"u.h
understanding, for example. In fact, many fields that bear no obvious
connection to the central issues of planning can be classed as planning
problems. Problems in natural language understanding can be viewed ai
planning problems where the planned actions are communications [Cohen
and Perrault,l979l. Plans as sequences of actions are also used in other forms
of understanding problems: story and scene understanding, for example
[wilensky, 7983]. Current emphasis on the ability of a system to perform
autonomously as a primary characteristic of intelligence [Barker et al., 7992;
Covigaru and Linds ay, 79971 is also resulting in further emphasis on planning
in the AI community.

While research in planning is voluminous, it is mainly concerned with one
of two foci: classicøl plønning3, where completely detailed plans (similar to
computer programs) are constructed and then executed (again, like a
computer Programs) at a later time; and uniaersøl plønning, a more recent
theory wherein an agent continuously reacts to individual situations rather
than making use of long-term plans. In particular, the classical planning
view is so pervasive that the term planning itself has been traditionally
associated with the classical planning perspective. Indeed, the predominant
view of all human activity for many years was one of complete controi
through the creation and execution of plans [Miller et al., 1960; Newell and
Simon, 1.9721.

In recent years, however, the idea of planning has come to mean much more
than the creation of a plan followed by its execution in a computer program-
like manner. This has resulted from the increasing reaiization that much of
activity is beyond the strict application of plans. Some activities employ no
planning whatsoever (e.g. it is hard to envision picking up an extremely hot
cup, and then dropping it because one reaiized that it was burning and
constructed a plan to open the fingers of one's hand). Other activities make
use of plans, but do not follow them in detail (e.g. one might plan one's pace
in a marathon, but not where one intends to place each step). Historically,
however, research in these areas is still known as planning, despite the fact

In a field still in its infancy, the term classic may seem a misnomer. The term "classical
planning" comes not from a generally accepted or "classic" method of performing planning,
but from the techniques of classical togic on which the approach is based. Thesã planning
models are described and analyzed in detail in Chapter 3.
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that detailed plans may not play a strong role. A more modern definition of
planning is making use of any type of construct that constrains or provides
guidance for the actions of an intelligent agent [McDermott,1991,].

The two planning perspectives described above allow agents to perform very
well in certain specific situations. Classical planning is useful in situations
where actions can be computed in advance and the environment is otherwise
static (e.g. it could be used to produce an advanced route plan for a road trip, if
that route could be followed exactiy). Universal planning works well in areas
where every situation the agent could arrive upon has a single logical
resPonse/ aliowing the agent to rely solely on its senses to take the next logical
step at any moment (e.g. many video games). However, agents operating
from these Perspectives perform poorly in domains that fall outside these
strict realms.

This dissertation argues that everyday activities lie outside both these realms,
and that using these planning models as a basis for dealing with everyday
activities is misguided: a more appropriate agenda is the examination of
everyday routines and the construction of a model particularly designed to
suit these phenomena4. The thesis of this dissertation is that humans
improvise in their performance of everyday activities: that is, they use
detailed routines in commonly-practiced activities, and make use of the
background knowledge behind those routines to apply them flexibly in
varying situations. I develop a model of improvisation for an intelligent
agent, and illustrate the model in varying instances of a particular everyday
activity.

1.2 . On the Nature of AI Research

When performing or evaluating research in artificial intelligence, one must
remember that it is a very young science. While people have dreamed of
intelligent machines in one form or another since the dawn of time, it has
only been in the last half of the twentieth century that those dreams have
begun to be realízed, or even taken seriously.

The reader will see in Chapter 3 that this technique is precisely the reason that Classical
and Universal planners are so well-suited to the domains they occupy.
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Research in an immature science such as artificial intelligences is inherently
different from that of a mature science such as physics or chemistry. In the
latter, new discoveries are usually comparatively small modifications to a
widely accepted (though not necessarily proven) modei or theory that
explains much of the field. On rare occasions, large parts of the theory are
called into question (e.g. quantum vs. Newtonian mechanics, or Ptolemaic vs.
Copernican views of the universe), but in general, these fields enjoy the
benefit of a large body of accepted truth on which to base future work. In an
immature science such as AI, this is not the case. \Alhile a few significant
works have defined a perspective for viewing portions of the field (e.g.
[Minsky, 7986; Newell and simon, 7972f), there is not yet any generally
accepted theory or framework on which to base ongoing research. The result
of this is that researchers in learning, for example, cannot make use of a
generally accepted theory of planning to qualify or simplify their research.
Similarly, researchers in vision cannot make use of a generally accepted
theory of learning. In both of these cases, any overlap from one subfield to
another entails making assumptions of unsolved problems in the other
subfield (qualifying and possibly compromising one's own research) or
embarking on a number of potentially extremely time-consuming research
projects in order to provide a more solid foundation for the original research.
The former is most often chosen over the latter for reasons of expediency and
resource limitations, and because of this the fieid of AI as a whole often
aPPears rampantly unscientific. In those cases where assumptions are made
without benefit of explanation or analysis, the research involved ls rampantly
unscientific. However, these are isolated cases rather than a general lt"t á,
and I believe that such cases will naturally diminish as the field becomes
more mature and has a stronger theoretical basis.

This dilemma arises in virtually alt AI research, and few areas suffer more
than research involving intelligent agents. This area is affected particularly
severely because the creation of complete, autonomous intelligent agents is at
the core of AI. As such, almost any research project in this area involves a
great deal of overlap with other areas (e.g. vision, knowledge representation,
robotics, etc.), with the necessity of solving open problems in those areas or
making assumptions about the nature of those problems. Thus, if one
develops a theoretical architecture for an intelligent agent, unless one intends
to solve every open problem in areas such as computer vision and robotics,

Putting aside debate on AI as a field of science, engineering, or philosophy.
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one is forced to make (possibly incorrect) assumptions about how these
various peripheral aspects will operate when more complete theories are
available. The focus of an individual research project in intelligent agency
may be quite narrow (e.g. demonstrating the utility of a new form of
representation within an intelligent agent). In such cases, it is almost
completely irrelevant to provide complete answers to peripheral problems
such as sensing. These peripherai aspects are by no means indepenãent, but
can be de-emphasized as long as the assumptions made to deal with them are
explicit and reasonabie, and that results from such research are interpreted in
light of those assumptions.

The number of peripherai issues that must be dealt with in any immature
science is large; however, the reader should not assume from this that work
in an immature science has only negative aspects. while special
considerations must often be made, research in an immature science is at the
same time refreshing and invigorating, in a way that no mature science can
duplicate. Ginsberg [7993] describes this excitement eloquentry:

Imagine what it must have been like to be a physicist in Newton,s day...From a
modern point of view, they didn't know anything. The problems and ðhallenges
faced by a physicist in the sixteenth century weren't any easier than those faãed
today, but they were tremendously more accessibte - it's a lot easier to explain F =
ma to a person on the street than it is to explain the intricacies of quantum field
theory. It was an age of scientific romanticism...Artificial intelligence is like this
today. It is a science in its infancy, and that makes it special. Pìrhaps the most
important way in which AI's newness as an enterprise makes it different is the fact
that it shares an excitement with the physics of four hundred years ago. Newton
described himself as a child playing on a beach, making progress simpþ by picking
up interestinglooking stones and examining them; one has the feeling, heãding his
description, that physics was so fult of exciting problems that he found it difficult
to know where to start.

Like any science, AI involves making models to explain specific phenomena:
the phenomena of intelligence. Also like any science, models are never
completely correct or incorrect. A model explains a set of phenomena to a
given degree, and it suppiants other models that do not provide as good an
explanation. In this sense, a scientific model is never wrong: it is merely
improved upon. Thus Newton was not proved wrong by Einstein; rather,
Einstein's model of physics provides a better explanation of a specific set of
phenomena than did Newton's. In the same sense, nothing in this
dissertation should be taken as intending to prove wrong any eariier work. L:r
Chapter 3, for example, I will argue that classical and universal planning do
not explain the phenomena of everyday activities well. This does not mean
that these models are wrong, or that ihey do not adequately explain other
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phenomena. Rather, it means that there are aspects of activity that require a
different model to explain.

AI is also different from many other sciences in that because it is largely a
computationally-based field, its modeis may be implemented. This adds a
new facet to the scientific models of AI and those derived in fields such as
physics or psychology. While all of these models are used to explain specific
phenomena, those used in AI are more than simply an abstract set of rules or
guideiines. They can and should exist as physical implementations: artifacts
that not only passively explain a set of phenomena, but actively demonstrate
them.

1.3. Overview of This Dissertation

This dissertation is divided into nine chapters. All are, of course, highly
interrelated. However many describe aspects of this research that also stand
well on their own.

Chapter one introduces AI and planning, and explains the motivations for
this research.

Chapter two analyzes the nature of everyday activities, differentiates them
from other types of activities, and provides a list of characteristics that an
agent designed to participated in everyday activities must embody.

Chapter three presents an overview of existing planning perspectives, and
analyzes them from the perspectives of the characteristics derived in Chapter
two.

Chapter four presents a theory of improvisation, an approach used by
humans to participate in everyday activities, and describes the utility and
requirements of improvised behaviour.

Chapter five presents an architecture for an agent capable of improvisation,
inciuding methods of resource-bounded control of reasoning.

Chapter six describes a simulation system designed not only to support an
implementation of such an agent, but to support general experimentation
with inteliigent agent designs in varying environments.
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Chapter seven describes a partial implementation of this architecture and
illustrates various examples using the simulation system presented in
Chapter six.

Chapter eight relates this work to previous and current projects elsewhere.

Chapter nine presents an analysis of the research presented in this
dissertation, describing its major contributions and limitations, and also
outlines future work.
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EvEnyDAY AcrrvrTrEs

Everyday (adj.) Pertaining to daily or common life or occasions; used or occurring
habitually; suitable for or that may be seen every day; common; usual.

- The Century Dictionøry, 1.895
Toknow
That which before us lies in daily life,
Is the prime wisdom.

- John Milton, Paradise Lost

The whole of science is nothing more than a refinement of everyday thinking. It is
for this reason that the critical thinking of the physicist cannot possibly be
restricted to the examination of the concepts of his own specific fietd. He cannot
proceed without considering critically a much more difficult problem, the problem
of analyzing the nature of everyday thinking.

- Albert Einstein, Ideøs and Opinions

2.0. Introduction

Humans participate in a wide range of activities in an average day. Many of
these are simple, mundane activities requiring littie thought, such as walking
the dog or preparing a simple meal. Others require varying amounts of
concentration, such as balancing a chequebook, preparing a budget, or
planning a class schedule.

AI researchers have at one time or another been interested in all of these
types of activities, and many others as well. Early AI research concentrated
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largely on activities that fall into the latter group: those that normally require
great concentration in humans, and are at the limits of human mentai
capabilities [Wilensky, 1983]. For example, the General Problem Solver (GPS)
[Ernst and NeweII, 1969], a direct ancestor of most modern planning systems,
was based on a series of studies of human reasoning in solving logic, chess,
and cryptarythmetic problems [Newell and simon, 1972]. The types of
problems that these systems dealt with have come to be known as micro-
worlds [Drefus, 1'987], since they abstract many of the difficulties encountered
in everyday reasoning and allow the system to focus on other aspects of
problem-solving.

Later systems, such as the ISIS system for factory scheduling [Fox, 19g3]
performed successfully in much ,rlor" dynamic and less well-understood
domains. However, these systems still concentrated on the extreme types of
problem-solving activities studied by GPS and related projects: reasoning that
is significant in many forms of advanced problem-solving, but which has
little bearing on many of the tasks humans perform in an average day.
Humans undoubtedly perform the types of tasks demonstrated by systems
such as ISIS, and employ some of the same reasoning mechanisms.
However, such activities require extensive mental (complete concentration
over significant periods of time) and physical (pen and paper, calculator, etc.)
resources to complete. Such activities can be categorize d as thinking in
closed-world systems, an uncommon form of human cognition [Barker, 7968].

The types of activities we commonly call eaeryday activities are of a
fundamentally different character than this. Everyday iife is not a
cryptarithmetic problem. An activity such as washing dishes seems, on the
whole, to have little to do with the reasoning mechanisms used to play chess.
Travelling from home to work has few commonalities with logic problems.
The types of activities in which the average person participates often, such as
making a meal or going to work, are performed easily and naturally. Little in
the way of deep concentration is required; certainly nothing on the order we
would associate with solving logic probiems or constructing optimal
schedules for machine-shops.

Despite the ease with which humans go about everyday activities, they are
still objectively very complex - as much so, I argue, as the logic and
optimization problems discussed above. The everyday tasks we perform
easily take place in a world that can be difficult to understand and difficult to
predict. Our everyday activities are also diverse and continuous: there is
almost always something to be done. Thoreau lamented about the ever-
increasing complexity of mankind's everyday activities in 1847 [Atkinson,
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1'9921, and few would disagree that the diversity of everyday tasks and the
knowiedge necessary to perform those tasks has increased greatly since then.

In addition to being complex, the world around us is often dangerous as well.
When one examines any commonplace activity, one can usually think of
numerous misadventures that could bring harm to a participant. For
example, consider making tea: one could leave the stove on, have loose
clothing set afire by the stove, spill hot water on oneself , or any number of
things. Even crossing the street presents its dangers, as Hammond's [1989a]
well-known Yale robot joke illustrates:

It was the year 1995 and the DOD finally decided that it wanted to see some
results. So the head of research called together all of the scientists doing work in
robot planning to demonstrate their work. Everyone was faced with the same task -
get a robot to cross a busy street.

The first robot was a first -principles planner from Stanford. After walking to the
curb, it looked left, then right and sat for 20 minutes planning and projecting until it
found a provably correct plan of action. Once finished it stepped into the road,
screamed, "I thought this was a closed world", and was hit by a speeding truck.

The next robot was the JPL Mars Rover. Integrating planning and execution, it began
to slowly steP out into the street, probing the ground every two feet for "deaãly
Martian dust pits". For ten hours it probed and stepped, stepped and probed.
Eventually, the sun set, the solar powered Rover ground to a halt and wus
immediately hit by a speeding truck.

This was quickly followed by the CMU robot pogo stick that jumped madly about,
dodging trucks left and right until it hopped happily into an open manhole.

After this came the MIT situated activity device. It leapt into the road and deftly
skipped between cars. It dodged traffic impressively until, pinned on each side by
ice trucks, it was nailed by a van from Bee Line Movers.

And so it went. The day wore on, and after countless tries, no robot made it across
the street. Finally there was only one robot left - the yale robot.

Unlike the others, it was not clean and shiny. It was not silvery and smooth. It was
dented and bashed, with little to be said for it. But still it bravely moved up to the
cu¡b.

It looked at the battered bits of steel and wire in front of it. It listened to the faint
echoes of the now distant robot pogo. It looked at the expectant faces in the crowd.

Then it paused, put its scruffy robot hands in its scruffy robot pockets, eased back on
its rear wheels and said, "You know, this reminds me of a story...,,

This joke is obviously intended for a very specific audience, and there is
much subtle humour in it that will only be evident to those well-versed in
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the AI planning literature6. The Yale robot joke does much more than poke
fun at perceived inadequacies of current trends in AI research, however. It
demonstrates that many of the activities that we take for granted as simple
and relatively harmless are in fact fraught with danger to one inexperienced
with them. Somehow, humans find their way through this danger and
complexitf , and individual everyday activities are accomplished (usually)
easily and successfully. In fact, humans function not only adequately but well
in the midst of this complexity and danger.

Interest in everyday activities has increased greatly in recent years because of
two reasons. As mentioned above, it is increasingly being accepted that the
early forms of reasoning in problem-solving activities do not accurately
reflect the diversity of human cognitive mechanismsT. From a cognitive
science perspective, a better understanding of human cognition requires a

better understanding of the reasoning involved in performing day-to-day
tasks.

From an AI perspective, the relative ease with which humans perform
complex everyday activities and the reiative lack of success of AI systems to
duplicate such performance has always been an dilemma. Despite the fact
that reasoning about the world in a commonsense way has been one of the
goals of AI since its inception [Dehn and Shank, 79827, the great successes of
AI to date have always laid in other areas. Formalizing and computationally
reproducing expert reasoning, for example, has been one of the great success

stories of AI. Yet for all their success, expert systems remain brittle, in that
they perform poorly outside of a extremely narrow range of tasks, and
unscalabie, in that the techniques they employ have been largely unadaptable
to larger or more general tasks [Buchanan and Smith, 79891. Studying
everyday activities and the types of reasoning behind them may shed new
light on the factors behind this contradiction, and may ultimately offer a

solution to it.

Many of the AI planning perspectives involved and their relationship to everyday
activity will be discussed in Chapter 3.

In fact, current research is demonstrating more and more that even the strict, rigourous
techniques characteristic of AI problem-solving do not apply to human problem-solving in
most situations; and that problem solving is "a lively, seemingly disordered though
highly intellectual process, rather than a rigid structured one" [Cutler, L985].
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2.1. Defining Everyday Activity

One of the foremost problems for those attempting to examine the nature of
everyday activity is providing a definition of just what makes up an
"everyday" actívíty, and what differentiates it from other types of activities.
While many in AI have claimed to operate in the realm of "everyd.ay Iife"
[Agre, 1988] or the "commonsense domain" [Alterman,l,ggg], no one has yet
produced a satisfactory definition of what constitutes such behaviour. Most
definitions are extremely colioquial, such as that of Agre [1988]:

Everyday life is just the whole of our ordinary activity: making breakfast,
gardening, hanging out, walking into town, cleaning up messes, shopping in
supermarkets, working in offices, participating in everyday rituals.

There are many reasons for such colloquialism. Attempting a mathematical
definition of a qualitative concept such as " everyday activity" is like
providing a mathematical definition of love or laughter. Formally analyzing
everyday activity in the manner that one would analyze the computational
complexity of an algorithm is impossible because of the very nature of
everyday activities. However, there is much more to be said about everyday
activities than colloquial definitions such as the one above encompass.

While philosophers have examined the nature of activity in general, the
most relevant modern work on characteúzing everyday activity has been
performed by design theorists, specifically those who design tools and objects
to enhance or simplify everyday activities. In particular, Norman [i988]
agues that the apparent simplicity of everyday activities lies in the nature of
the tasks involved. As opposed to complex tasks such as chess, where the
overall decision structure of the problem is wide and deep (i.e. a decision tree
showing possible moves and counter-moves is wide and deep), Norman
defines an everyday task as one with a narrow or shallow decision tree. Two
examples of such structures are illustrated in Figure 2-1. As an example of an
activity with a narrow structure, Norman uses the example of starting a car.
Even though there is a significant number of actions that must be performed
in a particular order, there are few alternatives to consider at any point. This
is due mainly to the design of the automobile: the starter switch cannot be
turned until the key is inserted, the transmission cannot be engaged until the
car is running, and so on. Shallow structures, on the other hand, are
represented by tasks such as selecting a flavour of ice cïeam at an ice cream
parlour: there may be many choices, but only one level of decision-making
[Norman, i988]. Similarly, Norman defines non-everyday tasks as those with
wide and deep decision trees, requiring considerable planning and conscious
effort to accomplish.
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Nørroza structute:
Insert Tum Engage
Key Kev Transmission

t
F ew other ølternatiztes

ShøIIow structure:

Vanilla
Chocolate
Strawberry

a
a
a

Tutti-Frutti

OnIy one leuel
of decision

Figure 2-1. Examples of activities with narrow (above) and shallow
(below) srructures. Original examples, [Norman, lggg].

Norman's definition is useful from the point of view of design, but it is
inadequate from an AI perspective in that it fails to consider the properties of
everyday activity that give rise to shallow and narrow decision structures.
Simply stating that shallow or narïow decision structures are the norm for
everyday activities does not greatly aid in the study of mechanisms for
recreating these behaviours. Moreover, this definition also does not
distinguish between the common everyday activities mentioned above and
the many micro-worlds that were common to early AI research. For example,
simple logic problems (and classic AI examples) such as the missionaries-and-
cannibals problem can be considered to have reasonably narrow or shallow
task structures, but are by no means everyday activities.

The properties that lie behind the shallow and narrow decision structures
that characterize everyday activities are encompassed by the dictionary
definition quoted at the beginning of this Chapter. First, everyday activities
are cotnmon: they occur frequently. This implies that the agent performing
such activities is well-experienced with them, and possesses a gieat deal of
knowledge about how an activity should proceed and the objects and
interactions involved in it. Everyday activities are aiso mundøne or routine:
by virtue of an activity being of the everyday variety, there are few if any
surprises to be expected while performing it.

The use of the word common in this definition aiso has a secondary
connotation: that of less-than-perfect. The idea that human beings produce
satisfactory responses to many problems rather than consistently opii-iring
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their performance is well-known. Simon11982, p.2591refers to this process as
søtisficing:

It appears probable that, however adaptive the behaviour of organisms in learning
and choice situations, this adaptiveness falls far short of the ideal oJ
"maximizing" postulated in economic theory. Evidentry, organisms adapt well
enough to "satisfice"; they do not, in general, ,'opttmize" 

.

However, only certain types of activities tolerate satisficing well. In
particular, activities normally performed by experts in their fietd (e.g. a doctor,
an engineer, a Iawyer, or any other trained professional) require optimal or
near-optimal performance. Experts must generally guarantee results, and the
consequences of not meeting this guarantee are usually significant: patients
die, buildings collapse, and innocent people go to prison. Indeed, the number
of lawsuits and inquiries into the conduct of professionals seen in the daily
PaPers lends great testimony to the strength of the guarantee we expect from
expert behaviour. This principle holds far beyond these extreme examples: a

Professional chel for example, would not iast long in a restaurant if even one
in ten meals he or she prepared was not close to perfection.

In everyday activities, however, the consequences of less-than-optimal
performance are usually minimal, making satisficing an appropriate
approach. When I make tea, for example, the tea is still drinkable if I leave
the tea bag in a little too long, or if I accidentally put slightly more milk than I
usually like in it. Even when performing more obviously dangerous
activities such as driving a caÍ, less-than-optimal performance is the norm:
rarely does any driver steer a car in a completely straight line and make each
turn in absolutely perfect form, for example. There are, of course, limits to
the level of sub-optimality that is acceptable: I could not simply close my eyes
and turn the steering wheel at random while driving, for example.

Satisficing is not mereiy appropriate to everyday activities: it is cruciøl. In the
real world, arry agent is røtionølly bounded in that both the information an
agent can absorb and the control that agent may wield over its environment
is limited [Simon, 7957]8. The optimal performance of everyday activities
directly contradicts this concept: I have already described the complex nature
that underlies the everyday activities that humans perform with ease, and the
fact that one has a limited time to deliberate before taking action in any

The concept of rationality in everyday activities will be explored more fully in Section
2.3.
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situation makes it physically impossible to always choose the optimal
alternative. Simon [7969] expresses this argument well:9

Normative economics has shown that exact solutions to the larger optimization
problems of the real world are simply not within reach or sight. In the face of this
complexity the real-world business firm turns to procedures that find good enough
answers to questions whose best answers are unknowable. Thus normative
microeconomics, by showing real-world optimization to be impossible, demonstrates
that economic man is in fact a satisficer, a person who accepts "good enough"
alternatives, not because he prefers less to more but becøuse he has no choice.

2.1.1. A More Concise Definition

The common element behind the aspects of everyday activities described
above ís experience. The fact that the activity has been experienced many
times means that the vast majority of possible surprises have already
occurred/ and the agent has the ability to deal with them should they arise
again. If something happens that the agent has not experienced, then by
definition the activity is no longer an everyday activity. The reason why the
decision trees of everyday activities are shallow and narrow is because the
agent's knowledge about these activities imposes this structure (Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-2. Knowledge makes useful alternatives obvious despite deep

and wide decision strucrures

Because an agent has experienced the activity many times, the agent does not
have to reason about most of the alternatives available at any one time: it

Possibly wide ønd deep decision stnrcture

Possible Alternatives

Obvious /Rational Alternative

Knowledge (experience & culture)
makes appropriate alternatives obvious,
resulting in a narrow decision structure.

a
a
a

Emphasis mine.
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knows the alternatives that have worked before, and illogical or irrational
choices are simply not considered. Thøt is, the agent's knowledge acquired
through performing the øctiuity møny times preaiously seraes as a
constrøining mechønistn on decision making. This is illustrated by the heavy
grey framework around the decision structure in Figwe 2-2. This is not
meant to imply that knowledge of the problem forms a physical barrier that
always allows only certain alternatives to be considered. Rather, the agent's
previous experience of the activity acts as a guide that reminds the agent of
alternatives that are likely to be useful and limits consideration of
inappropriate or irrational alternatives.

In general, the application of previous experience and activity-specific
knowledge allows an agent to tackle complex everyday activities with ease.
This distinguishes everyday activities from the micro-worlds or toy domains
common to early AI systems. The reason that problems in the iatter category
(e.g. the missionaries-and-cannibals problem) have reasonably narrow or
shallow task structures is that they are oversimptified problems to begin with,
and bear no relationship to everyday activities. This fits Newell and Simon's
[1,976] description of simple and hard problems:

What makes a problem a problem is not that a large amount of search is required
for its solution, but that a large amount rpould be required if a requisite leïel of
intelligence were not applied.

Knowledge is the key to successfully performing everyday activities in a
complex and dangerous world. Some of this knowledge is acquired by direct
experience: making tea in many different places on many different occasions,
for example, allows us to learn about where tea-making can go wronglO and
what parts of the world that tea-making interacts with are dangerous. Trying
to make tea with no knowledge whatsoever about any of the actions or
comPonents that make up tea-making would be difficult if not impossible,
and also extremely dangerous. In fact, with absolutely no knowledge about
tea-making, the very idea of wønting tea would be next to impossible: that it
would come naturally to people in an isolated context to brew leaves in hot
water to obtain a beverage is unlikely. Much of this knowledge is not
discovered through specific episodes of the activity, but supplied by culturell

Hammond [1989a] has extensively chronicled this type of learning.

That is, learned from other individuals or somehow indirectly supplied by others in our
social world. Of course, all cultural knowledge must at some point háve been discovered by
individuals and added to the base of cultural knowledge. Flowever, the contributions of
any one individual compared to the overall collection of cultural knowledge will always
be comparatively minor: individuals base their small contributions on the collective
(continued)

10

11
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[Goffman, !974; Agre and HorswiLI,1992]. Indeed, culture can be defined by its
psychological effects on the actions of individuals [HumCog, 198L]. In the case
of dangerous situations, knowledge obtained from culture becomes much
more important than direct experiential knowledge, since the inherent
danger in the domain prevents extensive experimentation.

While the utility of experiential knowledge in everyday activity is important,
it is also important to recognize that not all of it is learned factual knowledge,
stored away and recalled as necessary. While this makes up a great deal of
experiential knowledge, humans also make use of a wide array of knowledge
that is easily obtainable from the world around them: "knowledge in the
world" [Norman, 7988; Chapman, 7990; Agre and HorswlLl, lggl] as opposed
to "knowledge in the head". Tools and machines, for example, have evolved
for a particular use, usually having been altered and improved upon many
times. Automobiles are a good example of this. The activity of operating an
automobile has by no means always had the narrow structure that it currently
Possesses: the examples of good design cited in the previous Section were all
instituted gradually, in order to make driving a more stable and everyday
task. The general task of driving is another example. Commonly travelled
roads are constructed in such a fashion that little mental effort is required
while driving at an appropriate speed, and most required information (for
moment-by-moment and large-scale navigation) is posted on easy-to-
understand signs [Miller, 79941. Indeed, it has been shown [Hammond et al.,
79921that in many ways, humans gradually make commonly occurring tasks
more stable through modifying the environment in such a way that the task
is performed with minimal cognitive effort: everything from placing often-
used objects in convenient locations to creating tools to satisfy a particular
function.

Because of the crucial nature of experiential and cultural knowledge in
understanding everyday activity, capturing all three aspects of the previously
quoted dictionary definition within an AI context is important. An eaerydøy
øctiaity ís:

a) A complex task that is both common and mundane to the agent
performing it;

knowledge supplied by their predecessors, and often overlook this reliance. The influence
of culture on activity is important, and will be described further in Chapter 4. The
interested reader is referred to Mark Twain 179171 for an intriguing interpretation of these
ideas.
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b) one about which an agent that has a great deal of knowledge, which
comes as a result of the activity being common, and is the primary
contributor to its mundane nature; and

c) One at which adequate or satisficing performance rather than expert or
optimal performance is required.

The common and mundane nature of everyday activities has been
emphasized before in architectures for AI, especially by Agre [1988] and
Chapman 179901, but not expressed as part of the definition of the concept
itself. This definition includes the crucial aspects of everyday activity
discussed above, and also excludes tasks that are simple enough to have
naturally-occurring narrow or shallow structures. Thus it excludes the many
micro-worlds used in early AI systems. It also excludes what one might call
"spontaneous reactiorìs": jumping out of the way of a moving vehicle, for
example. These reactions are obvious decisions to extreme situations, and
would also likely be excluded from any colloquial definition of everyday
activity as well.l2

There is an important consequence to the above definition: everyday
activities are reløtiae to the øgent performing them. This is because the
concept of an "everyday activity" is directly associated with the amount of
knowledge (and in turn, the amount of experience) the agent has of the
activity in question. To one agent, making tea may be an activity that has
been experienced many times and learned from others; the actions involved
in making tea are naturally constrained by the agent's knowledge. To
another, making tea may be a foreign activity that is difficult and possibly
dangerous. This relative nature is more of a cultural phenomena than an
individual one. For example, I may be an expert at some particular activity
(say, computer programming). This does not make computer programming
an everyday activity to me, in spite of the fact that it occurs commonly. There
are two reasons for this. First, despite the commonality of computer
programming to me, there are many non-mundane aspects of the job: I often
have to write things down and participate in the types of problem-solving
activity that are not encompassed by everyday activity. I am also expected to
perform at a much more than satisficing level: if professional programmers

12 In Chapters 3 and 4, the read.er will see that while spontaneous reactions are not everyday
activities as defined here, they are absolutely necessary to support more high-level
activity. This is already fairly intuitive: it is useless to be able to plan to cross a busy
street if one does not have the ability to jump out of the path of a moving vehicle if th-e
situation should arise.
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wrote all their programs at a purely satisficing level, none would hold their
jobs for longra. Expert activities are fundamentally different from everyday
activities, despite their common basis in the extensive use of knowledge.
This difference will be explored further in Section 2.3.

2.2. Studying Everyday Activity

Having adopted a suitable definition of everyday activities, the nature of
these activities may be examined. In part because of their mundane nature,
but mainly because of their wide-ranging applicability, littie practical work is
avaiiable on the nature of everyday activities and the reasoning behind them.
While the principles of problem-solving and the nature of such tasks have
been relatively well-defined (e.g. [Polya, lgsr; Cutler, 1985]), practical
guidelines for everyday activity are rare. Because the domain is wide-ranging
and the activities mundane, it is easy to make general statements about how
everyday activities should be conducted, but difficult to apply them
practically. For example, wise and revered ancients from Marcus Aurelias
[1905] to Gracián 179921have produced volumes of aphorisms on how to go
about daily life. Since they are meant to be general, however, there are few
instances of appropriate everyday behaviour that do not contradict at least
one of the principles in any of these collections while obeying others. There
is much that AI can learn from such compendiums, despite the fact that most
modern equivalents are irreverent and anecdotai: for example, the simpie
principles of [Fulgharn, 79861 have been shown to correspond to common
characteristics of problems in the field of cooperative problem-solving
[Durfee, 7992]. Making use of such knowledge in the form of programs,
however, is also often much more complex than applying it in principle.
Stefik [1981b] for example, notes the considerable gap between the advice on
problem-solving tasks given by Polya [1957), and their realization in problem-
solving programs, due to the amount of knowledge required to interpret this
advice. For the aphorisms mentioned above, this gap is even more obvious,
due to their abstract and often metaphoric nature as"#e[ as their generality.

Outside of these aphorisms, there is little in the way of recorded information
on how to go about everyday activities. The reasons for this are simple. First,
the knowledge we use to go about our everyday activities is so common that
it is applied for the most part in an unconscious manner. This is also a
common problem in expert systems research: an expert at a particular task
uses his or her knowledge of that task so often and frequently that it becomes

13 Insert your favourite computer corporation joke here.
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difficult for them to consciously piece together the reasoning processes
involved [waterman, 1,986]. More significant than this, however, the
knowledge invoived in performing any everyday activity is highly distributed
and usually learned very gradually: it is difficult to recall the knowledge
surrounding a particular everyday activity as a collection, simply because it
was not learned that way and is never referred to in that manner. A.y
everyday activity begins as something novel, and we become familiar with
the activity (that is, acquire knowledge with which to guide its performance)
only through many repeated performances. Thus the knowledge on which
everyday activities is based is not consciously acquired: it is pieced together bit
by bit over long periods of time. Because of these factors, most written work
on everyday activities involves either an extremely specific focus on one
particular facet of activity (e.g. on being environmãntally conscious in
everyday life [Cailliet et al., 1977]), or involves specific knowledge of aspects of
a large set of activities, rather than very extensively describing a single
activity. A good example of the latter is [Parker, 7886], a guide to household
management. This work claims to be a "complete guide to household
management", state of the art of its time, but is essentially a scrapbook of
household tips and recipesl4. It is useful only in specific situations a.,d to ot e
who already has significant experience with these activities.

The only time in the lives of most people in which there is extensive
learning of everyday activities over a short period of time is in childhood.
The one significant exception to this, however, provides another source of
information about the knowledge involved in at least some everyday
activities. As mentioned earlier, a great deal of the knowledge we use in
performing everyday activities is culturally acquired: much knowledge for
performing everyday activities is learned through others in society, who have
in turn had this passed down to them. This includes both formal knowledge
such as laws and rules, as well as informal hints that make activities easier to
carry out. This knowledge, obviously, varies greatly from culture to culture,
and forces one to make a vast number of adaptations in the way they perform
their everyday activities when they make a geographical move frãm one
culture to another. Although they are rare, guidebooks for new immigrants
from other cultures are a useful source for information about the eveiyday
activities in our culture. One such guide [Emplmm, 799r] consists of a large

14 These recipes are va_gue and poorly described, leaving out vast amounts of general
knowledge compared to modern recipes. Recipes are ãspecially relevant to evãryday
activities, in that their sole role is to þuide an ðngoing 

"å,rrr" 
óf activity at which the

person performing the activity is assumed to have a collection of experience-based
knowledge required to apply the recipe. The nature of this role is discussed in Section 2.3.
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collection of useful facts about everyday activities in Canadian culture. This
guide provides knowledge about such everyday activities as making
transactions in a grocery store; dressing for winter; obtaining medical services;
and what a typical job interview consists of. Many of the facts iisted in the
guide would be considered obvious by anyone who has lived in Canada for
any length of time; for example:

E that arriving more than L0 to 15 minutes late for a business meeting or 15
to 30 minutes late for a social meeting is considered inappropriate;

tr that waiting in line is common for many activities, and attempting to
move ahead in a line is not considered to be socially acceptable;

tr that merchandise is usually packaged in bags when sold in order to
identify it as purchased when it is being removed from the store.

However, they are all important pieces of knowledge that aid us in going
about our everyday activities. As can be seen from these examples, they are
much more immediately applicable than the aphorisms discussed previously.
However, these bare facts seem to say very little about how we go about
øpplying this knowledge in performing everyday activitiesls.

In contrast to these efforts, comparatively little of what could be termed
formal analysis has been performed on the nature of everyday activity or the
types of knowledge and processing mechanisms humans make use of to
perform everyday activities so simply. Of that in existence, much has been
performed from the perspective of psychology and sociology. One area that
has concerned itself strongly with everyday human activity is environmental
psychology16, which studies human behaviour in the context of its setting. A
number of notable attempts have been made to examine everyday behaviour
from the perspectives of environmental psychology (e.g. [Scribner, r9B4; Lave
et a1., 7984; Barker, 7968; Barker et a1., 1,9781). These attempts have, above all,
demonstrated that the behaviour of a given agent is intimately related to the
environment around it. The setting in which behaviour occurs constrains
the behaviour of an agent, and similarly, the behaviour constrains and alters
the settings in which it takes place [Barker et ar., r97B; Barker, 1968].

In fact, I will argue that tlne formaf of this knowledge (as opposed to the knowledge itself)
says a great deal about the way we apply that knowledge in the performance of everyday
activities.

Also termed ecologicøl psychology.

15

1.6
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Much can also be learned through informai examination of episodes of
everyday activity. In fact, one of the most important contributions of
environmental psychology is that formal studies of behaviour often
artificially bias the behaviour under study. For example, a psychologist may
make uP a questionnaire in order to examine a certain specific behaviour. By
doing this, the psychologist is dividing behaviour into specific quantifiable
parts in order to isolate the behaviour under study. However, at the same
time the psychologist is also usually disregarding the existing structure of
behaviour, which may not be obvious, and selecting the parts in which he or
she is interested. This changes how the behaviour is viewed, and results in a
biased view of behaviour as a whole [Barker, 7968; Barker et al., r9781t2. Thus,
informal examinations of behaviour play a unique part in examining the
structure of behaviour as a whole.

In addition to the complex, routine, and knowledge-intensive nature of
everyday activities inherent in everyday activity, there is much one can learn
from the examination of episodár ór 

"rr"ryduy 
activity. consider the

following examplels:

Jane was in the kitchen, and wanted a cup of tea. She checked to see that the kettle
on the stove had enough water in it. It did not, so she fitled it with water, put it
back on the stove, and turned the stove on. Then she got her favourite cup from the
cupboard, took a tea bag from the tea canister, put it in the cup. The phone began to
ring, so she walked over and answered it. It was Dick, calling to discuss plans for
the weekend. Dick and Jane talked until the kettle whistle sounded. Jane said she
had to go and bade Dick farewell. Then she poured the hot water on her tea, and
waited a minute or so until the tea became dark. She added milk and sugar, and
then went to call Dick on the telephone to finish their conversation.

Looking at this example, one could attempt to develop a list of the pieces of
knowledge involved in accomplishing this activity, must as must have been
done to develop [Emplmm, 1997]. However, for the purposes of
understanding the cognitive mechanisms that support the performance of
everyday activities, we must begin by examining the underlying phenomena
demonstrated by the activities themselves. This example illustrates a great
deal about everyday acfivities:

17 This is in fact a common problem in AI. Some instances of this problem will be
demonstrated in the next Chapter.

18 The Principles d.escribed in this Section apply to all the episodes of "everyda y life"
described in [Agre, 1988] and, I argue, to any episode of everyday activity. Thè reader is
encouraged to apply these principles to any episode he or she cares to choose in order to
demonstrate the obvious and common-sense nafure of these. Those desiring more examples
are directed to [Anderson, 7997f, an early draft of many of these ideas.
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Euerydøy øctiuities oaerløp. This is a fundamentai property of everyday
activities, and comes about because of their common nature. This
overlap occurs in two ways. First, everyday activities subsume one
another. For example, filling a kettle and boiling water can be termed
everyday activities. If one had to search for sources of water and then try
to figure out how things like taps worked, as well as the behaviour of
water itself, it would be a complex task. Knowledge reduces it to a fairly
simple one. However, the everyday activity of making tea subsumes the
everyday activity of boiling water. In addition to this subsumption
relationship, everyday activities interact. Answering the phone can be
considered an everyday activity, and here the phone-answering activity
occurred in the middle of the tea-making activity. Any significantly long
episode of everyday activity will display both of these phenomena.

Eaerydøy actiaity is ongoing. This fact has been noted previously by Agre
[1988] and Chapman [1990]. Everyday activities blend together in an
ongoing manner: new activities arise and take the place of old ones, and
because of the overlap described above, there is often not a clear transition
from one activity to another. The subsumption relationship described
above makes this especially difficutt. For example, Jane may be making
tea while camping (if Jane camps often enough for it to be mundane and
common/ this would be an everyday activity), making tea would be part
and parcel of the overail camping activity, which would still be ongoing
long after the tea-making had been completed. The tea-making activity
would also likely give rise to other activities: drinking the tea, washing
dishes, etc.

Eaerydøy øctiaities occur ouer wide time spøns. Making tea is an
everyday activity, and takes a reasonably short time. Boiling water or
filiing a kettle are also everyday activities, and take even less time.
Driving along a freeway system is also an everyday activity [Norman,
1988; Miller, 79941, and takes considerably longer. Time is not particularly
relevant to differentiating between everyday and non-everyday activities.
The time available to deliberate about activities also varies: some demand
immediate responses (e.g. deciding whether to answer the phone), others
within a few minutes (e.g. leaving a kettle to boil while on the phone),
and others much longer periods.

Courses of action within one eaerydøy actiaity will often contrødict those
of another with which thøt actiaity interøcts [Donagan, rgï7l. In the
interaction between tea-making and phone-answering, the telephone
could just as easily have rung when the tea was darkening, or while
adding milk and sugar: times when interaction would not have been as
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conveniently dealt with as it was above. Reasoning in everyday actions
somehow allows us to extract ourselves from most of these situations.

All of these characteristics are important; however, one of them, the ongoing
nature of everyday activity, deserves further mention at this point. In
traditional AI planning terminology, agents perform tøsks. However, the use
of this term in conjunction with everyday human behaviour is misleading: it
tries to characterize as easily differentiated something that is continuous and
highly interwoven. White in principle everyday activities consist of
numerous tasks, the actions contributing toward their completion are highiy
interleaved: in many cases, it is impossible to completely isolate a given task.
As mentioned earlier in this section, attempting to completely (and
artificially) isolate particular tasks for study has led to many
misunderstandings about the nature of everyday activity. Viewing everyday
activities as tasks also contributes to a misunderstanding of the nature of
everyday activities, advocating a view of such activities as hurdles that must
be overcome or problems that must be solved, rather than routine situations
in which an agent participates in an ongoing manner. The term tøsk ís well-
suited to the types of problem-solving activities AI is used to dealing with
(Section 2.0),but is poorly suited to most of the everyday interactions humans
have with the world around them. As Agre and Chapman [19g9J put it,
embodied agents leød liues; they don't solae problems. For these reasons, the
term øctiuity is used throughout this dissertation, as opposed to the term fask.
The former term subsumes the latter: making tea is an activity that coexists
and interacts with a number of other activities in which an agent is
participating, rather than a task to be dealt with or a problem to be overcome.

The ongoing nature of activities also extends past the point of tasks. Actions,
like activities, subsume and interact with one another. Not only does an
everyday activity such as making tea encompass other activities such as filling
kettles, but these also contain more fine-grained activities. At some point, AI
planning systems normally denote atomic units called actions that are
assumed to be directly executablele: picking up the kettle, for example.
However, even these are grouped collections of smaller definable
movements, such as moving individual fingers to grasp the kettle. Even
below this level, sets of muscles must be coordinated together to accomplish
desired movements. Even at this level, overlap is considerable: when
speaking, for example, the configuration of muscles involved in producirg u

19 The details of the operation of such systems will be dealt with in chapter 3.
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particular sound depends heavily on the sounds that will shortly follow in
the speech stream [Wright, 1990].

The relevant aspect of this from the point of view of cognition in everyday
activity is where the conscious aspect of this hierarchy of activity begins. It
seems unrealistic (and tedious) to reason about individual muscle
interactions. On the other hand, it seems unacceptable that no cognitive
activity goes on below the level of complete tea-making either. It is postulated
by many that this low-level coordination is handled by motor progrøms
[Wright, 79901that controt individual muscle movements and are invokãd by
more higher-level cognitive functions. Where the level begins that we can
actually begin to assume that the conscious control of actions begins is
difficult to determine. However, a generally accepted boundary is
approximately 100 milliseconds [wright, 1990; Hofstadter, 19g5]. This is
regarded to be the point where conscious control ends and "subcognition"
[Hofstadter, 1985] begins. The research presented in this dissertation ãrrrr*",
that such a level exists (although existence at the 100 ms level is not of great
importance), and that actions can exist and be reasoned about as symbolic
structures above that level.

2.3. Cool<tng as an Example of Everyday and Expert Activity
Apparently it can require more to be a novice than to be an expert, because
(sometimes, anyway) the things an expert needs to know can be qìite few and
simple, however difficult they may be to discover and learn in the firit place.

- Marvin Minsky, Why People Think Computers Cøn,t

One need not be a professional chef to prepare gratifying food, or for that matter, to
write about it.

- Bob Blumer, The SurreøI Gourmet: Reøl Food for pretend Chefs

The examples of everyday activities described to this point have illustrated a
great deal about the nature and characteristics of everyday activities in
general. However, they have thus far said little about the cognitive
mechanisms we employ when performing everyday activities à. the
structuring of the knowledge on which these performances are based. Little
has also been done to this point in empha sizíng the difference between
everyday and expert activities with respect to these mechanisms, aside from
citing differences in expectation of performance. In order to examine these
phenomena, a more detailed examination of a specific domain must be
performed. The domain of cooking was selected for this examination for two
reasons. The first is its ubiquitous nature: everyone cooks, though some do it
better than others. Cooking fits the definition of an everyday acúvity given in
Section 2.7, and is also a good example of what most people would intuitively
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cali an everyday activity. From an AI perspective, cooking is a useful choice
of domain because it has been employed previously in AI systems, thus
facilitating comparison of techniques and examples employed by other
research projects (e.g. [Agre , 7988; Hammond , r9ï9a; Hammond et al., 1990]).
In addition to this, cooking is also is a domain that is commoniy viewed as
both an everyday activity to which the average person can relate, and also an
intricate and involved activity when performed by experts. It thus affords a
good vantage point from which to contrast everyday and expert reasoning.

2.3.1. Everyday Cooking and the Use of Recipes

Recipes are inarguably the cornerstone of cooking. We often think of recipes
in written form, as one might see in a cookbook. However, just as one can
describe from memory how we perform any everyday activity, one can
describe how one prepares a commonly-made dish from memory. The
professional chef commits many recipes to memorf , and as mentioned in the
previous Section, often uses those internalized recipes to create new dishes.
Ffowever, the everyday cook also makes use of internalized recipes. My own
such internalized recipe for making tea appears in Figure 2-3. Asking others
the process by which they make tea would result in a structure similar in
nature, but different in detail (e.g. someone else might commonly employ an
electric kettle, or use loose tea).

Internal recipes such as that shown in Figure 2-3 form an important part of
everyday cooking: for any dish that one has extensive experience at cooking, I
argue, one can describe the basic preparation of that dish, resulting in a
structure much like the one shown in the Figure. However, written recipes
are used much more often by the everyday cook, and are usually of a much
different structure.

1. Find a kettle and a teacup.

2. Fill the kettle with water, put it on the stove, turn the stove on.

3. Get a teabag, put it in the teacup.

4. When the water is boiling, pour it over the teabag.

5. Wait untii its reasonabiy strong, and remove the tea bag.
6. Put some rnilk in the tea, and drink it.

Figure 2-3. General recipe for making rea.
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Finding a written recipe for tea to compare to Figure 2-3 is difficult, since tea-
making is such a common act that most of us commit it to memory long
before reaching the stage where we would be expected to cook on our own.
Such recipes are usually only found for specialized circumstances. For
example, Figure 2-4 illustrates a recipe for tea for l-00. Adapting a tea recipe to
serve 100 is not an everyday activity for the majority of people; however,
following such a written recipe is certainly an everyday activity for many of
us. Most written recipes are more complex than that shown in Figure 2-4,but
display a similar structure. Internal and written recipes are similar at a basic
level: they are both resources of knowledge that can be applied to a task (in
this case, cooking) to make it relatively simple. Written recipes are cuitural
artifacts, and have evolved in much the same way as tools for cooking
(Section 2.3.2). Internal recipes represent a combination of previous
experience, memorization of written recipes, and other cultural teachings.

Fig:re 2-4. Recipe for tea, 100 servings lHadwen, 19371.

There is much that both internal and written recipes illustrate about
performing everyday cooking and everyday activities in general. First of all,
while my internal recipe for tea was described in steps, these steps need not be
carried out in the exact order in which they are described. Other orderings
work equally well, and when I use my internal description, I use whatever
order seems convenient to my circumstances. I can aiso react to opportune
situations (u.9. I wouldn't boil water if there was some obviously available),
and make do with less-than-opportune situations (e.g. if there isn't enough
milk, I could have whatever little there is my tea). More importantly, tñe
internal recipe is neither completely specific nor completely general. It does
not contain the individual actions necessary to make a cup of tea20. For
example, even simpie actions such as pouring hot water over the tea, or

20 Ind.eed, the reader will see in Chapter 4 that making tea involves a much more extensive
series of operations than one might at first think.

41,/2 Gallons water 7 7 /2- 2 cups tea

Fresh cold water brought to a boil to which add the tea, in cheese
cloth bag. Remove from fire and let steep a few minutes, not more
than three minutes. Remove the tea bag, and do not let the
infusion boil.
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removing the tea bag will differ at least slightly from instance to instance.
Indeed, if the internal recipe did contain each specific action necessary, it
would be useful only in one precise situation. The recipe also omits many
absolutely necessary actions (e.g. turning off the stove). Somehow, an
everyday chef has the ability to apply internal recipes as guides, making use of
context separately to accomplish each of the steps involved - adding further
activity as necessary and not even considering aspects of the general recipe
that do not make sense in the context in which the agent finds itself. This is
equaily true for all everyday activities.

On the other hand, the internal tea recipe does contain some context. Not
only does the internal recipe contain much more context than the written
recipe in Figure 2-4, lt contains some very specific contextual aspects: precisely
those on which the agent usually relies when performing the activity. In this
case, my internal tea recipe is assuming I am making only one cup of tea, that
I am using tea bags, and that a stove is used to heat water: precisely the
conditions that hold in the environment in which I most commonly make
tea. In a different context, aspects would be described differently. For
example, if I were specifically asked how I make tea at my office, I would
describe the same general process using an electric kettle. This is an entirely
new everyday activity: I do not consciously take the internal recipe from
Figure 2-3 to substitute the use an electric kettle; rather, I am reminded of a
different routine by a different set of external circumstances. FIowever,
knowledge about these separate everyday activities cannot exist in isolation,
the way one would collect recipes in a cookbook: they are related to one
another through the extensive knowiedge required to actually perform each
activity given these vague descriptions. In this case, much of the knowledge
involved would overlap between making tea at my office and at home: some
aspects of my tea-making knowledge are distributed and connected with
given circumstances; other aspects are common and more unified. This
implies that internal recipes (be they for cooking or for guiding other
everyday activities) are not stored as program or plan-like structure, but in a
more general, more accessible and flexible form. They øre by no means the
ølgorithmic structures that they øre commonly thought of.

Written recipes, though seemingly more structured than internal recipes,
show these same characteristics. The written recipe of Figure 2-4 is shown as
a series of steps, and indeed, that is what recipes are commoniy thought of.
Flowever, there is also a great deal of knowledge in any written recipe that is
not in this form. For example, any written recipe has associated with it a large
number of constraints, which express restrictions on objects or techniques. In
Figure 2-4 for example, steep no longer than three minutes is a constraint on
the behaviour of tea-making, as is using fresh cold water (as opposed to water
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in some other condition)21. Lr fact, prior to giving the recipe shown in Figure
2-4, IJadwen 11'9371states approximately a page of additionãl constraints, fiom
not using metal containers for making tea to increasing the amount of tea
rather than the time of steeping if a stronger flavour is desired. Such
constraints are also an important aspect of internal recipes, but are not often
thought of when attempting to list an internal recipe, since many arise for
consideration only when we begin to carry the activity out. Other tnowledge
common to written recipes describes the condition of the ingredients and
recommended tools. Although recipes have traditionally beenlhought of as
plan-like structures,- there is clearly much more to the average recipe than the
steps for its successful completion.

In addition to omitting much contextual detail, there is also a great deal
knowledge in other forms that is omitted from any written recife simply
because it is understood 

Jo be applied automatic aILyzz. A step in a recipe may
call for chopped vegetables, for example, without áescribingïow this þrocessis to be performed. This "understood" knowledge can be oÌ *u.y typàs. For
example, words Iike ødd, mix, or stir are used commonly, assuming-we know
the ingredient-specific differences between these actions; common features of
ingredients are omitted (e.g. no recipe ever states to remove eggshells from
e88s); and variable elements (where to go in the kitchen, often 

-r,if,ut 
tools to

use) are omitted because they would simply be too specific to make sense of in
most circumstances. Here again, written recipes are by no means algorithmic
structures.

The amount and type of "understood" information in a recipe has a great deal
to do with its audience: a recipe for making tea will usua[yte u, .rn]r.r.tured
as the one above, and may have a great deal of understood information,
while a recipe for a more exotic dish (from the perspective of the cook: a
foreign dish is a good example) would likely be more ¿ãtailed. proper recipe-
writing standards for written recipes minimize the amount oi implicit
information. using standard terms for cooking processes, for example, make
them more easily followed by everyday cooks fnãctham and Freelanà-Graves,
7979; Hullah, 79841. In addition to the understood information present in
recipes, there is understood information about following a recipe itself: that

The¡recessity of such constraints can also be seen in any recipe-like structure, such as the
brief guides to chores such as ironing and washing described in [parker, 1gg6].

This is typically called common sense knowledge in AI. Again, it is also an important
aspect of internal recipes, and is not thought òf *her, reõllecting an internal recipe,
simply because it is only considered when neõded., Iike the constraintsãescribed above, and
is separate from the recipe itself.

21
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the ingredients usually appear at the top; that the form of ingredients is to be
that encountered normally unless told otherwise; that special suggestions
may aPPear at the bottom of the recipe. As mentioned above, following a
recipe is itself an everyday activity, one that is part and parcel of the larger
everyday activity of cooking. Each clearly contributes some contextual
information that guides the process along (again, in the manner shown in
Fígwe 2-2).

This understood information is what really separates an internal recipe from
a written recipe. While they may look fairly similar once an internal recipe is
written down (e.g. Figure 2-3), they are different in that an internal reciþe is
highly connected with a great deal of experiential knowledge that is present
but consciously omitted when writing such an internal recipe down. This is
precisely the understood information a written recipe relies on. In order to
understand a written recipe, we must first read it and integrate it with this
knowledge; with an internai recipe, this integration has already been already
performed. In writing down an internal recipe, we also make a great many
assumptions about circumstances in which the everyday activity wilt be
carried out. For exampie, in Figure 2-9, r assumed that the majority of
contextual factors were exactly as they are found in a typical instance of my
making tea at home. Such assumptions allow us to put down in linear form
what is essentially a non-linear structure. By non-lineaÍ, I mean that the
internal recipe does not exist entirely in the sequential form that is shown in
Figure 2-3. As mentioned previously, there are both general and context-
driven aspects to these internal recipes. In writing down the internal recipe,
we are recalling it in an artificially linear form by making a set of assumptións
that ailow a complete general sequence of activity to be written. That is, these
assumptions provide an artificial context that allow us to select from the
distributed aspects of this knowledge. Thus, if my internal recipe in Figure 2-
3 had contained a step to turn the stove on and another specific one tolurn it
off, and I were specifically given a kettle to make tea with instead, there
would be no conscious search of the sequence in order to find aspects that are
incompatible with using the kettle (e.g. finding and removing the ,,turn off
stove" activity). Rather, this aspect would never arise, since we are not using
a stove: it was only included in the original sequence by virtue of the fact that
a stove was assumed. Somehow, these internal recipes must exist in a format
that supports this non-linear structure23.

23 The hierarchical, subsumptive nature of everyday activities also supports this idea.
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While much additional knowledge is required to apply an average recipe
(internal or written), recipes are much more obviously viewed as suppliers of
information: Recipes are used as guides for actiaity. As recipes are not
algorithmic structures, they cannot be followed as such. Indeed, even average
cooks often do not follow written recipes in minute detail [Peckham and
Freeland-Graves, 19791. However, recipes are crucial to everyday cooking: as
caches of previous experience, they constrain one's actions in the manner
shown in Figure 2-2, and provide the knowledge necessary to minimize
danger and uncertainty in cooking. Recipes, in the words of McGee [79g4],
"are meant to help us prepare food...without the distrøction of hauing to
think"24. The concept of minimizing intellectual effort is important not ónly
in common cooking activities, but in any everyday activity. As mentioned
above, there is no conscious adaptation of an internal recipe from one
situation in which it is commonly used to another2s, nor is there any
conscious adaptation of a completely general (context-free) tea-making recipe
to a specific situation with which the agent is familiar. The intellectual ease
with which everyday activities are performed dictates this: such adaptations
are computationally complex, and relying on such mechanisms in any
complex domain would result in such a slow response as to make many
everyday activities unperformable. On the other hand, adaptation is clearly
required when the situation is less than familiar, and there will be a degree of
unfamiliarity in any situation, no matter how common the activity. These
require intellectual effort to the degree that the agent must go beyond the
detailed, often-applied knowledge it has of the activity (i.e. the internal
recipe). Some adaptations require very little intellectual work, such as when
taking care of smali but unavoidable differences between the recipe and the
world the agent inhabits. For example, the exact spot one puts a cup down in
order to pour tea into it will always differ from instance to instance. More
intellectual work - the application of deeper domain knowledge - is required
in other cases. For example, if I am at home making tea and the stove breaks
down, I will expend intellectual effort searching for an alternative method of
heating water (e.g. using an electric kettle, which is not normally part of that
routine). The scale of such adaptations is broad, and can go far beyond what is
considered an everyday activity, as will be seen in the following Section.

Intellectual work is most definitely required in everyday activities; the secret
to their ease and timely performance is that the intellectual work is not

24 Emphasis mine.

25 Though of course such adaptation is possible and occurs in more complicated (and
comparatively much more rare) circumstances.
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wasted where it is not needed. By making use of the experience represented
in internal recipes such as the tea-making recipe of Figure 2-3 as surface
knowledge, saving the time spent searching for the best way to perform the
activity, and using the deep knowiedge that lies behind such recipes to
perform adaptations such as the one above, we combine the timely responses,
ease of performance, and adaptive behaviour that char acteríze our own
everyday activities.

2.3.2. Comparing Everyday and Expert Cooking

Despite the emphasis thus far on its everyday aspects, cooking is obviously
not limited to the amateur. Indeed, the term "everyday chef" used in the
previous Section sounds unusual when it is first encountered, since our
image of a chef is not usually of an ordinary person in a kitchen cooking
hamburger, but one in gleaming white clothes and a tall hat concocting exotic
dishes. On close examination, there are also many differences between the
reasoning performed during cooking by an expert as opposed to an amateur.

From the perspective of an amateur, there is a great deal of knowledge
employed by the professional chef that is simply not needed for preparing a
passable meal [McGee,7984]. Complex chemical and (in some cases) biological
processes are at work when one prepares a meal [Seelig, I99!, Coenderc,1992],
and in most cases the average cook is unaware of their operation, except at an
extremely high level. consider, for example, the use of baking powder. As
seelig 179911 explains, "double-a cting" baking powder is essentially baking
soda combined with two acids. The first acid reacts with the baking soda in
the presence of water at room temperature, releasing carbon dioxide bubbles.
These bubbles allow batter to rise. However, cake batters are quite thin, and
often the gas bubbles escape before the batter has cooked and thickened
enough to trap them. The second acid reacts only at higher temperatures, and
thus produces more carbon dioxide when the batter has thickened enough to
hold them. Now, very few average people wouid have enough knowledge of
chemicai properties of baking soda to provide such an explanation. They
simply make use of the fact that putting baking powder in batter causes it to
rise. To the professional chef, however, deep knowledge about this and many
other common items is crucial, since in commercial use, successful recipes
must be guaranteed (one of the basic differences between everyday and expert
activities). The most basic knowledge of baking soda is suitable for everyday
cooking activities; however, when limited to this knowledge along, the
activity can break down in situations with which the everyday cook is not
experienced. If the everyday cook were to try to construct a novel recipe, for
example, the acid balance in the batter might be such that the baking powder
reacts too quickly, causing the cake to fall. Expert knowledge is required for
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this activity. By the same token, however, constructing a recipe is not an
everyday activity to the average person: it involves many kinds of deep
reasoning about many ingredients, interactions between them, and the
processes for combining them. The average person does not have such
knowledge simply because it is not usually required.

Tools for cooking provide a similar view of the contrast between expert and
everyday behaviour. Anyone who has entered a department store or watched
a cooking show on television knows that there is a large number of cooking
gadgets on the market today, but few realíze how large this number is:
Campbell [1980], for example, illustrates more than two thousand different
cooking tools and special techniques for using them. Tools are examples of
knowledge in the world that has evolved through culture [Agre and
Horswill, 1'9921. Individuals modify existing tools over generations to
perform a given task better or to apply to an entirely novel task, and we
simply use these tools without appreciation of the knowledge behind them.
Agre and Horswfll U9921argue that a great deal of knowledge in cooking is
provided simply through the existence of specialized tools for specialízed.
cooking tasks (pastry cutters for pastry, spatulas for turning, etc.). fn contrast
to what might be expected from this, however, most expert chefs do not make
use of many of these speciaiized tools [Campbell, 1980]: they use fewer and
more general types of cooking tools. A reasonable expianation for this is that
expert "knowledge in the head" replaces the "knowledge in the world",,
represented by tools. Mastering techniques implies not needing assistance in
the form of specialized tools for performing those techniques, and thus an
expert chef can make use of more general tools in specific ways. Watching an
expert chef illustrates this: we have all seen chefs separate eggs using an
eggshell rather than a specialized tool; smashing garlic with the side of a
knife; or making a great show of quickly and finely chopping vegetables
without the aid of a food processor. I would argue that even the amateur
does not make use of tools as world knowledge as extensively as Agre and
Horswill [1992] Presume. When I need a tool to stir a liquid, I choose a large
sPoon over a vegetable sPoon, not because the latter is meant to be used for
vegetables, but because it has holes in it that do not lend themselves well to
stirring. Informal reasoning about function, often simply by looking at a tool,
seems to play a much greater part than Agre and Horswill give credit. Most of
us have a great drawer full of kitchen gadgets, and as often as not reach in
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looking for something that will do an adequate job for the task at hand, rather
than assuming there is a specific tool for every jobzø.

While there is clearly a difference in the level of knowledge used by expert
and amateur chefs, there is also a difference in the types of activiti"r lh"y
engage in while cooking. Experienced chefs empioy the types of knowled.ge
discussed above to design and test new recipes. As mentioned above, thãy
require intimate knowledge of the role of various substances and the manner
in which they interact with one another. A system known as Chef developed
by Hammond [1989a] demonstrates this type of reasoning. The system makes
use of its previous experience at cooking (testing recipes in simulation and
remembering and learning from its failures) and deep knowledge of the
ingredients and Processes involved in order to adapt old recipes to fit new
situations (e.9. altering a beef-and-broccoli stir-fry dish to make an
appropriately-flavoured chicken dish [Hammond 1989a]). This is no doubt
expert reasoning, but the professional chef is also called upon to perform
reasoning that is much more sophisticated than that implemented in
Hammond's system. Hullah 11984] illustrates many complex examples, such
as adapting recipes for microwave or convection cooking, or for iower fat,
sugar/ or sodium. In viewing the guides for performing such adaptations
[Hullah, 1984], one sees that much of the knowledge involved is similar in
structure to that used by many expert systems applications.

In contrast to this, the average cook does not have much of the knowledge
that an expert chef possesses about ingredients and processes. The everydãy
tasks performed by the average person are much more mundane than the
professional recipe adaptations described above: everyday cooking simply
does not require such knowledge. An average person performing cooking as
an everyday activity uses very high-level and limited knowledge about
ingredients and Processes to perform the very slight adaptations necessary to
carry out simple recipes in the average kitchen. In most cases, the results are
satisfactory, although not approaching the performance of an expert chef.
More significantly, when problems arise (e.g. bread falling), the deep
knowledge and reasoning processes of an expert chef allow a much better
chance of recovery than those of an average cook. The non-expert simply
lives with the possibility of faiiure: part of the definition of 

".re.yáuy 
activity,

and an alternative usually unavailable to the expert.

26 Or more often than not, Iook for the traditional tool for doing something and, eventually
tiring 9f sifting through dozens of gadgets cluttering the drawer, reach fõr something thát
looks like it is remotely applicable.
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The knowledge and reasoning mechanisms used by amateurs and experts in
cooking say a great deal about how expert tasks and the reasoning behind
them relate to everyday activities. Expert performance depends critically on
expert knowledge [Hayes-Roth et al., 79831: an expert employs speciaiized
knowledge and reasoning mechanisms to perform at a high level in a narrow
domain. Thus in order to perform the complex recipe adaptations described
above, a professional chef knows about the biochemical composition of
ingredients, the manner in which they interact with one another, and also
has complex knowiedge on how to control the complex processes that occur
when they are cooked. Just as critically, however, everyday activities depend
critically on general knowledge, and we apply this general knowledge in order
to perform adequately in a wide range of domains. In order to perform
everyday cooking activities, we possess knowledge of how to follow recipes,
and fairly limited knowledge of ingredients and how they interact. We fail in
some situations, because expert knowledge is sometimes required in complex
situations, but we live with the possibility of failure. Everyday life is co-ple*,
and dealing with it does not mean getting rid of the complexity, but
performing adequately within it [Davis, 799t122.

2.3.3. Further Characteristics of Everyday Activities

Overall, we see that an examination of cooking as an everyday activity
reinforces many of the points that have already been made in this Chapter.
Cooking can be complex, but in situations where one has experience in
performing many of the activities involved, cooking is easy: simple, standard
recipes become trivial; some that occur very often, such as making tea, are not
even thought of as recipes any more, and are performed with little decision-
making activity. However, this examination has also demonstrated new
phenomena about everyday activities from the point of view of the cognitive
mechanisms necessary for performing them:

tr Eueryday actiaities cøn be eøsily described from memory. we can take
any activity that we are very familiar with and describe it from memory
in a manner similar to the internal tea recipe of Figure 2-3. Moreover, I

27 This may seem an obvious facÇ but is often overlooked by those in computer science obsessed
with complexity analysis. Virtually any significant domain in Ai involves intractable
problems; however, humans tackle many such problems (in particular, those relating to
everyday activities) with ease. Complexity theory is often misleading in problems such
as these, because its results are based on its design of pathological inJtancès, rather than
the many instances that can be tackled with good results using computationally feasible
rules [Goldberg and Pohl, 1981].
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argue that the amount of detail shown in Figure 2-Z is typical of a generai
description of any everyday activity. Far from being context-iree, it
contains aspects of context that are especially common.

These meffiory structures øre more thøn just sequences of steps. while
the sequence of steps necessary to perform an activity is obviously
important, much of the experience we have with an activity is in other
forms: recommendations of particular tools, or restrictions on objects or
techniques, for example.

These meffilry structures represent whøt typicølly goes on in the course
of øn eaeryday øctiuity, but øre not detøiled enough to control it directly.
Even a simple action like making tea cannot be compieteiy
programmable, because no situation will exactly match the typical
scenario for any everyday activity. Subtle variation within the aciivity
and interaction between tea-making and other activities require us to
diverge from the typical or normal methods with which we have the
most experience in order to adapt to ongoing changes in circumstance.
This requires deeper information about the task at hand. While we can
describe how we go about the activity in general, we usually omit from
these descriptions much of the information necessary to be able to deviate
from this general methodology. clearly however, this deep knowledge
must exist. Because we are dealing with everyday activities, most
adaptations should by definition be minimal, and these deep forms of
reasoning are used as little as necessary. However, they are nonetheless
essential.

Intellectual effort is minimized during the course of eaeryday actiaities.
Just as recipes allow us to prepare food without the distraction of having
to think, the internal recipes (i.e. our previous experience) that we follow
for everyday activities allow us the same convenience. There is little in
the way of complex adaptation in any everyday activity, and. (as described
earlier) each step an agent takes during the course of an everyday activity
should seem obvious: that is precisely why we can describe an everyday
activity from memory. Indeed, in many cases we often only think about
what we are doing when something goes wrong. For example, when
making tea in my home, I don't generally reason that I turn thé stove on
specifically because I am heating water. It is simply part of my routine. If
I stop and analyze what I am doing, these "higher purposes" can be easily
considered. This might happen, for example, if the stove were broken.
However, they are usually not thought of oï reasoned about
øutomaticølly in the course of an everyday activity.
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we møy høae more than one way of performing a cotnmon actiaity in
different situøtions. These methods are commonly termed routines
[Agre, 7988; Agre and Chapman, rg90]. one routine will usually seem
obvious within a particular situation [Agre, 1988]. Each effectively
represents a different everyday activity.

Knozaledge øbout ø pørticulør eueryday actiaity does not exist in isoløtion.
If I have two common routines for making two everyday items (e.g.
making tea and coffee), the routines are not completely separate from one
another. While each will involve different basic steps, they will often
share a great deal of background knowledge. For example, both making
tea and making coffee have the heating of water, the use of cups, and a
great deal of general kitchen knowledge in common, despite being
possibly very different routines.

2.4. On Rationality and Everyday Activities

Rational, adj. Devoid of all delusions save those of observation, experience and
reflection.

- Ambrose Bierce, The Deail's Dictionary

Another concept crucial to studying everyday activity and the reasoning
mechanisms behind it is that of Røtionality. The general concept of boundeá
rationality, that appropriate decisions must be made in light of limited
knowledge and deliberation time, has already been mentioned. However, the
nature of rationality itself has yet to be discussed. CIearIy, rationality is an
important characteristic in intelligent systems: no AI researcher would claim
to want to create irrational programs. But what is rationaiity, and how can
rational actions be distinguished from irrational ones? In general, rational
behaviour can be defined as "doing the right thing" at each moment [Agre,
7988; Chapman, 1990; Russell and wefald, r99rl. But what is the "right
thing"? In the past, the right thing has often been defined from a decision-
theoretic perspective (e.g. [Simon, r9s7]). From this perspective, a rationai
agent is one that attempts to mathematically optimize benefit, utility, or
comfort within the bounds of its resources [Norman, 1988]. Thus, the right
thing is the alternative with the highest-weighted combination of factors in
its favour after having considered it for some particular length of time.

For problem-solving that involves extensive deliberation, where the factors
that make alternatives worthwhile can be measured and combined
numerically, the decision-theoretic perspective is extremely useful. However,
as has been discussed extensively throughout this Chapter, everyday activity
is fundamentally different from this type of problem-solving. Everyday
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activity does not lend itself well to the decision-theoretic approach because of
its eclectic and context-sensitive nature, and because the factors that make an
action optimal are often subtle and difficult to accurately express numerically.
In addition to these practical limitations, there is also a philosophical
incompatibility between the mundane and common nature of everyday
activities and the concept of intricately weighing alternatives against one
another, counting uP Pros and cons. Even strong proponents of the decision-
theoretic perspective point out that there are many situations where
quantitative estimates of the attractiveness of an alternative are unavailable,
and that rational analysis can still be carried out in spite of the absence of
qualitative features [Simon 7969]. Indeed, attempting to precisely define and
quantifying all aspects of a decision may in fact be detrimental to the decision-
making Process. In management science, for example, the view that decision-
making should be a formal, precisely-defined process has arisen largely from
studying low- and middle-level management decisions, yet is applied mainly
to top-level decisions. The latter are largely ill-defined and unquantifiable,
and the application of decision theory to these problems is more tikely to
cause organizations to Pursue inappropriate courses of action more efficiently
[Minzberg et al., 1976].

For everyday activities, moving beyond completely quantified, decision-
theoretic rationality is crucial: as has been pointed out by Barrett 11962l,
universally-applied rationality of the decision-theoretic variety would be
indistinguishable from psychosis. In contrast to the decision-theoretic
perspective/ any action taken by an agent participating in an everyday activity
is usually an obvious one: ridiculous or irrational alternatives are not
weighed and abandoned - they are not consciously considered in the first
place. Rationality in everyday activity is defined by culture, experience, and
precedent. The rational alternative - the "right thing" - is one that an agent
adopts with the full expectation that it will lead to some goal in tight ol the
agent's knowledge of the activities in which it is participating or intending to
participate. That is, the rationality of an action lies in the context of the
particular, concrete circumstances in which it is chosen [Suchm an, I9B7l.
Failure to consider this body of knowledge results in an inadequate concept of
rationality. Newell's [1988] principle of rationølity, for example, simply states
that actions are selected to attain the agent's goals. Failure to include the
concept of goals conflicting with one another and with the general contextual
knowledge surrounding the agent's activities allows this definition to include
many activities that are objectively irrational. For example, If I were making
tea, and the house started on fire, it would be perfectly rational within the
bounds of this definition to stay in the burning house and accomplish the tea-
making goal.
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Choosing the rational alternative is thus the product of applying appropriate
contextual knowledge to resolve uncertainty. This knowledge- naturally
constrains an agent's choices, in the manner depicted in Figure 2-2: ít is what
makes most actions in everyday activity obvious. This view is completely
encomPassed by the concept of bounded rationality: there are simply too
many aiternatives to rely on enumeration and weighting. Very littlå in the
way of heavy deliberation characteristic of the decision-theorétic model is
involved in everyday activity. Rationality does not mean performing the
"rogícal" action in the formal sense of the word; it means aoing ,o-"Ihi.rg
that is compatible with the agent's past experience, future intãntions, u1á
knowledge of the situation in which the agent finds itself. This form of
rationality is very different from the decision-theoretic perspective, but I
argue keeps much of the spirit decision-theoretic rationality 

"..ã-purrur.
This view of everyday rationality has some implications not encompassed by
decision-theoretic rationality, however. By basing rationality on &perience
and knowledge of the situation in which the agent finds itself, the rational
decision is not necessarily objectiaely ntional, but rather rationai to the
extent that it reflects what the agent knows. Thus many decisions that are
rational to one agent may seem irrational from another's perspective, or even
in retrospect from the agent's future point of view.

Unlike others (e.g. [Agre , 1.988; Chapman , 7gg0]),I do not believe that the fact
that the most appropriate course of action is usually obvious when
performing an everyday activity implies that agents can be organi zed. as
automatons, where every decision is predetermined. The differenie between
this view and that of Agre and Chapman is that rationality involves the
appropriate run-time application of contextual knowiedge, as opposed to
making a Pre-Programmed response to a given situatión28. Tñô context
affecting an agent's decisions is much more complex than is necessary for
simple stimulus-resPonse reactions to be responsible for everyday activities.
This context is not simply the product of the state of the envirônment around
it, which can be recognized and responded to in a primitive, behaviourist
manner. Rather, it is the product of both the environment around the agent,
the internal state of the agent itself in the form of goais and desires, and
complex interactions between the two.

28 This view of coherent activity as emergent from many pre-programmed responses will be
described in detail in Chapter 3. It is mentioned. here only fo make distinct ihe differences
in the basic view of everyday activity it entails.
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From the perspective of rationality, making appropriate use of this context is
much more complex than I argue can be accomplished with simpie reactions.
Even though knowledge obtained through previous experience may
immediately eliminate many inappropriate alternatives, this contextual
knowledge may not all be immediately available. For example, the agent may
be participating in more than one activity at a time, and it make take some
deliberation to reaiize the interactions between them. Likewise, an agent may
intend to participate in a great many activities in the future, and the
interaction of these with current activities may not be immediately obvious.
More general contextuai knowledge may also be required to realize the
advantages of one alternative over another, and may not be immediately
available.

These aspects of the contextual knowledge provided by experience can be
defined in terms or compatibility and coherence. Any actiãn in everyday
activity that is carried out by a rational agent needs to be be:

a) Compatible with the enuironment: fhe action should be an appropriate
response to the situation in which the agent finds itself.

b) Locølly coherent: the action selected should be as compatible as possible
with other activities the agent may currently be pursuing. Since, by the
very nature of everyday activities, an agent is often participating in many
activities at once, there are many ways in which carrying out a single
action working toward one goal can invalidate another.

c) Globølly coherent: the action should be as compatible as possible with the
activities an agent intends to perform in the future. For example, the
agent may be about to spend ail of its money purchasing some artiile, and
yet possess the intention to go out to dine in the near future. Clearly,
carrying out the first action will invalidate the second, assuming that the
dining intention is the more important of the two.

Clearly, these aspects are in competition with one another, and sacrifices must
often be made as bounded rationality dictates. I argue, however, that when
sacrifices are made, they are made by virtue of the agent's own extensive
knowledge of the activities in which it is participating. As will be shown in
Chapters 4 and 5, the difference between this perspective and that of Agre
[1988] and Chapman [1990] is one of appropriate bounded reasoning, allowing
the various aspects of context to be considered as they arise (and as time
allows), as oPPosed to complete compilation. In any significant situation, I
ar|lre, the complexity of the contextual knowledge precludes complete
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compilation, and the complexity of the interactions between everyday
activities preclude the strict use of such pre-compiled structures.

2.5. Summary

This Chapter has defined everyday activities and differentiated them from the
expert activities more commonly associated with AI systems. It has also
sought to characterize everyday activities, through both high-levet
examinations of types of everyday activity and detailed examinatiõns of a
particular domain. The characteristics of everyday activities discussed in this
Chapter are summarized in Figure 2-5. As should be obvious by this point,
these are by no means independent of one another. In fact, a common theme
arises from them: eaeryday actiaities øre complex and uncertain, ønd the
knowledge possessed by the agent performing the tøsk must be øpplied to
resolae that uncertøinty. The correct øpptication of the extensiae knowledge
thøt is ø pørt of all eaerydøy actiaities by definition is what møkes eaerydøy
øctiaities simple for humans to perform.

Applying this knowledge, however, is far from simple. Many of the
characteristics described in this Chapter centre around thè organizatíon of an
agent's experience: in general, that an agent performing an everyday activity
makes use of a routine that is well-suited to a general set of circumstãnces but
not completely specific. Such an agent must also have an extensive collection
of knowiedge about the world around it, and the ability to appty that
knowledge to allow it to perform the routine flexibly in a specific ìituation.
This knowledge also allows the agent to integrate the recommendations of its
experience at one activity with that of other activities in which it is
participating. Such an agent must be goal-directed, in that it must make use
of its previous experience with a commonly-performed activity to work as
directly as possible toward its objectives. At the same time, the agent must
also be adaptive, in that its knowledge of the activity cannot ,ãrrru u, u
complete guide in any particular set of circumstances and must be altered as
circumstances change as well as integrated with other activities. These are
precisely the characteristics that Sternberg and Salter [7982] argue are the basis
for all intelligent behaviour.
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Everyday activities overlap (subsumption and interaction)

Involve the use of large quantities of knowiedge (in the head and the world)

Everyday activities are mundane

Everyday activities are coûunon

Everyday activities are ongoing

Everyday activities occur on a wide time scale

Dealing with everyday activities involves contradictions

Characterizedby adequate as opposed to expert performance

General operations of everyday activities can be easily recalled from memory

Experience with everyday activities involves minimizing intellectual work

Everyday activities are recalled as a mixture of general and
specific information

Knowledge about a particular everyday activity does not exist in isolation
from that of other everyday activities
This information is non-iinear in organization and is much more than just a
sequence of steps

concem for current activities must be balanced with concern for
intended activities in the future

Figure 2-J. Summary of the characteristics of everyday activities.

From the characteristics discussed in this Chapter, it is immediately obvious
that performing everyday activities demands a great deal from the agent's
cognitive machinery; much more than performing expert activities. The
organization of experience that characterize everyday activities demands
flexibility in representation, while the combination of goal-directed and
adaptive behaviour requires that this knowledge be applied in an extremely
flexible manner.

With these characteristics in mind, Chapter 3 reviews past techniques in AI
planning systems in terms of their abitity to serve as the basis for a cognitive
architecture for everyday activities.
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Cu,tpren 3

AI PTnNNING MoDELS AND

EvsRYDAy AcrrvrTrEs

The crucial element of all scientific models is change. They must evolve as we learn
more about the world. Sometimes the change is no more than tinkering with a
small part of a model. At other times, as when the Copernican model tõok over
from the Ptolemaic one, a real revolution occurs.

- Zeilig and Gaustad, Astronomy

3.0. Introduction

Having defined everyday activities and differentiated them from other types
of activity, it still remains to be seen how the reasoning behind everyday
activities can be captured and implemented computationally. As has been
previously mentioned, reasoning about action has aiways been a topic of
interest to AI, and there are many perspectives from which to view reasoning
about action. This Chapter provides an overview of models for reasoning
about action previously used in AI systems, and. aïgues that none is suitable
for everyday activities as defined in Chapter 2. This overview is not intended
to discredit or belittle these models, but rather to view their performance both
objectively and from the perspective of their application to everyday
activities. This will both facilitate comparison between models and allow the
features most obviously applicable (or inapplicable) to everyday activities to
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be selected as a first step in the development of a modei for reasoning about
everyday activities.

Within artificial intelligence, two major opposing perspectives for reasoning
about action are dominant. Cløssical Planning ,rie*s activity as entirely
explained by the construction and execution of completely detaited program-
like plans. In this model, a goal is given to the planner, which then åomputes
a plan that can be carried out in a particular starting situation to achieve that
goal. Its antithesis, IJniaersøl Planning, argt:'es that ongoing activity emerges
from a series of spontaneous reactions to recognizable situations. The
following Sections describe and analyze these models.

3.1. Classical Planning

If, to one who governs himself with caution and patience, times and affairs
converge in such away that his administration is successful, his fortune is made; butif times and affairs change, he is ruined if he does not change his course of
action...Therefore, the cautious man, when it is time to turn adveñturous, does not
know how to do it, hence he is ruined.

- Machiavellí, The Prince

The best-laid schemes o'mice an'men
Cang aft a-gley,

An' lea'e us naught but grief an'pain,
For promised joy.

- Robert Burns, To a Mouse

Historically, research into the computational implementation of activity has
descended from tihe Classical Ptànning persplctive. Classical planning
involves the use of a search algorithm to examine a problem and pioduce á
strict sequence of actions (a pløn) that will solve the problem. Thã classical
planning model is extremely pervasive in AI, and many of the terms used
when reasoning about activity are directly associated with it. For example, the
use of the term pløn in an AI paper almost automatically invokes the åoncept
of program-like structures, as opposed to incomplete resource-like structures
such as the recipes described in Chapter 2, which would also colioquially be
termed plans. Similarly, all types of reasoning about action in AI are still
normally grouped under the umbrella term of planning, regardless of
whether plans in the classical sense are seen to play an impoitantlole or not.
Referring to plønning can currently mean anything from reacting to specific
situations (which seems to have very little at all to do with even ã di.tionu.y
definition of planning) to creating, using, and optimizing detailed plans
[McDermott and Hendler, 7993] in the classical manner.
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Goal
G

Figure 3-1. General structure of a classical planner (based on fW'ilkins,
1e881).

Figure 3-1 illustrates the general structure of a classical planner. The planner
is given a collection of possible operations and a problem to solve, ur,d ,rr", u
model of how the world around it operates to search the space of possible
operator combinations to arrive at a sequence that will cause the goãl to be
achieved. The plan is then sent to some type of effector to be ca-rried out,
much as a comPuter would execute a program. More formally, a classical
planner may be described as a five-tupie-{U,W,A,pp,g}, where:

E u={si I si = {d1 (j=l..n)}} is a universe of states si. Each state is a
description of the world around the planner at a particular time, and
consists of a set of predicates d¡ in some description Language. Each state
is complete and consistent. This description of U assumes that each
predicate or its logical negation appears in each state. The dimension of IJ
is n, the number of predicates necessary to completeiy describe a state. We
call a set of predicates {d¡ (k= 1..m, m<n)l a þørtia[ úatu description, and
denote the set of all possible partial state descriptions by Sp. Note that any
s e Sp describes a subset of U.

tr w= {si lsi e u,3 sinit, scurr e w; init < i < curr} is a description of the
world around the planner consisting of an ordered set of one or moïe
states si. One element of w is designated as the initiøl støte s¡yi¡,
re_presenting the state of the world before the planner alters it in any way.
W also contains a current state sçsy¡, indicating the state of the wórld ãt
the current point in time (the last item of W). Note that initially, sinit =
scurr.
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tr A = {ai I ui - {li,pi,ei}; pi,ei € Sp} is a set of actions, each of which
represents a potential transformation the planner can make to the world
around it. Each action is a tupie consisting of a set of preconditions pi
and a set of fficts ei. Pi and ei are each subsets of a state. Each action alio
contains a label li, that uniquely identifies the action. An action a¡ is
considered applicøble when pk c scur¡ when any variables in the d1 that
make uP Pk have been appropriately bound to specific constants. We
define Ac.rr, = {ai I pi e ai c scurr} as the collection of all such currently
applicable øctions. By definition, Asu¡r. c A. The applicøtion of an action
aieAsu¡¡performs a transformationW-+Wus.rr.¡+l I scurr+1 = (scurr

u* (ei e ai)), creating a new current state by applying the necessary

changes detailed in e¡. u* is defined as union under consistencA, an
operation that allows the non-monotonic union of two or more states.
u+ allows predicates in the latter of the two states on which it operates to
repiace those in the former (e.g. p € si, -p e sj + -p c {si u*s1} (j>i)). In
practice, this u* operator is often implemented by representing the effects
of an action (e) using two separate lìsts of predicates: one lisI consists of
predicates to be added to the current state, and the other predicates to be
deleted (e.g. [Fikes and Nilsson,ISTI]).

tr Pp = {l¡ I l¡ € ak € A; k=1..curr} is a partiøl plan, that consists of an
ordered sequence of action label components 1¡. Each time an action a¡ e
Acurr is applied, the application process performs a transformation pp -
Pp r (lc.rrr I l.rr. € ak € A",rr.). Initially, pp= lØ1.

tr g={di li<n} ísagoal, and consists of a conjunction of predicates

describing characteristics of desirable state(s) of u. Thus g e Sp, and g
defines G = {si I si e u, g c si}, the set of states of u that can be partialy
described by g, and known as the set of goøl støtes of the pianning
problem. By definition, G + {Ø}.

The planner searches the space of rJ, using the actions A to make
transformations to W, until a state s, is generate¿. fne ordered set of labels
stored in Po is then a complete plan that solves the planning problem.
should Acurr = {Ø} and s6s1¡ Ê G any time during this search process, the
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planner must bøcktrack by reverse-mapping one oï more actions that have
been applied to Y, it order to try an alternate search path. The planner must
also backtrack when a loop or cycle in the search is fãund (i.e. é6s¡¡ = si (i <
curr)). when the complete sequence p is found, it is then sent to some
effector E to be carried out in the real world, where, assuming the semantics
of the planner are correct, the transformations contained in Þ will have the
same effect on the real world that were performed on w. There is some
variation on this formalism between classical planners, but most eariy
planners (e.g. STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971]) follow this formalism fairly
strictly.

As mentioned above, the classical planning model is a historical one in AI.
This formaiism is based largely on McCarthy's [19591 situation cøIculus: each
state described above is termed a situation, and planning involves logical
inference on situations. The most obvious difficulty in this formalism is the
amount of search involved in finding P. The general principles of classical
planning evolved from early work on theorem-proving (e.g. [Green, 19691),
automated deduction (e.g. [Newell, shaw, and simon, tgeg]), and other
applications of what is commonly known as problem-solaingze. Applying
modeis of problem-solving to activity is difficult, since the the pluns pfuduced
by theorem-provers are not "carried out" in any sense of the term, but
constructed in the background. As such, there is no time pressure on a
planning agent: a mathematical problem could validly take a iifetime to
solve. The plans produced by theorem-provers are also ends unto
themselves: the proof itself is the solution to the basic problem. In any
physical world, the plan produced must be carried out or executed in some
way if the original goal is to be achieved. The fact that the plan is produced
completely ahead of time forces it to be executed in a manner similar to a
computer program: each step must be specified completely and all
information needed for execution must be included with the pian. The
metaphor of plans-as-Programs is so pervasive that early ciassicål planners
used high-level programming language statements to encode plãns (e.g
ALGOL [McCarthy and Hayes,I969D.

The common view of many in the area of classical planning was that
formalisms for theorem proving would readily adapt tñemsetvãs to more
general problems [Fikes and Nilsson, 1972]. The first such system, GpS (the

29 Nilsson [797-1] provides an overview of many behaviours that fall into this category, and
corrunon techniques AI uses to replicate them.
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Generøl Problem solaer) [Ernst and Newel, 1969], was based on studies of
human cognition in soiving logic, cryptarithmetic, and chess problems
[Newell and Simon, 7972]. While GPS nicely modelled the type of ieasoning
used in these situations, the search space U in the types of pioblems studied
was always reasonably small. For any significant search rpu.", the amount of
time required to find P quickly becomes prohibitive.

Later research involved adopting domain-independent heuristics to improve
the generai approach, either by making it more efficient or enlarging the ciass
of problems that could be dealt with lsacerdoti, 19gg]. ote important
development was the realization that actions can be hierarchicaliy absiracted:
the planner can begin by applying a general action that in turn can later be
broken down into other, simpler actions. This is accomplished by adding to
the basic classical model a set of mappings from abstract to atomic actions, and
is known as hierørchicøl planning. Hierarchical planning systems such as
NOAH [Sacerdoti, 1974] can significantly reduce the amount of backtracking
and thus the amount of search required by building complete abstract plans-,
and then using the mappings provided to specify the actions in more detail.
A second and more significant development was the realization that p does
not have to be constructed in a linear fashion. Non-Iinear planning (e.g.
NoNtrN [Tate, 7975, 79761, ABTWEAK [yang et ai., tggrD allows acrions
within P to remain unordered until other actions added to p force an
ordering' Removing the linearity restriction allows many problems where
the conjunctives of g interact to be solved. Ffowever, aespite these advances,
many negative complexity results can still be shown. Chapman [19g7] has
shown that hierarchical, nonlinear planning is still an NP-hard problem3o,
while Bylander [7992] has shown that extremely severe restrictions must be
made on both the actions A and the domain in which the planner resides in
order to guarantee tractability. Thus, while useful in siudying problem-
solving in certain specific situations, the practicality of these åppioãches for
complex problems is doubtful.

The difficulties in making practical use of classicai planning systems arise
largely from differences between most physical domains and the artificial

This reference also provides an excellent suûunary of the capabilities and limitations of
the classical approach.
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theorem-proving domains from which the paradigm was adapted. Some of
the more obvious of these are illustrated in Figure 3-231.

Many of the practical limitations of classical pianners come from the fact that
they were designed for static worlds. The real world, on the other hand, is
extremely dynamic: changes can occur at any time. This dynamic nature
works against any agent that produces detailed plans in the classical manner
and then executes them separately. The chance of a spontaneous event
occurring that invalidates some or all of a plan increases with the amount of
time spent planning, limiting the approach to simpre probiems.

Figure 3-2. Differences between artificial planning environments and
the physical world.

Other difficulties arise because agents are necessarily resource-bounded.
Because of this, a planner cannot have complete, correct knowledge of the
physical world. Pians are thus unreliable, and mechanisms not prorrid"d fo,

31 These are differences between the environments for which classical planners were
designed and the physical world, and independent of any problems enËountered with
adapting classical planners to everyday activity. The lattei will be discussed in the next
Section.

Theorem-Proving Domains

Error-free execution

All information available
at planning time

Closed environment

Search time is not a consideration
in plaruring

Perfect model of the world

All action effects can be detailed

Problems are distinct and performed
one at a time

Phvsical World

Errors may be commonplace

Must inquire about unavailable
information, or perform without it

Others interfere with our work
Things don't always go as expected

Time to plan ahead varies

Incomplete, inaccurate knowledge

Action's effects depend on situation

Problems are ongoing and
many demand attention concurrently
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in the classical model must be in place to gather information during
planning. Further difficuities in the practical application of classical piannin[
lie beyond the obvious conflicts illustrated in Figure 3-2. For exampie, many
of the actions one can carry out in the real world cannot adeqlately b!
described by the state-change mechanism inherent in classicai- planning
[McDermott, 1981].

It is important to note that despite these limitations, the general classical
planning formalism is valid and useful in domains that obey these
restrictions. Such domains include the chess and cryptarithmetic problems
mentioned in Chapter 2. It is also possible to apply classical planning to more
complex situations, with the understanding that difficultieJ will arìse if the
restrictions in Figure 3-2 cannot be relied upon. Desimone lr992l, for
example, illustrates the application of a classical planner to military
operations planning, but also describes many difficulties in scaling the
application due to the restrictions of classical planning32.

3.1.1. Classical Planning and Everyday Activities

Everyday activities share the characteristics of what Lyons and Hendriks [1992]
term a reactiae planning domain: they require perception to cope with a
changing environment, timely decision-making, reasoning about
uncertaintY, and continual interaction with the environment33. The support
for each of these in the classical planning model is minimal. From a domain-
independent viewpoint, classical planning is useful in situations where
behaviour can be completely planned in advance, but is difficult to put into
practice because of differences between the artificial worlds for whicÈ it was
developed and the real world. From the point of view of performing
everyday activities, classical planning is a compretery unsuitable model. A;
described in Chapter 2, everyday activities require goal-directive, adaptive
behaviour. Classical planning ié clearly goal-åirectéd, but is not adaptive
enough to be usefui in most cases. None of the examples described in

In the military planning domain, Desimone notes particular difficulty with reasoning
about resources, time, and the interactions of multiple agents.

Chapter 2 has already shown additional characteristics of everyday activities beyond.
those that characterize a reactive planning domain. These characteristics, u, *éU u,
those that arise from the examination of the applicability of existing planning mod.els to
everyday activities, are summarized in Section 3.6.
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Chapter 2 illustrates the use of detailed plans; rather, I have argued that
humans make use of much more general forms of plans in everyday activity.
There is a very good reason for this: there is little motivation to construct
completely detailed plans when the environment is too dynamic to carry
them out [McDermott, 1981]. This is also true for non-everyday types of
activities: for example, it has been found that even in structured domains
such as solving chess problems, plans that are too detaiied may in fact be
detrimental to performance [Wilkins, 1980].

Another limitation of the classicai model from the point of view of everyday
activity is its lack of plan memory. Humans perform everyday activities
quickly and with great ease, not because we are especially quick at constructing
plans, but because we have performed them many times before. The classical
model contains no mechanism for reusing plans (or indeed, making any use
of memory except for a model of the world around the plannei and the
operations it is ailowed to perform, which are essentially permanent
structures). The extensive reliance on memory required by everyday
activities is simply not provided for within the classical planning model,
making the use of this model as a basis for everyday activities out of the
question3a.

The philosophical basis that underlies the classical planning approach is also
fundamentally inconsistent with much of the nature of everyãay activities.
The main argument for the use of the classical planning model in any given
domain is its logical completeness and consistency, making the classical
approach a good choice when optimal plans are required. However, as
described in Chapter 2, everyday activity does not reflect these ideas. It is
neither complete nor consistent, and an agent in such a domain is a
satisficing agent, which must do the best it can given the time, knowledge,
and other resources available to it. The application of a model that is so

34 Simo¡r [1969] provides a wonderful parable which applies here, d.escribing the work of two
watchmakers, Tempus and Flora, both of whom are constantly interrupted. Hora constructs
his watches in subassemblies, allowing work to be resumed after an interruption. Tempus,
on the other hand, constructs his watches from individual parts, and, thus dhe entire wátch
falls to bits each time he is interrupted. Hora manages to construct many watches, while
Tempus accomplishes little useful work, because he is constantly re-doing previous work
that was interrupted. The lesson to be learned is that a complex task cannot be handled
realistically without some form of memory or state: in this case, the subassemblies act as
memory for the parts of the plan that have already been constructed.
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philosophically opposite in character to everyday activity seems questionable
at best. Minsky [1931] expresses this well:

I do not believe that consistency is necessary or even desirable in a developing
intelligent system. No one is ever completely consistent. \4/hat is important ls iow
one handles paradox or conflict, how one learns from mistakes, how óne turns asid.e
from suspected inconsistencies.

I do not believe this argument holds universally,but it is certainly both true
and obvious for the everyday activities described in chapter 2.

3.2. Universal Planning

The general who wins a battle makes many calculations in his temple before the
battle is fought. The general who loses a battle makes but few calculations
beforehand. Thus do many calculations lead. to victory, and few calculations to
defeat; how much more no calculation at all!

- Sun Tzu, The Art of War

Fools are fond of hurry: they take no heed of obstacles and act incautiously.

- Baltasar Gracián, The Art of Worldly Wisdom

Many of the difficulties with classical planning hinge on its inability to
respond to dynamic changes in the environment around the planner. Not
surprisingly, then, one of the first variations on ciassical planning involved
anticipating possible changes, and planning ahead for them. This became
known as conditionøl planning [schmidt, 198s]. An example of such a plan is
illustrated in Figure 3-33s.

This Figure shows a complete plan as a seríes of partial pians plotted over
time. Each branch (decision point) in the structure represents some possible
difference in the world to be anticipated: this difference could be due to an
error (e.g. one partial plan if an action works, another if it doesn,t), or due to
lack of information (e.g. one partial plan if a diner orders one dish, another
for a different dish). Cleariy, the smaller each partial plan, the more
responsive the agent using the conditional plan will be to the environment.
Equally clearly however, the smaller each partial plan, the larger the number

35 The structure of conditional plans bears a great deal of similarity to structures for temporal
reasoning known as Chronsets [McDermott, 7978f, which serve essentially the same
purpose as conditional plans: conditional reasoning about the future.
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of choice points and the larger the number of overall partial plans. It is from
this principle that the uniuersal plannireg model arises.

Figure 3-3. Srrucrure of a conditional plan.

Arbitration
Function f

Figure 3-4. Structure of a universal planner.

A universal planner is essentially a conditional planner taken to the extreme:
each partial plan becomes a singie action, and the choice of an individual
action (a reaction to a specific situation) leads to a decision between a number
of new actions. Rational sequences of actions thus arise from the goal-directed
selection of reactions to possible situations [schoppers, lggTl. -Ir, u typical
universal planning agent (Figure 3-4), a set of responses to each possible
situation the agent could encounter is pre-compiled. The agent,s pe-rceptual
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system describes the current state of the world to the agent, which then seiects
the appropriate resPonse and carries it out. This results in changes to the
world, which are in turn perceived by the agent, continuing the cyclð. Thus, a
universal plaruring agent relies on knowing the correct response to any given
situation, rather than creatirg u plan and carrying it out.

M_ore formally, a universal planner may be described as a five-tuple
{U,R,s.rrr.r, G, f(x)|, where:

tr u={si I si = {di (i=1..n)}} is a universe of støtes si. Each state is a
description of the world around the planner at a particular time, and
consists of a set of predicates dl in some description language. Each state
is complete and consistent. The dimension of u is n, the number of
predicates necessary to compietely describe a state. We call a set of
predicates {di (i= 1..m, m<n)l apørtiøI støte desuiption, and denote the set
of all possible partial state descriptions by Sp. Note that sO e Sp defines a
subset of U. This description of U assumes that each þredicate or its
logical negation appears in each state.

tr R={ri} is a set of responses, each of which is a single command that can be
recognized by an effector unit E. Responses differ from actions in that
they are directly executable atomic commands, while the response
component of an action may consist of any number of changes to the
world and (in the case of hierarchical pianners) may be highly abìtract.

D scurr = {di I i=l..m ( n} is a set of predicates partially describing the
current state of the world around the agent. scurr e Sp is provided by a
set of perceptor units P.

tr g = {di I i=1..m < n}, a goøl ís a set of predicates partialy describing a
desired state of the world around the agent. This goal may be similar to a
goal in a classical planning system (m approaches n), or may consist only
of a few factors it is desirable to achieve (m approaches 0).

tr f(x): s.sr¡ -+ r € R is an ørbitration function, resulting in a response the
planner can make to the partial state description scurr.

During the operation of a universal planner, the perceptor units provide
scurr to the arbitration function, which provides an appròpriate resp^onse to
that state, altering the world the agent inhabits. The perceptor units then
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sense a different scurr, and rational activity, it is claimed, results from
continuous repetition of this sequence.

Within this general model, a great deal of variation exists between systems,
mainly in terms of the implementation of the arbitration function. f(x) has
been implemented in various systems as a boolean network [Agre, '],9gg;

Chapman, 7990f, situated automata [Kaeibting and Rosenschein, rggr],
decision trees [Schoppers, 19871, or networks of actions in a more traditional
knowledge representational mechanism [Maes, 1,991]. Methods of
constructing f(x) also vary: the situated automata of Kaelbling and
Rosenschein are meticulously synthesized by hand, while Schoppers' research
is mainly in the area of automatic synthesis of universal plans [Schoppers,
79871. Agre and Chapman, on the other hand, combine both methods
through a specification language that automatically generates boolean circuits
[Agre, 7988; Chapman, 7990]. Universal planners also differ in the degree to
which sensors are assumed to be complete (i.e. scurr e u as opposed to ssr.l.
€ Sp, or more specificall/, how small the difference n-m is, where s.rr¡¡ = di,
i=1..m, m (n, n = dim(U)).

Universal planning takes a radicaily different view of activity than that
proposed in classical planning, one that concentrates entirely on stepwise
reactions and ignores stored plans. In practice there is also some variation on
this theme, from theories that include plans in a very restricted form (for
example, Suchman's [1987] situøted øctiaity theory) to systems that use no
plans whatsoever (e.g. Agre and chapman's l79ï7l pengi system). The
universal planning perspective has evolved partly due to the time constraints
inherent in classical planning: the assumption is made that the arbitration
function f(x) wiil be faster in selecting an appïopriate action than using a
planning algorithm to generate a complete plan. In many cases, of course,
this will be entirely true; the question is whether reactions alone will suffice
to produce the elaborate behaviour of which humans (and even classical
planning systems) are capable.

Another major influence on universal planning was the reaiization that a
number of the practical problems associated with classical planning can be
attributed to an overly simplistic view of a planner's relationship to itt
environment. Prior to this, the actions of a planner had traditionally been
viewed as a series of alterations to the world around the agent (for example,
picking up a block causes that block to be removed from the ground).
However, the universal planning approach stresses the connections between
the planner's behaviour and the setting in which it occurs (what Agre t19S8l
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terms the dynamics of the situation). As mentioned in Chapter 2, behaviour
and setting ate intimately entwined with one another: the setting in which
behaviour occurs ultimately constrains the behaviour of the piariner, while
similarly, the behaviour of the planner constrains and alters ìhe settings in
which it takes place [Barker et al., r97B; Barker, 196g]. Through stepwise
interaction between the pianner and its environment, coherent patterns of
behaviour emerge, thus displaying emergent functionølity fWaes, tggt]. Maes
[7997] presents empirical data illustrating this property in a simple domain36.

Despite the fact that universal planning is largely thought to have arisen
completely from the inadequacies of the classical model, th"r" is a historical
link between classical and universal planners. One of the earliest classical
planners, STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson, \977] made use of structures known as
triangle tables [Fikes et aI., 7972] to provide for more flexible execution of
classical plans. Triangle tables are lower triangular arrays representing the
preconditions and effects of each action in a specific plan. Row i in the table
corresPonds to action ai in the plan, and the preconditions for a¡ provided by
the initial state sini¡ form the first cell of the row. The following cells consist
of preconditions for ai that are provided by previous actions a1..ai_1. The
effects of a1 are recorded in appropriate cells in later rows in the table. This
effectively forms an indexing structure, noting dependencies between actions,
that allows the appropriate action to be selected based on the current state of
the environment. This is a primitive form of f(x), and the plan itself a
primitive form of universal plan, in that if the assumption is made that the
preconditions describe a complete state si, all possibleãctions for all possible
resulting situations are defined. The main difference between triangle tables
and universal plans is mainly one of scope, in that a triangle tãble is a
primitive universal plan for a restricted subset of U; the only states that can be
recognized and reacted to are those that form a paft of the overall plan. True
universal planning makes the stronger claim of representing all possible
world states. Universal plans also make reaction to the enviránment much
more explicit than the triangle table paradigm [schopper s, 79g7].

36 The reasoning behind the idea of emergent functionality is much older than its application
in universal planning. Simon [19691, for example, statés that "Man, viewed as a Ëehaving
system, is quite simple- The apparent complexity of his behaviour over time is largely ã
reflection of the complexity of the environment in which he finds himself,,. Emergent
functionality is also an important aspect of other areas of AI, the most obvious bãing
neural nefworks and other forms of connectionist computation.
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Universal planning is still a relatively new field, and there are few good
critiques of universal planning avalIab\e3T. However, there are many
obvious areas to which criticism can be drawn. The first question that needs
to be asked of any universal planner concerns the nature of the arbitration
function f(x). Ginsberg [1989] constructs an argument against the
implementability of f(x) on the basis of the number of universal plans and the
size of a boolean circuit needed to construct the function. Greátly predating
the development of universal planning, Mccarthy and Hayes ttgogi dismisé
an early attempt at achieving general intelligence through the development
of a large and evolving finite automaton through essentially the same
argument: they argue that since a _typical computer program regarded as a
finite automaton might have 2105 ¡ç 2107 states38, automata represent a
philosophically adequate mechanism for representation of behaviour, but not
a practical one. Firby [7992] also points out that storing all possible situations
limits the paradigm to simple environments. In defénse óf tn" field, there
are those who are advocating the use of universal plans as ,,caches,, rather
lhan as a complete architecture with the ability to handie every situation
[schoppers,7989l. This trend is not yet a common one, however.

At a more basic ievel, the efficiency of using f(x) as compared to the creation
of a complete plan is due to the fact that the function is ãlready in possession
of the correct resPonse r to any given scurr: the search required 

"by 
the classical

planner does not have to be performed. This is often touted as the basic
advantage of universal planning, but it is largely a misrepresentation: the
search is simply performed ahead of time during the compilation of the
network, table or other structure that drives f(x). This eliminatãs much of the
time saving: certainly time is saved in that once the appropriate response is
computed, it can simply be stored. However, a great deai of time must be
spent in enumerating all the individual cases that comprise a universal plan
and compiling appropriate responses to all of those cases in ordei to
implement f(x). using the terminology of [Ginsberg, 79931, this is simply
substituting compile-time cot:rtrol for the run-time control of a classical
planner. Assuming that the universal planner is operating in a complex

37 A good short article is [Ginsberg ,1,g}g].

38 The criteria for such.a computer program is not described by McCarthy and Hayes; nor is
their method for estimating these figures. It can be gutr"tálly agreed, howeveí, that the
number of states necessary for an automaton used to reþresent â prog.utr, of this size would
be vast.
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environment, this set of cases will be large, and many of the compiled
responses will never be used, simpiy because the s6s¡¡ ihey are assocìated
with are invalid or highly unlikely to occur. In addition to the size of the
implementation of f(x), Hayes-Roth [i993] points out that for any significant
problem, it may also be computationally unfeasible to obtain 

"nongh 
,"nsory

information to properly gauge the current state in a limited amouni of time.

The complexity that iies beneath the surface of universal planning should not
be surprising; in the complexity results for classical planning mentioned in
the previous Section, Bylander [1992] emphasizes that the complexity lies in
finding the sequence of actions to accomplish a goal, rathei than in the
Process by which those actions are generated. That is, whether a system is
purely reactive or pureiy strategic, it is equally difficult to achieve goals
optimally through the application of actions. The best that can be hoped for is
a heuristic method: one that is tractable, but not necessarily guaranteed
optimal.

Another conceptual and practical difficulty associated with the universal
planning model is that universal planners maintain little or no model of the
world around the agent. The systems of Agre [19s8] and Chapman [1990], for
example, use a visual search on sensory input from the real world, and
maintain no knowledge about sensory information acquired previously from
the environment. In fact, the basic universal planning model uses no
internal state information at all (resulting in what Genesereth and Nilsson
ll987l term tropisflc agents). This disagrees profoundly with many of the
results acquired previously in the study of human problem-solving. For
example, there is a large body of evidence indicating that humans make
extensive use of cognitive maps (mental models of the world around.
themselves) when performing problem-solving. Lynch [1960], for example,
showed that people could describe the cities in which they live vividly, ãnd
make and adapt plans for getting from place to place using only previously
acquired, internal knowiedge structures. Schwartz [7984] also demonstrates
the use of such structures. These mental images are used in many types of
everyday problem-solving: we all know, for example, the route from home to
work, and what is around the corner when we walk through a darkened but
familiar room. The ability to store and process such information is also
widely accepted and employed in AI (e.g. [Kuipers, rg7ï, yeap, lggg; Hayes et
a1., 7994]) Moreover, such structures have also been shown to exist in
creatures with much less intelligence than humans [Pearce, 7987]; precisely
those that the reactive model is supposed to fit so well. These struciures are
closely related to other forms of mental processes important in problem-
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soiving, such as imaging and mental projection [Neisser, 1976l. It truly is
often more useful to know that to look fMason, l99}l.

In addition to the conceptual problems brought about by a lack of state
memory and model of the world, many practical problems arise due to the
necessary overdependency on sensory abilities that goes hand in hand with
not maintaining any world model. A high dependence on sensing makes for
slow systems confined to simple tasks, and systems that are hypersensitive to
environmental changes [Mason, 1g9g].

Like classical plaruring, universai planning is highly suitable to a restricted set
of tasks' In order for universal planning to perform well, U must be defined
completely and a suitable f(x) must be available. Moreover, because of the
stepwise nature of universal planning, the domain must be reactive rather
than involving long sequences of actions: that is, the domain must be suited
to keeping a simple goal in mind and acting on that goal only one step ahead
at a time. This is essentially reducing the basic planning problem to lhe idea
of scheduling one action at a time in response to the planner's environment.
For forms of activity involving long sequences of actions, the deliberative
nature displayed by classical planning makes it in principle the more suitabie
of the two approaches39. Classical planning is slow and cannot recover from
errors, but has a more complete picture of activity on which to base its
decisions. Universal planners are forced to make a iransition from scurr to
scurr+l using only g as a guide to the choice of transition. Conversely,
classical planners have knowledge of sir.,i¡...scurr-l as a basis for the choice,
and also possibly (assuming nonlinear planning is allowed) some of the states
scurr+1...sg e G. This additional knowledge allows the classical model to
make more well-informed decisions.

Also in a manner similar to classical planning, the problems inherent in
universal planning models are by no means independent of one another. In
many ways, arguing for one model over the other based on a given problem

39 In principle, goal-directed reflection should øIwøys be more suitable than strict reaction in
forms of activity involving long sequences of actions. If the domain is particularly
d'ynamic, however, a strici classical model may not be able to keep up with changes
invalidating its plans. As a result, a reactive or universal approach would still be more
suitable to that particular domain. The success of the universãl model in these situations
is not due to a general unsuitability of any kind of reflective d.ecision-making, I argue, but
to the fact that the classical model requires that a plan be complete before cãrryin! it out.
That is, it is a criticism of the classical model rathèr than of reflective decision-mãking.
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raises the same arguments regardless of the probiem chosen. Arguing for or
against universal planning, for example, can be a matter of aiguing over
reaction as oPPosed to planning. It can also be a matter of arguing over the
intense use of world models over the elimination of all fãrmã of state
memory. Gat [i993] has argued that these arguments are largely equivalent.

3.2.1. Universal Planning and Everyday Activities

Despite the utility of universal planning to completely reactive architectures,
it is no more suitable to everyday activities than is classical planning. While
universal planning research argues that coherent sequencus of actionã emerge
from reaction even in complex environments, -uny refute this view [Cohen
et a1., 7989; Ginsberg, 7989; Anderson and Evans , 1ggrl. The most successful
examples of universal planning perform in a domain that meets these criteria
well: that of video games. In video-game playing, the player generally reiies
on deciding what to do as situations occuï, rather than planning for them
ahead of time. Further, most video games are almost purely reãctive, and
therefore are far beyond the scope of any classicaily-basõd approach used to
date. The ability to tackle domains such as this has been a large factor in the
current trend toward universal planning architectures. Universal planning
architectures have also been very useful as an explanation får small
behavioural routines that appear in activities such ur ,rid"o-game playing,
where individual actions seem internalized as a group, yet appear to have no
conscious connection from one action to another while the routine is being
performed.

The major barrier to the use of universal planning as a model for performing
everyday activities is the fact that the model ignores the basic temporal
continuity that forms an important part of everyday activities. Universal
planners rely on the assumptions that actions can be performed in isolation -
that it simply "makes sense" to perform a given action at a given moment -
and that the rationality of any action can be determined uiing only local
information [Hayes-Roth, 1,999]. In domains such as video-game playing, this
is largely true. However, even those working with this particutai domain
admit that most activities are not characteristic of video-gãme playing: they
are less hectic, have more complex goai structures, anã .ely -o."- upon
memory and representation than the universal planning architectures
provide [Agre and Chapman, r9B9]. Even within the domain of video-game
playing, it can be demonstrated that the abitity to deliberate on decisions
when appropriate plays an important role in the ability to perform some
video-games weii [Kirsch and Magtio,1992].
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Everyday activities do not depend solely on the current stimuli the agent is
receiving, as is required by universal planning mechanisms. Rathea they
depend on a great deal of knowledge that is largely or completely ignored by
universal planners: the internal expectations the agent has for iis future, for
example, and the actions the agent has completed in the past [Neisser, 1976].
Failure to make use of this global information results in sãlecting actions that
may be locally appropriate, but gtobally inappropriate [Hayes--Roth, l9g3].
Bratman 179871 argues that this coordination between present and future is
the most important function of plans, and is the reason why humans must be
planning agents. In the performance of everyday activities, global
information in the form of internal and external plans is used extensively.
The example of cooking described in Section 2.4 Illustrates this well. The
general internai plan for any cooking task (such as making tea) can be
described from start to finish as an integrated entity, as opposed to ur, isolated
collection of reactions. The same is true of every otL"t activity. While
reactions may occasionally be involved (e.g. catching a teacup thåt shpped
from one's grasp), they would not be included in any general description of
the activity,but instead stay on the periphery to be useã when triggered by a
certain set of circumstances. White crucial to the correct perfóimance of
everyday activity, such reactions are not responsibie for the bulk of our
behaviour in such activitiesao.

Ignoring these resources essentially makes universal planning a direct
inverse of classical planning from the point of view of its application to
everyday activity: it is certainly adaptive, but is not goal-directedLnough to be
of use in most cases. One cannot claim that the unìversal planning riodel is
not goal-directed: it is certainly goar-directed in that it ,,cóntinually
reevaluates what to do" [Agre, 1988] and selects its actions on the basis of its
goals. However, this is an extremely naive sense of the term. It agrees with
Newell's [1988] principle of rationalityaT,but fails to consider the facithat goai-
directed behaviour is usually more than just considering what is logical in
the extreme short term. As argued in Chapter 2, rationality (and goal-à'irected

As in the previous Section on classical planning, I am not arguing that qlt activity takes
this form, and nothing is strictly reactiòn-baseã. Rather, I aä arguing that the úuk of
everyday activities as they have been defined in Chapter 2 do nol fit In" strict reaction
mechanism.

Actions qre selected to øttain the øgent's goøIs. See Section 2.3.
41
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behaviour) is a matter of both local and global coherency, the latter being a
factor impossible to consider in the universal model.

Even in domains where universal planning would seem well-suited, such as
a fast-paced activity like tennis, these characteristics appear. The tennis player
always has an idea of where the balt is to be hit, for example, and bases that
choice on an analysis of his or her opponent, on where pievious shots have
been hit, and on the success or failure of those shots. gaitlett [1967] explains
this concept wela2;

Suppose I am making a stroke in a quick game, such as tennis or cricket. How I make
the stroke depends on the relating of certain new experiences, most of them visual,
to other immediately preceding visual experiences, attd to my posture, or balance of
postures, at the moment. The latter, the balance of postures, iJ the result of a whole
series of earlier movements, in which the last movement before the stroke is played
has a predominant function. When I make the stroke I do not, as a matter of fact,
produce something completely new, and I never merely repeat something old. The
stroke is literally manufactured out of the living visual and postural sc-hemata of
the moment and their interrelations.

In summary, the limitations of universal planning systems from the point of
view of everyday activity are mainly due to the fact that they limit their
reasoning to the present moment, and to what they can currently perceive.
Universal planners can group actions into routines that can be carriðd out in
a given situation, but there is no explicit reasoning from action to action or
any explicit consideration of future intentions . If a planner uses no plans,
and simply reacts repeatedly to the current situation, then very little can be
done in the long term. We can solve many problems by keeping a goal in
mind and thinking only one step ahead at a time, but a great many problems
we encounter in 

_everyday activity will not adapt themselves nicely to this
technique. Maes 11991'l and others have performed some work on iniegrating
sequences of actions by effectively includirg R as a part of s.rrrr. Thus f-(x) caã
then be modified to be able to access previous responses as well as responses
that have been historicaily useful foÍowing scurr. Thus far, however, this
has been demonstrated to function only in very simple environments, where
the agent has only a few possible actions at its disposal and more importantly,
where the connections between actions are extremery limited

As is the case with classical planning, there are
philosophical differences between the model itserf and the

also fundamental
nature of everyday

42 This is an often-quoted passage, and also appears in [Neisser, 1976].
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activities. Much of this is inherent in the argument as to whether coherent
sequences of activities can emerge from individual reactions. However, there
is another trend in universal planning research that disagrees strongly with
the nature of everyday activity. In general, most univeisal planniñg work
addresses low-level details of activity to which the paradigm is well-suited
(e.g. timb motion or navigation), and avoids moïe 

-.o-pl"* 
commonsense

reasoning issues [Georgeff and Lansky,7987]. The universal planning model
makes the assumption that the same essentially unconsciorr, -u.Àunismsresponsibie for these low-level reactions are responsible for much higher-
level activity. I argue that there is littie basis for ihis broad assumption, and.
that in fact, the very nature of everyday activity described in òhapter 2
contradicts it. The low-level components of activity (e.g. muscle
coordination) can be explained by the use of motor programs (sãction 2.2)
controlled by conscious thought processes, and evidence of such conscious,
non-reactive thought processes can be found in almost any example of
everyday activity.

3.3. Variations on Classical and Universal Approaches

Recently, advocates of the classical approach have concentrated on
developing techniques that attempt to extend the basic classical planning
formalism. Many of these focus on specific problems with the classical
architecture, such as resource management [Tate and whitier, rgg4].
Flowever, the buik of recent work in classical planning concentrates on
repairing and extending plans at execution time. A common method is the
interleaving of pianning and execution: some form of interrupt is provided,
aliowing the pianner to pause while some portion of the phn ìt is producing
is executed lwilkins, 1988; wilensky, 1983; Ambros-Ing"tror,, rggi]. Thesã
interrupts can be implemented in many ways: viewing missing information
as "faults" iÍr a plan, for example, can allow planning to be interrupted to
caïry out a sensory action to fill in the required information [Ambros-
Ingerson, 1,9871. Other systems allow changing goals and beliefs about the
world to alter the order in which plans are executed [Georgeff and Lansky,
79871.

One basic problem with interleaving systems is that the planner must have
some intelligent method of deciding when to plan and when to execute.
There may be times where planning can go on for a considerable length of
time, and others where only a single action can be planned at a time. In this
sense/ _universal planning is a subset of the interleaving model, since reacting
to each scurr is the same as forcing the interleaviñg model to interrupt
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planning every time a suitabie A¡ is found. While present research is
concentrating on strategies for controi transfer between planning and
execution (e.g. [Krebsbach et al., 1,992]), the criteria that are used to decide
when to plan and when to execute are usually shaliow and obvious and make
little use of the reasoning behind, the plan. Most interleaving systems
monitor only the preconditions of the various actions in the plan] and thus
can recognize problems only when they have actually occurred. For example,
when driving a caÍ, such a system could only stop its course and decide to
change direction only after it had actually hit someihing [Agre and Chapman,
798e1.

More advanced forms of these systems have begun to include appropriate
sensory Processes and other peripheral systems not generally included in
classical planners, and allow plans to change somewhát on the basis of the
environment. Phoenix [Cohen et al., 7989], for example, ailows skeletal plans
to be fleshed out during execution. It consists of a-cognitiae component that
fetches and expands plans, and a reøctiae component that attempts to fit any
of a number of reactive rules to the given state of the environment. Should
the environment fit one of these rules, the action is carried out, and the
cognitive comPonent is informed (via a flag) that the environment has been
altered. At a later point, the cognitive component must clear the flag and
make the plan reflect the changed environment. Phoenix suffers from two
major fiaws, however. First, the expansion process is primitive, in that it
involves substituting a predefined sequence of actions fõr the abstract plan,
much like the hierarchical planning process described earlier. More
significantly, the artificial division of reactive and cognitive components is
like the agent's right hand not knowing what its iefi does. The cognitive
comPonent of the agent only finds out that the agent has perfo.-"j some
action long after it has done so. This reaction is based on extreme
invo_luntary responses, such as yanking one's hand back from a burning
candle. As I have argued previously, most action in the world is not of this
type.

Despite such advances, interleaved planners all make use of classical
pianning techniques, albeit in a more flexible way. This being so, they still
suffer from the probiems of intractable reasoning that lie behin¿ classical
planning: as Agre and chapman [1989J point out, if plan construction is a
computationally intractable process at the beginning of ã task, it is also going
to be an intractable process when trouble u.ire, und u new plan is required.
Basing all activity uPon the construction and execution of àetailed pians is
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not the viable solution, as the examination of classical planning earlier in this
Chapter has shown.

There are also a number of perspectives that are similar in spirit to universal
planning. The most well-known of these is Brooks, [19g6, tÒg1l subsumption
ørchitecture, whích can generally be described as an architecture for
behavioural control [Firby, 7992]. In the subsumption architecture, various
behaviours (e.g. balance on one foot; travel away from light) are implemented
independently as finite automata. Those behaviours interact with one
another in complex ways, producing emergent functionality. These are
similar to universal planners in that all possible behavióurs must be
Programmed and thus suffer simiiar difficulties. They are also similar in
their use of network structures to implement arbitration between
alternatives. Universal planning systems use horizontally-organized
networks, where scurr enters once side and a ïesponse exits thê otñer. The
subsumption architecture, on the other hand, uses a verticaliy organized
network, where behaviours form layers, each more complex levei subiuming
those below it. While complex motor activity has been implemented using
this architecture, it is iimited by the complexity of the interactions of
behaviours: Brooks himself admits that managing more than a few (a dozen)
behaviours productively is extremeiy difficult [Brooks, lgg1,]. Recent work is
concentrating on controlling the size and complexity of such systems. Firby
17992] presents a system that essentially allows a reprogra*-utl" behaviour-
baged control system, allowing the same behaviours to be used in many
different ways without having to encode them completely in advance. The
utility of such systems, however, is again an open question.

The approaches described in this Section are by no means the only in
existence that make use of aspects of planning and reacting. Recent years
have seen a great many developments in this area: a glanãe at any recent
review of modern planning research (e.g. [Hendrer,1,992; Lyo.,s and Hendriks,
19921) reveals dozens of efforts, each slightly different than the others. There
is little point, however, in describing all of these here: many have little
bearing on what we have defined as everyday activity, and many others are
only minor variations on the basic themes described above. The systems
described in this Section are,I believe, fair representatives of current trånds in
AI planning research. Those interested in further details of these approaches,
or the many variations present in implemented systems, are directèd to the
aforementioned reviews.
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3.4. Memory-Based Approaches

Although the above approaches all differ fairly radically from one another,
and are unsuitable for everyday activity for various reasons, there is one
common reason they all share: none captures the experience-based reasoning
that Chapter 2 has argued is one of the the primary cñaracteristics of everyday
activities. The AI paradigm most commonly associated with such reasoning
mechanisms is known as Cøse-Based Reasoning. Case-based reasoning
involves recalling and_adapting previous experiences and making use of
them in new situations [Hammon d, 7989a; Reisbeck and Schank, lggg1. To do
this, planners employing a case-based approach make extensive use of
episodic ffiemory to store and refer to the previous plans and the successes
and failures that have occurred when they were .tsud. Episodic memory is a
type of memory that stores specific episodes of expeiience or behaviour
[Hammond, 1989a; Reisbeck and schank, r9g9; Estes, 1,gg2]. For example,
recalling a ticking clock, a birthday party one had been to, or any other
memory specific to a particular time and place [Estes, tgg2]. casô-based
planners recall these specific instances, then alter them to fit a new situation.

Case-based reasoning applies knowledge about specific experiences rather
than general task knowiedge, simply because g"t 

".ãiirution 
lãses a great deal

of information available in specific experiences [Reisbeck and Schaik, Iggg].
The approach also argues that abstractions are difficult to remember, while
specific episodes are easily remembered, and that general or abstracted
knowledge of particular activities (terme d pørødigmatic cases) is of little use to
an intelligent agent [Reisbeck and schank, i9g9]. This type of reasoning has
proven useful in many situations: law, for example, involves mainlf the
analysis and application of previous cases; business also shows much of the
same types of reasoning lReisbeck and Schank, L9g9].

One particularly relevant effort in case-based planning is the Chef planner,
mentioned previously in Chapter 2. Chef makes use of an episodic i1¡"*o.y
to store its previous efforts (tools and techniques) at cooking. and adapts old.
recipes to create new dishes. Chef aiso indexes the failurès in its cãoking
efforts, thus learning from experience and not repeating the same mistakes
twice [Hammond, 7989a]. It is an interesting and useful system, but as
discussed in Chapter 2, represents the expert behaviour of a chef rather than
the everyday activities of an average cook.

The inapplicability of Chef to everyday cooking illustrates much about the
general inapplicability of the case-based planning paradigm to everyday
activities. Much of the problem lies in the the reliance of Chef (and the
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paradigm in general) on episodic memory. There are essentiaily two
comPonents to human memory, episodic and semantic [Estes, 1982]: episodic
memory stores knowiedge related to specific experiences as described above,
while semantic memory stores general facts and descriptions. While episodic
memory is indeed important, semantic memory has a much greater role to
play in everyday activity than the case-based paradigm allows. An everyday
task is performed many times, far more than possibll for reliance on episodic
memory to be usefui. When I describe how I make tea (recall Figure Z-á¡,1 do
not remember any one pørticulør episode of tea makin g; rtor dã t try to sort
through them all to find commonalities. Rather, I use u^ u-uigam or
genetalization of øll tlne times I have made tea, resulting in the description of
Figure 2-3. That is, everyday activities are based on ptecisely the paradigmatic
cases that case-based reasoning ignores.

Norman [1988] describes semantic memory as being akin to taking multiple
exPosures of individual people with a cameïa: after a number of ðxposures,
one has a general picture of the features of the group. The unusuai aspects
stick out from the photograph (e.g. someone who is especially tall), but the
general structure is the most visibie and important aspeci. As in this analogy,
specific episodes of everyday activities are still important on some occasions,
but only in the context of the paradigmatic case: fo. 

"*u*ple, one common
reminder associated with my internal tea recipe might be to ensure that there
is enough water in the kettle before turning it on, because I once ruined a
kettle by heating it when it was empty. This is a reminder provide d by a
specific experience, but this reminder only occurs in the contexf of the general
internai tea-making recipe. When performing everyday activities, s-pecific
episodes that come to mind are generally those of especially strong iniensity
or significance, such as the example above: like an especiály taliperson in
the camera analogy above, they "stick out". This does not imply a sìgnificant
reliance on episodic memory, however. The general case still forms the main
body of our reasoning in everyday activity, and be viewed as as an
amalgamation of episodes of behaviour, just as the resuiting multiple
exPosure describes an amalgamation of all the portraits. Schank und Ab"lsor,
U9771term such general structures suiptsLs.

43 Scripts also contain important links to other information necessary to participate in an
activify, just as recipes evoke reminders of specific pieces of knowledge i"q,rir"d for their
application. Scripts also, however, contain aspecis which are unsuitable for everyday
activity. Chapter 4 describes scripts and their relationship to everyday activities in
greater detail.
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The emphasis on semantic over episodic memory is not supported or
advocated by the case-based reasoning model, and thus while t:hã spirit of
reasoning from experience is critical to everyday activity, the model itself is
largely inapplicable. Since it is clear that generalízed structures are important
to everyday reasoning, the emphasis on episodic structures in case-based
reasoning seems inappropriate. The reason for this is that case-based
reasoning is concerned as much with learning (integrating new experiences
into memory and applying those to unfamiliar situations) as with making
use of these memory structures in a general way. As can be seen in any
theory of memory (e.g. [schank,l9B2]), building a general or paradigmatic case
from many individual episodes is a complex task -- harder, *uty wãuld argue
than simply storing cases and attempting to modify the most appropriate to a
new situation.

3.5. The Spectrum of Activity

Each of the above modeis is suited to a particular type of activity: classical
planning to static domains and well-defined, distinãt problemsj universal
planning to reactive types of activity where highly-compì"a domain-specific
knowledge is readily availablei and case-based planning io those activities that
rely extensively on adapting specific instances of previous behaviour to novel
situations' Equally obviously, all of these models begin to break down outside
of domains in which their particular restrictions not¿. In particular, I have
argued that everyday activities are beyond the scope of all of ihese.

The reason for the limitations of the above models is that each was developed
from the examination of very specific forms of human activity. In general,
the various forms of activity in which humans regularly u.,gugé form ã wide-
ranging spectrum, as illustrated in Figure 3-5. The existénce of such a
spectrum is only now beginning to be acknowledged by those in AI (e.g.
[Hayes-Rotln, 7993]). This spectrum varies along rnuny dimensions: activity
may rely heavily on plans, or use no plans at alr; a planner may reason
explicitly about action when deciding what to do, or thãt reasoning may be
hidden in some action arbitration function, as it is in universal flanning.
The domain may require quick responses to events, or there may bå time for
considerable reflection on the part of the planner. The domain may also
require little in the way of perception or feedback, oï may be perception-
intensive; and activity may be almost entirery routine, o, ,,orr"l situations
may be the norm.
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Figure 3-5. Some of the dimensions of activity.

Concentration on one particular part of the spectrum will result in a very
different model of activity than that produced by concentrating on a different
part of the spectrum. Consider, for example, the use of plans. one might
speak of a plan to acquire money (by, say, getting a job or rotbing a bank). one
might speak of creating or using a route plan for driving froÃ one place to
another, or a plan to get a series of factory orders compleied in optimal time.
One might aiso speak of a written set of instructions fãr building a house (a
blueprint) or for preparing a meal (a recipe). These are all very diiferent types
of plans, although they do have some features in common: they are means to
an end, and will consist of a series of knowledge that the planner can use as a
resource to bring it closer to that end. Different kinds of plans are also
suitable in different situations: a blueprint would not be r,"."rrãry for a plan
to cross the floor from one side a room to the other, while an informal verbal
plan would be unsuitable for a plan of attack during an armed conflict.

Cognitive models for making use of each of these types of plans differ widely,
simply due to the widely different types knowledge these plans contain (and
the amount of knowledge they omit). Some pians can bé followed closely,
while others must be diverged from frequently and require varying amounts
of "generally understood" knowledge to be apptied to a given activity. As
discussed in Chapter 2 for example, a recipe may have a step such as ,add
ê88s", negiecting to mention that the shells are not to be included for the
simple reason that this will virtually always be the case. In general, the more
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incompieteiy specified or abstract the plan, the greater the additional
knowledge required by the agent to make use of itaa.

'o
CJ

o

OJ

F

Frequency of scheduling

Figure 3-6. Relationship of timely response to dependence on plans
[Lyons and Hendriks, 1992].

The dimensions of the spectrum of activity shown in Figure 3-5 are also by no
means independent of one another. The amount one can rely on planning,
for example, depends directly on how critical timeiy responses are in the type
of activity being performed. Hendler (in [Lyons and Hend rlks, 1992]) was one
of the first to explicitly recognize this relationship, shown in Figure 3-6.
Hendler makes use of this spectrum in lnis APE architecture, which iupports
five levels of activity, each of which has more planning that the one before it
(showing aspects of Brooks' [7986] subsumption architecture and Cohen et
al-'s 17989] Phoenix system, both previously described). Problems that are not
solvable by lower levels are passed to higher levels, supporting timety
responses as well as planning when required [Lyons and Henãr|ks,lgbz]. Th;
difficulty with this approach is that it recognizes the idea of a spectrum in
spirit, but supports only discrete leveis of planning and reacting: a given

44 Despite the fact that most early planning research was performed from a domain-
independent perspective (e.g. fTate,7976; Sacerdoti, 7974]), if is becoming more generally
accepted that that the gap between the theoretical difficulty of piantting:und its
practical application is due to the lack of extensive domain knowlédge ¡bytanaei rWO1.
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problem might not be suitable to any particular combination implemented in
APE. In addition to this problem, this architecture suffers the sãme problem
as interleaving systems: to the extent that ciassical planning is used, ujt of th"
difficulties of classical planning are still present. In order to truly support
both the adaptive and goal-directed behaviours I argue are árucial to
performing everyday activities, as well as the everyday rati,onality described in
Chapter 2, both the use of experience-based plans and the uAlity to react
outside the guidelines formed by those plans must be freely integráted. This
integration is one of the most difficult problems still facing planñing systems
[Lyons and Hendúks, 1992].

The fact that each of the models discussed in this Chapter differs widely from
the others is not a problem in and of itself. As Chapter 1 described, many
specific theories all have their roles to play in the development of an overall
general theory of activity. The difficulty arises when one attempts to apply or
extend a specific model to an area of the spectrum to which it does not
naturally aPPly. From the preceding Chapter, it should be ciear that the areas
of the overall spectrum of activity to which classical and universal planning
belong are very different from those occupied by everyday forms of acìivity. ti
would thus seem an unusual approach to adapt solutions from these areas to
deal with everyday activities. However, this Chapter has demonstrated that is
largely the approach AI has been taking.

Even if it were accepted that an approach suitable to a completely different
type of behaviour could be adaptable to everyday forms of aãtivity, it would
again seem very unusual to choose the classical or universal modeli as a basis
for that adaptation. Chapter 2 described the unusual and rare nature of the
forms of activity on which classical planning was based (tasks at the limits of
human ability), and the strictly reactive domains in which universal
planning performs are almost equally rare. In comparison, ever yday activity
encompasses much of what we do by its very definition.

3.5.1. General Models of Activity

Rather than modifying classical or universai planning to suit a portion of the
spectrum of activity to which they are inapplicable, an alternativã would be to
develop a more general theory of all forms of activity, thus subsuming the
realms of classicai and universal planning as well as the everyday activities in
which I am interested.
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One such theory is provided by Norman [1988]. Norman contends that a

seven stage model (Figure 3-7) can be used to explain all of human action. In
this model is the goal: the basic notion of what is desired. Having recognized
a goa)", an agent adopts an intention. to perform actions to achieve the goalas.
A sequence of actions is then developed to satisfy the intention, and they are
executed. Following these execution stages are three eaøIuation stages. These
involve perceiving the world, interpreting those perceptions, and evaluating
them in light of what was expected from previous actions [Norman, 1988].

Evaluation of
interpretation

Interpretation

Figare 3-7. Seven stages of activity [Norman, 1988].

This model captures much about activity from a broad perspective. However,
in order to make use of the model in explaining any particular activity, one
has to violate many of its principles: we sometimes act without looking, or
react in a universal planning-like manner without creating sequences of
actions. Similarly, the model fails to capture much about everyday activities
that is explained in Chapter 2, especially the fact that ongoing activities blend
together rather than being treated as distinct entities. In fact, Norman explains
that in many examples these stages are not necessarily sequential. This
violation does not make the model any less viable for the purpose of human-
centred design. However, from the point of view of applying this model to

45 To Norman, an intention is any action which is not directly executable.
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the human performance of everyday activities, it eliminates much of the
purpose of organizing activity into sequential stages.

The difficulty with theories such as this one is that while they capture much
of the general principles of activity (e.g. perception, possibiy thinking ahead),
they say very little about how we go about performing any specific activity.
They are like the proverbial knowledge of everyday activities described in
Chapter 2: they have a lot to say in general, but are hard to apply coherently to
any particular situation. In the case of the above theory, Norman himself
admits that it is intended to be an approximate model, useful in explaining
human interactions with everyday things, and not a complete psychological
theory.

The problem with developing a general approach to ali of activity is that we
don't currently understand many forms of activity well enough to know the
types of mechanisms needed to accomplish them. While we understand
certain specific types of activity (e.g. classical pianning domains) quite well,
others are still largely unexamined. As mentioned in Chapter 2, evert
everyday activities have been largely ignored by AI until very recently.
Developing such a theory is also generally recognized as a big job both
experimentally and computationally. Developing a complete system to
accomplish even one type of activity well can take a great deal of time, and (as
we have seen throughout this Chapter) such efforts often say little about
other types of activity.

While a complete theory of all forms of activity is one of the ultimate goals in
AI, it wouid seem that it is still a long way off. Thus, at least at the present
time, it does not seem to be an appropriate alternative to explain everyday
activities through the development of an overall theory. However, I argue
that the development of specialized theories of everyday activities will greatly
aid the development of such an overall theory, because everyday activities
encomPass a much more significant portion of the overall spectrum of
activity than the activities on which classical and universal planning are
based.

3.6. Toward a Model for Reasoning About Everyday Activities

The good of activity is in its timeliness

-LaoTzu,Tao Te Ching

To this point, I have characterized everyday activities as requiring both goal-
directed and adaptive behaviour. The examples in Chapter 2 have shown
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that there is a great deal of structure in everyday activities on which goal-
directed behaviour can rely: we often perform a routine activity in a

particular manner, for example, and the context provided by other activities
and the setting in which an agent finds itself imposes restrictions on current
activities. Indeed, this very structure is what differentiates everyday activities
from other types of activities. Equaliy evident, however, is the amount of
variability in any everyday activities: no matter how many times one makes
tea, for example, no two wiil contain the exact sequence of actions. There may
be a routine that is commonly employed, but the dynamics of the setting
demand that routine be altered continually as the activity unfolds.

It is the bridge between these two phenomena, the goal-directed and adaptive
nature of everyday activities, that has proven to be the major difficulty with
attempting to apply current AI planning models to everyday activities. As
this Chapter has described, existing architectures are all based on reasoning
mechanisms that are either too overconstrained (i.e. requiring a completely
detailed plan and lacking the ability to take into account the variability of
everyday activities; or making the assumption that every possible reaction
can be compiled into a single universal plan) to handle the compiex
interaction between the goal-directed and adaptive phenomena of everyday
activities.

The reason for this, I have argued, is that such approaches are failing to take
into account the nature of everyday activities - instead, they attempt to extend
mechanisms that work well with particular aspects of non-everyday activities
into a realm for which they are inappropriate. On the other hand, I have also
shown that the development of an overall grand theory that will explain the
complete spectrum of activity is also unrealistic. This does not by any means
paint a bleak picture of everyday activity from the point of view of AI. It
means only that any theory that is expected to explain how intelligent agents
perform everyday activities must begin from the specific perspective of those
types of activities. That is, it must begin with an understanding of the
characteristics laid out in Chapter 2.

Emphasiziog u focus on the specific characteristics of everyday activities does
not imply that existing AI planning models are unsuitable for their own
specialized environments. More importantly, it does not imply that there is
no relationship between everyday activities and other types of activities, or
that existing theories have nothing whatsoever to contribute to a model
explaining everyday activities. The relationship between existing AI
planning perspectives and everyday activities can be seen when we examine
in detail the spectrum of activity from the perspective of the novelty of the
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activity in question to an agent (Figure 3-8). \¡Vhen performing activities that
are completely automated (e.g. automatically releasing a hot cup as it burns
one's hand), spontaneous reaction is sufficient to accomplish the activity.
This is closely related to performing a completely routine sequence of actions,

such as assembling the same sequence of parts repeatedly in a factory. In this
case, the sequence of actions that compose the activity becomes so routine,
and the knowledge invoived so extensively compiled, the number of non-
routine situations that can arise is minimal or non-existent, and a universal
plan results. The intellectual work involved in carrying out the activity is

minimal in this situation, and it would be wasteful to make use of any
structure or mechanism that expended more than minimal intellectual
activity.

Figure 3-8. Detailed
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spectrum of activity as it relates to novelty.

the spectrum, we have activities with which the agent
experience: these activities will have little in the way
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of compiled, directly applicable knowledge on which to base actívhty, and thus
plans must be developed using problem-solving techniques well-known to
AI. In between these two areas, however, there is a wide expanse of activity
with which the agent has various degrees of experience. There is no hard and
fast boundary where the use of experience turns to problem-solving, or to
strict reaction. This is indicated through "fuzzy boundaries" between these
levels.

At some point within this expanse, the agent's experience becomes enough
that activities have the narrow and/or shallow decision structures that
characterize everyday activities (the dashed box in Figure 3-8). Within this
boundary, activity takes on the characteristics described in Chapter 2. The
agent's experiences serve to guide its activity to varying degrees: at the lower
end of the spectrum, to almost universal-plan-like levels; on the upper end,
as vague guides for exploring alternatives during the course of activity. In
either case, and the range in-between, the knowledge capturing the agent,s
experience must be applied in a flexible manner: not necessarily dictating
what the agent must do (even at lower levels), but guiding the agent through
a course of activity, taking into account changes in the environment, the
agent's other needs, and future activities the agent intends to perform. Note
that the grouping of everyday activities completely envelops the lowest level
of spontaneous reactions. This is because while most of what is involved in
everyday activities is above this level, there are still aspects that can only be
handled by reaction (e.g. dropping a hot cup, as discussed above)a6.

In order for an intelligent system to accomplish this range of activity, its
cognitive mechanisms must depart radically from those used in current AI
planning models: it must be able to apply knowledge of an everyday activity
to the degree that the situation warrants. This means making use of the
extensive previous experience the agent has had with the activity when
circumstances match what the agent is used to experiencing: that is, applying
the most routine methods possible. It also means going beyond those routine
methods and using deeper knowledge about the activity when the situation is
not completely routine: the less routine, the less direct experience the øgent
rttill have øaøiløble to it, ønd the more actiue seørch utill høue to be

46 Similarly, we have already seen that even in in all but the the most abstract and removed.
problem-solving situations, we must be able to reach across the fuzzy boundary dividing
everyday activities from problem solving to be able to adapt the solutions to the changin[
world.
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substitutedaT. Most importantly, it requires an understanding of when such
deep reasoning methodologies are useful, and when they will be a waste of
effort; that is, when the structure of the activity is strong enough to rely on
normative processing methods (i.e. direct experience, or -o.u plan-like
structures) and avoid search, and when experience must be used uã u r-rror"
general guide to activity. This is clearly a tall order, but it is also a process that
humans make use of almost constantly in their everyday experienle; one that
meets all the criteria discussed in the previous Chapter for carrying out
everyday activities (Figure 3-8). It is commonly known as improaisøiion.

3.7. Summary

This Chapter has described and analyzed several of the planning models most
prevalent in AI from the point of view of their application to urr"ryday
activities: classical and universal planning, derivatives of these approacheé,
and memory-based planning. This Chapter has also presented a view of
human activity as a spectrum, and has attempted to púce the behaviours to
which each particular planning model is weli-suited on this spectrum.

Each of these models was designed for a particular type of activity outside of
the that portion of the spectrum occupied by everyãay activities, and each
suits the behaviour it was intended to model very well. However, none of
these systems directly attempts to account for the phenomena of everyday
activities as described in Chapter 2. Instead, they unsuccessfully attempt to
extend mechanisms that work well for one specific type of áctivity to a
completely different area to which they are not naturaliy suited.

In placing everyday activities along a particular portion of the spectrum of
human activity, I have argued that an interhglnt system requires both
routine knowledge as well as deep knowledge behind its routines in order to
accomplish everyday activities. I have argued that humans integrate both of
these types of knowledge in performing everyday activities, in ãn approach
commonly known as improvisation. The following Chapter dãscribes

47 The amount of search required will gradually increase as direct experience becomes less
applicable (that is, as the situation varies more from that with which the agent is
familiar). This will eventually lead to the type of extensive adaptations of experience
that characterize the case-based reasoning wórk of Hammond [e.g., 19gg], and' further
down the line, to more direct forms of pro6lem-solving. Long ¡eiorã this, håwever, these
will cease to be everyday activities, using the definition adopied in Chapter 2.
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improvisation in detail, illustrating how improvisation can accomplish
everyday activities and indicating the cognitive mechanisms improvisation
requires of an intelligent system.
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Cuepren 4

InnPRovrsATroN

We have little to live and much to know, and. you cannot live if you do not know.

- Baltasar Gracián, The Art of WorIdIy Wisdom

Daily life is formally an intractable problem: being inteltigent isn't predicated on
guaranteeing you can stay out of the complexity; it's a mattãr of functioning well in
the midst of it, in spite of it.

- Randall Davis, A TaIe of Tzao Knowledge Seraers

4.0. Introduction

Just as humans are satisficing agents, they are improvising agents. while we
can easily describe how we perform any everyday activiiy, *" never in fact
perform it exactly the same way twice. we may have a general methodology
that we follow to accomplish a course of activity, but weiften stray from this
methodology as much as we follow it. We improuise on basic methods of
accomplishing an activity, using knowledge of that activity and the world we
inhabit. This approach gives us the flexibility to adapt io variations in the
worid around us, and to accompiish our activitiei despite unexpected
obstacles that may arise. Indeeã, it is one of the oldest methods of
accompiishing activities [Jencks and Silver, 7g7Z].

There are certain activities where this improvisation process is more
conscious and obvious than others, and thus those with which the concept of
improvisation is more traditionally associated. Jokes and storytelling, for
example, are often associated with this type of behaviour, u, i, theatricai
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improvisation [Hodgson and Richards, 7974]. However, the range of activities
to which improvisation applies is much wider than this. ¡eniks and Siiver
[7972] have made extensive studies of improvisation and ød hoc actívities.
They show that improvised behaviour occurs in a huge variety of activities:
music, photography, politics, measurement, cooking, architecture and games,
to name a few. They also give specific examples of improvisation in more
common activities. For example, assume that I have a pencil that I wish to
sharpen, and I have no pencil sharpener. Jencks and Silver [Ig72] list eleven
different methods that could be used to accomplish this activity if ãne were in
a typical kitchen, such as using the edge of a pair of scissors to scrape the wood
from the lead; peeling the pencil with a vegetable pater; grating it with a
cheese grateq or burning the wood away from the lead.

As can be seen from this exampre, there is an extremely large range of
approaches that one can use to accomplish the same activity. Most of the
time, we improvise on our general or normal methods of acãomplishing an
activity to a fairly siight degree, and it takes very little intellectual work to do
so (e.g. substituting scissors for a knife is an obvious one and takes little
thought to recall). However, in more extreme situations, we may invest
more time delving into the principles behind the activity to perftrm the
activity in more novel ways. In this case, for example, the structlre of wood
suggests severai alternatives (scraping, burning), and the iocale suggests
possible methods of accomplishing these. The more unusual the alternative,
the more intellectual work it takes to think of.

substitutions such as that above are the most obvious examples of
improvisation. This is similar in virtually all everyday activities. In cooking,
for example, the thought of improvising immediately reminds one of
substituting missing or unobtainable ingredients. In éveryday activities,
however, there is much more to improvisation than súch'large-scale
substitutions' No matter how often one has performed some activiiy, there
are always small variations: when I make tea, ior exampie, where to piace the
cup when pouring water into it is not a fixed part of my routine; it differs each
time I perform the activity. While in general everyday activities are carried
out in a routine, predictable manner, there will always be subtle differences.
These differences become larger and larger as the lnstance of the activity
becomes less and less familiar. To consider a more extreme example, if I am a
guest in someone else's home, and decide to make tea, I follow the same
general process that I do at home. The specific actions I perform however,
will be entirely different from at home: from subtle differerrces such as where
to place the cup when pouring water, to more significant differences such as
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having to look through several cupboards to find the storage area for cups.
This process is improvisation as well, just as certainly as the obvious large-
scale substitutions described earlilr. I foilow my routine in these varying
situations just as I do at home, and use my knowledge of tea-making and thé
concepts involved in making tea to replace, alter, or fill in gaps i. --y routine
as required.

The ability to appry knowledge in this manner is at the heart of
improvisation. It requires both the ability to use experience as contained in
plans (i.e. the abllity to deal with the "trslral" course of events; in this
exampÌe, to sharpen a pencil using a pencil sharpener), and also the ability to
move beyond the usual course of action when necessary. The latter aUiiity
requires the agent to integrate its "ttsttar,, plan with knowledge of the
situation in which the agent finds itself. For example, knowing tha"t a cup is
required to follow its routine, and knowing thai such objeJs u.u ,rr.ràliy
stored in kitchen cabinets, the agent can go through cupboárds in a strange
locale when a cup is not immediately available.

very rarely can we accomplish an everyday activity by followirg a known
plan in explicit detail, or by ignoring pian knowledge entirely. Thã ability to
aPPly a known method of accomptishing an activity in a specific situation
requires the ability to apply plan knowledge in a flexibiå, opportunistic
manner' This includes diverging from the previously successful routine at
many points, integrating the circumstances of the situation in which the
agent finds itself and the many additional types of knowiedge outside of plans
discussed in chapter 2. Likewise, the ability to remember aia appty what was
tolu previously requires the structuring of plan knowledgu,'u, do"s the
ability to follow complex interacting goals. Plãns are requiréd, b,rt must be
used as guides to rational activity rather than definers of it.

This Chapter argues that the ideal method for an agent to accomplish
everyday activities is through improvising on its routines, using .o-pilud
plan knowledge as a guide rather than as the sole means of"providing
knowledge for activity to the agent. I begin by examining how u piu' can bõ
used as a guide, and illustrating the range of behaviour to ïhi.h thi,
approach is well-suited. I then provide a formal definition of improvisation
with respect to everyday activities, and describe in further detail how
everyday activities may be accomplished by means of this process. The
internal processing required of an improvising agent is described, and the
requirements of a particular computational arihitecture are reviewed.
Finally, an argument is made for a particular form of knowledge
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representation in improvisation for everyday activities, leading to a concrete
architecture presented in Chapter 5.

4.1. Using Plans as Guides

Custom then is the great guide of human life.

- David Hume, Concerning Human LJnderstanding

I have used the tetm plans øs guides several times already in this dissertation,
without yet giving a precise definition. The reason for this is that following a
plan can mean very different things in different situations. When one speaks
of following a classical plan, it means using it as a computer uses a program:
following each instruction explicitly [Agre und Chup- an, 1989]. In the case of
universal plans, I argue, it amounts to essentialþ the same thing. I have
already argued (chapter 2) that universal plans are simply -caches 

of
knowledge, compiled before an agent is placed in a given 

"r,rriior,-ent 
and

indexed by situation for ready retrieval. Íhe stepwise reaction of a universal
planning agent is thus simply the result of choãsing appropriate parts of a
predefined "universal" plan. The agent is still directly fotto*ittg the plan, in
that it cannot make use of any knowledge outside of the ptJr., ltr"ìf; it is
|1-pty choosing which pieces of it are diãtated by the outsùe environment
(that is, t]ne "pIan" i1 simgly a very different struciure from a classical plan).
Agre and Chapman [1989] argue that this is using a plan as a guide; I ãrgue
that it is not, simply because the agent has no tnowteàge that is not compiled
into the plan itseif.

In fact, all plans, be they classical or universal, are simply caches of
knowledge. Any plan is based on a large coilection of knowleaiá mo*ledge
of the effects of action, of the behaviour of objects in the 

"r,rri.or,r.rent, 
the

likelihood of success, etc. This is a vast coliection, one to which humans refer
constantly in order to guide them through their interactions with a complex
and dynamic environment. However, this knowledge cannot simply be
sorted through in a linear manner each time something is needed. Rather,
we compile the most commonly used portions of alt oflhis knowledge, and
do 

_things in ways that we know have worked before. Humans havã plans
and deal with things in_routine ways simply to avoid having to look through
this large collection of knowledge: we aó inings ,,without t"hirrkir,g,,, simpty
because in most cases there is far too little time to consciously iealize the
impact of each decision we make on every one of the maáy pieces of
knowledge we possess. This is directly obsérvable in many uråur. I have
already shown in chapter 2, for example, that the purpose of recipes is to
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remove the burden of extensive thought when cooking. This is the place of
plans and plan knowledge in ar everyday human ãctivity: they serve as
condensations or caches of knowledge, giving us ideas oi whai to do in
particular situations or to accomplish particular desires, without the bother of
having to go through every piece of our knowledge of activity and world
around us.

This is precisely what a classical or universal planner does when it foilows its
planning algorithm. A classical planner considers ali possible interactions
between the world, and the repertoire of actions at its dispisal, and all possible
restrictions that the organization of the world places on a soiution to a
problem, and constructs a sequence of actio.tr to deal with a particular
situation. It compiles and filters out all of the knowledge that lies behind the
plan - all the reasoning involved in constructing it - and leaves a condensed
sequence of actions. Similarly, a universal planner reduces all the knowledge
necessary to perform in a given environment to a series of situation/action
resPonses: it filterl out precisely the knowledge thøt one relies on to get
a'round in the world in order to øaoid haaing to consciously refer to thøt
knowledge.

This compiling and filtering of knowledge is a necessary part of being a
resource-bounded agent in a compiex worid. Indeed, plå.s represent and
exploit predictable aspects of the environment [Hayes-Rõth, 1,g9i], removing
from the agent the responsibility of recognízing and making-use of thã
predictable aspects over and over again. However, using a plarias a guide to
activity means being able to refer to the large coliection of knowled[e from
which the plan arises: to have it available when needed (to alter the pian and
provide alternatives to it) and to be able to ignore it when it is not needed.
Figure 4-1 illustrates this view of plans, using a classical plan for purposes ofillustration4s. The plan itself represents a condensãd sele.iiol of the
knowledge availabie for activity: that is, something that has been used many
times before and can be relied upon to some degree. Associated with this
plan, however, is the large collection of knowledge from which it has been
compiied. Some of this knowledge is closely rehtãd to the plan, but not part

48 A universal plan would suffice equally well. Classical plans can obviously never be used
exactly in any but one specific situation in a non-dlmamic world. However, universal plans
also suffer from this difficulty in practice, sinóe there is no way to anticipate every
possible conditional resPonse in a given situation in any complex environment (ai discussed
in Chapter 3). No universal plan is truly universal.
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of it. For example, in the pencil sharpening example in the previous Section,
the role of the sharpener in the activity is nãt a pirt of a plan per se, but is an
important piece of information if one wisheJ to impiovise on the plan.
other knowledge is much more loosely associated *itn the plan. For
example, the connections that allow some of the less obvious and more
questionable substitutions described in the example to be made: knowledge of
the purpose of the blade in the sharpener, ur,d of other common kitchen
objects and their relationship to the aitivity. similarly, in making tea, my
routine may tell me to go to a certain cupboard to obtain a cup, but l"also have
knowledge that this is only an upp.optiute default in my own home, and I
have associated knowledge that snpplies appropriate alternatives in other
:as:s (e.9. asking where cups aïe stored, or sãatching cupboards in the
kitchen).

Remolely
connectêd,
knowlédge

Figure 4-1. Plans as knowledge caches.

In fact, the condensed forms of knowledge that lie at the centre of Figure 4-1
need not even be classical or universal plans; they can be any Iorm of
condensed knowledge (for example, a piece of knowledge such as prefer
machine A to machine B may subsume a large amount of kriowledge that lies
behind the preference). such knowledge mãy be in the form of p#ul plans,
skeletal plans, or complete plans; it may be in a form that wouid commonly
call a plan, or it may not at all resemble such a structure. The point is that
there exists both highly compiled and loosely associated forms oi knowledge
that can be appiied as necessary. Since the aséociated knowledge is not directly
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connected to the plan, much of it is common to many activities, and there is
not necessaúIy a hard boundary between one such structure and another.

In a situation where plans can be followed directly, it makes good economic
sense to do so, just as in a situation where a precise algorithm ãxists, it makes
g-ood sense to apply it as opposed to dealing with thã problem heuristicaliy.
However, just as- heuristic algorithms uie needed for non-algorithmic
problems, this collection of background knowledge is øbsolutely required
when a plan cannot be followed in complete detail.

when applying a plan as a guide, the compiled plan knowledge is used as
much as possible, for these obvious economic .eusons. In a famiiiar situation,
the_more highly-compiled forms of knowledge may be followed very closely,
without having to refer to the knowledge that lies behind it. In less obvious
situations, the more loosely associated knowledge becomes relied on to a
greater and greater degree. While some of this knowledge is in the form of
plans, much of it is not. This is what it means to apply flan knowledge øs a
guide. The more closely the compiled forms of knowledge are being adhered
to, the more closely one is folrowing a plan. As these hfihty-compíed forms
of knowledge are relied on less and less, the agent improvises more and
more. When I speak of a plan,I therefore intend ih" t"rrn to encomp ass any
type of highly-compiled knowledge of activity, regardless of the forÅ of that
knowledge. My use of the term plnn thus éncoÃpurr", both classical and
universal plans, and a great deal more.

The structure shown in Figure 4-1, however, is much more than just a plan,
even in the sense of this extended use of the term. certainly, píu., (in the
sense of compiled knowledge, as described above) lie at the ctre of plans-as-
guides, but as already mentioned, they fail to take into account the large
collection of much more loosely connected knowledge on which they are
based. To refer to the combination of highly compileã plan knowledge and
the more loosely connected knowledge on whicn ine foimer is based) I witl
use the term routine. This emphasises that plans-as-guides do not necessarily
have a complete plan at their core, and that there is no hard and fast
boundary where the core ends and associated knowledge begins. A routine is
thus not a contiguous structure (in the sense of a connected series of steps),
but a set of loosely- and tightly-connected knowledge for accomplishing some
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activityae. Routines øre plans-as-guides. The plan itseif (the highly compiled
knowledge at the core of the routine) serves as just one of -ut i resources fo,.
activity. The internal and written recipes described in Chaptei 2 ur" obvious
examples of routines. They contain highly-compiled, often stepwise
knowledge of how to prepare a given dish, bui aiso iequire a great deal of
background knowledge (some more obvious and more clósely associated with
the recipe than others) to be applied.

The ability to apply plans as guides is crucial for intelligent behaviour. While
only now being ackn_owtedged by Ar, this fact has-been long known inpsychology. Birch l7g4sl for example, illustrates such behaviour in
chimpanzees, and finds that the ability to select portions of contiguously
learned sequences of behaviour (prans) and applr them in new ,"f,rur,.u,
"makes possible an enormous expansion of thð-adjustive possibilitief of an
organism". That is, the ability to apply a plan as a loose g,ria" to behaviour
makes an agent more adaptive. At the iurt " time, it maintains the goat-
directed nature of behaviour, and therefore (by the definition given in
Chapter 1) resuits in more intelligent behaviour.

4.2. The Range of Improvisation

In making use of both compiled knowledge (plans) and the background
knowledge from which it is derived, improvisation is neither strictly
planning nor strictly reaction, but applies to u ,r".y wide range of activities in
between. Figure 4-2 shows the spectrum of activity described in Section 3.5 re-
interpreted in terms of how strongly plan knowledge is relied upon. At the
most basic level, an agent reacts spontaneously with no reference to plan
knowiedge whatsoever. This level explains unáeHberated reactions, such as
automatically dropping a hot cup. Above the level of spontaneous reactions
is the complete following of detailed plans. This represents an agent,s
experience (in the form of compiled plans) completely and diiectly
controlling activity, with no outside resources: for õxample, operating a
machine on an assembly line.

49 Chapman [1990] was the first to use the term routine to emphasize the difference in
structure between plans and other forms of knowledge that suppbrt activity. FIe, however,
uses the term to mean "a regular, patterned. practiãe of inteiaìtion,,, wh'ich is ,,typically
not represented by agents". This is not a knowledge resource, as I intend its use heie, but a
universal-planning interaction with the w91ld, 

_descrihing the low-level forms of activity
shown in Figure 3-7. This will be explained further in theîext section.
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Figate 4-2. Viewing the spectrum of activiry in terms of improvisation.

Above these levels, 
-the 

knowledge that guides activity becomes less strictly
reliant on compiled plans: we begin to mov e away from the condensed,
compiled knowledge that form plans, and make greater use of knowledge
outside of plans. This is weak improvisation, wheie experiential knowled[e
(much of it in the form of highly compiled plan structuies) still guides very
strongly, but must be diverged from on occasion as circumstances warrant.
An example of such weak improvisation would be the case of making tea in a
very familiar situation. The agent may have always performed essen-tially the
same sequence of actions, using the same tools and techniques, and makes
use of this routine to guide it through the activity. The agent does not (and
cannot) rely on the_highly-compiled aspects of this routine in the way that
classical planners rely-on detailed plans. The difference is that the agent has
the power to diverge from the most obvious parts of the routine at ariy time -
it.uses the core of the routine (ptan knowledge) for intellectual convánience,
and deeper reasoning (the periphery of the ioutine) to provide alternatives
when necessary. Indeed, the agent must often diverge iro- what might be
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considered a routine series of steps for tea making, even in a vety familiar
situation: cups drop, we run out of tea, and kettles uól ary.

This deeper reasoning also comes into play when the situation diverges from
that with which the agent has the greatest amount of knowled[e. For
example, if an agent were to make tea in someone else,s house, tÉu ,urrr"
processes would be involved. However, the agent can no longer rely on
much of the compiled knowledge on which its home tea routine is based: the
locations of objects, or even whether or not they are available, for example; or
whether the home in which the agent finds itsetf uses a stove or an electric
kettle to make tea. Here, the knowledge outside of the compiled parts of the
routine becomes crucial. The agent's general knowledge of cups får example,
may include the fact that they are usually stored in a cupbourd it the kitchen,
allowing the alternative to begin looking for one thère. More extensive
improvisation requires the agent to make greater use of the knowledge that
fgrms the background of its everyday routines (that is, knowledge outside of
the plan-like structures that suffice for simpler forms of activity) to perform
activities in less-than-normal situations.

This knowledge is also required where the compiled knowledge at the core of
the agent's routine is not strong enough to prõvide obvious alternatives for
action. For example, if the agent does not have a specific method it always
follows when making tea (i.e. it doesn't make teà very often), compilåd
knowledge in the routine may simply specify that boilin g water is necessary,
with no obvious preference. In this case it is the ãgent,s background
knowledge of how water is to be boiled that must be uãed to provide the
necessary actions for the agent to carry out. Here the compiled core of the
routine is acting as a guide, but weakly. It directs the agent tå the appropriate
knowledge to apply to perform the activity rathei than speci'fying the
appropriate alternatives itself.

As shown in Figure 4-2 (and as is intuitive from these examples),
improvisation occupies a wide range of the spectrum of human activity. The
size of this range is,also supported by the fðw other studies of the ránge of
human behaviour that have been made to date (e.g. [Hayes-Roth, rgg3]).
Indeed, it is possible to extend the principles of improvisation to the point
where the basis in experience is ro *"uk that the improvisation process
becomes indistinguishabie from problem-solving. No dolbt the procåsses atthis level are interesting in that they piovide u ..orr-ìrr", from
improvisation, through case-based planning, to problem-solving; however,
long before this level is reached, the applicutio.t tã everyday actiìrities is left
behind.
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4.3. Defining Improvisation

Having given a basic overview of what improvisation is expected to explain,
we must now work toward a more formal definition of the concept. Dåspite
P"iIìg able to give many examples of what I consider improvised behaviour to
be, improvisation itself is not an easy term to define. Jencks and Siiver [Ig7Z]define improvisation (which they also term adhocism) as a general and loose
approach to a problem as opposed to a strict and systematic one. This does
capture some of what we commonly think of impiovised behaviour, but is
not particularly useful from a computational point of view. The main
difficulty with a definition from this point of vièw is that improvisation is
not often thought of in the information-processing terms that have been used
thus far. The term is most commonly associated *itn tn" theatre, and ind"eed,
this is one of the few areas where improvisation as a mechanism for
performing an activity is intensively studied. Hodgson and Richa rd.s [1974],in their study of theatrical improvisation, describe three common senses of
the term:

E The process of "making do" , or coping at a basic levei with some activity
using minimal resources. For exampre, temporarily replacing a broken
car fan belt using nylon stockings.

tr The process of producing quality results using inferior materials: for
example, turning old discarded clothing into new fashions, or producing
a gourmet meal using leftovers.

tr The process of adjusting to the occurrences around oneself while working
at a particular activity; of being receptive to the world around oneself, anã
using knowledge of that world to adjust to adapt to change.

All three aspects are part of the colloquial concept of improvisation, and ail
three contribute to the- process of performing evåryday activities by flexibly
applying knowledge of experience to cope with a dynamic world. th" lutt".
captures this most obviously. However, the first two capture aspects of
improvisation that are equally important from an AI perspective. As
discussed in Chapter 2, the process of carrying out everyday u.tirriti", is the
epitome of satisficing: an agent uses the limited experience and resources at
its disposal to carry out an activity in a (usually) timi-bounded situation. The
first sense of improvisation described above encompasses this, but also has a
connotation of being inevitably imperfect and often inadequate. This
connotation of imperfection is fairly strongly associated wiù colloquial
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improvisation; that of inadequacy much less so. An improvised method for
accomplishing an activity (that is, one based in flexibly applied, limited
experience) will never be as good as one where the agenl has enough
experience to rely on a direct plan. As will be discussed shortly, it is an
inherently satisficing method of accomplishing an activity. The second of
Hodgson and Richards' aspects of improvisation is also reiated to this: should
an agent have extensive knowledge of an activity, it should be possible to
produce results that are better than might be expected from un ug"rit with less
experience, even when using inferior materials. This depends solely on the
circumstances around the activity and the quality of othei resources åvailable
to support improvisationSo.

Combining the above aspects, we arrive at a definition of improvisation from
the perspective of the intelligent performance of everyday u.iirriti"r,

An øgent improaises in the performønce of øn eaerydøy øctiaity
uthen it possesses compiled knowledge describing its routine
method of going øbout the actiaity, and uses nsslcialed bøckground
knowledge of the actiuity ønd the world øround itsetf to apþe its
routine flexibly in aarying situøtions, in order to øccompiirn tn,
actiuity in ø søtisficing mønner.

The term improaisation is not without previous use in AI. Most of these
uses have been in its coiloquial sense. Of the few that go beyond this level,
most prominent is Agre's [1988; Agre and Horswilr, rggz] use of the term to
denote universal pianning activity. Agre makes extensive use of the term,
and defines improvisation as continunlly redeciding whøt to do [Agre, 19gg].
This captures part of what improvisation is from the perspective of everyday
activities, in that it differentiates it from creation of àetailed plans and
emphasizes that it involves the agent adapting to circumstances dictated by
the world around itself. Indeed, deciding whal action to take on a continuous
basis is an important part of improvisation in everyday activities. However,

50 There is also an aspect of creativity associated with this sense of improvisation. It is not
the claim of this dissertatio¡t that improvisation can be used to expláin creativity, an area
long of interest in AI. Such a claim would. require work far beyoïa that preseiied here.
Flowever, this techniques of improvisation desiribed in this Chápter and ôhapter 5 show
strong connections to creative behaviour. Indeed, the act of flèxibly applying routines
using general background knowledge seems to be an indication 

-of 'creâti.iity. 
The

application of improvisation to creative behaviour is is a promising avenue oi f.rtu.u
research.
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Agre's definition fails to encompass the satisficing element in the very nature
of both improvisation and everyday activities. lùloru significantly, íí fails to
encomPass the fact that there must be some inherent bølis for imþrovisation:
we improvise during the course of everyday activities not simpiy by reacting
to the world continuously, but on the basis of the agent's pter.iãu, experience,
using more general knowledge to provide alteinatives when the usual
routine is not suitable.

Outside of the re{1 of everyday activities, a technique with some similarity
in spirit to what I have defined as improvisation has been demonstrated in
Wilkins' [1980] use of pians in chess. Wilkins' Parødise system used planning
techniques to produce plans that represent possible moves on a givãn boará
position (e.9. a trapped piece might direct the system to produJe a plan to
capture that piece). The plan is then used as a guide for a search for the best
possible move. If a plan can be followed (i.e. matches a given set of
preconditions) it is used as opposed to searching individual -orr""r. If, during
the execution of a plan, a number of other plans are found to apply, in"y urã
evaluated, and the original plan may be abandoned. The use of pil; to guide
search greatly reduced the number of possible board states that must be
examined: to tens and hundreds from thousands to hundreds of thousands
[Wiikins, i980]. This is a form of improvisation, in that both plan knowledge
and knowledge outside of plans are used to carry out activities. However, it is
simplistic: plans are simply folrowed or not foilowed, they are not divergedfrom except for complete abandonment. In addition, while chess is
combinatorially complex, it differs extensively from everyday activities: it
requires much more optimal performance and uses many problem-solving
techniques that are completely foreign to everyday activities - it represents the
upPer bound of the spectrum in Figure 4-2. Cheés is also relativeþ simplistic
in comparison to everyday activities, in that there is a much smaller number
of concepts that must be known in order to function, and comparatively few
alternatives from which to choose at any point in time.

4.4. Improvisation and Everyday Activities

The mention of satisficing in the definition of improvisation given in the
previous Section is critical. As already mentioned, improvisation is a very
heuristic process, in that the agent does the best it can given bounds on its
resources and cannot guarantee the quality of its .es,rlts. It is therefore
unacceptable in any domain where satisficing is not tolerable, explaining why
improvisation is commonly connected with theatre, home car repairs, or
storytelling, rather than law, medicine, or accounting. This is by no means a
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black and white issue. Rather, it is a question of the degree of improvisation
that is tolerable in any domain. Even in very structured domains ihere high
quality results are demanded, improvisation is performed to some degrJe.
wilkins [1980], for example, demonstrates that adhering too closely 

-to 
a

detailed pian can be detrimental even in a very structured domain such as
chess, while outside of AI, Minzberg [79771haÀ shown that managers often
make decisions using informal reasoning and intuition, and only raiely make
use of explicit, strict decision-theoretic modeis. Even in domains such as law
and medicine, improvisation can be seen to some degree.

In addition to requiring a domain where satisficing is tolerated, the domain
must be inherently heuristic for improvisation oñ any significant scale to
make sense economically. As described earlier, if an exact plan for solving a
given problem is available, it makes no economic sense to use the heuristic
techniques of improvisation, just as there is no need for heuristic method
when confronted with a problem when a known algorithm exists. Heuristic
methods are almost always more expensive computationally than any
algorithm, and improvisation is no exception. While it can have a firm basis
in a plan, the ability to apply knowledge outside of that plan is certainly more
computationally expensive than using the plan directly.

I do not argue with the fact that improvisation is an approach whose results
are usualiy not optimal, nor do I claim that it is an appropriate or even
adequate approach for activities that do not tolerate satisfiåing well. Indeed,
improvisation is an approach that shows all the weakness of human
reasoning: it may never find a solution, and certainly will rarely find the best
one; it cannot guarantee the amount of time it will take, oi u,r"r, that its
solution will always improve with more time. The previous Section has
illustrated a spectrum showing that there are many activities where
improvisation is not required for activities. What beneiit, then, is such an
approach to AI? why would we possibly want to introduce these human
frailties to activity?

The answer to these questions is to deal with the types of activities to which
these frailties are not significant, and may even-be considered strengths:
eaeryday øctiaities. I have shown in Chapters 2 and 3 that everyday activities
rely on the flexible application of 

"*p"ii"n.", taking advantage or u, much
structure as is inherent in the activity, and performing in a satisficing
manner. These are exactly the qualities that improvisation provides. While
the approach offers no guarantees, it more than makes up får in flexibility. It
ís this inherent flexibility that allows improvisation to accomplish such a
broad spectrum of behaviour, from closely following plans, to tarely being
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influenced by them. Jencks and Silver [1.972, p. 16] describe this flexibility
particuiarly well:

The characteristic ad hoc amalgamation contains much that is inessential, much
that is fortuitous and redundant. But if it is not as refined and. precise as other
kinds of purposeful action, then as least it is more open, suggestìve, and rich in
possibilities. The extraneous materia,l suggests .,"* Lsur, *"här"u, the perfected
and refined construction is usually confinedtô its specific ends.

While there are certainly activities that do not require improvisation as I
have defined it (e.g. highly abstract problem-solving, simple reaction), the
bulk of human activities, and all of what I have terÃed everyday activities
fall in the spectrum covered by improvisation (Figure 4-2). tmpróvisation is
inadequate from the perspective of many activities, but not everyday
activities. For these, improvisation is a necessity. It is a robust, flexible
approach to dealing with tasks whose complexity cannot be dealt with in any
other manner' It is the nature of the tasks inaoiaed, rather thøn the nature of
the approøch thøt dictøtes the chørøcteristics of improuisøtion. Improvisation
is simply the methodology humans have developed to cope with activities
with the characteristics described in Chapter Z and summarized in Section 2.5.It is the challenge of AI, in attempting to cope with everyday activities, to
accomplish those characteristics within a computational architecture.

In Chapter 2, I argued that humans perform everyday activities easily in spite
of their complexity by taking advantage of the ;ignificant problem structure
exhibited by its previous experience with the eveiyday actìvity (Figure 2-2).
This improvisation process can be viewed as taking ådvantafe'ori, much
structure as is inherently available in the problem, ur.,¿ is greatly
underconstrained when compared to the u*o.rr,t of structure necessary for
classical and universal pianning.

Consider Figure 4-3, which illustrates the problem structure exploited by a
ciassical plan. In this case, complete knowledge of the problei structure
must be available beforehand and compiled in ihe form of a classical plan.
when this plan is then executed, this compiled knowiedge is foltowed
exactly. The reason that such plans are inapplicable to most everyday
environments is that they make such overconitraining assumptions about
knowledge of the problem structure.
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Knowledge of problem space
available beforehand

Path followed
during application of knowledge

Figarc 4-3. structure exploited during execurion of a classical p[an.

Figure 4-4. strucrure exploited during execurion of a universal plan.

Figure 4-4 shows the problem structure exploited during the execution of a
conditional or universai plan. Recall from Chapter 3 thal a conditional plan
is a classical plan with possibly multiple branchei at any step, computed añead
of time (as is the rest of the plan) and attempting to control for uncertainty at
decision points. These are essentially small universal plans, since a universal
plan simply assumes it has all possibilities computeå for all choice points.
After this structure is computed, it is applied in in a given worlä, and
perceptual information at each choice point allows the agent to select the pre-
computed portion that applies in a particular situation. Fig.tr" 4-4 shows that
conditional/universal plans also make overconstraining ãssumptions of the
problem structure: they assume, like classical plans, that this structure is
completely availabie to them ahead of time, ut d ,rr" perceptual information

Perceptual knowledge
applied at choice points at

Knowledge of problem space
available beforehand

Path followed
during application of knowledge
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Path followed during application of knowledge

Steps decided directly from compiled knowledge

Stçs decided by reasoning using background knowledge

Figure 4-5. Problem srructure exploited by improvisation.

Figure 4-5 shows both the knowredge available to an improvising agent
performing some activity and the results of applying that Lowtedle in a
particular situation. As previously described, thiJ tnowteage consists äf Uotf,
highly-compiled plan knowledge, and the loosely associated background
knowledge from which the compilation was perfórmed. While the routine
guides the agent through the activity, it is apþhed flexibly. To as large an
extent as is possible, the compiled knowledge is reiied upon. while the
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background knowledge encompasses everything the compiled knowledge
constraints, it is not consulted in most situations simply because the compilãd
routine is enough (for the economic reasons detailed in Section 4.1). In
situations where the compiled knowledge is inapplicable (e.g. when
something goes wrong, or when the situation in whichìhe agent'fii¿s itself
does not precisely match that it is used to), the backgrou"nd knowredge
associated with the compiled knowledge can be accessed as-necessary.

The lower half of Figure 4-5 illustrates an example. The agent performs a
series of actions, some of which come directly from the .oru áf its its routine
(compiled plan knowledge). Other actions, however, arise from deliberation
using the background knowledge associated with the plan at the centre of the
agent's routine. This could be because a portion of thåt plan was inapplicablein the particular environment; because it had to divårt from the þian to
accomplish some activity the plan did not include; because it was integrating
activity with othe¡ routines to satisfy other desires; or because the background
knowledge simply indicated that other alternatives made more sense than
what the plan recommended.

In this example, the agent returns to portions of the core of its routine at
intervais. In another situation, the agent might follow the compiled portions
of its routine moïe closely, or alternatively, ihe first action it took outside its
compiled routine might invalidate conditions behind the routine itself,
forcing abandonment. In general, It may be possible that the situation in
which the agent finds itself preciseiy maiches ih" .o-piled portions of the
routine it is used to following, and none of the agent's Ëxtensive background
knowledge might be used at all. This situation could also arise when there is
not time to consult the agent's background knowledge. It may also be possible
that the plan will be only minor help; in such u .uú, background knáwledge
might be applied extensively. This is what is meant by tøËing ødaøntøge of øs
much structure øs is inherent in the øctiaity. In some .ur", the ageit may
know a great deal, and may rery on heavily compiled knowledg"."Ir, other
cases/ the agent may know very iittle appiicable io the immediJte situation,
and may rely heavily on deeper reasoning.

Overall, the relationship of improvisation to classical and universal planning
is akin to the relationship between heuristic search and non-heuristic search.
Simon [7969, p.35] observes:

The technique of heuristic search makes much weaker demands on the problem
structure than do. linear.programming or linear decision rules, but it can generally
find only satisfactory solutions, not the optimal one. On the other side of the coin,
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heuristic search can handle combinatorial problems (e.g. factory scheduling
problems) that are too large for exact solution even with the b-iggest cornputers.

Like heuristic search to non-heuristic techniques, improvisation makes much
weaker demands on the structure of the problem than does classical or
universal planning. Improvisation quite literally "makes do,, with whatever
knowiedge is available and whatever time is available for it to access that
knowledge.

4.5. The Improvisation Process

To this point, much has been said about the nature of improvisation and the
role that improvisation has to play in everyday activities, while saying little
about the internal computationar pro."rr", that are requirãd when
improvisation is performed during the course of everyduy u.iirriti"r. This
Section describes improvisation from a computational persþective, focussing
on the required Processes and knowledge for an improvisational architecture
for everyday activities at a general level, rather tiran advocating any one
particular architectural design. An architecture embodying the þrinciptesdiscussed in this Chapter will be described in Chapter 5.

Figure 4-6 indicates the relationship of the four major components of any
improvising agent:

tr Memory. As improvisation is based in experience, memory is the mostvital component of an improvisational agent. Memóry must be
organized in terms of reminders (cues); a specific desire urrâ u specific
external situation should remind the agent of a particular routine it has
used in the past (e.g. making tea at home). Thày may also remind the
agent of a specific reaction to the situation at hand (as a universal planner
would). This is not the only type of reminder that must be supported by
this memory. An improvising agent relies on much knowteäge that is
connected not necessarily with a specific external situation or with the
core of a particular routine, but instead is connected to concepts describing
its understanding of the world around it (i.e. background tnowledge ii
routines). For example, if the agent comes across a container of milk
sitting on the counter, its concept of milk should remind it that milk
should be kept in the refrigerator. such reminders may be triggered by
something in the external environment (as in this examp"lã), or a
combination of environment and the routine the agent is foliowing.
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Figate 4-6. Abstract view of the mechanisms comprising improvisation.

tr Exploration. As mentioned above, many alternatives will arise to the
actions supplied by a routine during the course of participating in an
everyday activity. some may arise directly from compiled knowledge,
while others require a more active exploratiôn of background knowled[e.
This is most obvious when routinei go awry. Foi example, if I ãm
making tea, the the tea bag breaks, a number of alternativei arise, each
along the lines-of somehow getting the tea leaves out of the tea or starting
again. In the former, there are many ways of doing this, just as there are
many ways of sharpeni.g u pencil (Section 4.0). tÑs proáess allows such
alternatives to piarured activity (or alternatives where no plan suffices
directly) to be explored.

D Deliberøtion- As alternatives for action become available (from the
compiled or background knowledge in routines), an agent must have a
decision-making Process that seiects the action (or uãtions, if parallel
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actions are suPPorted) that the agent will perform. This deliberation may
be extensive, or a choice may be obvious. The amount of deliberation
necessary is dictated by the activity the agent is participating in, and the
world around it (e.g. there may be an obvióus choice to get orìt of the way
of a moving truck, or a more sophisticated weighing oI alternatives in a
less obvious or time-constrained situation).

tr Control' Any routine will be associated with an extremely large set ofbackground knowledge, some very tightly connected (i.e. highty
compiled), some morg loosely (as per rigurã +-í). This means that for-any
routine the agent is following, the routine may generate a combinatorial
number of reminders of additional piec"r- oJ knowledge, and the
exploration process a similar number of ult"rr,utives. The deliberation
Process can spend an arbitrary amount of time deliberatin g any decision,
and the memoÍy, which presumably has a finite bandwiãth ánd speed,
must access the most needed knowledge first, even when many requests
are available. A control module controis the operation of eách of the
above Processes in order to have the resource-borÀded agent operate in a
satisficing manner.

Improvisation operates essentially through reminders (cues). An unsatisfied
desire, together with the external situation in which the agent finds itself and
the intentions for activity it has already adopted, ,"rr,ir,d, the agent of aroutine to satisfy that desire, given the situation. The recognition of a specific
set of external circumstances may also trigger a reaction" to the recognized
stimuli.sl These represent obvious possibiúiies for action. Since a routine isnot a complete plan, many of its recommendations for action may not be
possible, and there may be many reminders of additional possibiíities for
action that arise from the background knowledge associated with the routine
(e.9. my routine for making tea at home dJes not immediately involve
anything to do with milk, except that my tea needs some in it. Reminders are
necessary to get the milk and to put it away). These reminders are

5i As described in Section 4.2, strict reaction falls outside the boundaries of what I havedefined as improvisation, but is necessary to support everyday activities. Actions such asdropping a hot cup are certainly not partbf anyìåutine, uíd indeed, are rarely consciouslyrecalled' Examples such as this are-the timit of reaction in this architecture, however. Ihave already argued (Chapter 3) that the Universal Planning model as proposed by
[Schoppers, 7987; Agte 1988] due to the requirement of a reãction for every possiblesituation the resource bounded nature of an agônt. The nature of reactions in im/roiisation
is discussed further in Chapter 5.
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accomplished through actively exploring the background knowledge behind a
routine' This exploration may be as trivial or extensive as time ailows. The
various alternatives are deliberated, and action(s) selected for performance.
This will change both the internai state of the agent (the inientions and
expectations it has for the future) and the external state of the world, and new
activity will arise from these alterations. From this process, coherent
behaviour in the midst of complexity and uncertainty emerges. This process
of flexibly applying the agent's previous experience captures the essLnce of
Bartlett's [7967) view of activity quoted in Section 3.2.r: ,,when I make the
[tennis] stroke I do not, as a matter of fact, produce something completely
new, and I never merely repeat something old,,.

These Processes are dictated by the requirements for everyday activity laid out
in Chapter 3 and the characteristics of everyday activity described in Chapter 2.
An agent has compiled knowiedge in its routines that can be used as a
resource for activity, arrd also possesses the abitity to apply more loosely
connected, "deeper" knowledge to alter the agent's routine and also act
spontaneously outside of the routine. The agent's intentions for the future
(that is, the routines it intends to follow) also evolve continually over time:
since the routine does not exist as a single contiguous plan, parts of a routine
may be created dynamically or substituted from other uitin" or inactive
routines.

The actual process is much more complex than this: as Figure 4-6 indicates,
any one desire is part of many that are active at any given time, just as any
routine is part of a collection the agent is followings2. Figure 4-6 also omits
many things that must be part of any particular improvisational architecture:
perception, and maintenance of expectations of the world, for example.
Figure 4-6 is meant only to be an illustration of the general components
required in an improvising agent. A specific architecture, inctuding
knowledge rePresentation mechanisms that allow the agent's routines to
evolve during use as detailed above will be described in theiext Chapter.

Recall from Chapter 2 that everyday activities overlap in both
interactive relationships; routines must interact in a similar manner.

-103-
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4.5.1. Improvisation as Intelligent Control

The processes involved in improvisation during everyday activities are
inherently different from what is normarly consiáered planning in AI. A
planning problem is traditionally defined as one thai is solled by the
construction of a sequence of actions (a plan). Improvisation in eveiyday
activities both follows and eludes this definition at tñe same time, because it
involves the application of plans, rather than their construction. Indeed, by
virtue of the fact that the agent is performing everyday activities, extensive
experience is relied upon, and very little in terms of plannin g per se should
be involved. In making decisions to carry out actions, an improvising agent
is evaluating which pieces of experience-related knowledge appty most
strongiy to a given situation: this has little to do with constuuãting ,uqr"r,.",
of actions. on the other hand, in doing so, the agent may be integiating parts
of many general plans. In many cases, the routine that an agent iollows does
not even exist as one contiguous structure (i.e. the core of Figure 4-I, or as one
branch of a universal plan), but rather are only very looseiy associated with
one another, and are built up piece by piece as the activity unfolds. While not
exactly planning, this process certainly bears some similarities to the
construction of plans. Furthermore, deciding rationally what to do at one
particular moment involves considering future commitments and intentions
(Section 2.4), again fitting planning behaviour. The difference between
improvisation and planning is that in improvisation, the agent is essentially
planning as it goes along, rather than pianning ahead.

In recent years, many forms of dealing with activity have arisen that have
some basis in the planning paradigm, but have not arisen directly from it
(universal planning, or case-based planning, for example, have aspects that
bear some allusion to planning and aspects that are vôry distantly removed
from it). As men-tioned in Chapter 1, this has caused a stretching of the
boundaries of the field, to the point where most modern definitionã of the
field are of the form "using some type of construct that constrains or provides
guidance for the actions of an intelligent agent" [McDermo tt, rggrl. others
(e.g. [Agre, 1988; Chapman, 79901) would uigue that such forms oiplanning
are not pianning at alr, and should be strongry differentiated.

There is a great basis in this argument, if only because pure planning has been
so strongly unsuccessful in everyday activities. Because of thir, I ãrgue that
improvisation is more properly termed a problem of intelligeú cãtfuol: of
deciding what action to perform at a given ti*", in light of tnã world around
the agent and its intentions for the future. when an improvising agent
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carries out a routine, it is not because that routine exists as one contiguous
structure in its memory (as a pian wouid). Rather, a routine is built up piece
by piece, with each piece being followed (or the agent even being reminded of
its existence) because the situation warrants.

4.6. Toward an Architecture for Improvisation

The previous Section serves as an introduction to the computational
Processes involved in improvisation. Any particular architåcture for
improvisation, however, must answer many questions raised by this
introduction' Not only must it inciude aspects thãt are glossed over in the
previous Section (e.g. maintaining expectations of thð world, handling
perception), it must deal with many basic concerns of the major components
of improvisation. These concerns are many, but can be gróuped into two
basic areas: an architecture for improvisation must develop a specific
structuring of knowledge to support the processes described uborru; and it
must also develop a specific control methodology in order to control the
inference processes involved. These will be dealt with separately.

4.6.L Knowledge Structuring in Improvisarion

As described in Section 4.4, tine routines that are used in the process of
improvisation allow the agent to take advantage of precisely the ämount of
structure that is inherent in the activity it is peìfot-l.tg. These routines are
extremely flexible compared to classical and universal plunr. The flexibility
inherent in routines can be divided into three areas:

tr The guideiines provided by the plan knowledge within a routine may be
strong or weak; the agent can choose to follow any action the routine
recommends or ignore it. This allows a routine to be flexibly integrated
with others the agent might be following.

tr The range of highly compiled (surface) knowledge to much more loosely
structured background (deep) knowredge allows ihe agent to rely on plan
knowledge to a high degree in familiár situations, and to make use of
background knowiedge when plan knowledge is unreliabie. This aliows
the routine to be useful in a much wider .ungu of situations than a strict
plan. It can also allow much more accurate performance of an activity
when more Íesources (time and knowiedge) arã available.
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E Because plan knowledge is integrated with the deeper knowledge that
forms its basis, a specific instance of a routine can adapt "automati.ã[y,, to
many situations as they arise, simply because the considerations for these
situations are part of the routine itself.

The latter point requires further explanation. If one were to use a classical
plan as a resource for a particular activity (say, shopping), and then imposed
further conditions on that activity (such as being m ã nìrrty, or havin g very
little money), the entire plan would have to bé changed. This is because
during the creation of the plan, assumptions are made that allow the
separation of the compiled knowledge in the plan from other knowledge the
agent may Possess. In this case, a given degree of hurry and a given amount
of money is assumed. If these change, theie is no link from tlie portions of
the plan affected by lhis to the original knowledge used to generat"ihor" parts
of the plan. Thus while saving time, the plan becomes monolithic.

In the case of a routine for grocery shopping, while there may be a particular
and fairly precise sequence of actions the agent follows in iti regular
shopping, the knowledge behind this sequet."lr also available, and when
there is little money or more hurry, this background knowledge is
immediately available. The parts of the routine thaf are incompatible with
these aspects are ignored, and new portions of the routine may be performed.
The flexibility is inherent in the maintenance of both the compiled and
distributed forms of knowledge. Different portions of one routine Lre active
in different situations, rather than using compietely separate plans. This is
very different from choosing various branches of a univãrsd plãn in different
circumstances. A given set of circumstances is allowing the routine to be
modified dynamically: some parts become more active, otf*.s less so. It is not
a Pre-compiled branch that is selected over others, but rather the interaction
the compiled parts of the agent's routine and knowledge external to it,
allowing actions to be selected dynamically over and abovJwhat is specified
in that compiled knowledge.

The major question that any particular architecture for improvisation must
answer is how this knowledge is to be structured. An example yields some
insights. Consider Figure 4-7,whicin shows a complete series of actions for a
specific instance of an improvised tea-making activity. It is the specific
sequence of actions I followed one particular time I made tea in -y o*r,
home. Some of the actions were actions I always follow when making tea,
while others were new to this particular instance. This is not the description I
would give if I were asked how I make tea, and it certainly doesn't resemble
the internal tea recipe described in chapter 2. lHowr"r, it represents the
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output of improvisation: a specific sequence of actions derived as the activity
is ongoing, and accomplishing my desire. Many of the actions are not what
one would think of as part of tea-making (e.g. putting milk away, closing
refrigerator doors). 

_ 
Rather, they are interaitioni between the way I'make teá

and the way r do other things (in this case, keeping the kitchen .,"ág.

Figure 4-7. A particular instance of improvised tea-making.

It would be exceptionally difficult computationally to apply this structure
during improvisaiion. If such a ptan-hkã stuucture were used as a basis for
improvisation, a great deal of anarysis would have to be performed during
the process to understand why certain aspects (e.g. action 22) werein the plan,
and what in the environment would indicate whether it made sense to
perform that action' A failure in the plan early on would quickly invalidate

1. go to stove
2. pick up lid of kertle,

check for water in kettle
3. replace kettle lid
4. set stove element control to

"high" mark
5. go to cupboard
6. open cupboard door
7.pick up a cup
8. close cupboard door
9. go to counter by stove
10. put cup on counter by stove
11. pick up lid from tea canister
12. pick up a tea bag
13. putbag in cup
14. wait for water to boil
15. turn stove off
16. pick up kettle
77. flll cup with water
18. replace kettle on stove
19. open drawer
20. pick up spoon from drawer
21. close drawer
22. squeeze tea bag with spoon
23. pick up tea bag with spoon
24. go sink
25. open cupboard under sink

27. close cupboard door
28. place spoon in sink
29. go fridge
30. open fridge door
31. pick up milk from fridge
32. close fridge door
33. go counter by stove
34. open milk
35. pour milk in tea
36. close milk
37. go fridge
38. open door
39. place milk in fridge
40. close door
41. go counter by stove
42.pickup cup
43. go table
44. sit down
45. drink tea
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the rest 
_oJ 

the plan, and extensive symbol manipulation would be required to
rePair its3. The amount of time such processing would require *o.rlå almost
certainly always be beyond the required responie time for improvisation. We
would, in every sense of the term, be back to classical planning.

A structure such as that shown in Figure 4-7 is far too detailed for use in
many different situations. However, the sequence of actions is clearly the
result of the integration of one or more routines, since it is the output of the
improvisation process. All the knowledge displayed in Figure 4,-i must be
represented within the agent at some point (either in plan or background
knowledge). The question that must be answered by an architectlre for
improvisation is, at what level should this knowledge be represented?
Clearly, a much more abstract level is necessaÍy in order tã ¡e ableio perform
improvisation. However, consider the complications at this abstract level.
Getting from an abstract description such ur ih" internal tea recipe shown in
Figure 2-3 to a detaiied sequence such as that shown in Figur e 4-) would also
seem to be a very intricate process: once again, far tõo complicated for
something as quickly and easily performed as éveryday activitiesi Somehow,
an improvising agent can go almost directly to the detailed actions it needs
when it is in a recognizable situation. with no intellectual analysis
whatsoever of the actions it is performing, and can also automatically move
to background knowledge when necessary.

This results in a paradox: on one hand, beginning with the background or
abstract methods of doing things and moving to specific actions from these
violates much of what is observable about evãryday activities. On the other
hand, it is computationally unfeasible to begin with a specific routine and rely
on background knowledge when that routine fails. somehow, both the
highly compiled plan aspects (the obvious actions in a particular situation;
many of the actions in Figure 4-7) are naturally and seãmlessly integrated
with the use of background knowledge when humans improviså duriig the
course of everyday activities. Any specific architecture for improvisation
must explain this paradox.

[Hammond, 1,989a] illustrates just
cooking tasks.

how extensive this symbolic processing can be for
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4.6.2. Controlling Activity in Improvisarion

As mentioned in Section 4.4, the controi mechanism in any improvisational
architecture must somehow control w-hen the agent is biased toward using
the most obvious ways of doing something or torirard using deeper reasoning
to find less obvious ways. It controls how long deliberatián is allowed, andhow extensive the search for alternative actions (to those directly
recommended by routines) will be. It also controls how much physical effort
an agent will put into some particular activity. In performit g these tasks, the
control mechanism must be extremely flexibie. In making c-ontroi decisions,it must take not only the external situation into account, but the agent,s
internal desires, expectations, and intentions. It must dynamically
reconfigure itself in response to changes in any of these areas. í{ayes-Roth
119931notes that such a reconfigurable control methodology is cruciál to any
intelligent system designed for more than one smail ur"uãf the spectrum of
activity.

Clearly, this is a tall order for any system, but in moving toward a specific
architecture for improvisation, there is one observation thât can immeåiut"ty
be made. When performing everyday activitie s, the agent's knowledge of the
øctiaitíes in nshich it is pørticipating driaes these choices. That is, the- known
aspects of the activity constrain both the choices an agent can make in its
activities and how attractive it is to put further intellectuãl and physical work
into an activity. The use of constraints in everyday activities is directly
observable in every example of recorded knowledge-of everyday activities
gited in Chapter 2:, recipes provide constraintr o. how to ,r" ilgr"dients
[Parker, 7886; Hadwen, 1937]; guides to environmentally-friendîy living
provide specific constraints on how we perform specific activities in trder to
reduce environmental impact [Cailliet et al., tsit]; and guides for recent
immigrants provide constraints on how to go about everydãy activities with
respect to Canada's social and cultural norms [Emplmm, 1g9r]. This points
toward viewing improvisation as a constraint-dirècted reasoning problem.
Before moving to such a viewpoint, the foilowing Section briefly"iniroduces
constraints as a knowiedge representation mechanism.

4.7. Constraints

Inference in artificial intelligence usually thought of as deduction and search.
Planning, in particular, has always been intimately associated with search (the
search of a set of states for a plan to solve u ginun problem), because of a
historical evolution that has been extensively ¿ðtaite¿ in Chapter 3. Indeed,
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Simon [1983] does define search and deductive reasoning as two of the most
important views of problem-sorving. However, there is a third view of
problem-solving categorized by Simon [1983], one that was largely unexplored
in AI untii the early r990's, and one whose power is to a iaige degreã onry
being realized today. This problem-solving methodotogi is kiown as
constrøint satisføction.

Constraints are a knowledge representation mechanism based on restrictions:
what is allowed and what is not allowed in particular situations. Formally, a
constraint is a specification of a set of admissible assignments of values to
variables. This can be by specifyit g domain constraints (e.g. x e {1 3 5 9}) or by
9"lTi"g relationships between variables, such as (x + i) ;= e . y) [Le pape,
79921. By defining constraints in this manner, anyìet of'consirainiá å¡defines
a subset of states in U.

Constraint satisfaction differs radically from search in its view of problem-
soiving. while search involves actively exploring a problem ,pu.", usually
through some type of generate-and-test rn"thodotogy, constraint satisfaction
involves consistently enumerating values for a sãi of variables [Fox and
Nadel, 19891. As variables are given values, these values further constrain
the choices for other variables. For example, if one were colouring a map
according to the constraint that no two adjaient countries be the samã colour,
making a colour choice for one coiour would constrain the choices for
adjacent countries. As decisions were made for other countries, more and
more constraints would be involved. The technique of extending or
communicating constraints so that they define further ielationships between
variables is known constrøint propøgøtion.

When a set of constraints is used to characterize the solution of a given
problem, that problem is said to be oaerconstrained when there is no solution
that obeys the entire set of constraints. That is, Z S1 c U I ci = Sj, Si+{Ø}
(where = is defined as "is describedby"). In such cases, constraints may be
seiectively relaxed: the set ci can be grádually weakened so that event uuíIy u
non-empty subset of U can be found that obeys the relationships the ci define.
Through propagation and relaxation, a set of values is found for the variables
involved in the problem. This is usually a satisficing solution, because in
many cases the set of constraints collectively eliminates all combinations, and
constraints must be selectively relaxed so that a consistent set of variable
values may be found. Because constraints aïe defined as relationships or
connections between variables, a constraint satisfaction problem is often
viewed as a graph or constraint network (Figure 4-g). The best anaiogy of a
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constraint satisfaction problem to a physical structure is a child's ,,cat,s 
cradIe,, ,where a long string is entwined between the fingers, forming a maze of

strings (constraints), and the fingers may be moved ãbout (selectilely relaxing
some constraints, and tightening others), changing the pattern of thå network
nntil a satisfactory sfructure results fEox,1991l.

Figure 4-8. A consrraint network.

Constraint satisfaction techniques have been applied to many types of
problem-solving within artificial intelligence. f,f¡f'rilå equivalent tó search, in
that the general goal of constraint satisiaction problem-solving is to search a
universe of states to find a state that satisfies a given set of constraints [Rich,79831, many problems become comparatively ãlmple when viewed in this
manner' In particular, problems that can be viewed as as fit-to-specificøtionproblems [Bond and Gasser, 79881are naturally suited to constraint-directed
reasoning. Such problems generally involve matching internai knowledge to
a specific situation during problem-solving. Exampies-of this type of problem
are map colouring problems (as described ábove), edgó'labeiling in
computational vision, the division of labour between mu-ltiple probiem-
solvers, and general design problems where a given design must bä created
under specific criteria. A survey of the Ãut y constraint satisfaction
algorithms that can be applied to such problems may be found in [Kumar,
7ee2l.

when constraint propagation and relaxation are employed in problems towhich they are naturally suited, very elegant solutions often result.
However, it is important to note that since these are essentially equivalent to
search, they often have complexity problems themselves. When disjunctive
constraints are allowed, the problem of determining whethe, u girre, set of
constraints is consistent is Np-hard [Le pape, 7gg1]: and there m"ay be large
numbers of relaxations that could possibly be explored for any one áonstraint.
Networks such as that shown in Figure 4-8 are visually eloquent, but become
extremely large and complex in any significant problem. Måny problems also
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resist decomposition into such networks, as well: part of the probiem may be
natu-rally represented as constraints, whiie the rest may not iFox and Nadel,
7e8el.

Because of this, another view of constraints is usually empioyed in artificial
intelligence: that of constrøint-guid.ed search; . rhis perspective evoived
from the recognized utiiity of constraints in constraint satisflction problem-
solving, and the desire to exploit the power of constraints in domains that are
not well-suited to the constraint satisfaction approach. The generai idea of
the constraint-guided search perspective is thatþarts of a domãin, encoded as
constraints, can be used to describe the structuré of the overall problem space,
thereby reducing_search. Fox expresses the power of constraints when applied
in this way as follows:

Domain knowledge, encapsulated in the form of constraints, can be used. to develop a
better understanding of the structure of the problem space which will lead to moreefficient problem solvers whose architectures take aåvantage of known problem
space strucfures, and whose focus of attention methods reduce the amount åf search
[Fox and Nadel, 7989, p.7T].

The most well known work in constraint-guided search is Fox's [19g3] work
on constraint-directed scheduling. This system (rsrs) performed job-shop
scheduling, the process of ordering the flow of *o.k through á uctory
consisting of a number of machines on which various op"ruáors can be
performed in such a way as to maximize positive cháracteristics (e.g.
throughput) and minimize negative characteristics (e.g. iateness). Viewing
these characteristics and conditions in the world affeiting the scheduie as
constraints, Fox modelled the scheduling process as a constraint-directed
heuristic search for an adequate schedule 

-By 
representing important aspects

of the probiem structure as constraints on the schedule, Fo-x's ,.h"drrl". could
focus on the most important factors affecting the schedule, vastly reducing
the amount of search involved. For example,l bottleneck resource would be
represented as a constraint, which would guide the search around that
resource, thereby reducing the number of other paths that must be explored
[Fox and Nadel, r9ï9l. Similarly, cost, timã, and other factors weïe
represented as constraints, further guiding the search for a satisficing
schedule.

54 Together, constraint satisfaction and constraint-guided search techniques are refer¡ed to as
constr aint-directed r easoning.
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The application of constraint-guided search to scheduiing resulted in a systemwith scheduling abilities as good as any human lob-shop schedurer.
FIowever, the system's ,real impact was its demonstraiion of ihe power of
constraint relaxation: the ability to selectively weaken a combination of
constraints out of a set, in order to find heuristic solutions to overconstrained
problems. The system also demonstrated the flexibility of constraints as a
knowledge rePresentation mechanism in general. Constraints have also been
used to allow a reactive component to-scheduling: dynamicaily rescheduiing
when the environment around the 

,scheduler clianges. Sucfr systems (e.gloPß [ow et al., t989l, soN1,4 [Coilinot and Le pãpe, rggr]) have greatiy
increased the utility of automated scheduling systems.

Scheduling in systems such as ISIS can be viewed as one aspect of a larger
generai planning problem. Fox's imprementation of job-shop schedulúg
benefits from a comParatively welt-defined problem situation in that all of
the steps required to complete a given order in a factory are defined, as are
restrictions on the temporal orderings of the required stãps. The scheduling
task is one of providing a specific ordering on the various known steps of
each job in a manner that satisfies as many constraints as possible. While this
is itself an NP-hard problem [Fox, 19g3J, planning adds another dimension to
the problem in that neither the exact operations required to solve the
problem nor the temporal ordering of these operations aie initially know¡Ss.
Planning involves finding an appropriate, minimally-ordered säqrrence of
actions to solve a given problem, while scheduiing involves taking a plan
and enforcing further ordering constraints to achieve robust and time-
efficient execution of the plan [Fox and Kempt 19g5].

The most significant use of constraints in planning to date is Stefik,s [19g1a]MOLGEN planner, which used constraints in the construction of plansso.
more specifically., ín the planning of molecular genetics experìments.
Constraints could be placed on objects maniputateJ by actioni alowing
values that fit those constraints to be filled in låter. For åxample, a step in a
MOLGEN plan might be to filter a given bacterium out of a sample, and.

Il:p : scheduling point of view, this statement is accurate: planning in general is moredifficult than scheduling' However, the scope of ISIS was much largãr thãn that of mostplanning systems, in that it involved consideiing the ramifications of ãn action o.á"ri.,g o'many other orders, and on the factory as a wholé. In this sense, ISIS is in fact a much more
complex system than most classical planners.

AguitU an application of constraint-guided search.
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might require that the bacteria that are to remain be resistant to a certain
antibiotic. Maintaining this information in the form of a constraint ratherthan selecting a particurar antibiotic right away helps prevent
overcommitment and forcing backtracking later on (shóuld the pårticular
choice of antibiotic be unsuitable for some later step in the experiment).
Actions are thus only partially instantiated (that is, theþ¡ for tf,eaitìon weïe
left only partially described), providing a least-commitment approach to
selecting objects within the plan. Each constraint could then be þropagateabackward through the existing portion of the plan, where it mayïarr" ,o-u
effects on existing constraints. These cãnstraint mechanisms were
generalized and extended to domain-independent planning in SIPE lwitkins,1988], allowing the same mechanisms to be appheå to virt-ually any planning
domain.

While extremely successful, this is a very limited use of constraints in
comparison to the representational abilities demonstrated by Fox [19g3]. Ofthe many types of knowledge required in pranning, MOLGEN appiies
constraint-directed reasoning to only o.,e u.uá, that oJ representing ttlect
relationships within plans. This limited use of constraints also does not
aPPly to improvisation or everyday activities. Stefik's techniques weïe
classicai ones, and constraints were used strictly to control stepwise
interactions in plan construction due to reiationships between objects in the
plan, rather than the much more complex interactiãn between aí agent andits environment during activity.

Constraints have also been used to perform multi-agent planning, wherein
multiple problem-solving agents can cooperate to solve .no.ã complex
problems than any one agent can handle individually. This involves a greatdeal of reasoning over and above the level noimally associated with
planning: methods of decomposing tasks so that they may be shared,
allocating tasks to appropriate agents,_managing cooperation, ur,d ir,t"grating
results. Evans and Anderson [1989] have dðscribed an architectuìe that
permits task sharing and negotiation between agents, and have extended that
architecture to provide dynamic replannirig capabilities IEvans and
Anderson, 79901. This architecture is alsó used ai a bãsis for representing the
autonomy of agents in multi-agent systems [Evans et arj rgg2] using
constraints.

This classical pianning-oriented use of constraints has largely been the limit
of the application of constraint-directed reasoning to intellfent agents. Whatis little appreciated in pranning is that ptans themsãlve, 1." simply
collections of constraints, whether a plann". ,ri"*, them as such or not. A
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classical plan is a collection of actions constrained in a particular order. The
reasons for each action and the order in which they appear (what Sacerdoti
[1988] describes as teleologicøl lqowledge) have simþty Ëeen compiled down
to a single ordering constraint. A simple example is ihown in Figure 4_9.

Figute 4-9. Reasoning behind action ordering condensed, into a simple
ordering constraint.

Here, two blocks worldsT actions are connected by some specific requirements:
the pick-up action allows the block to be placed in the Jgent,s nÅ¿, a state
that is required to be abie to stack the block on top of another. There is an
ordering constraint imposed on these actions, which the agent uses to
perform one action before the other. However, this ordering coñstraint is the
sole knowledge the agent possesses; the planner produJing the plan has
reasoned about the sequence of actions necessary to stack the blãck, recognized
that the pick-up action provides for the requiréments of the stack actioi, and
generated the constraint from this knowledge. Having condensed this

57 The blocks world is a common example of a toy d.omain in AI problems, and is used. almost
universally for examining techniques in planning and testingþlanners. It involves a series
of blocks that may be moved and stacked using Jmechanicaiarm.
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knowledge, the underlying reasons for the constraint are discardedss. In this
example, we are throwing away only a few pieces of knowledge; however, in
any significant example, the reasons behind any ordering coistraint will be
very complex (involving the behaviour of the objects involved in action,
other motives possessed by the agent, the behaviour of other agents, etc.).
The reduction of all of this knowledge to a simple constraint in a flan results
in an an inflexible, overconstrained structure. Similarly, a universäl plan is a
set of constraints describing the actions that are rúitublu in a pärticular
situation, and is similarly overconstrained.

In fact, constraints have been vastly underutilized in planning: while
complex planning concepts have continualiy pointed to the use of
constraints, they have rarely been exploited directly. For example, in case_
based planning, goals are often referred to as ueing blocked by a given
situation in the environment [Hammond, r9g9b; schanl and Abelso¡., Iozzl.
Much of Hammond's recent work in case-based planning [Hammond et al.,
1'9901involves reasoning about blocked goals and ihe situations in which they
may be satisfied. Introducing constraint-directed reasoning would allow the
pianner to reason directly about the overconstrained situation causing a goal
to be blocked, and relaxing any number of constraints in order to achiãve that
goal.

The various uses of constraints in pianning and scheduling described above
are all instances of a few general categories. Fox and Nadef Íg}gl argue that
constraints may be used to perform many general functions, afphãable to
planning as weli as other areas of AI. Tñey can be used foi pruning,
eliminating unlikely prospects during search. They can also be used for
røting: estimating the cost of violating or following constraints, allowing
determination of the feasibility of following a given þath. Constraints may
also serve as integrøtors, indicating dependencies betwãen parts of a problem,
or indicating the restrictions generated by choices made ,o fu, in the solution

58 The .exception to this is in mod.ern interleaving planners, which keep track of therequirements and provisions for each action, altor,riinþ later actions to be discarded if theprovisions they meet are available for other r"urorã. This allows the planner to takeadvantage (in a limited manner) of serendipitious events. Even in such planners,
maintenance of requirement/provision informátion is the limit of the use of baåkgroundknowledge' such information is maintained by sophisticated interlea"Àg frã"r;rs suchas IPEM [Ambros-Ingerson, 1987l,butwas aléo used in morebasic systãms such as thetriangle tøbles (described briefly in Chapter 3) used in SIRIpS [Fikes et al., 1972].
Maintenance of more complex knowledge iô far beyond the capabilitiestf such plaáers.
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Process' They can also be used to focus probiem-solving efforts on the most
tightly or loosely constrained parts of a pioblem.

In addition to planning and scheduling, each of these generai functions
applies directly to the requirements of improvisation. tndeðd, I would argue
that improvisation more clearly demandJ each of these functions than does
either planning or scheduling. The limited amount of search possible during
improvisation demands exceptional pruning and rating abïites from animprovising agent; likewise, the dist.ib.rted nature of improvisation
demands that restrictions generated by current activity be integrated with
those of intended action in the future, and vice versa. The extreile range of
activities and the wide variety of knowledge of those activities available to
the agent also demand an exceptional abitity to focus; the dynamic nature of
the worids that improvising agents inhabii demand the abíhty to alter that
focus rapidly. A1l of these needs point directly to the use of constraints as a
knowledge representation and control mechanism for improvisation.

4.8. Summary

This chapter has described improvisation, an approach to everyday activities
based on the timely integration of compiled knówledge and the bâckground
knowledge from which those compilatiãns are deriveã. A precise deiinition
of improvisation has been provided, and the general .uqlir"-"nts of the
computational processes an improvising age.,ts must u-body, and the
knowledge rePresentation problèms thai an improvising agent must dealwith have been outlined. I have also characterized iriprðvlsation as an
intelligent control problem, and have illustrated the promise that constraint-
directed reasoning shows toward dealing effectivåly with this problem.
Finally, I have briefly reviewed the use of constraint-directed reasoning in
artificr¡l intelligence, with particular regard to its potential for application in
everyday activities. Throughout this Chapter, I have endeavou.éd to discuss
these aspects of improvisation at a general level, without regard to any
particuiar architecture for improvisation.

The following Chapter describes a constraint-directed architecture for an
improvising agent, answering the requirements outlined in Chapters 2 and 3and embodying the principles of improvisation and constiaint-directed
reasoning described in this Chapter. This architecture shows constraints to bea useful representation mechanism for the routines required by
improvisation, in that constraints have the flexibility to represer,ì both th"
highly compiled routine knowledge and the connections to the deeper
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knowledge that lies behind that core. The architecture also demonstrates that
constraint-guided search is an useful control mechanism for applying these
routines, in that constraints can represent the knowledge necemåry to ãpply u
routine and control decision-making under ïesource bounds, and can be
relaxed to ailow the agent to perform in a satisficing manner.
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A CoNTSTRAINT-DInECTED

A pPRoACH To Innpnovr snTro N

Constraint (n ) ]he state of being checked, restricted, or compelled to avoid or
perform some action.

- Webster's Ninth New Coltegiate Dictionary

We are working_ at an arrangement in form, of the myriad disparate details ofhousework, family routine, and social life. It is a kind tr ir,t.i.ui" gu*" oi 
"ìt,r-cradle we manipulate on our fingers, with invisible threads...

- Anne Morrow Lindbergh, Gtft from the Sea

5.0. Introduction

Improvisation in everyday activities has been characteri zed. as applying an
agent's knowledge of activity under resource bounds to choose anã-cárry out
actions that are appropriate in terms of the agent's immediate goals and other
activities the agent intends to carry out in the future. This Chäpter describes
an architecture for an intelligent agent capable of accomplishing everyday
activities by means of improvisation. Tñis architecture is based on two
founding premises: first, that constraints are an ideal mechanism for
representing the many regularities in everyday activities; and second, that
constraint-guided search can be used to exploit these regularities, focus the
agent's intellectual resources toward useful behaviour, and control the
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deliberation of 
..an_aqent during improvisation. The description of this

architecture is divided into three parts. First, the nature of constraints and
constraint-directed reasoning in improvisation is examined. This serves as a
basis for the organization of knowledge within this architecture. Finally, I
describe the mechanisms by which knowledge structures are applied to
produce improvised behaviour.

5J. constraints, Improvisarion, and Everyday Activities

In Section 4.7, numerous uses of constraints in decision-making were
detailed, both in general and as applied to scheduling and pianning. Inimprovisation, constraints can serve several imþortant functions.
Constraints can be used to focus resources to the most appropriate activities,for example, by restricting the agent from squandãiinj resources on
unimportant activities. Constraints can also be dictated by t"he agent on the
environment, serving a regulatory function on futurg behavlour. For
example, an agent may exPect certain results from an action or some event inthe environment, and use this expectation as a restriction on its further
behaviour. Most significantly, however, constraints can be used to represent
restrictions dictated by the environment itself, serving as guides toward or
away from particular courses of activity.

As mentioned briefly in Section 4.7, any classical plan is a collection of actionswith ordering constraints, and these actions^ and ordering constraints
summarize or condense the large collection of background knðwledge from
which the plan is derived. We liave also seen in Chapter 2 thatthis collection
of background knowledge is rich and varied. If one were to examine ail the
individual pieces of knowledge necessary to apply a single recipe, for example,
one would soon be overwhelmed. Howevãr, a iinear list iì an extremely
artificial means of viewing this knowledge: there is in fact much structure
available that may not immediately be ìoticed. It is this structure that
constraints are ideally suited to represent.

A view of the structuring of everyday activities (from Figure Z-2) in terms of
constraints is shown in Figure 5-1. As described in Chapter 2, the natural
structure of everyday activities makes the process of chóosing appropriate
alternatives during the course of activity obvious: specific pieces of
knowledge either eliminate unfruitful alternaiives or guide the agent toward
appropriate alternatives. So it is with constraintr'- Uy represãnting both
general knowledge of activity and knowledge of the specifiã domain in theform of constraints, specific constraints can eliminate choices oï serve to
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guide the agent toward particular choices. Both approaches serve the purpose
of turning a normally deep or wide decision structure into the shallow or
narrow structures that characteúze everyday activities.

Figure 5-1. Constraints represent the structure of everyd.ay activities.

In fact, there are three ways that constraints can guide activity, not all of
which are obvious from Figure 5-1. First, a constrairt may restrict the agentby eliminating one or more implausible or inappropriate alternatives,
allowing consideration of a smaller number óf -ä." reriabry varid
alternativess9. A constraint may also compel the agent toward a course of
activity by lending support to alternatives thãt obey the constraint. This could
also be viewed as constraining alternatives that detract from some course ofactivity' Finally, a constraint may have a number of obvious reiaxations
associated with it, automaticalty biinging about additional potential actions
when a constraint cannot be obeyed. Íh" lutt", function is important to
constraint-directed reasoning: it allows constraints to function as ieneratorswithin a search space, as well as evaluators of particular states [rox, t-la3].

59 Minsky [1986] calls a piece of knowledge knowledge applied in such a manner a censor.
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The fact that large parts of a domain are representable using constraints has
been well-demonstrated, most notably by Fox t19g3]. Hor,riever, the use of
constraints ProPosed here takes a very different perspective on the use of
constraints than that of Fox. In Fox's view of job-shop scheduling, constraints
represent demands on the scheduler, and the constraint-directeá scheduling
Process became a matter of deciding "llirow can a schedule be chosen which
satisfies as many constraints as possible? And if a constraint cannot be
satisfied, which relaxation of a constraint can be satisfie d?,, frlox, 

-J.gg3, p. sg].
Improvisation is inherently different than this. When impiouising, o* øgent
need not øttempt to satisfy øs many constraints øs possible: 

"røther, 
the

constraints represent the nøtural structure of the actiaity, ønd guide the agent
to rationøl choices (as illustrated in Figure 5-1). In thii view, constraints no
longer demønd satisfaction, but serve as visible indicators of how the agent
should carry out its activities. Rather than asking how we can satisfy as many
constraints as possible, we ask how we can use the constraints inherent in
everyday activities to guide the agent's use of limited intellectual resources
while accomplishing its desires in a satisficing manner. Improvising agents
make the best decisions for action they can girru.t the constraints on their
behaviour imposed by the environment around them and their intentions
for future behaviour.

Constraints have previously been shown to be very powerfur when used as
guides. In design, for example, Baykan and Fox [rggzl have shown that the
running time of a space planning pïogram is most greatly affected by the
strength of the constraints available in the design problem: more so in fact
than the size of the design problem itself. Interpreted in the domain of
everyday activities, the stronger the guidelines, the more effective the agent.
Baykan and Fox [1987] also ilrustrate the promise shown by the use of
constraints to identify opportunistic decisions.

Thus far, I have described the general role that constraints are expected to play
in improvisation' This discussion, however, has said little about exactly ñow
those constraints are to be applied. In order to develop an architecture for
improvisation based on constraints, we need to ¿ecide what types of
information are best represented as constraints, how these constrainis are to
be organized, and the types of processing these constraints require. In short,
we need to further examine the nature of constraints in everydãy activities.
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5-1.1. structure of constraints in Everyday Activities

As mentioned in the previous Section, constraints can seïve many puïposes
in everyday activity, the ,most significant of which are their ,r"- uå grrid"r,
describing the structure of everyday activities and allowing the agent to focusits efforts appropriately with regard to that structure. Within this role,
constraints have many specific purposes:

Ü Constraints can serve as inhibito,rs of øctiaity: they can inhibit the agent
from working with certain objects, periorming certain actions, or
participating in certain types of activities. This inhibition may be in the
form of a complete debarrar, a quantitative rating on some scale, or a
qualitative measurement. For example, a social setting imposes many
constraints barring or inhibiting an agent from performing 

-actions 
that

might be perfectly acceptable were the agent alone.

tr Constraints can also serve to compel the agent to perform certain actions,
or to expend extra effort toward a given activity. To use the same
example, in a social setting an agent is constrained (sometimes quite
severely) to perform particular actions at particular times (such as actions
or communications to be made when greeting or parting).

tr Constraints can represent interactions between actions or activities, or
between an action or activity and some part of the world around the
agent. For example, the agent may, upon picking up and using a spoon
during cooking, be constrained to clean the spoon anà put it in its proper
storage space.

tr Constraints can serve to control the amount of physicai effort spent on an
activity, the amount of cognitive effort spent in making a decis-ion, or the
amount of consideration given to other constraints. For example, the
agent may restrict the amount of time spent deliberating when a certain
type of action is involved, or the amount of time sp-ent deliberating
toward a certain activity.

tr Constraints can also serve to represent the agent's expectations of the
future' When an agent performs an action or witnesses an event, for
example, the expectations the agent makes of the action or event is used
to base future activity. These expectations can be represented as
restrictions on a future world: restrictions whose violation may lead to
significant changes to the agent's intended activities.
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tr Constraints can serve to timit t,he extent of improaisation, controlling the
amount of effort spent on finding some improvised alternative diring
the course of an activity. As stated in Chapter 4, improvisation can range
from fairly mundane variations on a partiðular activìty to more extensive
jumps of imagination. This can result in great variation both in the
amount of effort put toward an activity and the appropriateness of the
eventual solution. Restrictions on these aspects can be used to control
how far along these dimensions improvisation can proceed.

tr Constraints can serve to modify øn øgent's routines (Chapter 4) based on
current conditions within the environment. A routine activity such as
grocery shopping can be greatiy modified by the addition of a constraint
that it must be done quickly, for example.

tr Constraints can serve to limit the recollection of agents and the amountof information that is examined during the course of activity. As
discussed previously, an agent performing everyday activities encàunters
many objects in its surroundings that may serve as indications for further
activity. These objects may be perceived as the agent goes about its
activities, or may be recalled from memory as part of ã.t ot [oir,g course ofactivity. Constraints can serve to inhibit the u.t o.-t ãf mental
exploration that an agent performs when it encounters new objects: the
extent to which it explores its memory for connections with current or
future activities.

One of the most powerfui features of constraints as a representation
mechanism is that in addition to the wide range of roles that co^nstraints can
pray, all constraints have a similar underl¡ng structure, allowing verydifferent aspects of a problem to be tieate¿ in a similar manneï
computationally [Fox, 1,983; Evans and Anderson, lggg]. In everyday
activities, all constraints share the following attributes:

tr Actiaation conditions. Each constraint has a set of criteria under which
the constraint is applicable. A constraint may only be applicable in the
presence of a certain object, for example, or may o"ty bå useful when
some event has occurred.

tr Focus' A constraint is not only applicable under certain conditions, it is
also appiicable to a certain entity. A specific constraint may apply to a
given object for example, or a given pòtential action. The collection of
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objects or attributes to which a given constraint applies will be referred to
as the focus of the constraint.

tr Dependencies' In addition to activation conditions, a constraint may
have specific pieces of knowledge on which it is explicitly dependent.
These pieces of knowledge may aiter the behaviour of the constraint or
possibly invalidate it completely.

tr Lifetime. Each constraint has a specific lifetime during which it is active.
This lifetime may be an objective period of time oi -uy be a set of
conditions describing when the constraint should becomé inapplicable
once it is active.

tr Utility. Each constraint also will have some measure of its utility or
significance. This utility wil vary by context, and may be expressed
quantitative or qualitatively.

E Effort. In addition to measuring the utility of a given constraint, an
resource-bounded agent must be concerned with tñe amount of effort
needed to satisfy or obey the constraint.

tr Reløxations. When a constraint cannot be satisfied, it may specify general
or particular relaxations that may be used in lieu of the constraint. Each
relaxation will also have associated measures of utility and effort.

While all of the above attributes have aspects unique to the domain of
improvisation, most have been used previouìly in applications of constraint-
directed reasoning (e.g. [Fox, rggï; Evans utra enaårson, 19g9; Evans et ar.,
79921). One unique aspect of many of the above attributes is their strongly
context-dependent nature with respect to improvisation and everydãy
activities. Because attributes such as utility and effort are context dependent
(e'g' the amount of effort for an activity rn.h u, going to the store to get milk
varies greatly ¡y 

F_" time of duy), these meusrries may not be immãdiately
obvioLrs during deliberation, and-indeed, initial guesses may be totally
dependent on many particulars of the situation in.- which the agent findsitself. However, because of resource bounds such measures may not be
completely explored. Control mechanisms must exist to allow ,átirfi.ir,g,
resource-bounded estimates of such attributes as utility and effort, calculated
based on the importance of the activity. This móves beyond previous
applications of constraint-directed reasoning such as [Fox, 19ií3; gvans et al.,
79921that used fixed estimates for such attributes.
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5.1.2. Types of Constraints in Everyday Activities

Recognizing the roies of constraints and the the similarities shared by aII
constraints in everyday activities is the first step in applying constraint-
directed reasoning to this area. To proceed furthei howeùr, wã must focus
on the differences between constraints based on how they are employed. we
must identify the specific types of constraints necessary to express the
structure of everyday activities, in order to define the knowledge
representation and manipulation mechanisms required. One of the majór
contributions of Fox's [1983] work in job-shop scheduling was in
demonstrating that the wide variety of knowledge enco-purréd in this
domain was rePresentable using only a few different types of constraints.
That is, that there was a great deal of underlying similariiy in this knowledge
that could be taken advantage of by a constraint-directed iepresentation. This
is also a characteristic of everyday activities and improvisation: despite the
extremely wide variety of knowledge involved (as dãmonstrated in ðhapter
2), onry a relatively few types of constraints are necessary.

Because of the similarities between scheduling and improvisation, in that
both involve the resource-bounded determination of ordered actions based
on domain-specific criteria, many of the categories of constraints described by
Fox [1983; smith et al., 1986l are equally applicable to improvisation in
everyday activities. Many other types of constraints that aie particularly
emphasized in everyday activities can be considered sub-typås of Foxis
categories. A similar relationship between scheduling and- multi-agent
planning was demonstrated by Evans and Anderson [1991;-Errur,, et al., rgg2].This relationship also exists between multi-agent planning and
improvisation: having characterized improvisation as ãn intãtngent iontrol
problem (Section 4'5.7), much resemblãnce exists between the knowiedge
required for improvisation and the control knowledge necessary fór
coordinating multiple agents. This similarity is also reflectã¿ it the types of
constraints necessary for improvisation in everyday activities.

All knowledge necessaïy to support improvisation in everyday activities can
be described by one of seven different types of constraints. These constraint
types, as well as important subtypes, aïe shown in Figure 5-2. In order to
further emphasize the connection of these constrainl types to everyday
activities, examples are drawn (where possibie) from the guiãebook discussed
in section 2.2, descrrbing some of the knowledge surrounáing *uny everyday
activities in Canada [Emplmm, l99ll.
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In any domain in which everyday activity takes place, physical constraints,
representing physical restrictions on objects ìn the énvironment, are
necessary' A door may only allow objects of a certain width to pass through it,for example. Such constraints also extend to the agent itseú as a physical
entity (e.9. a limitation will exist on the weight of an-object the ug"rri can iift
safely). Physical constraints may also definã physical rllationships between
objects, as oPPosed to characteristics of single or iypical objects. Gäographical
or containment relationships are an example of this, as are less obvious
relationships such as hierarchical o, "puit-of" rerationships. Exclusion
relationships through physical constraints are also possible: fo, exampie, two
actions may be mutually exclusive or may teqrire an explicit tåmporal
ordering due to physical interactions.

Figure 5-2. categories of constrainrs for improvisation in everyday
activities.

Requirement consttaints are constraints between the agent's intentions and
the present world around the around the agent. rhey define the resources
and internal states required for some resource to be applicable to a givenactivity. such resources may be physical objects (e.g. iòoh), metaphysical
concepts (e.g. time), states of particular objects in the world (e.g. water for tea
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lnust be boiling) or internal states within the agent itself (do X only if not
doing anything else). Requirement constraints can also be applied in a socialsense' Such constraints require the agent to commit to certain actions inparticular situations: for example, being on time for a job interview
[Emplmm,7997].

Expectøtion constraints bear some resemblance to requirements, in that they
are constraints between the agent and the world around it. However, an
expectation constraint defines a relationship between the world in which the
agent finds itself and a world in the futurã, as opposed to the present. For
example, the agent may expect a given object to be åt a particular location as aresult of an action. An action may also be expected to take a certain amount
of time or energy to complete. Expectations blar some analogy to the results
produced by actions in earlier models of activity, such as theäd/delete listsof STRIPS [Fikes and Nilss on, r9Zrl. However, expectations entail much
more than simple state changes, since they represent all constraints on whatthe agent expects will come of an action. Such expectations may include
much more abstract concepts than simple facts about the environment: the
amount of time results are expected to take, or the expected cost in terms of
some resource, for example' The agent can then .rc" ih"r" expectations as a
basis for reasoning about further activity, as a gauge to whether problems may
be occurring in current actions (e.g. il's taking Ioo tong fo. some resurt to
appear), and as a gauge for what can be considered as unexpected results. Like
requirement constraints, expectations also have a social åspect. Any actioninvolving other agents may have expectations of the be^haviour áf those
agents, such as expecting a friendly ïesponse from a greeting, for example
[Emplmm, 7997].

Preference constraints are another important category of constraint in activity.A preference constraint restricts oné entity to be ireferred over another in
some manner. In activity, many types of entities may be involved in a
preference constraint: one tool may be preferred over another, one action
over another, one plan over another, or even one method of comparing tools
or actions over another. Fox [1983] noted that preference constraints are in
one sense an abstraction of the attributes of the entities involved: a preference
relationship is maintained rather than the many individual reasons for the
preference. Just as plans substitute for the detailed reasoning that goes intotheir construction (Section 4.I), preference constraints substitute for thedetailed reasoning that lies behlnd them. For this reason, preference
constraints are utilized heavily in reactive reasoning. Universai planning,
for example, can be viewed as using a strict set of preference constraints: a
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given situation constrains the agent considering only one specific action for
the agent to carry out.

In improvisation, preference constraints are used where sufficient
information or time does not exist to evaluate all the knowledge behind
them, as described in Chapter 4. However, while preferences are"useful as
caches of abstracted information, it is important thai they not be relied upon
too heavily. Abstracting out the factors involved in a preference makes for
easy comparison, but it does so by removing precisely the information
required to understand why one entity is better than anothei ¡lrtinsty,19g61ø0.
Too strong a reliance on preferences creates the same difficulties u, íoo strong
a reliance on plans.

A useful subgroup of preference constraints are normatiae constraints, which
define what is considered "normar" it:- a particular situation. For example, it
may be considered normal to answer the telephone when it rings; it is normal
to put dishes in a sink when they are dirty; and it is normal to consider a
potential purchase carefully when it costs a lot of money. Normative
constraints may also be specific to the agent itself, rather tiran activity in
general: it may be normal to have coffee in the morning, for example, or
normal to eat dinner around 5:00 PM. These represent genäal preferences for
behaviour in that they constrain the agent to an appropriate response in a
given situation: normal responses may be preferred over abnoimal ones,
simply because they have (presumably) been successful in such a situation
many times before.

Temporøl constraints are mainly used to describe restrictions concerning time
as a resource or the temporal ordering of entities. An agent may wish to set
bounds on the amount of time devoted to a given activiiy, or to deliberating
about a given decision. A constraint ordering t*o actions (e.g. Figure 4-9) can
also be considered a temporal constraint. Most temporal coistraints are
obviously identifiable as such; however, there are two ãignificant subgroups
that are more subtle in nature. First, temporal constraints can also define
precedence in a relationship. when defined on actions, for example, a
precedence constraint may state that some other action must be performed

60 In everyday activitie-c, many preferences exhibit this phenomena. There are many cases inroutine situations where preferential methods for going about activities can be explained
in terms of background knowledge, but also many otÃersirhu." preferences are so strong and
background information so rareþ used that the ôrigin of the preference is lost.
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before or after it lsmith et aI.,1986]. The same type of restriction is often seenin everyday activities¡ for example, one must puy ro, goods before reaving a
store [Emplmm, 19911. The former action is nãt a requirement for the latter:
rather, this restriction says that a payment action -.,it take precedence over
an exiting action. Temporal constraints can also identify cøuiøt reiationships
between actions and states in the future. Causal knowiedge can be
represented as restrictions that a given action places upon the objecis it affects.
Thus, if milk is left unrefrigerated, it will spoìl. This can be represented as a
constraint on any action placing the milk inan unrefrigerated state.

Another important category of constraints is that of behaaiourøI goøls. These
are very similar in nature to the organizational goals used 

"in 
job-shop

scheduling [Fox, 1983]. In Fox's model, organizational constraints were usedto reflect the high-level goals of the orgaiization for which scheduling was
being performed. These constraints represented restrictions on the cost of
items, delay times, the amount of work in progress, etc. These were viewed
as aPProximations of a simple profit constraint, and allowed measurement ofscheduling decisions in terms of the "costs" they would incur and the"profits" that would be realized at the organizational level [Fox, r9ggl. Anindividual agent has similar goars concerning its behaviour. At any
particular time, it may wish to minimize cost, oi be particularly careful at
some activity (thus using more resor:rces). The agent may wish to hurry a
particular everyday activity, or to take its time. ell of these are examples ofbehavioural goals. Such highlevei constraints provide a context within
which other constraints are interpreted.

one particularly useful subgroup of behavioural goais arc policy constraints.
Policy constraints restrict the agent's behaviour to lenerat policies it is used tofollowing' For example, a policy constraint maj, restrict the methods the
agent can use to achieve what it wants (e.g. don,t hurt anyone) or the types ofbehaviour that should be performed (".s. if you use a tool, put it awayafterward). Policy constraints may also restrict specifi. urp".i, of certain
behaviours (e.8' always look for all possible interactions before action X is
carried out; limit time constraints whenever an action of type y is being
considered).

The concept of a poiicy has been used before in research on planning.
McDermott 119781 included entities known as policies in an 

"u.iy 
theor:y

allowing reasoning about individual actions ãutside of classici plur,r.
Policies, in this theory, were secondary tasks that aliowed alterations to the
-11""I in which primary tasks were carried out. For example, a primary task
might be to buy some object, and a secondary policy ,rr.À u, ,,ãlways have
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money" that the agent was constantly carrying out would cause the agent tomodify its actions to repiace the money it spent. paralers between
McDermott's use of policies and those used here can be drawn. However,
policies are viewed here not as modifiers of a task but as general principles ofactiaity- Policies are not constraints that drive activity *hun viólated, they
are not goals in disguise. Rather, iike other types oi constraints, they are
restrictions that 

_ 
influence the agent's decision-making. The variety of

constraints included as policies in this model is also much wider than those
proposed by McDermott.

folici_es are applied in a more wide-ranging mann er by Hammond et al.
[1990], who extend McDermott's basic usã of policiás by making the
assumption that the only method that causes activity tó arise is the
interactions of policies with the environment. Again, this use of policies
differs greatly from that used here, mainly becau-se policies do noi drive
behaviour through violation within this mode1.61

The final category of constraint useful in performing everyday activities is
that of focøs constraints. These constraintr állo* the agent to focus its efforts
appropriately when dealing with many potential activities by placing
restrictions on the resources used during imþrovisation and deliberation. ¡:r
job-shop scheduling, this focus *ur prorrideà through knowledge associatedwith each constraint regarding relevance (when ä constraint should be
considered), degree of satisfaction (the utility of aiternatives), and importance
(influence of the constraint on the scheduling process) lsmith and ow, 79g6].
This knowledge is also directly applicable to constraint-directed reasoning in
everyday activities. The relevance of a constraint is easily maintained, due to
the nature of knowledge in everyday activities, and *itt U" explained in
Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Applying the latter two types of knowledge is more
complex, however, and requires the use of two- iypes of focus constraints.
Utility constraints set limits the usefulness of alternatives to be considered
during improvisation: they can be used to restrict consideration to only very
closely compatible alternatives, or to allow consideration of anything thatmight possibly satisfy the agent's desires, no matter how unusual. Ëffort
constraints set limits on the amount of effort and time spend deiiberating
about alternatives, and thus control how responsive thå agent is to the

61' This position will be explained in Section 5.1.4. The model of Hammond et al. is describedin Section 8.4.
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environment around it. The actual application of focus constraints to control
deliberation will be explained extensirråty i" section s.g.4.

In addition to having a wider range of types of constraints in comparison tojob-shop scheduling, any everydãy activity wil arso have a much widervariety of individual constraints. From Chapter 2, this should be fairly
obvious: any everyday activity can involve u .råry large range of knowledge.
when compared to the variety of constraints necessary to model a job_shop,
as was done in Fol': [1988] ISIS system, it can be readily seen how simplistic
lhe 

job-shop scheduling domain really is relative to everyday activities. Fox
[1983] shows that exactly twenty-one constraints, each ialing into possibly
multiple categories, are collectively required to define a job-shop schedulingdomain' Compare-this to the range oÌ constraints necessary to give even apartial high-level description of a simple routine for an everyday activity:
Figure 5-3 illustrates just a few of the very wide variety of constraints that areinvolved in background knowledge for making tea.

Figure 5-3. Variety of consrraints in a simple routine.

There are many constraints omitted in this Figure, not only from individual
actions (e.9. all constraints involving putting iea ieaves into a container arenot shown) but more importantiy, between actions and between this activity

Action Exømple Constrøints

Put tea leaves
in container

. Tea leaves must be in permeable enclosure. Container must be clean and waterproof. Container which holds water is the same
as this one

Put water
in container

f o Water must be boiling

I . Container must be clean and waterproof
f. r Container which holds tea leaves iithe

same as this one

Prepare tea
to taste

. Tea must be in small container

. Tea must be strong

. Tea must contain sugar
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and others. While some constraints between actions are illustr ated (e.g. the
container that holds tt¡ater must be the søme as this one), many are omitted.
fhele are many constraints that appear at higher leveis than that shown inthe Figure: for example, how tea-making cai relate to other activities. Inaddition to the categories of constraints described here, there is an obvious
organization to constraints with regard to the entities in the environment
they are defined on and between. This organization is described in the next
Section.

5.1.3. organization of consrraints in Everyday Activities

The previous Section has shown that constraints are appropriate for
representing a wide range of knowledge pertaining to activity. 

-Hoiever, 
the

categories presented previousry say very iittle ãbout ho# these types of
constraints apply to individual objects or how they interact to produce the
behaviour observed in everyday activities. A preference constraint, for
example, serves a wide variety of purposes, from preferring one tool over
another to seiecting a default action without reasoning abóut the criteria
behind that default. Categories of constraints serve as the raw materials for
the design of an improvising agent. In order to develop such an agent, we
need to examine the fundamental structuring of these constraints in everyday
activities: the entities that participate in the relationships the constraints
define, and the manner in which thor" entities relate to one another. By
further organizing constraints by the entities on which they are defined and
the purpose for which they are employed, the structuring of knowredge
necessary for an improvising agent becomes clear.

In Fox's job-sho_p scheduling domain, this structuring was relatively
straightforward (Figure 5-4), due to the relatively limited number and variety
of entities involved in the reasoning process. Constraints could be between
and among particular orders, *u.hin"r, and operations, resulting in a two
dimensional structure. More complicated domains, such as mutti_agent
planning, require a hierarchical structure in order to deal with the added
complexity of allowing higher ievel groupings of objects to have constraining
effects [Evans and Anderson, 7gg7].- Foi exãmple, it tr," case of multi-agent
planning, membership in a given social group provides a role for anindividual agent, thus constraining that agint,s behaviour. In everyday
activities, actions can be part of larger beÀaviours, defining relationÁnip,
between one another.
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Figure 5-4. organization of constraints in the job-shop sched.uling
domain of ISIS [Evans and Anderson, lg9ll.

Like multi-agent planning, improvisation in everyday activities involves afar richer domain than job-shop scheduring: the Áumber of type of objects
involved and the ways in which they relate to or,u another are vastly larger in
everyday activities. Accomplishing everyday activities also involves
reasoning at multiple levels, reflecting the subsumptive nature of these
activities (as described in Chapter 2). The organization of constraints forimprovisation in everyday activities therelore involves a naturally
hierarchical organization, iilustrated in Figure 5-5. Many of the categories of
constraints described in the previous Section are applicutl" to multipÏe levels
of this hierarchy (e.g. requirements, expectation); lihers are more åbviously
associated with one level than others (e.g. behavioural goals).

The hierarchy depicted in Figure 5-5 divides constraints into four levels based
o_n the entities upon which they are defined. These ievels will be discussed
shortly' Beforehand however, there are several points worth noting about
the nature of this hierarchy of constraints. First, the hierarchy is noå strict
one: while each level builds upon the knowledge contained in the levels
below it (e.g. actions are clearry part of action" sequences, and thus the
constraints contained in actions are applicable to a sequence of actions), lower
levels can also affect upper levels ó,rtri¿" of this hierarchical relationship.
The hierarchy shown in Figure 5-5 also abstracts both knowledge and control.
Each level represents knowledge not representable at lower levels. For
exampie, in a sequence of actions forming a routine for making tea,
knowledge about putting a tea bag. in a cup and putting hot water in a cup
would be maintained at the action level, *h11" thå fact that the cup must be
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physically the same object in both steps for the correct outcome wouid be
stored at a higher level.

Constraints that manage and coordinate
activities; set goals; limit resources to
activities; modify activities based on
global knowledge

Constraints representing interactions in
a planned course of activity, and

constraints on the activity as a whole

Constraints between actions and the
environment

Constraints on objects in the envi¡onment
modelled by the agent: tools, settings, etc.

Figure 5-5. organization of consrrainrs in improvisation.

The level that one most associates with constraints in planning systems is the
action level' Constraints at this level place restrictions betwãen a particular
action in the knowledge base of the agent and the environment in which the
agent is performing. A specific action will have given requirements, for
example, constraining the action to certain states of the externãl world. Ary
action will also involve expectations of the changes it makes to the world
around the agent. Constraints may also be defined on the interaction between
a particular action and the agent itself (as a physical part of the world). A
given action may affect the agent's internai motivations, for example, or
interact with some higher-level concept the agent is considering. The latter is
a situation where a lower level of the hierarchy affects constraints at a higherlevel. For example, an action such as ut r*uiirrg the telephone may lead to
the activation of a whole series of constraints for social beiaviour, as well as
for commitment to taiking on the phone as opposed to immediately hanging
up and doing something else.

T}re øctiaity leael records constraints on and within pians6z. These
constraints may be amalgamations of lower level constraints (ã.g. the expected

62 I use the tetmplan here in the sense of plans-as-guides, as d.escribed in Section 4.1.
Frowever, this could also apply to constraint-directeã chssical plans.
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time for_a grouP of actions to be carried out would be an amaigamation of the
expected times of its member components). Other constraints at this level
ailow reasoning about interactions between the various lower-level actions
that form the sequence (e'g. as mentioned above, the fact that in a two-action
sequence of putting a teabag in a cup and pouring hot water over it, the cup
must be the same in both actions to achieve the intended result). Still other
constraints record information about the sequence itself: its requirements and
PurPoses, for example, as well as the objects it uses and the expectations it
generates' In the same manner as the action levei, constraints at the action-
sequence levei can also affect higher levels.

Above the activity level is the behauiour leael. The behaviour level consists
of constraints that restrict various aspects of the courses of actions the agent
may consider following, and represent interactions at the activity level. Such
constraints apply to activity as a whole, and represent high-level guides
toward the kinds of actions (e.g. what they should contribute tóward or avoid,
what kind of effort they shourd expend) the agent should be performing. A
behaviour-level constraint may be focused onã particular .orrrr" of activity
(e'g' expend only a very small amount of effort øward this activity) but areindependent and- e_xist separately from knowledge of that activity.
Behaviourai goals fall at this level: poiicies such as dorlt run out of resoLffces,for example, define poiicies for cãrrying out intentions. This constraint
would serve to remjnd the agent to consiclðr working to acquire more tea bagsif it has very little or if its intended activities would involve using asignificant quantity of tea63. Constraints at this level can also serve to
perform specific modifications to a course of activity. If time is short, for
example, a hurry constraint may be placed on a given course of action, thereby
altering many aspects of how that activity is pãrformed. Constraints at this
level may also serve to limit processing ui lo*u. Ievels, to restrict how other
constraints act and the amount and variety of information that is involved in
decision-making, as well as the level of resources devoted to particular
activities or individual actions.

63 Such reminders serve as the basis for the architecture of Hammond et al. [1990]. Asmentioned in the previous Section, however, these reminders act very differerrtty i., tni,architectu¡e, and represent only one of many ways in which constraints are employed. Thedifferences between this work and that oi ¡uá**ond et al., 19901 will ue'exptorea in
Section 8.4.
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In Chaptet 2, tati-onality in everyday activities was characterized as balancing
local and global knowledge (both in the form of current and future activities
and in the form of local and global preferences). The behaviourai level
directly supports this rationality, by providirg u giobal view of the activities
in which the agent is engaging and thã goars tñat iT is folowing.

Each of these levels provides context to the levels beiow it: action-sequence
constraints, for example, provide some governance oveï constraints at theaction level. Likewise, behavioural cãnstraints provide a context forinterpreting lower-level knowredge. For example, a state of caution may beinvoked through a behavioural constraint, that would in turn affect how the
agent performed many activities (it might, for instance, cause it to check thatall the necessary ingredients were available before making tea). or, the
telephone may begin to ring during an activity like making"t"u, invoking abehavioural constraint increasing the importance of answãring the phone.This high-level behavioural constraint provides a context for evaiuating
other actions the agent may be contãmplating. However, while thebehaviour level is the most obviously importani in terms of control fordecision-making, there is another level ihut i, far more pervasive inimprovisation. This is the concepf level, and involves constraints on ail of
the objects in the environment, both physical and abstract, of which the agent
has conceptual knowledge. In any paiticular everyday activity, the concept
level will involve by far the largest number of cónstraints, as it defines aconstraint-directed conceptual model of environment the agent inhabits.
Each physical object or class of domain objects known to the a[ent has some
concept associated in the agent's memory64, and each of these- concepts has
constraints (of various categories) associated with it. An agent,s coniept ofmilk, for example, may have a causal constraint indicating that if it is left out,it will spoil. Preference constraints may indicate preferred means ofperforming some-action using the object, uÁd requirement and expectation
constraints may illustrate particular conditions assóciated with the otject andits use in a given action. Abstract concepts are also associated with this level.For example, while the setting in which an activity takes place is often
tho-ught of as a physical one, settings can also be abstract, consisting only of a
collection of knowledge constraining activity (a social setting, for exãmple).

64 Chapter 4 illustrates the significance of memory to improvising agents.
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The concept level is placed not at any one particular point in the hierarchy,but surrounding the other levels. Tire concept level occupies this position
because it affects a1l other levels equally, and is thus both loially und itouuttyconstraining. Actions, for example, involve constraints on aú tne ir,yri.utobjects they wili affect, as do action sequences. The use of some pårticular
object can aiso activate global constraints at the behaviour level. Think of the
constraints on behaviour that are instantly invoked when picking up a gun,for example, as opposed to picking up some other object. wnit" är tn" other
levels also affect one another outside of a strict hierarchical relationship, onlythe concept ievei is so universally applicable. In fact, the levels described sofar can all be viewed as providi"g á.t interpretation on the constraints at the
concept level: interpreting the constraints piovided by the agent,s concepts ofthe world around it, in light of the actions, action sequences, and high_level
behavioural goals the agent is considering.

There is one more thing that can be said about the organi zation of constraintsin everyday activities based on the 
^description 

of improvisation and everyday
activities provided here. Chapter 2 has àemonstrut"d thu memory-intensive
nature of everyday activities, while Chapter 4 described hoó memoryinteracts with other aspects of improvisation. Because of this memory_
intensive nature, the problem of determining constraint relevance (one ofthe th_ree major properties of constraints defined by [smith et al, 19g6], as
described in the previous Section) can be dealt with t"iity easily. sirr." everyaspect of the environment, from physical objects to actions, to abstract
concepts such as settings, will have some conceptual framework in the
memory of an improvising agent, constraints can be ãrganized as attachments
to the mental concepts they are defined upon. Thus thð constraint knowledge
concerning tea, for example, can by physically attached in memory to the
ag-ent's concept of tea. Such constraints can then automatically becomerelevant whenever 

^that concept is referred to65. This process will be
explained further in Sections 5.2 and b.3.

This relates to Norman's [1988] work on design for ease of everyday activities: devices inthe world should remind us of the constraints associated. with ihem, and clearly indicatehow the device is to be used.. For example, the mechanisms controlling doors shouldsomehow visually indicate whether the ãoor should be pushed o, p.,ït"d ,o. opuì it
[Norman,1988].
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5.1.4. Constraint Processing in Everyday Activities

There remains one additional area that must be explored before embarking
on a detailed description of the architecture that is the main focus of this
Chapter, and that is the manner in which constraints are used to guideactivity' I have argued that constraints can serve as guides to activity, and
have shown that the organization of constraints requir"¿ fo. improvisation isvery different from that of scheduling and planning. The manier in which
constraints are applied in improvisation is equally distinct from these areas.

Constraint-directed reasoning in improvisation can be divided into two
important aspects. Some constraints contribute toward the agent,s behaviour
through their violation. For example, when the agent picks up a cup from
the counter, it generates an expectation constrai.rt, ãxpecting the cup to be inthe agent's hand a short time after the action is begun. Such a åonstraint
}ust be actively monitored via perception, and if viJated, will (presumabiy)
drive activity to repair the violãtion. This manner of viewing cànstraints is
crucial- to both planning and scheduling applications: constraints are imposed.,
and after such imposition, must be ãctìvely monitored. such a view is
equally crucial to some aspects of everyday u"ii,riti"s. Like the example above,
once an expectation is made it must usually be monitored: it is an assumption
on which further behaviour is based. If the assumption proves incorrect, the
behaviour relying on it may have to be altered

The majority of constraints in everyday activities, however, do not act in thismanner' Most constraints in everyday activities are used as guides on an
agent's behaviour, and drive behaviour not through their iioratíon, but
through the effect the constraints themselaes haae on deliberøtion¡;. Such
constraints are used to influence the agent in some fashion, either by making
some alternative attractive (e.g. a constraint such as keep milk'cotd mal
support an alternative for action such as replacing milk in the refrigerator
when the agent brings it home from the storå) or b"y eliminating unatåactive
alternatives.

66 By this I mean not only the physical process of deliberation, that is selecting one action outof many, but also. in the many pto."tõ", that support deliberation. For exarñple, constraints
on how much information is to be retrieved froå memory, how perception is to be biased,how expectations of previous actions drive deliberation, how extensive a search foralternatives should be before deliberation begins (or during deliberation), etc.
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Viewing the majority of constraints in improvisation in this manner is
absolutely necessary. suppose, instead of the ãborr" view, we chose to see the
constraint on keeping milk cord as a put perishøble items in the fridgeconstraint, which is violated the moment the agent gets home and the milk is
not in the refrigerator. This would clearly invãke thu ,u-u couïse of action;
presumably to put the milk in the refrigerator. However, the manner inwhich such activity is invoked is entirely inappropriate for everyday
activities' In this case, the agent now has a violated constraint as soon as it
enters the house (in fact, the constraint is violated as soon as it picks the milk
out of the cooler in the store, and remains so until the milk ls once again
refrigerated). The agent must then decide whether to work to satisfy-the
violated constraint, or to pursue other activities and ignore the violation. Fora single constraint this is not a problem, and indeed this view seemsintuitive' For any significant number of constraints, howeveï, this is an
impossible view, because the number of constraints that can be actively
monitored in such a manner is necessarily small. Consider for a moment the
hundreds of potential constraints associat"a *ittt any everyday activity. Were
all constraints to be treated in this manner, the agent would have ø spend
virtually ail its time simply monitoring the *oitd for things that could
possibly affect its current set of constraints. It would have no time for
performing any real work.

In addition to being impossible to implement for everyday activities, the
traditional view of constraints used in AI systems is also highly unnatural
philosophically to everyday activities. when performing ;"* everyday
activity such as making tea, we do not spend all of our time- evaluating every
possibie minor problem before proceeding. continually checkirìg and
evaluating every aspect of every potential u.iior, and every object known to
the agent results in anxious, frantic, paranoid behaviour, because of the
artificial6T view of constraints as obitacies. In eaeryd.ay actiaities, each
constrøint represents some part of the ouerall structure of the øctiaity,
including its relationship to the enaironment øround the aþent and other
øctiz:ities the øgent wishes to perform. Collectiaely, th-ese constrøints
i-nfluence the agent's decision-møking, just øs natural feøtures ,f the
landscøpe influence one to traael in ø giaen direction. viewing øil
constrøints as driaing actiaity through their aiolation is not only impracticø1,

67 For the purpose of everyday activities.
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it directly contradicts the inherent intellectual simplicity of eaerydøy
øctiaities.

Irr fact, t1ne only constraints that produce activity through their violation are
expectation constraints as exemplified above. All othei types of constraints
influence activity directly through knowledge contained in the constraints
themselves. tvtost of the ,-yp"t of ionstraints detailed in Section S.1.1 are fairly
obviously of this variety. The only type that does not immediately fit into
this framework is that of requirements. It may at first glance make sense to
see requirements as constraints that drive activity thrãugh violation. For
example, say the agent is making tea: one of the obvious re[uirements during
the course of the activity is boiling water. Assume for the moment that not
having boiling water available is viewed as a violation of the requirement
constraint of having boiling water. This causes a problem, because tñere are a
number of very different scenarios that cannot be ãifferentiated. For example,
say the agent is in the process of boiling water, and something goes wrong
(e'9. the stove breaks). The same requirement constraint would be violated.
The same constraint would also be violated if the agent intended to have tea
sometime in the future, and something came aiong jeopardizing its ability to
obtain boiling water (e.g. we know the stove is uioten¡. The ãu-" resurt, a
violated requirement, occurs each time - yet these are very different
situations, to which the agent will respond entirely differently. Requirement
constraints, like all others.save expectations, are meant to be used ás guides,
influencing agent to work toward getting hot water as opposed to doing
something else. They do not drive activity through their viólåtion.

This is not to say that no activity arises due to the violation of constraints:
only that the sole category of constraints that operates in such a manner aïe
expectation constraints. In the second of the three scenarios presented above,
for example, violated expectation constraints drive activity: ihe broken stove
violates the expectation of having boiling water that is associated with the
action that put the kettle on to boil. More importantly, it is also not to say
that vioiations cannot occur to other types of ãonstraints. Constraints other
than expectations øre violated, in all three cases. There are requirement
constraints associated with needing boiling water for future actions to occur,
in all these cases, and when boiling water is unavailable, they øre violated.
These violations simply do not direct future activity in tire manner of
vioiated expectation constraints. While they may trigger further constraints
that many in turn influence activities, *u áo noi monitor these constraints,
nor care in particular about their violation. In the case of this example,
suddenly not being able to get boiling water does not necessarily invalidate
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the whole activity; rather, the requirement of needing boiling water will
directly guide the agent toward activity appropriate io this iequirement.
other constraints may support this, oi rãy i"n"ence the ug"r,t toward
performing other actions.

Having demonstrated the power of constraints in representing various
aspects of everyday activities, and given an outline of their organiíation and
the perspective from which they are to be viewed, we can ,o* begin to
examine how constraint-directed reasoning can be put into practice in
improvisation during the course of everyday activities.

5.2. Knowledge Structuring for Improvisation

Throughout the previous Chapter, I have emphasized that an appropriate
representation of knowiedge is the key to improvisation. The architecture
described in this Chapter relies on several forms of knowledge representation,
some seen almost universally in AI systems, some comple-tely ïovel. This
Section describes each in detail, giving exampies of each structure,s use in
everyday activities.

5.2.1. Intentions

The bulk of an agent's knowledge of ever yday activities within this
architecture is organized into structures known as intentions. These
knowledge structures contain both the routine knowledge that forms the bulkof everyday activities, as welr as deeper knowledg"- tnut supports more
e,xtensive improvisation, as detailed in the prurrio', Chapiér. Before
describing these knowledge structures in more detail, I feel the need to justify
the use of the term intention, and more importantly the use of yet another
fo¡m- of knowledge structure in planning. ti is .o--onplace in nlw theoriesof planning to see- both completely iedefined terminology, aÍrd. ,,Írew,,
methods of knowledge representation, often bearing only supîrficial changes
to generally accepted mechanisms.

In this case, a new mechanism for knowledge structuring is justified. Asillustrated in the previous Chapter, imprðvisation is ã spectrum that
demands both the representation of routinè aspects of an everyday activity
(i.e., the obvious way of performing some eveiyday activity in a particurar
situation), as well as the deeper knowledge that io.*, the basis for thatroutine. This knowledge of the objects, the techniques, and the physics
involved in the everyday activity allows the agent to follow its routine in a
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wide variety of situations. The fact that this is beyond the scope of classical
and universal planning and requires, a knowledge structure supporting both
types of knowledge has already been been demonãtrated.

The choice of the term intention is a more subtle one. In addition to
avoiding the term pløn (and its historical connotations), the term intention iswell-suited to describe the two levels of knowledge required forimprovisation. Intention is most commonly thought of in terms of
anticipated action, in the sense that one may inténd to do something at some
point in the future [Bratman, r9g7]. The concept of intent, however] is much
broader than this. One can perform some Lction with the intention of
accomplishing some expiicit purpose [Bratman, lggZ], for example. This view
seems to equate the concept of intent with the goal or desire behind a
particular plan or action.

There is another view of intention, however, one in which intent is not
characterized merely in terms of goals, but rather, stresses the active role of
intentions in guiding agents toward those goals. Indeed, Miller et al. t1960ldescribe an intention as the uncompleted pãrts of a (classically-oriented) plan
whose execution has begun, making ìntentions and plans essentially
indistinguishable. This js a fairLy extreme view. However, Boden llg7g, p. 241
argues that the view of intentions as guides to activity arises naturally from
the concept of intentions as goals:

References to intention in everyday ljfe...are regarded as explanatory of action
because the intention is conceived of as ro-"hä* bringing about, áausing, ordirecting the action intended. The intention to buy breadl foi instance, ,orr1"îo*
results in the act of purchasing a loaf. This functional feature of intention is
emphasized if one thinks of an intention as a schema controlling the procedures tobe executed in behaviour, as a plan of action that can be realiied in actual
operations carried o1t by the agent. The essential aspect of any given intention is
thus some procedural schema or action-pla1. The .rråiul questión-at this stage is to
ask what must be the nature of an action-plan, in order thät it may be able to carry
out the controlling function commonry usc.ibed to intentioru.

The concept of an intention as a collection of knowledge guiding activity is
also expressed by Austin LI970,p. 2g3l:

The most subtle of our notions is that of intention. As I go through life, doing, as we
suppose/ one thing after another, I in genera-l always hãve an iJea - some iãea, my
idea, or picture, or notion, or concepdón-- of whatï'm up to, what I,m 

"r,gug"â 
irr,

what I'm about, or in general 'what I'm doing,. I don,t ,k ,o* what I,m aJir,"g, u, uresult of looking to see or otherwise condùcting observations: only in raå and
perturbing cases do I discover what I've done or c-ome to realize wtrai I am or have
been doing in this way...I must be supposed to have øs it were a plan, an operation-
order or something of the kind on which I,m acting, which I am seeir.,g tJput inio
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gffect carry out in_ action: only of course nothing necessarily or, usually, even
faintly, so full-blooded as a plan proper. When we draw attenúon to this aåpect of
action, we use the words connected with intenfion.

This sense of the term intention precisely describes the purpose of these
knowledge structures: to guide activity without at any time dictãting what the
agent must do. From this point onward, when the term intention is used, it
will be in the sense of a particular structuring of knowledge for
improvisation, containing all the knowledge necessary for the performance of
a particular everyday activity.

Intentions serve two functions. First, they provide a set of flexible guidelines
for a course of activity to accomplish some desire. They represent tñe agent,s
previous experience with the activity. They also express regularities in the
problem structure (aspects the agent has seen time and again), and constrain
search by making responses that have worked in the past obvious. The
constraining action of these routine aspects can also be relaxed, allowing the
agent to access the deeper constraints out of which the routine arises. The
flexibility inherent in these guidelines gives the agent the ability to apply the
intention over a wide range of situations. That is, the knowledge in the
intention is suitable not only for the precise routine the agent has pèrformed
many times before, but also in a wide ïange of variations on the activity,
conforming to the range of improvisation shown in Figure 4-2.

In addition to guiding the agent's individuai actions in order to contribute to
a particular goal or desire, intentions aiso provide an influence over the
agent's attention at a higher level. Intentions constrain the agent's choices for
action to those that are compatibie toward the activity in question [Bratman,
7987). If the agent were intending to go to a restaLttant, for example, this
intention would constrain future choices for activity that preserved the
possibility of going to a restaurant, and eliminate those that threatened it.
This allows the agent to keep track of many activities, including those set in
the future, and act without necessarily invalidating any of them. These two
functions are essentially the same, viewed from two different levels.

Given the requirements of everyday activities, intentions must support two
competing aspects. First, given the simplicity and ease of deliberation of
everyday activities, they must al1ow fast access to routine aspects of an activity
(i.e. the obvious way must be obtained quickly). This would seem at first
glance to advocate the storage of specific routines. However, this is
unfeasible, because of the extensive symbolic manipulation required to apply
such specific routines in varying situations. If we were to use the routine
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shown in Figure 4-7, for example, and the first action was for some reason
invalid, we could not immediately move on to others: symbolic plan repairs
would have to be performed. Even if a routine couid be adapted tã a different
situation, performing the required tailoring is known to be very difficult
[Hammond, 7989a], making the exclusive representation of routines a poor
choice from an improvisational point of view. on the other hãnd,
representing only high-level versions of any activity, and then calcuiating
specific ways of performing the activity suitable to particular situations has
similar problems. This was the paradox described in section 4.6.r.

There are two points to note when examining a detailed sequence of actions
such the tea-making actions shown in Figure 4-7 that inãicate how this
paradox can be resolved. First, many of the actions in the routine are not
directly part of what we wouid consider making tea: getting milk out of the
refrigerator, for example. These parts of the tea-making uãtirrity are really
separate everyday activities on their own: that is, the agent has a routine for
obtaining milk when it needs it in the kitchen, and applies this routine in
much the same fashion as the overall tea routine. The need to obtain milk is
a core part of the tea intention, but the details of doing so are a separate
activity.

We can also imrnediately note that the sequence of actions shown in Figure 4-
7 is not at all what we would come up with if we were asked to descriÈe how
we make tea: its far too detailed. These details must somehow be easily
arrived at, yet not be the sole means of reasoning. That is, the agent must
have access to the specific means of accomplishing parts of an ìntention,
methods that the agent may or may not consider iautomati caïy" when
carrying out its intention. For example, filling the kettle, turning ihe stove
on, and waiting for water to boil is simply a specific method for boiling water,
one to which the agent might automatically default if no infoimation
obviously affecting that method were available. This is how routines work:
we don't actively explore how to do each step that we,ve performed
thousands of times before: we simply do it automatically when ii seems ali
right to do so.

Intentions resolve the paradox described earlier through a distributed
representation based on the two observations made above. Just as everyday
activities are hierarchical, so are intentions: the activity of making tea
encomPasses the activity of putting milk in the brewed tea, which in turn
encomPasses the activity of obtaining the milk from the refrigerator. part of
the intention of making tea is dealt with by adopting an intention to add milk
to the tea, which in turn is partly dealt with by adopting an intention to go to
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the refrigerator and get it. Each intention provides a context (a set of
constraints) within which to interpret the intentions below it.

The resulting structure of intentions is shown in Figure 5-6. An intention
consists of a very bríef, abstract description of the activity it encompasses,
together with the relevant background information (concepts embåayirrg
objects, settings, tools, actions, etc., and the constraints attached to them) that
forms the foundation of the activity. The centre portion of Figure 5-6 shows a
general description of how one goes about making tea. Th-is description is
necessarily skeletal in nature for the purposes of this Figure: some p.åf"."r,."
and requirement constraints are indicated, giving some order to the actions
indicated, but many other constraints are not shown (e.g. the fact that the
brewing container may be the same as the drinking container).

Organization of an intention, also

of making tea.
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Figure 5-6.
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Many of the constraints in an intention wiil be provided through links to
background knowledge. As seen in the Figure, background conceptã can appiyto many activities within a single intention, and may alsã contribute
constraints at higher levels (the general kitchen setting, for example, applies
to the entire activity, and will thus contribute constraints at all the levels
described in Section 5.7.2. This background knowledge is organized in the
form of muitiple hierarchies, consisting of common object" and process
hierarchies (e.g. a cup is a type of utensil) as well as groupings in other ways
convenient to activity (e.g milk is a type of food food, but ii also spoílabtá).
This structuring is described in Section 5.2.4. Consiraints are attached to these
objects, guiding activity or limiting the consideration of other constraints.
Intentions also contain constraints on specific parts of the activity (e.g. get-
brewing-container may have a constraint that defaults to a certain speãific
type of object, a certain methodology for the activitf , or a certain place to begin
looking for such an object), and constraints on the activity as ã whole (elg.
limits on the amount of effort to be expended towárd making tea).
Background knowledge is highty interconnected, and one concept will
normally be part of many intentions. Ary other intention that normalþ takes
place in a kitchen will share a connection to the kitchen setting shown in
Figure 5-6, for example. Because of the interconnected nature of Ëackground
knowledge, the boundaries between intentions are indistinct, as illustàted in
Figure 5-7. This indistinct nature is intuitive in the nature of everyday
activities: as described in chapter 2, the knowledge used in performing one
activity carries over to many others, and the activities thômselves blend
together into an ongoing pattern of behaviour.

Turning to the abstract description in Figure 5-6, it is especially important to
note that the preference constraints that allow a default ordering do not
dictate the ordering of the various activities within the intentioln: they
advocate or restrict a particular choice of action, just as other constraints will
advocate or restrict alternatives. In the tea intention of Figure E-6, for
example, there is a series of operations that may be performJd before the
brew-teø step. A preference constraint may have the agent begin by boiling
water (again, this simply represents a habit) rather than looki.,g for â ..rp, o.
any of the other actions. If there weïe any ïeason other than-preference to
take one action over another, constraints imposed by the u.iirrity or the
environment would encompass these reasons, and would recåmmend
alternatives. Intentions such as that shown in Figure 5-6 may aiso be affected
extensively by constraints external to the intention: for example, during the

:ou,rse of making tea in an unfamiliar setting, the agent may have trouble
finding a kettle to boil water. This may trigger a behavioural constraint to be
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more careful for the rest of the activity, invoking further actions associated
with the intention that might not be considered õtherwise, such as checking
the existence of all necessary ingredients before proceeding further.

W Abstract Leael

lntention Boundøry

Figure 5-7. Intention boundaries are indisdncr due to shared conceprs.

As activities within an intention are committed to, they may in turn cause
additional intentions to be adopted. Deciding to obtain Uoiting water, for
example, would lead to considering methoãs of doing so, 

"and 
would

uitimately involve an intention to accomplish this, .o-þl"t"ly contained
within the higher-order tea intention. The higher-order iniention may have
one or more preference (usually normative) constraints that cause the agentto default to some usual or preferential method of accomplishing this
intention. For example, the agent might automatically use a siovetop kettle
unless there was some obvious reason not to do so. Eventually, this will
become simple enough that atomic actions are involved, which can simply be
carried out (the blocks at the bottom of Figure 5-6).

The preference constraints that allow the agent to quickly adopt new
intentions by default to satisfy some ongoing intention u." ,rc"d frequently:
they are compiled knowledge that the agent cãn take advantage of in iamiliar
situations, as described in the previous Chapter. The background knowledge
performs a reciprocal function, allowing the agent to reáson beyond suãh
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surface preferences when the situation warrants (again, as described in
Chapter 4). This supports the fast access to lower-level routine actions that
improvisation demands: in a familiar setting, the agent can simply rely on
the preference constraints to guide it to more detailed intentions *iti tittt" o.
no cognitive effort. Consider once again the tea-making exampie. If the agent
øIwøys uses a stovetop kettle to boil water, the first step in the routin" *uy bu
to turn the stove on: not consciously asking now, how shøIl I boil zoater and
then deciding to do it in a particular manner. From the point of view of
intentions, the agent arrives at the point in the intention *h"r" it must boil
water, and without any consideration, automatically adopts an intention to
use a stovetop kettle. In a less-familiar situation, this mãy not occur. The
preference constraints may be contingent upon some conditions that must be
supported by the environment (e.g. stove available), or more likeiy, in
inappropriate situations other constraints will provide stronger alternatives
for activit/, and the preference wiil not even be considered (elg. knowing the
stove is broken may set up series of constraints that avoid doin[ anything that
might involve the stove in the first place).

1. Find a kettle and a teacup.
2. Fill the kettle with water, put it on the stove, turn the stove on.
3. Get a teabag, put it in the teacup.
4. When the water is boiling, pour it over the tea bag.

5. wait until its reasonably strong, and remove the tea bag.
6. Put some milk in the tea, and drink it.

Figure 5-8. General recipe for making rea (from Figure z-3).

This distributed structure explains much about how we recall our knowledge
of activity. An essentially context-free description of an activity such as the
abstract level of Figure 5-6 is as foreign tõ us as the precisely detailed
description of Figur e 4-7 . Consider again, however, Figu r" )3, the áescription
one might give, were one to ask how to make tea. This Figure is duplicated
here as Figure 5-8. Note that some actions in this description are abstract in
nature (e.g. get a tea bag), while others contain much moi" context (e.g. filt ø
kettle raith wøter, put it on the stoue - not just boil wøter). when I use my
general tea recipe, I automatically boil water in this manner; indeed, I just go
and tum on the stove by habit, without even thinking about the interáediate
intentions (i.e. boiling water). My habitual methoãoiogy of boiling water
using the stove has created a strong normative constrai"t to simpf begin
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doing it that way. This constraint makes the alternative of beginning to boil
water using the stove the obvious choice at that point in time.

If something goes wrong however, I have the knowledge behind this
preference immediately availabie, and I can easily access th" k.ro*ledge
supplied by intermediate intentions. If knowledge teyond my preference is
available (Say I have been informed the stove doãs not work, oi thut boiling
water is already available) other constraints make these alternatives more
attractive and the original preference is ignored. This background knowiedge
is associated with my intention to make tea and is simply not accessed much
of the time, because the routine aspects of the intention usually suffice. The
constraints specified by the routine core of an intention form the bulk of
activity: they are ignored oniy when they are obviously inappropriate (they
may have conditions that stop the normative constraint fråm bling active
when it should be ignored), when other constraints are strongei (some
background constraint may override the default), or when the aient is for
some reason consciously dissecting its knowledge of the activity.6s 

-

There will, of course, be cases where reliance on compiled knowledge wili get
the agent in trouble: this is not infrequent during the course oieverydãy
activities. In my own experiences of making tea for example, I have on
occasion turned knobs the correct way (for my own stove), oñy to find later
that the eiement controls were reversed on the stove I was using. Similarly,
if the element my-kettle is usually on is burnt out, I find myself äntinuing to
try to turn that element on, only later remembering the element is broken.
Such minor faiiures are a natural and expected part of the landscape of
everyday activities, as are the mechanisms involved in extracting oneself
from such faiiures. The forgiving nature of everyday activities ãisc,rssed
extensively in Chapter 2 supports this behaviour just as the broad and time
dependent nature of these activities requires it.

The use of normative and general preference constraints also explains the
nature of the descriptions that result when we are asked to describl how we
go about an everyday activity. When I describe how to make tea, those parts
of the overall intention (Figure 5-6) that have strong normative constraints
associated with them will default to further inteniio.rr immediately, and

68 The former two cases are common in everyday activity; the latter would occur only in
detailed planning (beyond the reach of the rángé of impiovisation shown in Figure 4-7), as
well as in learning. Both of these aspects are bãyond th" ,"opu of this thesis.
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instead of listing boil wøter as a particular step, I automaticaliy move to my
intention to boil water and look at its basic u.tirriti"r. otherct"p, may not
have strong preference constraints (e.g. get teø) and so in u dus.iiption they
are listed in their general form. nespite the fact that in moving to further
intentions, I consciously overlook one or many intentional levelã, the point
is that those levels are maíntained in my knowledge representation: I could
not otherwise adequately function when the routirie did not fit the intended
environment perfectly, or encountered unexpected errors or conditions. I
could raithout any efþrt generate the complete internal tea-recipe of Figure 5-8 using the intention shown here, simpiy by fo[owing the normative and
other preference constraints that usuaily applyeo. ihi, i, exactly what
happens when we consciously consider how 

^we" 
go about some 

"rr"ryduyactivity (i'e. attempt to describe in a linear fashión all of the actions we
employ)' These structures fit the phenomena displayed by everyday activities
(Chapter 2) and the characteristics of improvisatión (cnupi", +) precisely.

Thus, an intention structure serves as a rink between the background
concepts it entails and further intention structures that support the overallactivity' Each alternative for action recommended by an iniention may itself
cause many further intentions to be recursively ádopted, and thus each
abstract step may translate into many individual aãtions (the grey blocks at the
bottom of Figure 5-6)' It is important to note that the actions resulting from
an intention during its application are not cotemporal: they are the result of
the gradual expansion of the intention, by .o--ittirrg to sub-intentions and
carrying out actions over a period of time. The last concrete actions in a
routine do not come into being until long after the first have been completed.
They are only shown together in the Figure for the purposes of illustrationzo.
Becøuse these actions øre not cotempoiø\, the ageit càn, by møking use of
situøtion-specific normatiae constrøints to hierlrchicøl sub-intentioís, make
use of an intention in the søme føshion øs a uniaersøl pløn. Normøtiae
constrøints substitute preaiously acquired knowledge for deliberøtion, and øs
eøch new intention is ødopted, and indiaiduøl øctions cørried ¡ut, the
enaironment raill be øltered and new constrøints put in pløce. This in turn

As well as the other constraints that make up the intention, such as requirements andexpectations.

Figure 5-6 should be interpreted in the same fashion as one would interpret a trace of abest-first search, where all nodes are shown to illustrate tn" utgoritn*, 
"rr"r, 

tf.,o"fn fãtu,nodes will not be generated until earlier nodes have been exam_i_ñed.
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will affect how future pørts of the intention witl be øpplied, duplicating thepurely reactiae reasoning of ø uniaersal plønner. Holtseuer, this structure is
much less constrøined thøn a uniaersøl pløn: because background knozaledge
is represented and can be used as øn øIternatiae to normøtiue constraints, the
structure is iust as eøsily øpplied to situøtions that øre less than completety
routine, something far beyond the scope of uniaersøl plans. This structure
thus supports both deliberatiae, resource-bounded reøsoning and complete
reøction, øllowing its øpplicøtion to a wide rø.nge of øctiaities.

The use of intentions as a mechanism for knowledge representation may onthe surface seem similar to previous techniques, irost notably hierarchical
planning [Sacerdoti, 7974], and the plan-subpian-task distributed hierarchical
planning methodolo gy or [Evans et al., lggi]. However, this is if fact very
different from both of these. A hierarchical planner could produce the
sequence of actions at the bottom of Figure 5-6. However, as mentioned
above, the actions in this series do not exist cotemporally. The particular
chain of circumstances (including the external environment, past actions, and
other present and future activities the agent is intending) dictates the
particular actions that will result from an intention, and this will differ in
every instance. A normative constraint may be followed one time, and more
deliberative reasoning applied another, leáaing to a different expansion of
some sub-intention. we øre in effect plønning-as we g0 along: rie møke useof our preuious experiences (stored øs highty interconnected intentions) inorder to make moment-by-moment dec¡iions that are both locally ønd
globally coherent.

This structuring and its employment is also different from hierarchical
planning in other ways. Intentions are more than simply abstractions of
actions: they are interconnected experiences that have beenþerformed in the
Past, and are put together over the course of many episodei of behaviourzl.
They connect all the knowledge required to perform an activity together into
one package. Because of the large number oÌ interactions (ail reprãsented by
constraints), the wlolg is much greater than the sum of its parts. The use ofconstraints also differentiates these structures from other network

7'l' In section 3'4, I argued that semantic as opposed to episodic memory was absolutely
:?i:n:l,l_".-"":llduy 

activities. Inrenrions, béing built up gradually orrå, many episoaesor Denavrour, are_an example of semantic memory: no inàiø¿ual episode of the aciivity isever recalled; rather, each is assumed to leave its mark on the structure throujh somelearning mechanism' such a learning mechanism is far beyond. the scope of this thËsis.
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implementations of plans (e.g. Sacerdoti's [1975] Nets Of Action Hierørchies)in that, as mentioned above, the constraints do not act as strict ordering
mechanisms between actions: some constraints may be strict, while others
may indicate only very loose preferences.

Intentions are far more flexible than any structure used in planning to date,including both classicai and universal piut r. This flexibility is due iargely to
the distinction made between compiled (ptan) knowledg" ur,¿ the background
knowledge behind it. This flexibility is demonstrated in a number of ways.First, intentions allow compiled knowledge to be used as extensively as
possible given resource bounds and the familiarity of the external situation tothe agent, and background knowledge to be ,rrud in situations where more
extensive deliberation is needed. They are also flexible in that the constraints
set in (temporally) eariier parts of an intention directly affect the application
of later parts, due also in part to their distributed nature. Finally, intentionsare flexible because they are strongly influenced by the constraints
surrounding them, allowing many external aspects to be éonsidered that arenot incorporated directiy into the intention itself. As mentioned earlier,background knowledge of cooking activities may recommend checking
ingredients for making tea before starting the activity in an unfamiliar locale,
for example. Likewise, the same basic inlenüon is used for grocery shoppingunder normal conditions and when in a hurry. The manner in which
external constraints can change the nature of intentions differentiates these
structures from others used in reactive planning systems. Firby,s [19g2] RAp
system, for example, supports plans whose execution methods are decided
uPon at run-time, based on Perceptual information. The interaction of anintention and the environment through constraints is much more
sophisticated than this, both in the hierarðnical nature of intentions and in
greater complexities that can be represented using constraints.

5.2.1.1. Applytrg Constraints in Intentions

The previous Section has shown that the power of intentions lies in their
constraint-directed and distributed nature- When actually making use of
intentions, constraints_are applied in one of two ways. First, many coistraintsin intentions are applied hierarchicatly. Recall that intentions subsume one
another, just as everyday activities do: boiling water is an everyday activity(and an intention), br! is also part and pãrcei of makin g'tea (anotherintention). Because of this subsumptive nature, knowleãg" uuo.rt the
subsuming intention (much of it in the form of constraints) must somehow
affect knowledge of the subsumed intention.
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An example of the hierarchical application of constraints is shown in Figure5-9' Here, the agent has adopted an intention to make tea (the intention
illustrated in Figure 5-6)' An external constraint instructs the agent that it is
to hurry in performing this activity. The intention to make tea wiil consist of
many recommendations for actions, and many constraints (e.g. that the work
area should be kept crean). As part of máking tea, the Jgent adopts an
intention of obtaining boiling water. When it doãs so, the constraints in the
boil-water intention are interpreted within the overall context of making tea.
The hurry constraint is active during boiling water, as are ail the constraints
particular to making tea. Thus, if the agent has not boiled water often before,
cleaning up spiiled water may not be a part of the routine. Cleaning up spills
rnay, however, be a part of the more global tea intention or a p"art'of the
agent's background knowledge, and this constraint wouid act hieraichically toinfluence the agent during it's participation in boiling water within the
context of making tea. Information other than constraints is aiso preserved
in this manner' For example, the boil-wøter intention has a obviously highpriority within the context of making tea; however, this high priority is
modified by the low priority of the tea-Ãaking activity as a wholl. -

Figure 5-9. Hierarchical application of constraints in an intention.

In contrast to this use of constraints, constraints within an intention may also
actlaterally, and through connected background knowledge, represent many
of the interactions that occur between eveiyday activities. ãn 

"*u*ple of this
use of constraints is shown in Figure 5-10. This Figure shows two different
intentions that have been adopted by the agent. one is the same tea-making

Constraint: Hurry!

Tea Intention
get boiling water

"' ll¡- . ..

Boil Water Intention

_->
Affects/modifies
some constraint
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intention used in the previous example, and is intended for the present time,
while the other intention is the future intention to bake a cake. Now, these
intentions will have many concepts in common (the kitchen setting, for one);
however, for the ease of illustration, lhe background concepts be"longing to
each intention are shown as separate from the Ltentions themselves.

Figure 5-10. Lateral application of constraints in intentions.

In the tea-making intention, one of the necessary steps is adding milk to the
tea (this is necessary when putting myself in the role of tn" tea-riaking agent,
but may not be necessary for everyone). The agent has adopted a suãsumed
intention to do this, and one of the backgiound ,"qrrir"*"nts of this
intention is having milk. Now, this is clearly also a requirement of the
future intention of making a cake. The two råquirement constraints, from
two separate intentions, illustrate an interaction and are used to guide the
agent rationally through these interactions. If there is only 

"r,orrgli¡nilk 
left

for the tea intention, the direct connection to the cake-maling irJention will
make the agent aware of this fact. Deiiberation can then purãue, in order to
determine which is the priority. Either one of the intentions could be
abandoned in favour of the other, another intention couid be adopted to
obtain more milk, or the milk could simpiy be used for the immediate
intention, postponing the problem of a lack of milk to a later time. Again,
these decisions may involve extensive deliberation, or if the agent is
extremely experienced with this particular interaction, a constraint may exist
that prefers one over the other in a universal-plan-like manner. The choice
of which method to use will depend on the amount of knowledge available
and the context (active constraints) in which each intention exists.

Tea krtention
add-milk

orr ---¡>¡!¡- ...
tr

Time: NOWrr' ',.
Make-Cake

Intention
Time: LATER

Add-Milk
lrtention
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5.2.1.2. compiled and Background Knowredge in Intentions

Throughout this Section, I have emphasised the combination of compiledand background knowledge that make up intentions. However, thus far,virtually all discussion has been toward demonstrating the utility of
preference constraints to resource-bounded reasoning, and dãmonstrating theability of intentions to subsume universal plans. It remains to be seen how
background knowledge comes into play, ur,d ho* it is integrated with morehighly-compiled knowledg" r,r.ñ ãr the aforementioned preference
constraints. Before moving on to the other types of knowledje that are
reqL-'red for improvisation, it is worthwhile 

"*píotitg a specific eì'ampie that
emphasizes this combination.

Figure 5-ll. Making use of compiled and loosely associated. knowled.ge.

This example is once again taken from the tea-making intention of Figure 5-6.Figure 5-11 depicts some of the knowledge involv"ed in a portion" of thatactivity, that of adding milk to the brewe d lea7z. Now, part of the routine for
adding milk to tea is putting the milk away afterward. Returning the milk tothe refrigerator is one action recommenáed by this intention (an obvious

72 This activity is not actually shown in Figure 5-6, f.or reasons of space. It immediatelyfollows the brezu teø activífy.

(should be
kept in cold
place)
(normally fridge)

t
I

(will spoil if not
kept cold - normally in fridge)

(a container
with ice)

I .t *- l--
(put ingredients back
where you found them)

= attached constraints

find¡ ... \Retum
milk , Milk

1normåuy fridge)
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normative constraint). However, there are cases where this preference isirrational: when the refrigerator isn't working, for example. The constraint toreturn milk to the refrigerator must contain a condition that the refrigerator
be working. Realistically, this condition would rarely if ever be a checked: ahuman agent in this case would make the assumption that the refrigerator
was working. The condition is present, however, so that if the agent didknow that the refrigerator was broken, the constraint would be ignoreä. If therefrigerator is not working, the agent must move beyond the routine, and
begin to examine the knowledge behind it.

Figure 5-11 illustrates the various pieces of knowledge (both closely and
ioosely connected to the intention) available to the agent in such a situation.
The agent's milk concept is connected to the intention, and has a constraint
that milk be kept in a cold place (this constraint advocates an action to put themilk in a cold spot, with a default of the refrigerator). rne ug"r.,r .u1 ulro
recall that milk is perishable, and, that such objecls must be kept ãold. In both
these cases, a refrigerator is the default (anoíher preference Ëonstraint). The
concept of møking something cold is connected to both t:ne mitk concept and
the perishable concept. This concept provides alternatives ro, ir," ¿efault
which can be used to generate additional alternatives for activityz3.

The important thing to emphasize in this example is the dependence onmemory: reasoning takes place through memory links thai allow new
concepts to be recalled- An agent can gather constraints by sifting through its
semantic memory, and the more obscure the connection, the further it must
go to find it. The difference between an obvious constraint and one that takestime to recall is the distance from the routine aspects of an activity in the
agent's memory. This is arso evident from pràvious examples. In thesituation depicted in Figure 5-9, ror exampre, åuring the cour'se of boiting
water the constraints attached to that parfiãular routine are more obvious to
the agent than the more general constraints associated with making tea or the
background knowledge beyond that. Again, this is intuitive in the nature of
everyday activities: the more obvious some constraint, action, or other piece

73 For,the Purposes of illustration, there is also background knowledge in Figure 5-11 thatcould guide the agent the wrong way. A general iit.h"r, concept (whose nature will bedescribed shortly) provides a ionsiraint-to place ingredientJ back in their originallocations when cooking, giving rise to an alternative to iut the milk back in thã þroken)refrigerator' Somehow the deliberative component of an improvising agent must àisallowconsideration of such i¡formation.
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of knowledge is,. the. more highly compiled and easily accessible it is.Compiled constraints (e.g. a normative constraint to simpiy put the milk inthe fridge automatically) are easily accessed through their direct inclusion inthe core of the intention, while the 
_knowledge iniolving specific aspects ofthe activity is more distributed and less easilf obtained. i"'i-f.årìrutio. ir.,everyday activities, this external knowledgé is just as crucial to coherent

behaviour as the compiled knowledge that lies át tn" core of an intention.
This background knowledge takes several forms. In the above example, wehave already seen one: the idea of a conceptual setting that contributes
constraints encomPassing the agent's knowiedge of the environment arounditself' This and other types of background kriowledge are described in thefoliowing Sections.

5.2.2. Settings

Whenever an agent is performing an everyday activity, it does so within thebounds of a given setting. In tñe tea-máking activity described in Section
5'2'7'2, the activity was performed in a kitchen, and the fact that the agent wasin a kitchen contributed a constraint 

-influencing the agent to lut anyingredients it used back where it found them. ti tne .orr.r" of everyday
activities, the setting in which they an intention is performed can contribute agreat many constraints influencing how the intention is to be interpreted, in
much the same way as a stage setting influences an actor. Being in a kitchenautomaticaliy predisPoses one against many activities: anythinlg that would
be unhygenic, for example. It also influences one to be concerned with certain
aspects that would be of less concern with in other settings: hygiene, asmentioned above; orderliness; even how careful we are of our actions. This
is even more obvious in other physical settings. Consider the way one wouldwalk in a china shop as opposed to on the stieet, or the way one'might eat in
an expensive restaurant as opposed to in one's own dining roo-. 

v

In addition to such physical settings, an improvising agent is also strongly
influenced by abstract settings that ãre usually inaepenaÃt of physicai locale.The fact that one is in a public piace .o.,trrb.ri"s many constraints onbehaviour that are not applicable (õr are much less significant) in private.
Even when in the presence of others, who those otheri u.", th" rotes they
occupy in relation to the agent itsell can further influence behaviour. Such
social roles provide extremely strong constraints on human participation in
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everyday activities. Even a simple act such as eating a meal can have alabyrinth of constraints that must be followed for social acceptance in many
cultures [Visser, I99t1z+.

In order to include these kind of influences, settings are an important part ofknowledge rePresentation within this architecturel A setting L u pu.kuge ofconstraints, grouped with a condition describing obvious athitutes that
indicate the presence of a certain setting. A kitcherisetting can be recognized
by any of a number of physical objecti that are usually lound in a kitchen,
such as stoves, counters, cupboards, etc. A more absiract setting will also
generally have obvious conditions: the presence of other agents, foi example,
or recognition of their specific roles. Once activated, a Jetting contributes
many individual constraints that serve the same purpose as any others inactivity: they may guide, inhibit, or influence Ëontrol. As a collection,
however, each setting also functions as one large constraint, in that the
conditions for the activation and lifetime of all coristraints within the settingwill be identical because of their origin.

5.2.3. Concepts

As discussed in Section 5.2.1., while intentions are the most significant formof knowledge representation in improvisation, the boundaries between
intentions are difficult to distinguish due to the number of concepts two
intentions wiil have in common. Because of this, the concepts that råpresent
the background knowledge in intentions will represent the bulk of an
improvising agent's knowledge. The interconnected' and hierarchical natureof the conceptual knowredge required by the improvisation process is
naturally suited to an object-orientãd tcnowiedge representation mechanism,
such as Minsky's [1981] frames.

An example of object concepts organized in this manner is shown on the left
side of Figure 5-12. Higher-level concepts both generalize knowledge
contained in lower level concepts and through inheritánce, provide a means
of sharing information among rower-rever cóncepts. Thus ine ¡ooa concept

74 Few examPles of constraints are more obvious in everyday activities than those of socialetiquette' The extremely complex rituals that culturã diÉtates for even the simplest ofeveryday activities 
.are often heavily underestimated. Visser lrggrl iff"rt*tä, ,rru'y

examples of constraints that must be followed when performing the simple act of eatingdi¡ner, and moreover, how strongly these constraints váry from culture to culture.
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shown in Figure 5-12 describes general information about food, common toall examples underneath. Also as shown in the Figure, any number ofintermediate level concepts are aiso possible: food has a subcategory
representing those types of foods that are ingredients in food items, but in
themselves are not edible. Lower-ievel concãpts can aiso override general
information, allowing high-level concepts to piovide defaults to lower-level
conceptsTs.

Figure 5-12. Multi-Hierarchical organization of concepts (Left:object
example; Right: intention/activity example)

Because of the high degree of interconnection between the knowledge used inimprovisation, representing the set of concepts involved in an iåprovised
domain requires multiple inheritance. That is, each concept must be
connected to more than one higher-level concept. Thus mítk is described as a
fo?d' but is also spoiløble, allowins information (including constraints) to be
inherited from each. This could also be represented as a separate subcategory
of food (just as inedible-food-ingredient). iIo*"rr"., having a separate higher

75 These are all standard feafures of object-oriented representations, and all are described in
[Minsky,1981].

Activíty

Put things away

Clean up messes

PutAwayMilk
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level concept (as shor11 in the Figure) allows the knowledge associated with
something being spoilable to be shared with lower-level coicepts that are not
foods: that is, it eliminates redundancy. For the purposes of this architecture,
the choice of how to represent such concepts is irrelevant. Constraints are not
shown in this particular example, but high-level concepts can also contribute
constraints toward the use of lower-level concepts in improvisation. A
general utensii concept, for exampre, may abstract knowledge about spoons,
cuPS/ saucers/ etc. 

_ 
This concept could contribute constraints such as requiring

that all the utensils of one type match when used in a social setting, or that
they be clean before using.

objects are not the only types of concepts that are organized in this manner.
Activity knowledge forming the background for intentions also has such a
hierarchical structure. An example is shown on the right side of Figure 5-12.
Here, the tea intention that has been used as an exãmple througîout this
Chapter is organized along with a make-coffee intentio., ifo, the pärposes of
example) under the umbrella concegt of cooking-øctiaities. The iooking-
actiaity concept provides additional informatioir about the activities it
encomPasses that may or may not be contained directly in the intentions
below it. For example, the cooking-øctiaity concept contributes a constraint
that any messes shouid be cleaned up, and thåt ingredients used in the
cooking Process should be put away. As described in Sãction s.2.!.2, the make-
tea intention itself also contains a recommendation (constraint) that the
container of milk used in the tea-making activity be replacåd in the
refrigerator. In this case, this can be consideied a spécializatiån of the more
general constraint to a particular situation. This is aiso the case in general:
higher-level concepts can make recommendations that suit a wide rãnge ofactivities (e.g. clean up messes); by the same virtue, however, these
recommendations will be much less situation-specific than any cáncepts
below that level.

For activities in particular, it is intuitively important to improvisation to
have this hierarchical organization as distributeå as possible. When I make
tea, for example, knowledge of activity outside of my tea routine does not
come from one single activity concept underlying it. If it did, I would quickly
be overwhelmed with a great deãt of redunãant activity knowledge the
moment I consulted it. Rather, it is more appropriate to envision such
knowledge distributed over a much more extensive hierarchy: knowledge of
hot-beaerøge-møkinp tasks, for exampie, separated f.om' other types of
beverage-making knowledge, etc. This makãs for more redundan cy, but
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provides a more easily contained and easily accessible organization for this
knowledge.

Inheritance through these hierarchical concepts may supply much more thanconstraints. In the case of intentions especiaily,- nigñ-tével concepts may
contain information (linked directly to specific inientiÃs) that -uy be of useduring improvisation' Consider looking for tea, for example (a sui-intention
that would be adopted during the course of making tea). This couid be bydefault an instan." :l obtaining an item from a jãr (assuming we have a
canister of tea available): an intention that *onÍd consist oifinding the
container, opening it, extracting the item, and closing it. Many variations ofthis same activity_ (e.g. getting something from diawers, jars, crosets, or
cupboards) could be grouped under on" high-level conc 

"pí 
git_item_from_

container) that could contain not only the spãcific constraints common to allthese more specific activities, but an inténtion from which most of the
knowledge needed to complete the activity could be obtained. Lower levels
could then make the intention more speciiic.

Even given the assumption of a fairly distributed hierarchy, there is still anextremely large amount of information that can be gained through
inheritance from any one low-level concept. It would ,""*".lrr*ieldf to put
such a knowledge representation structure to use in practice because of this.However, it must once again be realized that the sáme difficulty occurs inhuman participation in everyday activities. When I think of u .oncept suchas tea, I can obtain an incredibly vast amount of previously storedinformation: everything from how tea is used to its geographical growing
region and the history of its trade. These in turn wiil-tini å -ur,1i.elateãconcepts spanning the breadth of my knowledge. Very iittle of this iá directly
applicable when I am looking for a_tea bag. i stop myself from recalling allthis information simpry because I do nãt invest the time necessary in
traversing my memory for all this knowledge: other things occupy my mindlong before I would reach such knowtedgã, or inclinatiãn stops'me'*here
knowledge is no longer particurarly rele-vant. so it goes with everydayactivities' The more common the knowledge to a particular activity, the
closer it is to the core of the routine for tñat activity. The most crucialknowledge is stored in the core of the routine itsåH (e.g. experientiar
preferences for one action over another), while moïe common knowledge isdirectly connected to the intention itself, and less common knowledge isfurther away in the hierarchy. By the very definition of an everyd ay activlty,
the more crucial oÍ cotilnon the knowledge, the easier it will be to obtain.
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This section has provided only a generai description of the knowledge
structuring necessary for the vast interconnected 

-background 
of concepts

necessary in everyday activities. I have describeJ only the general
requirements for knowledge structuring dictated by the cháracteristics of
everyday activities laid out in Chapter 2. Over and above these requirements,
t1"1" are many knowledge representation difficulties that must be solved todeal effectively with knowledge of the volume and variety necessary tosupport everyday activities. The difficuities in representation of concepts
such as time, motion, and causation are weil-known, and many approaches to
such common sense concepts have been put forward, none of which have
been 

_completely suitable (e.g. [Hobbs et àr., tggs; Hobbs and Moor e, L9gs;
Pylyshyn, 19871). Even accepting the argument that many of these theories of"commonsense reasoning" aÍe devãloped for much more detailed
philosophical cases than everyday activities demandz., I must stlr
acknowledge that a great dear work remains before AI can adequately
represent this volume a1d variety of knowledge. However, as emphasized in
Chapter 1, this is one of the difficuitie_s with wrorking in the field oi inteiligent
agency: one project cannot answer all questions. From the point of view ofknowledge rePresentation, this research emphasizes the structuring ofintentions and gives some requirements on the 

-representation 
of background

concepts, while recognizing that much work remains in the field of
knowledge representation to adequately support this.

5.2.4. Reactors

Despite the wide range of applicability of intentions, there is still one aspect ofeveryday activities that does not fit the intention model described in the
previous section. Consider once again the tea-making example. If I pick up acup, and the cup is hot enough to burn my hand, l-*itt drop the clp either
immediately or very nearly so. I do noi appear to consider the burning
sensation and consciously adopt an intentio., tã drop the cup. Rather, quite
the opposite occurs: there is an immediate desire to ärop the cup, and I haveto consciously adopt an intention to resist the urge to áo so long enough to

76 Many of these theories of commonsense reasoning are far more detailed than any agentoperating in the everyday world would require. Aã an example, one Chapter of [Hobbs etal', 1985] describes. a "naive" theory of 
^reasoning 

about inupu, one äxiom tr *ni.n(describing the legal ways in which âne object 
"o,rTd 

*ov" while stiil touchinj anotherthat remains in place) 
.occupies approximately one-third of a page of formal logic.Clearly everyday activities ure morè-rraive than this.
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move the cup to a supporting surface. Even this intention can only be
adopted temporarily: eventuaiiy the burning stimulation wili override any
conscious effort on my part. This type of activity corïesponds to the fuzzy
boundary between plan-based actions and simple unconscious reactions,
described in Section 4.2. Such reactions are not part of cognitive activity in
that we plan ahead to perform them or even think about wh"at an appropriate
response would be. However, they are absolutely required tä support
intentions, simply because there is no boundary line we can draw between
plan-based behaviour and reactions.

Behaviour of this type is supported in this model through structures known
as reøctors. A reactor is a piece of knowledge consisting of a stimuius and a
response: the stimulus portion of a reactor acts as a trigger for the knowledge
structure, while the response consists of reco.rr-endations for activity.
Reactor structures are not intended to be extremely sophisticated (as universal
planning architectures would have them be), or ev"r, to play an especially
significant role in behaviour. They are intended to represent suggestions foractivity below a conscious level. Reactive responses are intended to be
general: in the above example, for example, the reactor might monitor heat,
and respond by suggesting moving the põrtion of the bodyìhat the stimulus
is applied to away from the stimulus. The responses of reactors are also
suggestions for activity, just as those from intentions. A reactor such as the
one described above may recommend putting down the cup with some
degree of intensity. If this intensity is sirong ãnough, it may immediateiy
override ail other possibilities, effectively short-ciràuifing dãhberation and
moving right to action. Touching a very hot cup is oi this variety: the
suggestion is strong enough that action occurs immìdiately, supersedi.,g anydeliberation. If the suggestion is not this strong, it becomes another of
possibiy many other suggestions that deliberation rrust sift through to decide
on an appropriate action. Deliberation will be explained fully in Sãction 5.3.4.

Reactive structures such as these have been used previously in AI planning
systems, most notably in the phoenix architecture [Cohãn et ai., rgggl.
Phoenix is both a simulat or77 and a set of agents that can be used to fight
simulated forest fires' During a simulated fire, a central agent directs several
buildozer agents to cut fireline around the fire. As mentioned in Section 3.3,
each Phoenix agent consists of a cognitive (deliberative) component, and a

77 The simulation aspects of phoenix are described in Chapter 6.
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reactive comPonent. The cognitive component expands and appiies stored
pians, while the reactive component consists of a set of condiiiãn-response
pairs that represent the agent's complete ability to react during any activity.
The reactive component is run once eveïy time step within tñe símulation,
and causes the condition components of all reactions to be checked. if any of
the conditions of a reaction are found to be true, the action is followed. For
example, buildozer agents have internal reactions to cause them to turn if
they are heading too close to the fire.

The reactors used in this architecture are much moïe sophisticated than those
of Phoenix. When a reactor is activated, the potential action it recommends
is not necessarily immediately followed: it is input to a deliberation process
along with any other potentiai actions that åonstraints dictated ty the
environment or the agents activities put forward. In most cases, reactions
will be overwhelming in intensity (such is their nature in everyd ay activity,
as reflected in the burning cup example), but if they are not, some intention
may be adopted to temporarily stay the reaction. For example, if the cup was
not burning very badIy,I might be able to move to a countertop where I could
set it down before the urge to drop it became overwhelming.

Reactors can also contribute constraints in addition or as opposed to
immediate actions, and may thus serve to change the agent's attitude towardan activity or some part of its environment, thereãy affecting activity
indirectly. Finally, reactions in Phoenix are linear: there is a single"set, all of
which may be avaiiable at any point. Here, reactors may be pa.I of the basic
structure of an agent, but may also be attached to intLntioi.r, .or,."pts, or
settings, thus supporting activity- or setting-dependent reactions. Reactions
are also relied uPon much less in this arãhitecture: in phoenix, reactions
were the only means of timely activity (that is, the only means outside of
expending great cognitive effort to expand and flesh o,ri u plan). Here, theintentions on which improvisation relies can be used with extensive
deliberation as well as with very little deliberation, thus relegating reactions
to a secondary position.
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5.3. \Øaffler: A Constraint-Directed Architecrure for Improvisation

When we mean to build,
we first survey the plot,
then draw the model;

- Shakespeare, Henry IV, pørt 2

The previous Sections of this Chapter have focused on refining the abstract
conceptualization of improvisation described in Chapter 4 to"describe the
concrete requirements of knowledge representation foi an improvising agent.
We have thus moved from being able-to describe what an improvinlg agent
does in a colloquial sense (apptying routine and background'koo*tåag" u,
appropriate) to a knowledge-based conceptualization oi th" events that occurduring improvisation (allowing constraints from intentions to influence theagent's choice oJ action; supplementing this knowledge with further
constraints on activity contained in conceptual knowledg" iit t"a directly orindirectly to intentions and obtained over ìime).

The remainder of_ this Chapter describes an architecture for applying
constraints (through use of intentions and the other knowiedge stiuctures
described in Section 5.2) to guide improvised activity. This arc[itecture has
come to be known as Waffler, after a colloquiaiism for improvisationzs and
the historicai use of the agent terminatio.-'l-e{'in AI pranning systems and
languages.T9

Waffler agents accomplish everyday activities through the application ofintention structures. They recall these intentions from memory, along with
conceptuai structures describing background knowledge associated witÈ theseintentions. The structures in the agent,s memory provide highly
interconnected constraints describing the restrictions imposed by the agent,s
desires for activity and the environment around itself, and the agent employsthe recommendations of these constraints during deliberation to make
appropriate moment-by-moment choices for action. Waffler agents operate
over time: they gather information and make arbitrarily timeä choices foraction. At any point in time, they can choose to act on the basis of the
constraints they have recalled and examined thus far, or they can extend

Thanks to Vincent Wright for introd.ucing me to the term wffiing.

e.g. PL,ANNER, CONNIVER, HACKER, etc. [Barr and Feigenbaum , 1987; Cohen and.Feigenbaum,7982l.

78

79
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deliberation, allowing more information to accumuiate (and potentially,
opportunities to act to pass by). Choosing to act includei not oniycommitment to physical actions, but also to cognitive actions, such asadopting or abandoning intentions.

The primary characteristic of this process is that of recøll. Knowledge in
everyday activities is by definition common and mundane. It will be heãvity
interconnected, and as a result dealing with everyday activities is a matter ofrecalling the most significant constraints on the ágent's activities at the time.
As emphasized in Chapter 4, this is not the same ãs universal planning. Thekey to improvisation is to apply the constraints dictated by the routine when
able, and to use the more extensive-, less directly applicatle, and iess easily
accessible background knowledge both to guiáe t'h" ir,t".pretation of the
distributed routine (i.e. emphasising which pãrts of an intention are the mostimportant) and to apply directly to find appropriate alternatives when the
actions recommended by the routine are inappropriate. At any point in timethere will be intentions that will recommend routine actions, constraints in
those intentions that recommend alternatives, and a vast network of highly-
interconnected conceptual knowredge, each of which may supply fuithãr
constraints (that may in 

_turn support or refute existing altårnatìveé, or give
rise to entirely new possibilities for action).

The key to improvising is in selective recall of this highly-interconnected
constraint knowledge: allowing constraints to guid" t"h""agent,s activity
toward certain alternatives at the appropriate tinies. The prãvious Section
emphasized that this constraint knowledge is highty distributed between the
core of the agent's intentions, externai cóncepts-rrr.h u, the agent,s setting,
and a vast network of background concepts. The agent .ur, r".ãil any (or all)of these, given enough time, but is restiicted by tñe dynamic nature of the
environment it inhabits. An agent may spend a negrigibre amount of time indeliberation and be abie to recail only thl lmmediãtely available constraints
on activity recommended by it's immediate intention, oï may spend further
time and have the abitity to access deeper memory structures. Due to thenature of everyday activities, the most commonly-experienced alternatives
and the most commonly apptied knowledge is mtre heavily compiled and
exists close to the core of the intention (as dãscribed in Section 5.2), while less
commonly applied knowledge is buried further down in the agent's network
of concepts. It is precisely this reliance on the recall of heavilyLtur.orrrrected
knowledge Minsky [1986] emphasizes:

Thinking in the human sense is facilitated by the well-connected meaning structures
(neurons and sets of neurons) that let you turn ideas around in your mind., to consider
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alternatives, and envision things from many perspectives until you find one that
works.So

Figure 5-13. Processing involved in constraint-directed. improvisation.

A high-level conceptualization of the processing involved in a Waffler agent
is illustrated in Figure 5-13. The agent't pur."ptions (as well as its internal
desires) trigger the recollection of concepts and intentions. These provide an
interpretation of the environment uro.rt d the agent, in light of the agent,s
pending activities, through a pool of constraints. Some oi these constraintswill directly recommend or discourage some particuiar action (inciuding
cognitive actions such as adopting or abanãoning intentions). other
constraints may trigger further recall of knowledge structures, while stitl
others will operate at a higher level. These higher--level constraints provide
knowledge-based control over the entire pro."ãr, they may limit the agent
from recalling more concepts from memory than aie absolutety needed,
restrict deliberation in situations where prompt response is necessary, and
may also mediate between lower-ievel cãnstråints, Lmong other functior,s.
Each time the agent recalls some concept or intention froL memory, more

80 This kind of conceptual recall does
although it certainly is in the case
Minsky writes.

not have to be based on a neural implementation,
of humans, which is the perspecfivé from which

Proposes

Propose,

Inhibit,
Reinforce

Expectøtions

Deliberation
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constraints will enter the mix. These new constraints may provide further
restrictions, or may relax or override existing constraints. These constraints
may be entirely contained in the recalled ãoncept, or may be a result of
interactions between concepts and intentions that havå b""r, recalled
previously. Constraints will leave the pool when they are no longer
applicable or when their lifetime has expired. At any point in time, however,
the agent will have recalled a number of intentions and associated concepts,
and will have the use of the constraints they entail as guiding knowledge.

The actions recoÍunended by various constraints are deliberated upon, and as
already indicated, the agent may choose to act whenever it so desires. The
constraints active from intentions and the environment around the agentwill dictate the length of its deliberations. When an action is chosen and
carried out, it will have a set of expectations associated with it, which are
expressed as constraints and serve as a focus for the agent,s perceptual
functions, directing the agent to focus its attention on areas or objects of
interest with regard to its activities.

At first glance this may seem an unwierdy approach, given the amount of
knowledge everyday activities have previousþ been shãwn to involve, and
the time constraints normally found on these activities. If dealing with all
this knowledge were indeed an impossibirity, however, it would be equalty
impossible for human improvisation to take place. If improvisation 

-truly
involved an extensive constraint-directed search process (as problem-solving
agents in AI would normally undertake), it wouid indeed b^e impossible tõ
deal with this amount of information in any reasonable amount of time.
This is the reason everyday activities have been an enigma to AI for so long a
time. However, the,processing described in this Section is plausible for the
same reasons that human improvisation is plausible: øtt 

-of 
this knowledge

contøins a great deal of structure thøt cøn be exploited duriig the course of
øctiaity. It is voluminous, but at any time the agent is dealiig with only a
very small portion of the knowledge it could þotentially en"counter, and
Processes it in a satisficing manner. The intelligence in ihit opproach thus
reaolaes øround focusing on releaant knornledge and øaoiding haaing to
deal with the uast ømount of knowledge the agent possesses thøt is not
immediøtely releaønt to its current øctiaities. The þrocesses described in this
section exploit the same regularities in the 

"r,rrirorr-ent 
that humans do,

and the Processes themseives are based on characteristics of human
behaviour in everyday activities described in Chap ters 2 and 4. Specifically:
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Much of the time, the agent's routine will suffice directiy for its
participation in some everyday activity. This means that theré wiil not
often be large volumes of externar concepts to deal with. The number of
constraints in this pool at any time wilt be reløtiaely smøll, ønd the
structure inherent in those constraints makes them easy to deøl with.

The knowledge with which the agent works during the performance of
everyday activities is highly interconnected - it is easy to recali not onlyany intention previously used, but any background concept. This
interconnection makes it easy to grasp connections between a new
concept and current intentions. For example, the sight of boiling water
-*h,"" the agent is making tea will instantiy satisfy the agent,s nîed for
boiling water. The connection is automatic. For the most part, there is no
extensiae reasoning required to connect bøckground 

^ 
knowled ge to

current øctiuities.

using the knowledge structures described in section s.2, a waffier agent
can gradually move from routine to non-routine knowledge. There i no
need to immediately øttempt to recall eaery piece of infoimation known
about some object or øctiaity. Agents recall only what-they need to be able
to trust their judgement on the propriety of án action. This again keeps
the number of concepts the agent ii aeánng with at any one time small
and the effort required to cope with all thesJconstraints low.

The- most appropriate choice of action in everyday activities is for much
of the time an obvious one. The action will usually be part of the routine,
or will otherwise usually have overwhelming support from some crucial
constraint representing the world around the ageni or an interaction withits other activities. - There wil generøily not be many dfficurt choices
during deliberøtion, by the aery definitioi of eaerydøy øctioities.

Most of the interactions between everyday activities is across time.
Everyday activities do interact with 

_on" u.roth". (e.g. the phone ringing
whiie making tea, as described in chapter 2), interà.uor,, such as these
usually involve only a few simple constraints. The bulk of the
interactions are interferences between one activity and another in the
future (e.g. a shared resource), which can also .rr,rálly be easily resolved
based on the importance of each activity. Interøcions are ísualty not
complex in terms 

-of resolaing them, agøin by the aery common and
mundøne nøture of eaerydøy actiaities.
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tr As discussed in Chapter 2, everyday activities have a forgiving nature; we
make mistakes during the course of everyday activities ali the time, and
generally recover without serious mishap. Serious errnrs are rørely ø
problem, once øgain by the definition of eaàrydøy øctiaities.

To summarize, the operations of a waffler agent as shown in Figure 5-13
would be unsuitable for dealing with huge numbers of constrainls in real
time with no structure to them whatsoever. The extensive search required in
such a domain causes the same difficulty to a Waffler agent that is faced by a
classical plannel81. As this dissertaiion has empha-sised from the start,
however, improvisation has very little to do with such environments. The
vast majority of human activity dops not disptay this unstructured nature. By
the very nature of everyday activities, an uguni wIIl alutayrr possess this kind
of structured knowledge, making ur upp.ouch such as that detailed in this
Section both feasible and advantageous.

5.3.1. The 'SØaffler 
Architecrure

Having described the basic processing involved in Waffler agents, I now turnto a closer examination of the components that make up the architecture
itself. An overview of the architecture appears in Figure 5-14. This Figure is
simplified for the Purposes of emphasizing thJ relationships between
components over the complexities of the components themìelves. The
architecture consists of four major components, implementing the specific
processes required by improvisation (Section 4.5).

In this architecture, the semantic memory required for improvisation is
divided into two parts. An agent's long-term inr*ory contains the agent,s
complete store of knowledge and experience: aii possible intentions,
reactions, settings, concepts, associated constraints, and the numerous
connections between all of these. This knowledge is structured using the
mechanisms described in Section 5.2. As describeã above, when improvising
an agent selectively recalls only a small portion of its overall knowleäge. The
area in which this selected knowledge is stored is termed the agent, s"working
memory ' This working memory holds the agent's current intãntions, other

81 By the same tokery however, a Waffler agent is no more unsuitable to such an environment
than a classical planner. Given enough time to come up with a solution, the Waffler agent
can simply keep searching its memory and eventually piece together a plan in much the
same way as a classical planner would.
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currently significant knowiedge structures such as concept and setting
information, and rea-ct9rs, An important area within working memory is the
constraint pool, which holds the constraints on activity contãbuted by these
structures. During the course of activity, the onþ knowledge áirectly
accessible to the agent (and therefore the only concepts, intentions, and
settings that contribute constraints) is that coniained in working memory.
New concepts, intentions, and setting knowledge must be brougit in from
long-term memory as needed.

Figure 5-14. The'W.affler architecrure.

while working memory is not meant to be a model of human short-term
memory/ it will have implementationally-dependent physical limitations.
working memory represents the active *o.krpu"" or inu agent, where
connections between pieces of knowledge in variols activities can be realized
quickly and the influence of constraints they contribute can be determined in
a similar fashion. It represents a focus placed on all of the knowledge that
could possibly be applied to the acrivity (1ong-term memory). As such)it wili
have physical limitations representing the ãmount of knåwledge thá agenr
can deal with at once. The agent can put as much knowledge as desired into
working memory, but iimitations will eventually require some knowledge to
be lost (removed) as new knowledge is added. 

- 
Becãuse of resource bounds

and the time-intensive nature of some decisions in everyday activities, it is
often advantageous to keep the retrieval of information as tinrited as possible:
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a great deal of new information could displace concepts in the agent,sworking memory that are relevant to guiding activity. in other cases, the
reverse is true: we want to consider the ramifications of ali new information
on activity, regatdiess of the potential displacement of other concepts inworking memory. The mechanisms to control the recollection andmaintenance of information in working memoïy through the use of
constraints are described in Section 5.3.3.

As described in section 4.s, perception is aiso required by an improvising
agent. The constraints 

_currently active in working *"*o.y (i.e. the agent,s
expectation of the world around it) provide a focus for the ãgent,s perceptual
abilities, allowing them to filter out the knowledge most applicable to the
agent's activities from the large amount of informalion potentìaly availabie.
One of the major functions of perception is to stimulate the recall ofknowledge from long-term memory. perception, given knowledge of the
activities in which the agent is participating and tie activities in which itintends to participate in the future, generates cues for long_term memory
which in turn cause the transfer of relevant structures to working memory.
Perception can also trigger reactors in working memoïy, and allow them tomake their contributions (recommendations fãr action or constraints). Inaddition, perception can also verify the satisfaction or violation of constraints,
allowing the processing of intentions to proceed. For example, an agent rr,ay,
after picking uP a cup, expect the cup to be in its hand. This constraint formspart of the agent's perceptual focui, and the recognition of the cup in the
agent's hand causes this constraint to be satisfie¿, Ãa a[ows other activities
to proceed.

An improvising agent also requires a deliberøtia¿ component in order todecide between aL" 
"l,91atives put forward by constraints in the agent,s

knowledge base. The deliberation þ.o.ers illustraied in Figure 5-14 accepts thevarious alternatives proposed through intentions and through the other
sources of knowledge described in Section 5.2, and commits io individual
actions. This deliberation can take many forms. It may be as simpre as
considering a qualitative measurement of the utility of eaáh of the potential
actions available to it.and selecting one, given ro-" simple activity-specific
conditions (constrøints) as to whether waiting for more information would belikely to aiter the agent's decision. Dehbèration may arso involve more
complex measures of utility, taking various factors of Lach potential action
into account. There are several factors common to deliberation in everyday
activities however, and these will be discussed along with the nature of
deliberation in everyday activities in general in section s.g.4.
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In addition to these basic components, there is another component shown in
Figure 5-14 whose influence on everyday activities has not yet been discussed:
that of desire. Chapter 4 has extensively described both hów an agent can be
inflrrenced to perform actions based on the constraints in its en-vironment,
and how the violatlon of one type of constraint (expectations) also directly
motivates activity. However, I have avoided until now the issue of how the
underlying, basic desires that motivate activity arise. The violation of
constraints can explain why an agent may decide to pick up a cup it has
dropped while moving it, and the action of constraints associated with
previous experience can expiain the decision to follow the various actions
that contribute toward having tea. Neither, however, can explain the reason
the agent utants the tea in the first place. Intuitively, the reasons behind such
a desire couid be a combination of many things: an interaction between
thirst, cold, social custom, and caffeine addiction, fo. exampie. Although an
agent needs reasons to act (that is, some means of genËraüng high_level
goals), I view the basic motivations behind desires to be both exìremely
complex and outside of the scope of this modei of activity, and so I include no
model of how the most basic desires arise in this architácture. Any top-level
goal (that is, any desire for action that does not arise as a result ãf any
previous action) will be assumed to be possessed by an agent without
explanation. Some ideas on how a model of desire .ur,-b" incoîporated into
this architecture will be described in Chapter 9.

Together, these components embody the behaviour shown in Figure 5_13:
perception (focussed by existing constraints) arouses concepts in memory (as
do the agent's current intentions), which contribute further constraints on
activity (as well as the recollection of new intentions and concepts). These are
interpreted by a deliberative component, which is also conirolled by the
constraints in existence at any point in time. Particular constraints may
influence the agent to limit deliberation, for example. Such constraints may
also have a more direct influence on one or more of the items the agent is
deliberating uPon. A constraint may indicate the presence of a particular
situation that warrants waiting for more informatio-n before adoptìng some
partícular course of activity, or may restrict the amount of effort ur, ug"it l, to
take toward satisfying a particular desire. Both of these alter how alternatives
are viewed during the process of deliberation. These control constraints also
affect perception (in terms of focus and perceptual effort) and the process of
recalling concepts from memory. These constraints and their effects on
activity wiil be described in Section 5.9.4.
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This architecture embodies the improvisationai approach described in
Chapter 4. A Waffler agent selects activities based or, irrtuti"ctual laziness,
taking the path of least resistance by constraints. These constraints are
attached to concepts, intentions, and settings in memory, which are made
active when those concepts are in working -"-ory. Constraints influence
deliberation by their presence, as shown in Figure 5-1. The agent performs
active search only when circumstances (reprer"t tud by high-leäl coistraints
on activity) indicate that this is necessary. The use of the terms ,,inteilectual
raziness" and "path of least resistance " rrray seïve to characterize this as a
laissez-faire approach. rn fact, it is quite the opposite. The constraints
influencing activity serve to guide the agent toward decisions. The obvious
action to take is by no means always the easiest or the simplest in terms of
effort on the part of the agent. Many will be quite the opposite. The principleof applying constrøints in this manner, howeaer means that the action
selected will be the eøsiest in terms of folrowing the øgent,s internal
restrictions. This is completely independent of the effort rãquired by the
actions themselves. For exampre, an agent may have a geneiar constraint
aga-inst steaiing. Such an agent will find it Íai easier in-tellectually to go
without what it needs or improvise some alternative than to vioiate this
constraint, even though it may take more physicai effort to do so.

Having described the general processes present in this architecture and theflow of information between them, we can now examine the control
mechanisms necessary to integrate these processes. Given the description of
Figure 5-14, there are several important aÀpects to control in this architecture:
allowing constraints to make their contribùtions to activity (conceptually, the
lowest level); managing the migration-of knowledge in and out ãf working
memory and ensuring that the most relevant constraints are available for the
limited time in which an agent can deliberate; using deliberation to select
from the actions the constraints in working memory recommend; and the
Process of allowing constraints in the agentts working memory to alter the
methodologies employed during percepti,on, memory recall, urrd d"lib"ration,
allowing the agent's control strategiei to be tailorLd to fit the situation in
which the agent finds itself. These are described in the foilowing Sections.

5.3.2. Working Memory and Constraints

Section 5.2 has already described the knowledge structures that are containedin both working memory and rong-term t *-ory. what has yet to be
explained is how information migrates from long-term memory to short_term memory and how the constraints common to all the Lnowledge
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structures described in Section 5.2 operate in short-term memory to direct the
agent toward courses of activity.

Constraints may perform numerous functions depending on their particular
type (Section 5.1.1). However, the most obvious function (and thai of most
constraints an agent will possess) is to direct an agent toward or away from
some alternative for activity. Each constraint mãy directly recommend a
particular action or may directly refute a particular action. It may do so
blindiy (i.e. do X), or may contribute some level of intensity for the aótion for
the purposes of deliberation. For the moment, I will call this level ofintensity utility. For exampre, the agent may be making tea. The routine
itself may directly contribute an alternative to ãdopt an intention to look for a
kettle with which to boil water (defaulting to a particular intention, as
described in Section 5.2.7) with a certain utility. If the phone should now
ring, this will trigger a normative constraint (aitached to ?he phone concept,
which will be brought into working memory when the agent reaiizes thepfone is ringing), which recommends an alternative of answering the
telephone, also with a degree of utility. Other constraints in woiking
memory may add to the utility of a particular action (enhance), or may
subtract from it (inhibit). Recall from Section 5.1.1 that constraints
themselves have a utility, a measure of their significance within the current
situation. This is- the same concept as the utiiity of an action, and the utility
given or removed from a potential action is directly affected by the utitity of
the constraint that performs these modifications.

Reflecting the way that new objects we see and recall during the course of
everyday activities are instantaneously integrated with the actìvities we have
in mind, the influence of an active constraint in working memory is viewed
to be incorporated instantly as soon as it becomes active. Constraints are
viewed as parallel, active structures, with the ability to make their
contributions as, soon as they appear in working -u-ory. unless
Permanently resident in working memoÍy, a constraint will be attached to
one of the types of knowledge structures described in Section 5.2, and will
become active immediately upon being moved into working memory. As
described in Section 

?.1.7, 
it is also pomibl" for a constraint to-have a physical

set of activation conditions associated with it, over and above the conåition ofits attached memory structure being present in working memory. These
conditions act as a trigger for the constraint, further ináicating when the
constraint should be able to contribute any recommendations it has.

The parallel nature of constraints means that a newly-recailed constraint can
make its contributions immediately: any connections to concepts already in
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working memory are immediately realized. It also means that connections
between existing constraints and newly-recalled concepts are also realized
immediately. This does not meart that an improvising ãgent has thousands
of processors that are filled with constraints ar,d ullo*ed to run. This is not
an active matching (search) Process. Rather, it is a reflection on the structure
of the agent's memory. Recali from the previous Section that the agent,s
memory (both long-term and working memory) is highly interconnected. A
constraint enhancing or inhibiting a particular alternative should be viewed
conceptually as øIready connected to that alternative. Thus the idea of
constraints making their contributions known in parallel is a statement of arequirement of the memory of an improvising agent, rather than of some
sophisticated processing mechanism as párt" of deliberations2. The
contributions of particular constraints are instantly available due to thestructure of working memory. Deliberation of alternatives involves
reasoning about and comparing particular actions, and is another issue
altogether.

As mentioned above, the idea of constraints operating in parallel via memory
connections is inherent in how humans perfórm in ãveria"y activities: thefact that this knowledge has been applied previously ,"u"y times implies
direct memory connection. However, we must recognize that there are limits
to this' While I can immediately recognize the impiications of a new concept
on my current activities, my chances of forgetting to consider some important
constraint depend directly on the number o? activities in which I am
currently- participating (i.e. the number of concepts I have to concentrate on)
and my focus of attention. If I am performing ãnty one activity, the mentaleffort is not tremendous. However, this process hus its limits. when
confronted with fifteen activities, and integrating new pieces of information
in an ongoing manner, I would be forced tõ writã them ào*n or risk missing
some connections to activities that were not part of my current focus at any
one moment in time. That is, constraints and their consequences can be
activated in parallei, but this parallelism will always have a physical limit.

82 such a memory is currently difficult to implement and. manage computationally, althoughhuman memory is a representative examptu. rn" difference"betweån i*pr""iái"f with ahuman-like memory and with a serial *"*o.y is simply time: it will take much moretime to process the constraints in working ttt"*o.y ii a serial manner. This is animplementational issue and will be described"in Chaptár Z.
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This is the reason for the fundamentar division in memory in this
architecture into long-term and working memories, and for the limited size
of working memory. The limitation chósen for working memory represents
the limit of parallelism in that particular implementation of a Waffler
a$enf83' Intentions occuPy working memory, u.,à ,o-" limit wili eventually
cause no new information to enter without forcing less important
information to be removed. So when dealing with multiple intentions, there
may be times when the agent must have only some of its intentions in
working memory (that is, it must move less important or more temporally
distant intentions back to long-term memoïy whãre constraints cannot act inthis parallel fashion). This is a natural consequence of the volume of
information and is common in everyday activities: we recognize interactions
and consequences quickly, but cannot keep everything in ouiheads at once.

Though already discusse-d in Chapter 2, it should be restated at this point that
having large numbers of intentions is not characteristic of everyday activities.
For example, keeping a list of my business appointments and considering ali
the interactions between them in order to þiun an optimar day wourd be
something I would do using pencil and papei, and some detailed analysis. Itis far beyond the realm of everyduy- uãtirritiur. In everyduy u.iirriti"r,
interacting intentions are likely to be much simpler and smaller in number
(e'g' reasoning about whether putting milk in i"u ,,o,r will spoil making
something else requiring milk rater). In the majority of cases^, an agent,s
working memory will be large enough to handle the number of interacting
intentions and their associated concepts common to the majority of everyday
activities' This is certainly what occurs in human everyday acúvities. When
the amount of incoming information overtakes the abilities of our limited
mental focus we either suffer with the potential for errors, or we make use of
memory aids (e.g. calculators, note pads, computers). That is, we deal with it
as best we can within the framework of our everyday activities, or in a
situation where this degree of satisficing is not tolerable, we move beyond
what are normally considered everyday aitivities.

The assumption of such heavy connections made in the design of working
memory is not at all out of touch with the current state of the art in AI. In
fact, it is fairly conservative compared to many systems. For example, in

83 It is also possible to say that an
constraints in a given unit of time.
absolute size of working memory.

ag^ent's memory can reasonably handle matching N
Conceptually, it is simply easier to think of N að an
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Hammond's Trucker system [Hammon d et ar.,1990], agents receive requests to
pick-up and deliver parcels at various point in a siriulated neighbourhood.
During the course of making deliveries, ãgents may pass by or nãar locations
for pending requests. When this occur+ tft" agánt can integrate the new
request into its current agenda. After doing so, the system stores a reminder
that it once had an order in the intermediate location, and if the original
order is repeated, the agent wiil automatically recall that it once had a parcel
in the intermediate location when it passes by, and checks to see if there isanother' Such automatic recall is much more extensive and questionable
than that proposed here: each individual episode of activity is recailed, even
when it has only the most remote chance of being requiredsá.

The direct links (compited knowledge) that allow a constraint to make its
contributions immediateiy and in parallel can also be used in a larger sense.
Consider the interaction of an external constraint such as be carí¡ut on an
intention such as making tea. Now this constraint could be used at a low
level, influencing the agent to choose one action over another or oneintention over another. However, in the case of making tea I know
beforehand how being carefui would affect the activity: in addition to control
aspects such as taking more time in making decisions, there are certain very
specific aspects of the activity that are altereá. I wouid check that I had all the
ingredients I needed, for example; I would also be more careful in my
coordination when pouring hot water, to ensure that I could react quickly tâ
any spills. There are many other ways in which such a constraint would
knowingly affect an activity such as making tea. If being careful were not a
common aspect of making tea (that is, if the user had never been careful
when,performing activity), the best that could be expected is that the be
careful constraint would contribute varying utilities to alternatives as they
were considered. However, being careful is a common part of the activity,
and so it should be expected that as a common aspect of tnl activity, the agent
should be able to very quickly realize what orr"rull effect being .ur"f.rt has on
the activity. This is done in this architecture by allowing exteinal constraints
such as this one to have direct links to portións of an intention. Thus the
mere Presence of a constraint such as being careful can alter an intention, to
bring out aspects that would normally .,ot bu considered and inhibit other
aspects that might be normal in the ordinary course of the activity. There are
many constraints in any activity that can be used in this -u*"., in fact, any

84 This system and its relationships to this research will be described further in Section g.4
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constraint with which the agent has a great deal of experience. In tea-making
and drinking, for exampre, politeness is another such constraint. The
customs that being polite bring to activity are common and well-known, and
can be easily realized with no inference or memoïy references because of this.

It should be emphasized again that the use of constraints in the manner
described above represents compiled knowledge: the methods by which the
constraints affect the intention are known and can be made without any
conscious inference. In no wøy is there øny expectøtion thøt øll constraints
are processed in this fttønner. An agent must have a great deal of experience
with a condition such as being polite when making tea to have the constraint
directly connected to those portions of the .orrlir," that it affects, in the
manner described above. If the agent were less familiar, the constraint would
not have such a direct connection and wouid instead influence the agent,s
behaviour through the methods described earlier: through adding or
removing the utility of particular alternatives, and by ailãwing further
alternatives to become available through more active search of th! agent,s
memory structures.

5.3.3. Long-Term Memory Migration

The limited síze of short-term memory makes it necessary to migrate items toand from long-term memory. However, the intentions that are the
fundamental knowledge structure for improvisation have no concrete
physical boundary: they consist of a routine and a huge collection of
background information. Potentially, an intention coulJ involve every
single concept in the a,gent's long-term memory. Complete intentions (thatis, the inclusion of all background information) cannot be moved into
working memory at once. Similarly, a concept may contribute constraints,
bu_t so may its parents back through the conóeptuai hierarchy: too large a
collection to hold in working memory at the sarie time. Thesé are particular
instances of a general problem: given one concept, how to know when to
bring in concepts associated with it, and how to hãndle all this in an efficient
fashion.

The answer to this problem lies again in the structuring inherent in the
agent's knowledge of everyday activities. In any intention ih"." are concepts
that are vital to the intention and should be accessed often, and those that are
used infrequently. Lr the infrequent cases, however, there are characteristics
that identify the situations in which this knowledge is usefui. These
characteristics may sometimes be vague, but some grrãr, will always exist.
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These can be included with the portion of
and can be used to decide when to bring
more distant.

the intention in
in aspects of the

working memory,
intention that are

Figure 5-15. Details of memory recall.

A conceptualization of this process is shown in Figure 5-1S. Here the agent
has several intentions it has adopted, which are coñtributing constraints to its
decision-making process. These intentions are not stored in working
memory in their entirety: only the most crucial aspects are initially broughi
in: the routine itself and a few extremely relevant concepts. Those parts of an
intention that are not present in working memory are represented by triggers:
active structures that look for information indicating that the knowlãdge
should be retrieved and stored in working memory. When new information
is obtained (e.g. a new desire or a new piece of infårmation obtained through
perception), these are automatically recognized by the triggers present in
working memory (i.e. all are processed in parallel) and the assãoatåd concept
or intention is retrieved. This may in turn bring further triggers into
working memory. This process allows information to be mãired into
working memory as needed. It also allows the smooth swapping of
information when working memory space becomes limited: rnorrir,j in one
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concept may cause another to be forgotten, but its trigger remains and it can be
recalled when needed in the future.

This conceptual method of selective information retrieval is useful any time
an agent has to deal with a large volume of knowledge and the conditions
under which various concepts may be useful can be defined. It is based on an
approach originaliy used in the PIP expert system for diagnosis in internal
medicine [Pauker et a1., 19z6]. In this system, a short-term memory (roughly
equivalent to the working memory described in this Section) wás'used to
hold hypotheses for the diagnosis of the ill:ress of a presenting patient. Each
concept in an associated long-term memoïy was given a set ãf triggers that
would cause it to move into working-memory, uìor,g with any hllotheses
that concept might in turn trigger. This would in turn cause more triggers (of
concepts directly connected to the to those just moved into short-term
memory) to be drawn into short-term memory, checking for signs that their
associated concepts were useful. 

lhe-se new triggers would nót necessarily
represent less frequently used knowledge as is ttt" .ur" in everyday activities.
Rather, in PIP this process is used as a method of making inferencL using the
current hypotheses the system possesses. For "*u-pl", a given set of
symptoms might match the trigger for a particular medicãl condlion, such as
acute glomerulonephritis, which in turn would be connected to other states,
diseases, or conditions related to it. Concepts with direct connections would
not immediately be brought into working memory, but would allow their
triggers to be moved in, giving the poténtial foi further inference. This
process is by no means novel; however the adaptation to everyday activities
and the characteristics of this knowledge does have novel urp".ir.

Over and above what an agent automatically retrieves into working memory,it is also possible for the agent to actively search its long-ter- -""r.rory forto*" specific piece of information (a cognitive action). Tlis gives the agent
the ability to move beyond the concepts in its working -u-ã.y and obtain
less frequently used knowiedge "buried" further downL long-tlrm memory
(as already described), with the added cost of a delay in retr-ieval. Once in
short-term memory, constraints associated with the concepts contribute their
knowledge in parallel as discussed above. This is not an uãtirr" search process
in the traditional sense, but rather a process of gradual recollection over time.
This process is used often in making decisiois for action: an agent may
decide it does not have enough information to commit to one farticularcourse of action, and may allow more time to access further .or,."pi, in long
term memory that may contribute constraints to aid it in its deùberations.
For example, a preference constraint may recommend alternative X over
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alternative Y- If the agent wishes to wait, more concepts related to these
decisions may be retrieved, giving further information lknowledge behind
the constraint), which in turn may indicate stronger or weaker reasons for the
alternatives in question.

The other side of migration between long-term and working memory is out_migration. As mentioned in the previous section, working -"*ory .u.,
become full, in which case some knowledge will have to be removed before
any new concepts can be retrieved. When any knowledge structure is moved
into working memoty, it has a specific lifetime. ThisLay in be a specific
period of time, or it may simply indicate that the structure is to be resident as
long as some other structure is needed. The lifetime of structures in working
memory will be staggered, and as a result, working memory is cleared out ona consistent basis. More importantly, as intentions are completed, theknowledge structures representing t-hem are removed, alonj with the
external concepts connected to them. In spite of all this, there lyitt ,tltt U"
occasions when working memoïy will overflow. In these cases, any memory
management scheme may be used: old structures may be remóved firsi;
concepts removed first (leaving the cores of intentiorré¡, et.. Methods ofapplying appropriate memory management strategies will be dealt with in
Section 5.4.

5.3.4. Deliberation

As has been emphasized throughout this Section, the majority of the actualwork involved in improvisation is concerned with -"*ory. selective
retrieval from memoïy allows the agent to recognize relevant constraints
dictated by its environment, its pending activities, u.,¿ itr previous experience
with activity. These constraints give rise to alternatives for actioì þothphysical actions and cognitive actions such as adopting intentions), as shown
in Figure 5-16, that must be deliberated upon. Recå[ hówever, thal the choice
of action in everyday activities is usualy àbrriorrr, and the consequences of an
incorrect choice are usually not dire. This is due (as described in 

-Chapter 
4) to

the application of domain knowledge in the form of constraints. The realty
crucial part of this architecture, therefore, is in ensuring that constraints can
contribute their restrictions and guide the agent toward relevant courses of
activity and that constraints are made known and applied at the appropriate
times. These are handled by the agent's working -"*o.y (section !.g.2 and
5'3'3) and the knowiedge structures employed inìmprovisation (Section S.1).

This does not mean that deliberation is insignificant: clearly significant and
extensive deliberation will be rare given the nature of evérydäy activities.
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However, deliberation between choices is virtuall y always necessary, and.
since it is viewed as operating in parallel with memóry recall, the dehbáration
Process has the added burden of deciding when therå is enough informationto commit to actions and when it should wait for for i-rore support.
FIowever, the nature of the agent's deliberations is relatively straightfor ward,,
given the nature and consequences of everyday activities.
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Figure 5-16. Generation of alternatives for deliberarion

The most important concept in a Waffler agent's deliberations is utitity.utiiity is a basic measure of the "goodness,, of an action, as defined by the
constraints in the agent's working memory: obeying a constraint may add a
particuiar utility to a potential action, for exampte. Such a measure could bequalitative, or a quantitative measuïe could be used. At it,s simplest,
deliberation involves the trivial process of selecting the potential action with
the largest utility.

However, the fact that all the knowledge necessary to make an informed
choice may not be available at once complicates this. At any given time, each
of the aiternatives availabie will have a given utility 1e.g. Inosu shown in
Figure 5-16). However, if the agent waits to make iis decision, more
information will be processed by the agent,s short-term memory, possibly
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changing utility measures or introducing new aiternatives. Waiting for more
information may also invalidate other alternatives if there is a limited time-
window for their availability. That is, deliberation is a temporølly dependent
Process.

To deal with this, we must recogni ze the alternatives and their initial
measures of utility for what they are: most of what will initially be availablein terms of alternatives for action and their respective utilitie; is compiled
knowledge: routine actions and preferences. These will, by the nature of
everyday activities, suffice much of the time. Moreover, also 6y the nature ofeveryday activities, the øgent should haae some knowledge o¡ ,lrrn this isnot good enough.

There are two measures through which this is defined in this architecture.
Both, again, make use of the concept of a constraint. primarily, the agent,s
deliberations operate with a utility threshold, a constraint representing theminimum level of utility required to be able to commit to an action. Insituations where one or more actions with a high enough utility are
available, the agent commits to the best. When no action is available, the
agent waits untii an appropriate choice arises. This utility threshold isdynamic: it can be raised or lowered by constraints in working memory. Aconstraint such as be careful , for example, can when activited not only
contribute utility toward (or take utility away from) particular actions, but can
also raise the agent's utility threshoid, ensuring t-hat the actions an agent
commits to have more than an adequate amount ãf support. similarly, if the
agent has an existing utility threshold and no u-o.rniof waiting wií give it
something to do, it may lower that threshold and proceed as best it can.

over and above this, there are also many times when the agent knows to be
suspicious of particular alternatives for activity. The genäal cases can be
handled by general constraints such as the ,ort¡ut example above: having an
accident such as dropping a cup may cause ,r.i, u constraint to become active,
causing the agent to be generally more careful in its activities in the
immediate future- The agent may also, howeveï, have specific pieces ofknowledge associated with concepts or constraints that allow it to be
suspicious of particular alternatives. For example, if the setting is very
different from the usual for a particular activity, this may indicate a-need for
more deliberation, and would subsequently raise the thréshold required for a
potential action to be acceptable.

Deliberation is inherently simple in everyday activities because most of the
work involved in differentiating good alternaiives for action from bad ones is
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done by the cons_traints forming the agent's knowledge of activity and theworld around it. when the guidelines piovided by the ãgent,s t ,o*teage are
weak, fewer or weaker constraintr u." p.orrided, that do i I"r, adequate job ofmaking one alternative obvious, deiiberation becomes more complex. Thatis, reliance on compiled knowledge is a substitution for deliberation
(knowledge trading off with search) made possible by the nature of everydayactivities' It is precisely when the situation in which the agent finds itself
strays from the eygryday that its guidelines become weak. thJless experience
the agent has with the particular variant on activity or setting, the weakerwili its guidelines be, as the agent strays farther and farther fiom everyday
activities (as per the spectrum of activity described in sections 3.s and 4.2).

In 
-order to cope with less routine situations, we must recognize that therewill be times when deliberation will get complex enough thaî a single utility

measure will not suffice_for adequate .o*pu.irorr. t wiãh to emphaJi ze that rdo not intend in. this Chapter to bridge ih" gup between improvising and
problem-solving (as discussed in Section +.2¡. fnis dissertatio., ãdd.esses onlyeveryday activities as I have defined them in Chapter 4. I claim only that
which has already been stated: that as the agent -ãrr", away from everyday
activities and toward problem-solving, tñe guidelines provided by itsintentions (constraints) become weaker, and dehËeration -.,rt compensate bybecoming more extensive (in conjunction with a more extensive search of
the agent's long-term memory for appropriate alternatives).

In order to aliow more extensive deliberation, variations on utility must beprovided. utility represents, as mentioned earlier, the ,,goodness,, of aparticular action in a global sense, as defined by the constraints that support
and refute the alternative. It is a currency-buruá -uurure [Minsky, 19g6] thatallows us, effectively, to compare appres and oranges. However, such
measures allow wide comparison by hiding the very fáctors that make theitems under comparison different from one anóther. Certainly, onealternative may have a greater utility than the other, but the agent iá often
more interested in the specific factors that make up this utitity. ï everyday
activities, there are three factors that are especially significant: 

-

tr Effort' The estimated effort of some alternative is an important aspect ofits overall utility. When comparing various methods ãf achieving the
same desire, it is an important factor in utility when all other factors are
equal. For example, say an agent runs of milk for its tea. Now, there are
several obvious alternatives: not having milk, having some form of
coffee whitener as a substitute, or obtaining milk. There are varying
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amounts of effort associated with these (intuitively, they are listed in
order of increasing effort). If the intention of having'milk ln its tea is notparticularly important to the agent, however, thã earlier alternatives
become much more attractive than the latter.

tr Compøtibílity. Wlnen several alternatives for an intention arise, not only
may they differ in effort, they may differ in the degree to which they
satisfy the agent's original intent. To use the above example, each of the
alternatives satisfies the agent's desire to have milk in its tea to a different
degree. Going and getting milk, while requiring more effort, wourd
certainly satisfy the desire better than substituting -ff"" whitener, whichin turn is better than nothing at ail85.

tr Timeliness- The agent must also be concerned with the perceived
timeliness of each alternative: how important it is to act quickly if it is to
take advantage of the alternative.

Effort and compatibility are applied in a similar fashion as utility: thresholds
(constraints) exist for compatibitity and effort, and aiternatives not meetingthose thresholds cannot be selected as choices for activity. However,
constraints on effort_ and compatibility are inherently different from utility.
Because we reason about the effort and compatibitity of alternatives for one
specific course of action, the constraints the agent possesses on effort and
compatibility are not global. Instead, restrictioni for compatibiiity and effortare defined for a particular intention or desire. when år, ug"r,i adopts anintention, the intention will have associated with it restrictions on the effortto which the agent should be willing to go to satisfy the intention, and thecompatibility that is required. This effoit and compatibility are modified
hierarchically as further intentions are adopted. That is, u, ,ho*n in Figure
5-9, each new intention contributing towaid the same activity may modify
these restrictions. As, an exampre, consider the running-out-oi-milË example
mentioned above, and assume for the purposes of exaniple that compatibility
and effort are measured quantitatively on a scale of one to ten. ñow, theintention of putting milk in tea will have constraints on effort andcompatibility associated with it (and modified by higher-level intentions).
Assuming the agent has- knowledge that there is no milk in the house, analternative would arise from this intention to adopt an intention to obtain

85 Although many coffee-drinkers would dispute this.
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milk. The situation that results from
Figure 5-L7.

adopting this intention is shown in

Figure 5-17. Constraints on effort and compatibility.

Through the processes described earlier in this Section, this intention would
cause several alternatives to arise. some of these would be common
alternatives and would likely be stored in the intention itself (e.g.
abandonment, adding coffee whitener) while others may be obtained through
attached concepts (e.g. buying or borrowing milk may arise throulh
information in the agent's milk concept). Each of these has an intuitive effort
and compatibility, which the agent can use in conjunction with the
constraints on these factors associated with the intention.

When deliberating in situations such as this, the agent is necessariiy never
working with complete information. Each possible alternative for action will
have an intuitive estimate of utility and effort, for example, but these
intuitive estimates will vary widely by context: going to the store for milk
increases in effort greatly when it is late at night, for example, when few
stores remain open and the agent may have to travel further. The only way

Intention-step giaes rise to Alternøtiaes

borrow-milk
effort:5
compatibility:10

= constraints

buy-milk
effort:6
compatibility:10

effort'.,2.' , ' ,l

comþatibility:8

add-coffee-whitener
effort:1
compatibility:5

abandon-intention
effort:0
compatibilitv:3
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to ensure that information is as accurate as possible is to consult every
concept in the agent's long-term memory to ensure that all possibie affects are
accounted for86. This would require a great deal of time in most cases, to say
the least, and it would be an extremely rare situation in the course of an
everyday activity for this to occur.

Now, in this case, there is no intention that matches the constraints on effort
and compatibility. Each of these alternatives either takes too much effort or is
not compatible enough with the original intention. The agent now has two
alternatives available to deal with this situation. First, there may be
constraints in addition to those shown in the Figure that allow the agent to
choose one factor over another (e.g. not having mitk is not as compatible, but
takes less effort than the other alternatives; if effort is important at the time,
this should take precedence). This will be elaborated upon in the next Section.
This would allow a choice of action, but in most cases we cannot expect to be
told that one factor is more important than the others.

In these cases, time is the factor the agent uses to make a decision. The more
the agent delays its decision, the more accurate its estimates of effort and
compatibility will be. If the agent were to wait awhile, more concepts will be
retrieved to working memory and the measures of effort and utility
associated with its current alternatives for activity may go up or down. For
example the need to go to the store for some other reason may make the
agent more willing to make the trip, lowering the effort for this alternative to
an acceptable level, or the agent may recall a store that will be open despite
the iate hour. In the same time span, however, further constraints may be
realized and others may expire, which may in turn alter the constraints on
effort and compatibility themselves. For example, other tasks may be
completed and the agent may be willing to spend more effort toward
obtaining milk. At a more global level, waiting may lower the whole
importance of making tea,lowering compatibility and allowing abandonment
of the intention. Time is a natural feature in deliberation that has often been
downplayed in AI planning systems. It is not until it becomes a direct
consideration in the architecture itself, as it is here, that its true significance
becomes so obvious.

86 Of course, even then the information will still never be complete, because the agent can
never have complete knowledge of the world around it. From the point of view of the
agent, however, consulting every concept is as complete as it can possibly get.
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When effort and compatibility are used to compare alternatives to a particular
intention, utiiity is sti[ important. That is, these are not substitutes to utility,
but go hand in hand with it (since utility also incorporates many other
factors). The effort and utility of alternatives may make one choice obvious
over another to be applied to a particular intention, but the utility assigned to
the option that is acceptable in terms of compatibility and effort may still not
be enough to make it the best choice. Some other alternative, contributing to
some completely different intention may be better. For exampie, the agent
may require boiling water for tea and have the option of using a stovetop
kettle or an electric kettle. While these options are available, the telephone
may ring. One or the other of the kettle options may be better in terms of
effort and compatibility, but answering the phone will stitl take priority most
of the time.

The final factor useful in deliberations, as mentioned earlier, is timeliness.
Timeliness does not operate in the same fashion as utility, effort and
commitment, but rather operates at an extremely local level. When a timely
response is required, this fact is stored with related alternatives. This may
bias the agent (depending on the effort, compatibility, and general utility of
the timely alternatives) to take advantage of methods of selecting one
alternative over another that do not involve waiting for more information.
For example, if the agent is in the middle of putting milk back in the
refrigerator and the telephone rings, this is a known time-constrained
opportunity. The fact that this exists may (assuming the estimated utility is
greater than what it is doing), immediateiy cause the agent to stop what it is
doing and answer the telephone. It may even, in the case of close estimates of
utility, cause the agent to be biased toward the timely alternative even when
that alternative's utitity is not the greatest - by virtue of the fact that its
estimates will be more accurate than others, and there is no time to obtain
any more information). Once agaín, the methods by which this occurs will be
discussed in the next Section.

To summarize, the key to deliberation in this architecture is time. Time
allows the agent to gradually consider its information, using the most
obvious estimates when little time is available for making decisions, and
when the situation requires, waiting and gathering more information. The
distribution of deliberation over time is also what prevents the agent from
being overwhelmed with background constraints when following a routine.
When alternatives from some intention first become available, they will be
based initially on only the most obvious knowledge the agent possesses:
constraints in the intention itself (mainly preferences) and interactions
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between the core of the intention and other concepts and intentions the agent
already has in working memory. In the majority of cases, this is enough: the
agent can commit to some (mental or physical) action and move on.
However, when it is not enough (i.e. when more global constraints on utility,
or the effort and compatibility associated with some intention are strong), the
agent can spend more time gathering information. Much of the time
however, the agent simply does not bother to go to the extent necessary to
check all this information. The primary features of this architecture in terms
of dealing with everyday activities are thus the structure of intentions (the
connection of distributed background knowledge to the core of intentions
either closely or more distant based on relevance and experience), and this
approach to deiiberation (taking advantage of this distribution and the
natural effects of time on activity).

It is also important to emphasize that the rest of this architecture also operates
over time, and the constraints that give rise to particular alternatives can,
from one cycle to the next, keep proposing them. In the replacing-milk
situation above, if the agent chooses to answer the teiephone, the constraints
that give rise to the idea of returning the milk to the refrigerator will, for the
extent of their lifetime, keep proposing this as an alternative. Realistically,
the telephone conversation would have to become very tedious for an agent
to decide that putting milk in the refrigerator is more important, but in other
situations this does occur: if the phone conversation comes while water is
heating, and boiiing water is left on the stove, for example.

5.4. Constraint-Directed Control

Thus far, two contrasting roles played by constraints have been emphasized in
this Chapter. Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 have emphasized the guiding role of
constraints. In this role, I have illustrated the use of constraints in
contributing and removing utility from alternatives for action, directiy
guiding decision-making in activity. I have also shown that constraints can
apply at a higher level, both through inheritance and by directly modifying
the alternatives an intention provides. Section 5.3.4, on the other hand. haã
emphasized the more global nature of control constraints: in particular, how
globai constraints on utility and intention-specific constraints on effort and
compatibility can allow the agent to make rationai decisions.

However, the role of constraints in control in this architecture goes much
further than this. As illustrated in Figure 5-14, constraints can also directly
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controi deliberation, recollection, and perception, the three primary processes
of this architecture.

In perception, expectation constraints (representing the expected results of
pending actions) form a particular focus for the perceptual component,
allowing it to distinguish particular items that are useiul in the agent's
current activity. when picking up a cup, for example, an expectation of the
cup being in the agent's hand would be posted, and could be confirmed or
refuted by perception.sT Focus constraints can also be triggered, directly
forcing perception to focus on particular objects. Such constraints are
essentially a command to perception that overrides all other options. Once
again, each constraint will have a utility, and this utility allows the agent to
deal with the most important constraints first.

Constraints can also be used as a mechanism for appropriately adopting
memory management policies. As mentioned in Section S.3.3, several
options exist for memory management: as new items flow into working
memory, older, less important, or less frequently used items can be removed.
A particular constraint, triggered by external circumstances that indicate a
particular strategy should be used, can move the agent from one strategy to
another. For exampie, if the agent is quickly switching from task to task, high
level constraints can recognize this and cause the agent to remove less
frequently used items as opposed to using the other approaches. Like
perception, explicit focus constraints can also be applied here. A constraint
may be triggered in a particular situation (e.g. when one intention is far more
important than any other), indicating that memory management should
focus on one particular intention and its related concepts to the exclusion of
others. Such a constraint could be used in important situations to direct the
entire architecture toward one particular activity: preserving one intention's
detailed concepts over others would allow more constraints to contribute
toward alternatives for one particular intended activity. This wouid not
exclude other activities completely: a constraint of high utility could still
contribute some other alternative that wouid be significant. This merely

87 In models of intelligent agents, perception is usually confined to the visual: the agent
would have to see the cup. However, there is no reason that other modes of perception
could not also be controlled in the same manner. A posted expectation for a cup Ueing in tfre
agent's hand could be verified by touch for example, as welf as sight. Similuily, th" sound
of a cup being placed on a tabletop could confirm ihis expectation.
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allows the agent to focus on one particular activity and put others further into
the background.

In deliberation, we have aiready seen that a constraint on utility is necessary.
This is another constraint that directly controls the agent's activity, by being
modified when significant situations are recognized. For exampie, a be
cøreful constraint, in addition to putting forward particular alternåtives for
action, and modifying an overall intention, may direct the agent's utility
threshold upward or downward. Effort and compatibility conitraints have
similar controlling effects: global constraints can also adjust levels of effort
and compatibility defined for a particular intention. Tlre be careful constraint
mentioned above, for example could require extra compatibility. A social
setting would alter compatibility in a similar fashion: we do things better for
company than we do for ourselves.

In addition to these examples of control constraints, Section 5.3.4 has also
mentioned that there are many constraints that recognize when more
information for a particular alternative action should be found before
committing to it. These constraints also indirectly control deliberation, in
that they force a delay before choosing a particular alternative and aliow
additional information to be considered for all possibilities. Such a delay may
allow some aiternatives to become better (higher utility), others to become
less appropriate choices (greater effort, less compatibility, lower utility),
entirely new choices to arise, and other (time-dependent) opportunities to be
missed.

While some of these high-level control constraints may be attached to
concepts or intentions (e.9. constraints that recognize when further
deliberation is necessary in regard to a particular intention), many are not. It
is difficult to see how a global utility constraint, for exampie, coulá be attached
in such a manner, or how constraints that recognize interactions between
intentions (e.g. a focus constraint for memoïy management that recognizes
when one activity is far more important than others). These constraints must
be viewed as constraints on ali activity in which the agent can participate,
unattached to any particular intention, and permanently avaiiable in working
memory.

Because of their generality, there wili not be many of these constraints: they
do not contribute toward any particular activity, but modify the internal
comPonents of an agent in order to allow it to better make decisions on
actions as the situation around it changes dynamically. They are the
behaviour level constraints described in Section 5.1.3.
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These constraints are significant in this capacíty, in that they represent
knowledge outside of particuiar intentions and concepts in the agent's
working memory. However, in comparison to these, their role is minor. As
emphasized throughout this Section, the most significant part of this
architecture is the appropriate recall of concepts and intentions into working
memory, and the subsequent contribution of constraints that modify
intentions and directly propose or discourage potential actions. These
behaviour-level constraints do not perfectly direct an agent in every new
situation. This must be accomplished though the application of intentions
and the background knowledge behind them, as detailed throughout this
Chapter. Røther, these constraints proaide defaults for the processes within
an øgent thøt øllow it to øpply constrøints ønd background knowledge
effectiaely.

Whiie individual control constraints will often temporarily override the
initial defaults provided, it must also be recognized that there will be certain
specific situations in which these control constraints will interact to alter the
behaviour of all components within the agent. For example, when a strong
time-limited opportunity is available, such as answering the telephone, a
lower utility, stricter effort limitations for other pending intentions, and
perceptual focus constraints may be automatically triggered. Now, these may
be triggered individually through the recognition of the significance of the
phone-answering alternative in relation to others the agent is currently
considering. However, this may also be handled in an activity-independent
fashion. The recognition of a time-dependent opportunity may perform such
control functions automatically, over and above any specific knowledge of
answering the telephone. A package of control constraints such as this allows
the agent to temporarily override its current settings and adopt a different
demeønor toward activity. Within the context of this architecture I term such
a package a behøaiour mode .

At first, this may seem an overly complex mechanism for controlling
behaviour, with far too many potential behaviours to mediate between in
order to keep activity rational. Indeed, in Section 3.3, I criticized Brooks' view
of activity as competing and layered behaviours for precisely these reasons.
However, the behaviour modes proposed here bear little resemblance to what
Brooks proposes. In Brooks' work, behaviours represent and propose specific
actions for agents to take; behaviours form a layered architecture, control
moves from behaviour to behaviour, and rational activity emerges.
Behaviour modes as I have proposed them are not behaviours in the sense
that Brooks proposes. They are groups of a few general control constraints
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that allow the agent to tune its internal components toward exceptional
external situations. Their sole purpose is to provide a mode of control: they
generate no alternatives for activity, recall no information, and make no
direct decisions. Because of this role, and the nature of everyday activities, an
agent will have only a few behaviour modes. Everyday activities are not
complex, and there are only a very few basic exceptions to the agent's default
mode of control (e.g. the time-dependent opportunity example described
above). While there will often be situations in which an individual
constraint will slightly alter the behaviour of one or more components (e.g. a
circumstance indicating that some alternative deserves further consideration
during deliberation), only rarely will large-scale control modifications on the
order of a behaviour mode take place. I have identified only especiaily timely
situations, extreme danger, and emotional reactions such as fear. Within the
context of everyday activities, the former (and the example used throughout
this Section) is really the only behaviour mode that applies. I will not argue
that this is the only behaviour mode that is applicable to everyday activities: I
will argue that these satisfice for the majority of everyday activities, and
future research will address the role of behaviour modes in this architecture.

5.5. Summary

This Chapter has presented a constraint-directed architecture for
improvisation based on the requirements of everyday activities described in
Chapter 2 and the nature of improvisation described in Chapter 4. I have
described constraint-directed knowledge representation structures that
capture both the routines an agent applies during the course of everyday
activities, and the background knowledge that allows those routines to vary
with the situation in which the agent finds itself. I have also illustrated the
interacting Processes involved in applying these structures to perform
everyday activities, and have described in detail the memory, peïception, and
deliberation components that make up this architecture.

Within this model, constraints are applied at several levels. At the lowest
level, individual constraints in the agent's working memory directly support
or refute alternatives for activity. Constraints also directly modify intentions,
and at the highest level, directly control the processes of the architecture itself.
Overall, constraints bring to this architecture precisely that which is needed to
deal with everyday activities. Constraints provide a mechanism for adding
flexibility to the agent's routine knowledge. Constraints also directly
represent the known restrictions on activity dictated by the environment
around the agent, the restrictions indicated by adopting particular choices of
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action, and the interactions between activities the agent is considering. That
is, they provide an usefui mechanism for exploiting regularities in thã world
around the agent and in its own knowledge of activity. Constraints have also
been shown to be useful in controlling the extent to which an agent reasons
during the course of an activity, and also in providing a flexible means of
control over the processes in the architecture itself.

Constraints have been recognized previously as a useful mechanism for
providing flexible and adaptabie control. In particular, Evans and Anderson
[1990] have presented a means of control in multi-agent planning that is
similar to the utility-based deliberation methods described in Section 5.3.4
The similarities lie in the extent that constraints contribute to the deliberation
Process and in the use of a threshold for utility. The applications themselves
are very different, however, and the constraint-directed deiiberation described
in this Chapter has many novel aspects. These will be discussed in Section
8.5.

While this Chapter has provided an extensive description of this architecture
and its internal operation, many implementational details remain: the
nature of memorY, for example, and whether a qualitative or quantitative
representation of utility should be used, have been left to be decided upon in
a particular implementation. Chapter 7 discusses alternatives for these
choices, and describes a partial implementation of this architecture, including
several examples of improvised behaviour. The following Chapter describes
the tool created as part of this research for the implementation of an
improvising agent.
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A GENERIC SII,TULATIoN

SvsrEM FoR INTSLLTcENT

AcpNT DssrcNS

The universe is wider than our views of it

- Henry David Thoreau, Walden

6.0. Introduction

In order to examine the behaviour of an intelligent agent architecture, that
architecture must be given a physical embodiment: the agent must be
allowed to interact with an encompassing environment and display its
behaviour in light of stimuli from that environment. Such an embodiment
is required during the development of an architecture, for the purposes of
feedback as well as for the purposes of testing the final design to illustrate
both the competency and the limits of an architecture. For the purposes of
this research, it was decided very early that a simulation system would
provide the most appropriate environment for development, for reasons that
will be made clear in this Chapter.
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A simulation system for intelligent designs requires special elements not
associated with general-purpose simulation languages and equivalent tools.
For example, in order to be used for such purposes, a simulator must be
generic: that is, it must provide the flexibility to accommodate an architecture
that is undergoing constant modification, as well as the ability to represent a
wide range of environments. The lack of such flexible support in existing
simulation systems led to the development of Gensim, a simulation system
designed in conjunction with the architecture described in the previous
Chapter. Gensim functions as a generic simulation system, and was ãesigned
not only to support this architecture during development and offer facilities
for examining its performance, but to provide the facilities necessary to be
useful to a wide range of intelligent agent research.

This Chapter describes the motivations behind the use of simulation in
intelligent systems development, both in general and with regard to this
architecture. These motivations are then used to define a set of iriteria for a
generic simulation system: one that will support a wide range of agent
designs and a wide variety of environments. These criteria serve two
purposes: as a benchmark by which to compare existing systems, and as a set
of goals for the development of Gensim. This Chapter then describes the
features and functioning of Gensim in detail.

61. Simulation and Intelligent Systems Research

Intelligent agents designed to perform in the real world should by definition
be tested and evaluated in the real world. However, intelligent systems
continue to be developed using simulated worids despite this obvious fact:
typically, an agent is designed to demonstrate some aspect of intelligence and
is tested in simulation, with the assumption that the demonstrated
behaviour will scale appropriately to the real world. However, the continuing
disparity between the relatively small number of deployed systems and thã
large number of systems that perform oniy in simulated environments has
come to be one of the strongest and most often cited arguments against the
utility and future of intelligent systems (e.g. [Dreyfus,I9B7; McDermott, 19g1]).
This criticism is not undeserved: in many early cases, simple simulated
worlds were chosen innocentiy, under the mistaken assumption that the
differences between such environments and the real world were
insignificant. However, many systems are tested in simulated environments
that make unreasonable simplifying assumptions in order to avoid issues
that would be problematic to the system. Very few of these are deliberate
attempts to mislead, but the poor science demonstrated in the unrealistic
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assumptions made by such systems has led to suspicion of any modern
intelligent system that performs in a simulated environment.

The difficulty with this suspicion is that it confuses problems that may arise
from using a simplified envftonment with those that arise from using a
simuløted environment. Simplified environments can never be like the real
world, and only intensive analysis of the assumptions made in constructing
these worlds can gauge the applicability of the results obtained from them. A
simulated environment need not be an overly simplified model of reality.
Indeed, even simplification is not in and of itself a problem. Pollack (in
[Hanks et aI., 7993D goes to great pains to illustrate that not only is
simplification not a problem, it is as absolutely necessary for experimentation
in AI as it is in any science. Simplification is required to isolate a given
phenomena in a complex system, and is a critical tool to any scientific
endeavour: any difficulty lies in the lack of analysis of assumptions made
when using a simplified world. Rather than qualifyi.g results obtained from
such research, general (and sometimes grandiose) claims are often made that
are not logically entailed by the research itself.

When (in AI) we state that the environment a given agent operates in is a
simuløted one, it means only that the objects around the agent and the
physics of the world itself exist only in the form of a computer pïogram. The
agent interacts with information provided by the program tutt "i than the
physical objects themselves. This program can be as complex or as simple as
desired: simulation does not necessarily imply over-simplification. The
suspicion of simulated environments is justified in that in many cases,
simplification is hidden beneath simulation. In any truly scientific effort,
however, the two issues should be dealt with separately.

Despite this overall suspicion, there are many logical reasons for using
simulated environments for testing intelligent agents. The foremost of these
concerns the nature of the field of artificial intelligence itself. As discussed in
Chapter L, AI is an immature science, and as such it does not yet possess a
wealth of broadly accepted theories that form a concrete foundation for
ongoing research. Because of this, any broad research will be hampered by
being forced to deal with unsolved problems in peripheral areas. Nowhere is
this difficulty felt more than research involving intelligent agency. Almost
any research project in this area involves the integration of a number of areas
(e.9. vision, knowledge representation, robotics), with the necessity of solving
oPen problems in those areas or making assumptions about the nature of
those problems. Thus, if one develops a theoretical architecture for an
intelligent agent, unless one intends to solve eaery open problem in areas
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such as computer vision and robotics, one is forced to make (possibly
incorrect) assumptions about how these various peripheral aspects will
operate when more complete theories are available.

The use of a simulator in intelligent agent research is thus largely an issue of
practicality: the large collection of interrelated problems encountered when
implementing an intelligent agent necessitates the use of a simulator to aid in
accounting for those pieces of the theory that are not yet complete. The focus
of any individual research project in intelligent agency lrray be quite narrow
(e.g. demonstrating the utility of a new form of representation within an
intelligent agent). In such cases, it is irrelevant (from the point of view of the
original research) to provide complete answers to peripheral problems such
as sensing, given the effort required to solve these problems. Admittedly,
peripheral areas such as sensing are not independent of other aspects of
intelligent agency, but can be de-emphasized as long as the assumptions made
to deal with them are explicit and reasonable, and that results from such
research are interpreted in light of those assumptions. Indeed, Pollack (in
[Hanks et a1., 1993]) points out that the assumptions made about peripheral
areas can suggest further experiments: an important consideration given AI's
current stage of maturity. In addition to conserving research resources,
simulators are also often required because of a lack of physical resources. Few
research facilities can afford the staggering cost of supplying enough robotic
technology to meet the needs of all the intelligent systems research projects
they support [Etzioni and Segal, 1.992] nor the manpower to maintain this
equipment.

In addition to basic limitations of research resources, there are many sound
reasons for choosing to use a simulator to examine the performance of
intelligent agents. These reasons essentially fall into two large categories:
some advantages come about because of the utility of using software rather
than hardware, while others arise from greater control available in a
simulated world compared to the real one. Some of these have been noted in
previous studies (e.9. [Cohen et aI., 1990; Etzioni and Segal, 1992; Etzioni,
7993D, while others have arisen during the design of the architecture
presented in the previous Chapter:

tr Maintaining control ønd isoløtion. The real world is often unpredictable,
and it can be difficult to estabiish control over those variables that must
be controlled experimentally and isolate those that are to remain
independent. Indeed, in the real world, it is impossible to control for
many variables. Just as other scientific experiments are performed in
specialized laboratories to isolate the particular phenomena the
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experiment is concerned with, simulators provide the control necessary
to extract valid experimental results. Controls may be placed to eliminate
interference, but also to provide control over the complexity of the
domain, in order to find the point at which techniques undergoing
experimentation begin to break down. Because of these control abilities,
domains can be saved and shared, allowing simulation environments to
serve as a broad metric for comparing intelligent agents [Howe, 1993;
Hanks et a1.,19931.

Møintøining consistency between triøIs. This is another aspect of control:
in the physical world, it is impossible to guarantee exactly the same
conditions between trials of an experiment. A simulator can present a
common environment across many trials, providing exactly the same
initial state and planned course of events for each. This may be extremely
difficuit or impossible in a physical environment.

Ease of experimentation. A simulator can also perfoïm a long series of
trials with much greater speed than could ever be expected of a physical
environment. Once constructed, simulated domains can also be
modified, either slightly or in the extreme, much more quickly than can
most physical domains.

Euølunting agents in inaccessible worlds. Many of the worlds that
intelligent agents are designed to operate in may be physically inaccessible
for the purposes of testing (e.g. space probes) or may be worlds that do not
physicaily exist. In such cases, simulation is the only viable option.

Creøting worlds more demanding than the physicøt u¡orld. while the
physical worid is already more complex than current technology for
intelligent agents can handle, we may still wish to test agents in domains
where some aspect of the physical world is amplified to an extreme. For
example, if a given event occurs rarely in the physical world, but it is
critical that an agent handle such an event correctly, it is much more
convenient to simulate the event than to wait for its occurrence in the
physical world.

Examining øgent performance in døngerous enaironments. In many
cases, intelligent agents are expected to perform in domains that may be
too dangerous to humans. In these cases, the domain is presumably
dangerous for the intelligent agent itself, and thus it is worthwhile to
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verify its correct performance in simulation before risking valuable
software and hardware in such an environment.

Aaoiding component unreliability. Current hardware technology causes
many problems in demonstrating AI systems. For example, robotic units
often break down and cause errors unrelated to the intelligent system
under evaluation. Such failures can sometimes occur with great
frequency [Etzioni and segal, 1.992], greatly slowing down the reséarch
process. Given that most current research will be near or beyond the
limit of current technology to adequately support, it will often be more
reiiable to examine the behaviour of the system under simulation rather
than in the physical world. úrdeed, many laboratories with a wealth of
robotic equipment continue to use simulation for precisely these reasons.
Etzioni and Segal [7992] also point out that current robotic technology can
also severely limit realism: manipulators and visual sensors often cannot
perform to the degree that is required in some domains. This necessitates
the same kinds of simplifying assumptions for which simulators are
criticized. Indeed, many projects involving the use of robotics artificially
manipulate and simplify the physical domains in which they operate to
cope with hardware limitations [Etzioni, I99gl.

Møintaining a consistent øgent interface. Depending upon the design of
the simulator, it may be able to provide an identical interface between
agents (e.9. providing an identical basic interpretation of sensory
information to each agent). This allows an agent's reasoning abilities to
be examined independently of its sensory abilities, and for agents to be
compared solely on this basis. In many cases, this is the primary reason
for using a simulator: sensory processes often require speciai equipment
and significant effort to rearize, and are complex enough that a
comparison of two different agents could be significantly biased due to
differences in sensory processes.

Proaiding øn understønding of domøin complexity. By allowing control
of specific aspects of the domain, a simulator fosters a deeper
understanding of the domain, and can also facilitate more specific
analysis of domain complexity. Some of the most significant results of
simulated systems such as Phoenix [Cohen et al., r9B9] have been a better
understanding of the complexity and nature of the environment through
the process of impiementing a simulation.
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This is not to say that simulation is always an adequate substitute for reality:
the use of a simulator for evaluating intelligent agents is by no means
without disadvantages. Howe [1993] points out that the very ease of use that
simulators bring to the testing process can allow researchers to construct
experiments too quickly, without the cleariy stated hypotheses and careful
methodology that physical domains encourage. This problem has been
shown to be especially prevalent in military modelling, und has come to be
known as the base of sønd problern [Davis and Blumenthal, r99t1as.
However, the most obvious difficulty with employing a simulator has already
been alluded to: the ability to make simplifying assumptions (even to avoid
issues that are impossible to deal with otherwise) can easily lead to making
broader, invalid assumptions about the way the world works [Agre, 19sg].
This problem has also been noted in other fields where simulation is
employed: In general, the control that simuiation models provide can also
allow researchers to model only those aspects of an environment that they
choose to be significant, ignoring other aspects that may have a much greater
impact on results than is initially assumed [Friedland,ITTT).

In the past, such assumptions have led to an overall lack of understanding of
the physical world and how agents operate in it (which in turn has resulted in
many of the limitations of classical planning theories). However, relying on a
completely-implemented peripheral system, as many recent systems attempt
to do forces much of the overall research effort to be expended on intricacies
that are not the real focus. It also forces the reasoning in such systems to
operate at a low level, and deal with simple environments: the focus is on
making complete simple systems rather than complex systems that do not
attempt to provide an answer for every question. Systems that include
complete sensory and effectory appaïatus (e.g. [Agre and Chapman, lgg7;
Chapman,7990; Maes and Brooks,7990l have illustrated that such approaches
will work in highly reactive domains where few if any high-level, tóng-term
decisions are required. However, more complex domains are beyond the
scoPe of these approaches. This is the real difficuity: such models are
becoming more attractive because of their simplicity, and there is a growing
and unjustified assumption that these same modeis will suffice for the

88 Davis and Blumenthal [1991] explore many of the factors behind modelling experiments in
military applications in particular that give rise to the problem alludãd tã by Ho*".
These factors, such as dubious acceptance criteria, minimai empiricism, and parochialism,
occur much more generally outside of military applications than Davis and Blumenthal
state.
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implementation of higher-level behaviours8e. Clearly, both approaches that
focus on the complete implementation of simple systems us welf us those that
focus on given aspects of complex systems have their roles to play in
intelligent systems research. Both perspectives approach the same puzzle
from opposite ends, and each makes its own assumptions. What is important
from a scientific viewpoint is that those assumptions be explicit utrd thut
results produced be explained in light of those assumptions.

The decision to make use of a simulator for the deveiopment of the Waffler
architecture was due to a combination of these reasons. By its very nature,
the architecture cannot provide answers for all questions: it is an iliustration
of an approach to a particular cross-section of human problem-solving, and
was not designed to answer every question regarding the lower level
cognitive support for those questions: designing the sensing aspects alone
would be a large, long-term research project. Not answering all these
questions necessitates the use of a simulator. Attempting to employ robotic
technology would have restrained the architecture to very simple domains:
an agent could not move about a kitchen, finding objects such as tea bags and
reasoning about whether to put milk away, simply because this level is
beyond what current hardware can realistically support. Such a move would
invalidate the architecture itself: improvisation is an approach designed for
complex but weli-experienced domains. Trying to illustrate it in a simpler
domain is simply not demonstrating improvisation. Most of the other faciors
were also involved: robotic equipment was iacking, for example, and there
was from the beginni.g u strong desire to have an easily varieã, controllable
domain.

89 Indeed, the premise of much of this work is that the various behaviours of simple animals
can be understood and implemented much more easily than human behaviouis, and that
these mechanisms can serve as a basis through which higher-level intelligence can be
realized. In a weak sense, I believe this is true: the implementation of suclt behaviours
can illustrate interactions and techniques which may be useful in creating more complex
behaviours. Flowever, the strong sense in which Brooks and otherã imply this is
unreasonable: the behaviour of lower animals is simply too far away from human-level
intelligence to be a convincing basis. Many believe that the evolutionary process itself
makes it futile to try to find any similarity in cognitive machinery betwõen different
animal species. Different species will differ radically in the nature of their intellectual
processes, simply because of differences in their environments and the expectations this
places on cognitive mechanisms [Pearce, 1987]. Moreover, even the behaviour of lower
animals employs many problem-solving mechanisms that are beyond the scope of these
simple architectures [Pearce, 1987; Birch, I94S].
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6.2. Requiremenrs of a simulation system for Intelligent Agenrs

Having made the decision to employ simulation technology, further
questions arise as to the role that technology is expected to play and the
specific features of that technology that are required. Simulátion systems
have become an important tool for examining real systems under research
conditions, in fields ranging from physiology to natural resource
management. A simulator provides a model of a real system, ailowing the
modeller to study how that real system behaves under conditions of interest,
and examining the consequences on the entire system of a change in some
aspect. The primary function of a simulation system is thus to manage
change in a model over the course of time. In many areas, the overall
objective view of the environment is of prime importance, and various
sources of change in the environment need not be differentiated. Such is the
case in most simulation for natural resource management, for example: the
focus of interest rests along the whole scope of the environment.

Change in a such a simulated world comes from three sources: from random
elements in the environment (e.g., the wind blowing), from objects that
perform mechanically and deterministically (e.g. machines), and from
intelligent agents, which make changes through actions they take of their
own volition. For the purposes of this discussion, the latter type will be
termed primøry agents or simply agents, and the former types rø.ndom and
controlled agents respectively. Change from from random and controlled
agents is supported easily in most simulation environments: even older
simulation languages such as SIMULA [Birtwhistle et al., 7973] provide the
features necessary to support mechanistic change. Supporting truly
intelligent agents, however, requires many additional facilities from a
simulation system. In addition to providing an accurate model of a particular
environment for the user of the simulator, a simulation system for
intelligent agent designs must provide a virtual reality for the agents existing
in the simulated environment. It must provide a view of the world to
intelligent agents through their own perceptual systems, and integrate the
actions of these these agents (through their effectory systems) with change
from other sources in the simulated environment [Anderson and Evans,
7ee4l.

In a simulation system for intelligent agents, neither of these two roles can be
emphasized at the exPense of the other. The current stigma attached to using
simulation systems in conjunction with intelligent systems development
illustrates what happens when sacrifices in the realism of a simulated
environment are made. Similarly, if the accuracy of the environment
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surrounding a collection of intelligent agents is stressed over accurate
interaction between the agents and that environment, the performance of
those agents will not reflect reality.

The ability to provide a virtual reality for intelligent agents is a broad goal of
simulation testbeds for intelligent agent development. Any individual
research project will have many more specific needs, however. We may
desire to examine a single agent design across a variety of problem domains,
or to examine the performance of a range of agents within a single domain.
The particular focus of each research project dictates additional requirements:
one may be interested in decision-making in a single agent, for example, or
cooperative behaviour between multiple agents. To deal with such a range of
interests, any simulation system designed for intelligent agent testing must be
generic: that is, it should make as few assumptions as possible about the
nature of the environments it is modelling and the agents that inhabit those
environments. It is impossible to completely eliminate all such assumptions,
simply because agents and the simulator must communicate with one
another in order to provide perceptual information to agents and to inform
the simulator of the agent's actions. Such communication mechanisms
constrain the design of agents and the design of the simulator itself.
However, like all other assumptions, their impact should be minimized. In
computer science, there is usually some compromise that must be made
when designing a generic system: the more generic the system, the wider the
range of applications for that system; however, this generic nature is usually
accomPanied by an increase in compiexity (e.g. the number of options a user
is confronted with), making the system more difficult to make use ofe0. This
is equally true for simulation systems. A generic simulator will be moïe
wideiy applicable than a special purpose system, but is likely to require moïe
work on the part of the user to employ, since fewer assumptions about the
nature of these entities are made by the system.

In addition to placing as few constraints as possible on potential agents and
environments, a generic simulator must endeavour to provide the features
necessary to support the wide range of projects in intelligent agent research
described above. In the design of the architecture presented in the previous

90 Compare, for example, the T¡X and Microsoft WORD text processors, or EMACS and a
standard Macintosh text editor. All are useful, but the more complex systems, while
having a steeper learning curve and expectations of greater knowledge anå work on the
part of the user, are applicable to a wider range of applications.
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Chapter, as well as other research [Evans et al., rggz], the following
requirements were noted:

tr Modulørity. A simulator should ideally be a completely separate
computational process from the agent and the domain it resides in. This
would result in a truly general simulator in that one could theoretically
plug any agent or domain definition into it.

tr Support for multiple øgents and processes. A simulator that supports
multiple agents is clearly more widely appiicable than one that is
restricted to single-agent capabilities. Indeed, few realistic domains are
exclusively single-agent domains, and one common criticism of an
intelligent agent design is a lack of provision for reasoning about other
agents. Thus, the ability to support multi-agent simulations is crucial for
a generic simulator. Even though much of the coordination abilities in a
multi-agent environment must reside in the agents themselves (e.g.
reasoning about how other agents may interfere with one's actions,
preventing and correcting for such interference), special support for
multiple agents must be implemented in a simulator as well. This
includes aspects such as separate storage space for the knowledge of
multiple agents and the ability to handle change from several different
agents at the same time.

To be able to handle the widest possible range of abilities, a generic
simulator should also be able to work with agents that consist of multiple
Processes/ as well as single-process agents. A lack of support for multiple
processes in a simulator would exclude parallelism from any agent.
Parallel architectures are being turned to increasingly to deal with the
large volume of information inherent in most problems involving AI,
and so simulator support for such architectures is of increasing
importance.

tr A cleørly defined relationship between øgent ønd simuløtor. Given that a
generic simulator is to be used to run an arbitrary collection of agents in a
given domain, the relationship between agents and their simulated
environment must also be clear and explicit in order to ensure the
accuracy of the simulation. Among other things, any assumptions about
the timing of actions, chains of causation over time, sensory abilities, and
way in agents communicate (e.g. refer to objects) with the simuiator must
be clearly understood by modellers to ensure accuracy and utility.
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A iack of precise definition of such features has traditionally been a
problem in simulation systems. Detaiis of communication between an
agent and simulator are often sketchy, as are assumptions made by the
simulator about the internal operations of agents and other parts of the
domain. Indeed, basic concepts such as what the simuiator considers an
"action" or an "event" to be is often left to speculation. This makes it
exceedingly difficult to assess the suitability of a simulator for a given
appiication.

Simple interføce. The interface between the agent and the environment
should be as simple and low-level as possibie, to reflect the real world
(and rely on fewer assumptions about the domain and agents). The input
of the simulator (output of primary agent processes) should idealty be the
direct actions that the agent is performing on each object in the
environment (e.9. grasp teapot; lift teapot). The agent will have its own
expected set of results for each action it is carrying out, and the simulated
environment confirms or refutes these expectations and carries on a
simulation of a causal consequences of the actions of the agent. For
example, the agent may pick up the teapot and expect the teapot to then be
in its hand. The simulator, upon receiving the information that the
agent is carrying out this action, can then update the environment
accordingly: depending on the physics and other conditions in the
environment, the teapot may or may not actually wind up in the agent,s
hand. The agent can then be informed of what actualiy occurred.

Ability to control for many aariøbles. A generic simulator, in addition to
being able to handle a diverse aftay of agents and domain definitions,
should be able to control for many aspects of the functioning of the world.
The actual domain features that must be controlled vary from experiment
to experiment, but a general simulator should provide for control of
elements that are common to many domains (e.g. how much sensoïy
information is presented to the agent, how often the agent receives such
information, how often the environment may be altered). There are two
basic types of variability that can be supported by a simulator. Examples
such as those just cited can all be implemented using simple pa.umeters
to the system: a global parameter for the length of time between
environmental updates, for example. On the other hand, there are types
of variability that are too complex to be handled by a simple parameter
mechanism. For example, two agents may work with actions at radically
different degrees of granularity. One agent may reason about actions like
lift to grasp an object, while another may intricately control the
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movements of a manipulator to accomplish the same thing. Granular
variability can still be supported by a simulator,but is clearly much more
complex to change.

These criteria represent the basic requirements of a generic system for testing
and examining designs for intelligent agents. While they were arrived at
through the analysis of the the needs of the Waffler architecture (Chapter 5)
as weil as other ongoing projects in intelligent agent research at the
University of Manitoba (e.g. further work on constraint-directed multi-agent
planning [Evans et al., 7992],I believe these projects to be representative of
current research trends in intelligent agency, both in terms of their general
objectives and their requirements for simulated environments. Other
suggestions for requirements exist: for example, [Hanks et al., 1,9991review
specific issues in intelligent agent research, with the implication that
simulation must look toward providing support for such issues. Many of
these points are subsumed by the very fact that such a simulator must be as
generic as possible. For example, supporting a wide range of environments
entails several of the requirements of Hanks et al. [1993], such as providing for
external events and using a well-defined model of time.

6.3. Evaluating existing simulators

In recent years, several simulation testbeds have been developed for the
PurPose of testing and examining intelligent agent designs. These include:
Phoenix [Cohen et a1., 1989; Howe and Cohen, 1990], a generic simulator that
is used as part of a larger system for controlling fire-fighting agents; Tileworld
[Pollack and Ringuette, 1990], a grid-based system for examining the
performance of intelligent agents in domains where the stability and
importance of goals varies; Mice lDurfee and Montgomery, rg1g; Montgomery
et al., 79921, a multi-agent testbed also based on a grid-like structure; and Ars
Magnø [Engelson and Bertani, 7992], a sophisticated system that attempts to
accurately simulate the functionality available in current robotic technology.
White each of these systems is powérful and sophisticated, each is also geared
toward specific environments and agent designs. Each of these simulators
was examined in light of the criteria presented above, in order to gauge their
ability to be used in this project. This Section summarizes the results of this
analysis.
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6.3.1. Phoenix

Phoenix [Cohen et a1., 7989; Howe and Cohen, 7990] is best known as an
advanced planning system for fighting forest fires, incorporating both
reaction and deliberative planning. In addition to an advanced planner,
however, Phoenix also contains an integrated simulation system for Phoenix
agents. This subsystem accurately simulates the spread of forest fires and the
activities of agents attempting to extinguish these fires. The Phoenix
simulator manages a great deal of unpredictability in its domain: actions can
have random components, and provision is made for random agents (e.g.
fires). The domain provided in Phoenix is extremely realistic, and ihe overall
system is impressive. The simulation component of Phoenix timeshares the
agents and environmental updates as a single operating system process.
Synchronization is set by default at five minutes (that is, the system works to
maintain each agent and the environment to within five minutes of one
another); however, this synchronization "window" can be made larger or
smaller, and run time decreases or increases in proportion.

While its success as an overall system is unquestionable, as a generic
simulator Phoenix leaves much to be desired. The authors of Phoenix claim
that the system is generic, in that it can manage any simulation that invoives
maps and processes [Cohen et aI., 1,989]. However, this generic nature is
extremely limited in practice. In the sense that the map provided for the
system could be a map of a city as opposed to a park, or that the agents defined
could be cars as opposed to bulldozers, the system is indeed somewhat
generic. However, there would seem to be significant difficulties involved in
extending the system to domains without very strong analogies to its fire-
fighting domain (no attempt has been made to adapt the simulator to another
environment has been published to date). The simulator itself is a secondary
issue in the Phoenix project, and is not well described. No information is
given on the interface between the agent and simulator. No algorithmic
descriptions are availabie apart from the basic claims of how timing works,
and even those timing examples are not complete: there are no illustrations
or examPles of how agents are interleaved with one another, nor how the
interactions between them are handled at a low level. The examples cited
[Cohen et a1., 1989] show processing for only one agent and do noi give any
indication as to how other agents are treated.

Phoenix is aiso claimed to be a muiti-agent simulator, and in some sense this
is true: multiple agents can inhabit the same domain. However, only one
agent is truly a primary agent: the fireboss, a centralized controller that issues
instructions that other agents carry out. These alternate agents more closely
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resemble what I have defined as controlled agents, in that they are iargely
under control of the fireboss. They differ slightly from controiled agents,
however, in that they have their own simulus-response mechanisms that
operate independently of the fireboss. They also have their own views
provided by the simulator, and these can differ from the objective view
maintained by the simulatorel. It can be argued that this is simply a very
centralized organization of a multi-agent system, similar to a blackboard
organization [Nii, 7989; Hayes-Roth, 1985]. However, the limited nature of all
but the central agent in any demonstration limits the utility of the simulator's
multi-agent capabilities. While all Phoenix agents share the same basic
architecture [Cohen et al., 7989], it is not ciear how much difference in
architecture can be tolerated by the basic system, nor how adept the simulator
is at handling multiple primary agents in general.

Phoenix also has only a very limited number of parameters that can be
adjusted. The only one mentioned in the literature is the time difference that
is aliowed between the environment and the agents in the system [Cohen et
a1.,79891. All others (presumably) must then be altered or controlled through
re-implementation of the agents or environment. However, since neither
the interface nor the low-level structure of these are explained, the
complexity of such re-implementation cannot be estimated.

Overall, the simulation component for Phoenix, whiie clearly functioning
very well within the sophisticated domain for which it was originally
designed, is of dubious use as a generic simulator. Phoenix is representative
of a class of modern intelligent systems, where a simuiator (or other sub-
component) is designed for a fairly specific type of agent and environment,
and is claimed in retrospect to be generic. Just as some highly-successful early
expert systems were presented as general-purpose problem-solving shells (e.g.
MYCIN [Davis et a1., 1977] and EMYCIN [van Melie et a1., r9B4]), such sysrems
usually Prove useful only in domains that closely match the applications for
which they were originally designed. Like Phoenix, most of these systems do
not provide any explicit reprogramming facilities to extend the shell to fit
problems that differ significantly from the original application, and thus their
use is extremely iimited.

91' Although it is not explained how limited perception is performed, and this limited
perception does not seem to be easily adjustable.
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6.3.2. Tileworld

Tileworld [Pollack and Ringuette, 1990] is another system presented as a
general-purPose simulator for intelligent agent architectures. Unlike
Phoenix, Tileworld is presented foremost as an independent simuiator, rather
than as a peripheral component of a specific agent architecture.

The Tileworld simulator consists of a grid whose squares can be traversed by
an agent' Some of the squares in the grid are designated as obstacles that bar
Passage of the agent. Some squares also contain tiles that can be shifted by the
agent, while other squares contain "holes" that can be filled with a given
number of tiles. Each hoie has a given point value and exists for a given
amount of time. The ultimate aim of the agent is to maximize a point score
by fiiling as many valuable holes with tiles as possible in a given period of
time. Tileworld provides control of many variables within this scheme: for
example, the lifetime and frequency of each type of object; the distribution of
scores for holes; and a possible decrease in value for a hole over time.

In combination, these variations can allow testing of an agent in many
domains, and there are advantages to the Tileworld approach. These
parameters provide a great deai of control over one basic theme, yielding a
good testbed for experimenting with problem-solving methods. The domain
is also simple enough that many important issues in the relationship
between the agent and simulator simply do not appear. Issues such as delayeã
effects of actions, for exampie, can effectively be ignored. The complexity of
the domain can also be studied, and the domain itself is well-understood.
Tileworld has also been used outside its original development group for the
testing of problem-solving algorithms [Kinney and Georgeff, \99r].

Part of Tileworld's advantage, however, is also its biggest difficulty. only one
basic domain is provided, and this seems closely tied to the design of the
simulator itself. Thus one can experiment with aspects such as the timeliness
of a domain, but only within the general tile-shifting environment. This
environment suffices for testing basic problem-solving strategies, but its
complexity is lacking for testing sophisticated agent architectures. The
complexity of the tile-shifting domain certainly does not come close to the
Phoenix domain. Part of the desire for a well-understood domain such as
tile-shifting may stem from avoiding assumptions about perception.
However, avoiding the issue completely can be as problematic as making ill-
informed assumptions. In the case of Tileworld, for example, it is impossible
to provide domain controls for such criticai features as the information-
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gathering abilities of agents, because the basic domain is too simple to require
an.y'

Tileworld is also only a single-agent simulator. While it may be possible to
modify the simulator to provide such a capability, the overali timing process
and the structure of agents themselves are not weli-described, and so the
difficulty of making these modifications is unknown. The interface between
the simulator and the single agent it operates with is also not described in
detail. While the simuiator is demonstrated using a specific agent design, no
indication is given of the ease of using a different agent architecture with the
system. However, the experiments conducted by Kinney and Georgeff l799ll
mentioned above describe the use of a simplified Tiieworld to examine a PRS
[Georgeff and Lansky, 1,9871agent, a planning agent that reacts by allowing
changes in the world to alter the order in which its plans are executed. This
agent does show similarities to the agent for which the Tileworld was
designed, in that it uses metareasoning strategies to attempt to introduce
spontaneity to traditional means-end reasoning. Indeed, Kinney and Georgeff
draw many analogies between these systems. However, there is also enough
difference between the structures to show that the simulator can be
adequately used with other agents. Kinney and Georgeff [1991.] do not discuss
whether extensive reprogramming of the simuiator was required in ord.er to
make use of this agent, nor how much effort was needed to modify the
Tileworld to suit their experiments. In addition to these limitations, many
further examples are described by Hanks et al. [1993].

Tileworld, then, represents the opposite end of a spectrum of simulators. It is
relatively simple to use and provides a constrained environment for ease of
experimentation. However, it is limited in that it concentrates on providing
a limited number of controls over a specific and (relatively) simple domain.
The domain is not programmable other than through modification of the
basic control parameters, and so experimenters must ignore issues that the
basic domain does not provide for. Tileworld provides a good domain for
testing some aspects of intelligent systems, and especially for testing the basic
approach that a more complex agent would exemplify (e.g. testing a reactive
algorithm with a specific configuration of the Tileworld before developing
and examining a more complex agent based on the same principle in a more
complex domain). It is not well-suited, however, to simulating everyday
domains at a high level, or to examining more complete, complex agents.
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6.3.3. MICE

MICE (Michigan Intelligent Coordination Experiment testbed) is a system
specifically designed to simulate the interactions of multiple agents [Durfee et
aI., !9891, and has many analogies to Tileworld. The MICE simulator is also
based on a grid, although the domain is in some ways much less constrained.
Agents can move about the grid, create and destroy other agents, and
constraints can be defined on the environment and on agents themselves
(each agent is user-implemented as a LISP procedure). The result is a very
Programmabie system that can implement many domains within the same
grid-based system: Durfee et al. [1989] illustrate the use of the MICE simulator
on a predator / prey environment, a fire-fighting environment, and in
simulating robot coordination.

Uniike previous simulators, a clear and concise interface is made between
agents and the simulator. A complete set of possible instructions that an
agent can give the simulator is provided, and the type of information an
agent is allowed to receive is made explicit when designing the agent. Also
unique is the fact that some effort has been spent in considering the
relationship between actions committed to by the agent and their effects
manifested over time by the simulator. However, in order to keep the
simulator simple, the nature of actions is made somewhat awkward. Each
action and event is considered to be discrete, regardless of the amount of time
that action or event requires. Thus if an agent moves from one square to the
next, and that movement takes four time units, the agent completes the
move in the first time unit, and then must wait three more time units until
something new can happen to it [Montgomery et al., Igg2].

MICE is in some ways a much moïe general simulator than Tileworld or
Phoenix. It is the first that is designed to be explicitly programmable: a user
can develop a LISP function to mimic the behaviour of a given agent, using
guidelines provided by the system, and can fairly easiiy nnÈ tnis fuäction into
the simulator as an operating agent. It is more complex to use than
Tileworld, because it is more modifiable and the domain is less constrained.
The interface between the agents and the domain is explicit, however, and
many features are also provided to ease the programming of agents.

MICE is an improvement over previous simulators in many ways. However,
it too has difficulties. For example, the physics of a MICE domain are entirely
concerned with the interactions between agents, and no other environmental
processing is performed. This severely restricts the ability of the simulator to
support dynamic events, and from this perspective MICE is much more
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restrictive than Tileworld [Pollack and Ringuette, 7990]. MICE also shares
many of the difficuities of previous simulators. The system is designed
specifically for performing coordination experiments, and thus much of the
Programmability of this system is oriented in this direction. Most of the
events that can occur in environments implementable in MICE involve what
happens when agents bump into one another, cøpture or link to one another
(generic terms with specific meanings depending on the domain), and in fact
the types of actions the agent is allowed to take are fairly limited and
simplistic. These bias MICE to a fairly specific ciass of applications, as well as a
fairly specific set of control criteria.

Perhaps more significantly, MICE shares Tileworld's difficulties in simulating
complex domains. While the domains of MICEe2 and Tileworld certainly
display some level of complexity, this complexity is confined to specific
dimensions of the domain. Spatial complexity in both systems is obvious, for
example, but other aspects are far too simplistic: agents do not have the rich
abiiities for gathering information that they do in the real world. There are
no real limits on the amount and type of information the agents can obtain,
and even the objects in the world itself (tiles, nondescript symbols
representing predators and prey) are organized to keep the "information
complexity" of these domains low.

6.3.4. Ars Magna

Ars Møgna is a recently developed simulation system designed to simulate
the actions of a mobile robot. The system is accurate in that the operations
supported by the simuiator reflect the abilities of current robotics technology
[Engelson and Bertani, 7992]. The system allows the user to define the
behaviour of a robot, and provides an extensive collection of functions that
allow the robot to interact with the rest of the domain. The domain consists
of an indoor area mapped by the user (i.e. a collection of rooms and walls), a
collection of user-defined objects, and containers that can hold these objects.
This is an extremely sophisticated domain in comparison to those examined
previously: the domain is informationally as weli as spatially complex, and
sensing is limited by the abilities of the cameras mounted on the agent.
Unlike Tileworld and Mice, agent-independent events can occur through the

92 While MICE is not associated with a single domain, the types of domains to which it is
well-suited clearly fall into a small category (as previously described). For the sake of
comparison, we will treat this category as the "domain', of MICE.
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use of user-defined procedures known as kickers that execute randomly.
These essentially implement the random agents described in Section 6.2.

Ars Magna will no doubt prove to be the most useful of the simulators
examined thus far. Because of the choice of a robotic domain, it directly
addresses the issue of avoiding hardware unreliabllity, one of the primary
reasons for making use of a simulation system. By programming the
simuiator with the abilities of the robot the inteiligent system is ultimately
intended to control, its abilities can be tested without relying upon (or risking)
physical hardware components.

The system can also construct fairly complex variations on the basic robot
problem-solving domain. The authors differentiate between two types of
variability in the system: flexibility, which entails the ability of the system to
impiement a wide variety of problems, and tunabitity, which entails the
ability to modify system parameters within a given problem. Ars Magna
provides a great deal of domain tunability, in that the speed of the robot, the
abilities of its cameras, etc., may all be set via system parameters. The domain
is also flexible, in that the user can define new types of objects, and actions
that can be performed using them.

This flexibility and tunability, however, is entirely within the domain. The
simulator itself is neither tunable nor flexible. While many parameters are
provided, none of them control the simulator itself. The basic timing of the
simulator and the rate of change in the world, for example, are not
modifiable. Similarly, little in the way of domaín flexibility is included. It is
unclear how one could implement an entirely different domain in Ars
Magna, although the authors claim that the indoor robot simulator can
"probabry approximate" other robotic environments as well [Engelson and
Bertani, 79921.

Ars Magna is intended to be exactly what it is: a useful simulator designed to
accurately approximate an indoor robotic environment. It was not designed
as a generic simulator and does not function well as one. It fails to meet
many of the criteria outlined above; for example, it does not support multiple
agents (although its kicker procedures could be used to implement the effects
of another agent, there is no way these could be used to simulate explicit
agent interaction). The internal mechanisms are largely left undescribed, in
favour of extensive descriptions of the interface functions providing the robot
with access to the rest of the simulated world. Neither of these points is a
direct criticism of Ars Magna as a robotic simulator; however, they both serve
as evidence that Ars Magna's main contribution is its accurate domain rather
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than its abilities as a generic simulator93. Even within Ars Magna's domain,
the high level of detail provided may be more than is desired in many
appiications.

6.3.5. Special-Purpose Simulators

In addition to the simulators described above, many other systems exist
within the scope of a single appiication. Given that none of the simulation
systems examined so far are truly generic, differentiating special-purpose
systems from those already examined may seem unusual. However, the
simulators that fall into this category specifically exist within the context of
one system and make no ciaims to be used in any other manner.

Two of these are especially notable. The Toøst system [Agre and Horswill,
79921 includes a very elegant and simple simulation system designed to
present a kitchen domain to an intelligent agent. The simulator is not easily
adaptable to agents other than that for which it was designed, since it relies
closely uPon a particular and unusual organization for the physics of the
domain: every possibly transition for every object is stored with the object
itself. However, it illustrates that a simple simulator can handle the
information complexity and (to some degree) the timing complexities of an
everyday environment. A similar effort has been made by Hammond to
provide simple but adequate simulation domains for tine Trucker (delivery)
and Runner (errand-running) projects [Hammond, 7989; Hammond et al.,
79901. Agents in these environments interact at a high tevel (e.g. an operation
might be turn left at 42nd street), and manipulate objects in the environment
in a similar manner. In the case of Trucker, multiple agents are supported in
a manner similar to Phoenix, and the interface itself is also quite complex:
agents Parse information given by the simulator to simulate the sensing of
higher level objects (e.g. a building with windows and a tighted sign, sensed
as separate entities, might become a store).

The domains presented by these simulators are in general much more rich
and complex (although much less well-understood) than those of Tileworld

93 In fact, the authors admit that the focus of the project is providing the domain, and most of
the existing documentation of Ars Magna [Engelson and Bertani , 1,992] is concerned with
describing the intricacies of this domain and comparing Ars Magna to other simulators
from the point of view of domain. Little is available on the internal operations of the
simulator itself.
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or MICE. These simulators compensate in part for this complexity by
examining the domain at a relatively high-level. Toast, for example, reasons
about a great many different classes of objects, using high level operations
(e.g. the agent might move a plate from one spot to another in a single
operation). This contrasts with the domains of previous simulators, which
concentrate on the detailed processing of a few fairly simple objects. This is a
difference in granularlty, a concept mentioned previously.

The amount of detail a simulation system can provide is extremely variable,
ranging from high-ievel approaches such as those described above to methods
detailed enough to precisely mimic complex physical processes. Rather than
representing a ffioae-pløte action in the manner described above, for example,
one might minutely simulate each detail of the move, resulting in a much
more complex simulation, but also one with much greater accuracy. Theories
of qualitative physics (e.g. [Forbus, 1984]) can be used in understanding and
simulating complex physical systems in this manner, and such systems are
widely available for use in simulation (e.g. [Kuipers, 1986]). However, it is
extremely rare that this level of detail is required for examining an intelligent
agent and the processes that constitute its behaviour: much of the reasoning
an intelligent agent is involved with in commonsense domains is high-level,
abstract reasoning.

Because of this, the utility of developing a simulator that specializes in low-
level detail for the purposes is examining intelligent agents is low. Even Ars
Magna, which provides the most detailed domain of the simulators described
in previous Sections, abstracts many details of a real robotic domain in the
interest of expediency [Engelson and Bertani, 1.992]. The "generic" simulators
examined in previous Sections form a middle ground when compared to
qualitative physics systems, but the argument still applies. None of the above
systems are well-suited to dealing with high-level approaches to information-
complex domains in the manner of the special-purpose simulators presented
earlier.

The major contribution that these special-purpose simulators offer is their
perspective: the view that complex, information-rich domains can be
simulated at a high level for the purpose of testing intelligent agents. They
are Presented here specifically for that viewpoint, and are not critiqued. The
criteria used to evaluate simulators in previous systems cannot be applied
here, because the criteria themselves depend heavily on the assumption that
a simulator should be as generic as possible. Fair comparisons thus cannot be
drawn.
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6.3.6. Discussion

Each of the above systems has many individual strengths and weaknesses.
Considered broadly however, these simulators may be divided into two
SrouPS with respect to their abilities to serve as a generic testbed for intelligent
agents. Some systems offer complex simulations of speciaiized domains (e.g.
Phoenix, Ars Magna). Such simulators are often designed as part of a specific
agent architecture or domain implementation, and serve well in that capacity.
F{owever, they generally prove inadequate when an attempt is made to adapt
them to a new domain or to a new type of agent. other simulators (e.g.
Tileworld, Mice) are more general or abstract, but provide a great deal of
variation on one (usually simple) ciass of domain. These simulators are
adequate for testing simple strategies in problem-solving, but are inadequate
for representing more complex domains. of the four, MICE would likely be
considered the most generic, and has been labelled as such by others [Hanks et
aI.,79931. However, as Section 6.3.3 has indicated, it has many problems itself.

In fact, while each of these simulation systems is well-suited to some
environments, none provide the features necessary to make them truiy
generic from the point of view of intelligent agent research. Adapting any of
these simulators to an agent design or domain that it is not biased toward
would likely require a major effort. This is unsuitable from the point of view
of developing intelligent agents, as well as from that of studying simulated
domains. Agent architectures and domains are highly likely to change during
development, sometimes drastically, and if a simulator cannot provide
support for such changes, users are likely to spend most of their time adapting
one system or another to their changing designs. The only alternatives
currently available to this are adapt one of the many special-purpose
simulators that have been developed in conjunction with particular agent
designs (e.9. [Hammond et a1., 1990; Agre and Horswilr, 1992]), or to make use
of other forms of simulation, such as qualitative physics systems (e.g.
[Kuipers, 1986]). Taking the former route involves exactiy the same problems
as adapting the pseudo-generic systems described above. The latter choice, on
the other hand, provides detailed simulation of a particular environment,
but none of the specialized features for integrating intelligent agents within a
simulated environment.

The difficulty inherent in applying existing simulation systems to the task of
examining a broad range of agents in various domains has led to the
development of Gensim, a generic software testbed for intelligent agents that
addresses all of the criteria presented in Section 6.2. The remainder of this
Chapter describes the Gensim system in detail. The primary motivation in
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the development of this system was to provide simulation for several
projects at the University of Manitoba, including this research. After
examining the prospects of modifying the systems described above, it was
decided that it would be more fruitful to design a new system that could be
used for ongoing development of agent architectures and domains in which
to examine these architectures. The study of existing systems also pointed out
an obvious need for such a generic testbed: a system satisfying all the
requirement presented in Section 6.2 would bridge the gap between the two
classes of simulators described above, providing a basis for future research in
the design and evaluation of intelligent agents.

6.4. Gensim

Gensim is a LISP-based object-oriented simulation system designed explicitly
for the testing and examination of intelligent agent designs. Rather than
simply providing a flexible domain, as is done in Ars Magna or Tileworld,
Gensim provides flexibility in the simulation process itself. That is, rather
than providing extensive domain parameters, Gensim provides the
parameters and functions necessary for the user to define their own domain
and interfaces for agents. This requires greater initial effort on the part of the
user, in order to define or modify a domain, but makes Gensim much more
widely applicable than any of the simulation systems described above.

Having been designed with generality in mind, Gensim provides the features
described in Section 6.2, including:

tr The ability to define multiple agents, each of which may consist of
multiple processes.

E A clearly defined relationship between agent and simuiator, including a
model of timing for temporally extended actions.

E A concise and simple object-level sensory and effectory interface between
agents and the environment. This interface is provided for convenience,
and may be diverged from if desired.

tr The ability to control many aspects of the simulation itsell such as aspects
of timing, in addition to general domain parameters such as the
bandwidth of an agent's senses.
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tr A modular design, making it simple to take the basic simulator and
program any additional features required to support a given agent or
domain structure.

A high-level overview of Gensim is iliustrated in Figure 6-L. The simulator
itself manages an environment, represented as a collection of objects. This
simulation environment is objective: it is the universal set from which all
intelligent agents' perspectives are defined. The simulator also possesses a

collection of procedural knowledge describing the actions that agents can
perform on these objects, as well as the physical events that can occur to these
objects outside of the influence of any agent.

Figure 6-1. The high-level structure of Gensim.

A collection of agents is also defined, each with its own view of the
environment based on its sensing ability and memory. The reasoning
abilities of an agent are implemented as a set of timeshared processes, that
collectively allow the agent to perceive the environment around itself and act
on the basis of those perceptions. As each action is carried out by the agent, its
effects on the world (both short-term and iong-term) are manifested by the
simulator. Agents are viewed as "black boxes" by the simulator, in that
Gensim neither knows nor cares how the agents arrive at their decisions for
action. As indicated in Figure 6-1, some commonality in domain knowledge
is required in order for agents to interact with the simulator. For example,
the actions that the agent can select from (represented iargely in declarative
form) must be identifiable by the simulator, which then uses its own (largeiy
procedural) knowledge of action to modify the environment appropriately.
Agents also inform the simulator of their interests in objects in the
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environment (their focus) in order to provide appropriate sensory feedback.
However, emphasis is on making agent's knowledge distinct from that of the
simulator, and the iliustration in Figure 6-1 should not be interpreted as
implying that agents must somehow physically share the simulator's
knowledge. Rather, the simulator provides an objective description of the
domain, consisting of all the objects in the environment (including the
agents themselves), and causal knowledge of how those objects interact with
one another. Each agent maintains its own (usually timited) perspectives of
this environment, much as the real world operates.

The basic design goai of Gensim was to support as wide a variety of agent and
domain designs as possible. To this end, Gensim was designed to keep agent
and simulator knowledge as separate as possible, and thus limit the
knowledge each must have of the other. A complete environment is defined
for the simulator, and agents are expected to have their own knowledge of the
objects in the domain and how they operate. This is more complex than
simply allowing an agent to share the same internal objects manipulated by
the simulator, but allows much more fiexibility in implementing complex
domains. In particular, it allows agents' perspectives to differ, and limits
agents' knowledge to that information the modeller wishes them to possess.

In spite of this design goal, it is impossible to ensure that a simulation system
can supPort øny domain or agent design. Certain basic design concessions
must be made in order to use a domain or agent design with Gensim, just as
concessions must be made for any two systems to operate together or
communicate with one another. In particular, the domain must be organized
to obey the timing principles on which Gensim is based.

6.4.1. Timing in Gensim

As mentioned in Section 6.2, the operation of the intelligent agents in a given
environment should proceed in paraliel with the changing environment. In
the real world, questions of timing do not arise: the world is objective and
completely independent of the agents that inhabit it. The world runs at a
given speed, and the agents follow along at their own pace. \Alhite this would
be ideal, Gensim is currently implemented on a serial machine, and thus
must simulate parallelism using timesharing. Gensim supports multiple
agents, each of which may consist of multiple processes, and performs its own
timesharing of those processes. The simulation of agent operations is done by
continuously cycling through each process of each agent. As agent processes
run, they collectively perform actions and make requests for perceptual
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information from the simulator. After each process of each agent has been
executed, the simulator updates the environment based on the actions of the
agents (and other independent events), prepares sensory information for each
of the agents based on this modified world, and cycles through the agents
again.

In simple simulators (e.g. [Agre and HorswllI, 7992]), the basic time interval
around which the system is organized is often the time it takes an agent to
decide on an action to carry out. Each action in such a system is thus based on
information gleaned from the world at a single point in time. In the real
world, however, sensory information arrives continuously: by taking its time,
the agent can get many views of the environment on which to base its
decisions for action. The agent pays for this ability proportionally through the
risk of unanticipated and unrecoverable change in the world around itself.
Gensim supports this by organizing the system's timing around the interval
at which sensory information is presented to the agent. For the purposes of
this discussion, this interval will be called P.

By designing the system around the time required to gather information
about the world, an agent can be "interrupted" with new information about
the world every P seconds94. This interval is one of the standard tuneable
parameters in a Gensim environment, and is static throughout a simulation.
The amount of time a given agent is allowed to deliberate its choice of action
(the number of P intervals) is not limited by Gensim in any way. Each p
interval gives the agent further sensory information, and the agent can
deliberate for as many intervais as desired, facing the consequences of change
and missed opportunities in the simulated world. This discrete sensing
interval is not unrealistic. Human vision, for example is not as continuous
as it might seem on the surface. Experiments have shown that change over
intervals of approximately sixty milliseconds or less are perceived as
continuous by human vision [Graham, 7965]. So long as a simulator
presented sensory information at a rate greater or equal to this, a series of
discrete "snapshots" would be indistinguishable from a continuous process by
a human and could be accurately treated as such. This same principle can be
applied to computational agents.

94 I have elected to use seconds as the basic unit of time when discussing Gensim. This in no
way implies that Gensim is limited to this time unit as a basis. The design applies
equally well to millisecond-level tirning as minute-Ievet timing and. beyond.
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In addition to the sensory interval P, a simulation system for intelligent
agents must be concemed with two further timing cycles. The first of these is
A, the rate at which an agent commits to actions. In any realistic
environment, A cannot be regular: an agent must be allowed to react
immediately or take as much time to deliberate as it desires. The other is E,
the rate at which changes are made to the environment by the simulator. In
the real world, change occurs continuously, but by the same argument used
when defining the P interval, a small discrete interval is indistinguishable
from a continuous Process by a rationally-bounded agent. In an objective
simulation of a given environment, this E interval directly affects the
accuracy of the simulation. By the principles discussed above, the longer the
E interval, the iess continuous the simulation will appear to be. FIowever,
since in the case of Gensim the simulation exists strictly for the benefit of one
or more agents, no change need occur except at those times when
information is presented to those agents. Because of this, E is a fixed iength
interval equal to the shortest agent P interval in a particular simulation.

The relationship between these cycles is illustrated in Figure 6-2. Here, the
agent deliberates about and performs four actions. During the course of these
deliberations, new sensory information is presented every P seconds. The
simulated world is updated every E (= P) seconds, reflecting ongoing changes
in the environment.

Environment

Sensory info.
made available

Agent

Simulation Time

Figure 6-2. Parallel agent-environmenr timing.

Figure 6-2 represents the ideal timing situation in a parallel simulator where
both the simulated world and the agents it supports operate in real time. In
Gensim, however, two aspects of this timing differ. As mentioned
previously, Gensim is implemented on a serial machine, making it
impossible for the agents and environment to run in parallel. Also, while
agents must operate in real time, an environment may consist of many
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hundreds or thousands of objects, and it may simply be impossible to
maintain the state of all those objects in real time. Restrictions could be made
to force the simulator to operate in real time, but these would at the same
time severely restrict the range of environments that can be implemented.

Figure 6-3. Timeline showing interleaving of agent/simulator processes.

These complications are dealt with in Gensim through timesharing, allowing
each agent process to run for precisely the length of one P interval. After each
Process has been run, the environment is updated (based on the actions of
agents as well as independent events that have occurred). A new set of
sensory information is then provided, and agents may continue their own
processing. This timing, for a single agent with a single process, is illustrated
in Figure 6-3. Here, the agent processes are run repeatedly, each time for the
length of one P interval. An agent may carry out an action during that time,
or may deliberate for an arbitrary amount of time. In the example shown in
Figure 6-2, tlne first action the agent takes is deliberated upon for three
intervals, the second for one interval, etc. After each E interval, the
environment is updated. These E intervals are regular with respect to
simuiation time (in that each represents the changes that occurred during the
previous P interval) but are irregular with respect to real time: the
environment may change significantly one cycle, and only trivially the next,
and so the amount of real time it will take the simulator to manifest these
changes will vary greatly.

The next time the agent process is run, it has new sensory information
available to it based on the environmental changes that occurred. The agent
rrray, of course, simply choose to ignore this new information and continue
on with what it was doing previously. Agent processes are impiemented as
LISP functions, and users can explicitly specify that a given process is to run
for some fraction or multiple of an P interval if this basic timing is not
sufficient. Figure 6-3 shows only one agent interacting with the simulator;
however, the same basic timing applies to multiple agents, or agents with
multiple Processes. All are granted specified time-slices, representing one
single unit of time being shared by alt agents, following which the simulator
updates the environment appropriately.

A1 E1 A1 E2 A1 E3 A2 E4 A.J
_-_+

Real Time
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I believe this timing to be adequate for most domains. It can be criticized,
however, on one significant point: since the processes of an agent (and
indeed, the agents themselves) are serially timeshared, they cannot simulate
some of the interactions possible in truly parallel processes. For example, an
agent might consist of two processes: one to recognize objects in which it has
an interest, and another to decide what to do based on the objects it has seen.
When these run in parallel, the acting process would process input from the
recognition Process as it became available. This is a much more complex
interaction than that possible under timesharing, where the recognition
Process must recognize all the objects it can in a given interval and then pass
them all to the acting process. This is a legitimate criticism, but like the
accuracy of the sensory interval, the effects of this depend entirely on the
interval size. Like other applications of timesharing (e.g. operating systems),
the smaller the time-slices involved, the more transparent the timesharing
will appear.

6.4.2. Managing Environmenral Change

Now that the basic timing of Gensim has been described, the operations that
occur during agent and simulator time cycles can be examined. As stated in
previous Sections, the primary purpose of a simulator is managing change in
a virtual world. In Gensim, this world is modeiled using an independent
frame-based knowledge representation systemes. Each physicat objeit in the
domain is described by a frame [Minsky, 7981], and these frames are organized
in a hierarchical fashion. The system also supports message-passing,
procedural attachment to frames, a form of multiple inheritance, and the use
of multiple frame hierarchies. The ability to manage multiple frame
hierarchies is critical in a multi-agent simulator, since the simulator must
keep track of the objective world and allow agents to maintain their own
models of the world if they choose to do so. The use of multiple frame
hierarchies allows each agent to make use of the same knowledge
representation system used to manage the objective environment. Each
agent can also make use of any other knowledge representation system it
requires. The various attributes recorded for each object in the simulated
world will, of course, differ by domain. However, the system assumes that
each object has a given locøtion attribute, and that the locations of all objects

95 This system was originally developed by Dr. Mark Evans for teaching purposes, and was
modified by myself to provide additional features required by Gensim.
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are recorded in a similar format. Since the hierarchy is organized primarily
by class, retrieval by class is always an efficient process. I recognize that
retrieval by location may also be common in some domains, and provide the
option of indexing objects by location.

Change in the simulated world is managed through two facilities: agents
perform øctions that can alter the world; and eaents (which may or may not
be independent of an agent's actions) may also occur. An event is the
occurrence of change in the domain from an unspecified source. For
example, a ball may hit a wall and bounce off; a toaster may pop; or the wind
may knock something off the shelf. Note than none of these examples is
directly attributable to any agent: for exampie, the ball may have been thrown
by an agent, but from the point of view of providing an accurate physics for
the domain, this no longer matters. An event is defined as a block of
environmental changes that occur over a simulator interval. Events may
propagate over time into an eaent series, which allows the simulator to
represent continuous change over time. The simulator manages an:- euent
queue, each entry of which consists of a point in time at which an event is to
occur, and the name of a routine that will cause the desired changes in the
domain to be manifested. Functions are provided for creating random
elements in an event, and for inserting new events in the queue from within
an event (creating an event series).

Events are defined procedurally and are attached to the domain objects they
affect (this implementation will be described in greater detail presently). A
ball, for example, may have a traael-through-air event defined for it, which
moves the ball through the air in a given direction at a particular speed.
During the length of time,the event runs, it may reduce the speed of the ball
and check to see if it hits something in the environment. In either case, the
trauel-through-air event will insert a new event in the queue (to move the
ball further along the next time the simulator runs, or to make the ball stop
or bounce if it has hit something). Events may interfere with one another: in
the above example, a ball might strike another ball and divert it from its path.
Once again, this is part of the physics of the domain to be simulated, and
routines are provided to dynamically insert, modify, reorder and delete event
queue entries to allow the user to implement this physics.

The accuracy of a domain depends a great deal on how events are
implemented. Since each update of the world represents a specific time
intervai, and since that interval can change from run to run, an event should
be designed to utilize the time factor involved rather than simply performing
the same discrete operation regardless of how much time is used. For
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example, an event might move an agent one "unit" in a given direction on a
grid, or it might move an agent at a given velocity for the amount of time
available. The former results in a poor simulation should the unit of time
vary from run to run, while the latter is unaffected. As mentioned
previously, the amount of controi ailotted to the user by a simulator such as
Gensim makes it possible for poorly-designed simulations to be designed as
easily as well-designed simulations. It is up to the user to use the facilities
provided in a manner appropriate to the domain and to the level of accuracy
desired.

Actions are closely related to events. Unlike events, change induced by an
action has an explicit source: an action is performed by an agent with the
intent of accomplishing some objective. Actions in Gensim consist of three
components: an intention component, representing the agent's internal
justifications for and expectations of the action; an agent-causal component,
consisting of the immediate physical actions the agent performs in order to
bring about its intentions; and a domain-causal component, consisting of the
changes that occur later in time due to time delays or physical interactions
with other objects in the environment. Thus a ball being thrown by an agent
and breakitg u window consists of the agent's intention to throw the balt (the
reasoning and justification behind its decision), the actual arm motion that
causes the ball to be thrown, and the course of the ball, culminating in its
collision with the window. The agent knows only of its intentione6 and the
motions that it itself carries out; knowiedge of what happens after the ball
leaves the agent's hand is entirely dependent on the agent's perception
(seeing what happened) and/or the accuracy of the agent's knowledge of the
physics of the domain (predicting what wilt happen).

The simulator is concerned with manifesting the physical effects of an action
on the environment. Thus, the simuiator itself is concerned only with the
immediate changes that would have taken place during the cycle in which
the agent performed the action (the agent-causal component of the action),
and a series of future events the action sets in motion (the domain causal
comPonent of the action). The latter are inserted into the event queue to

96 The term intention here has nothing to do with the knowledge structures described in
Section 5.2.1. Gensim was developed independently of the Waffler architecture, and there
is no explicit bias in Gensim to a Waffler agent in particular. Here I mean only that an
agent has only its own internal knowledge about what it thinks this aciion will
accomplish and how to go about this action, and that this knowledge is independent of the
physical changes that will actually occur in the simulated environment.
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have their effects manifested at the appropriate time. An action can cause any
number of future events to occur; however, each one of these events must be
independent of one another. For example, an action llke throu¡ performed by
an agent might cause the ball to be thrown through the air and through a
glass window. The throut action should not set up this series of dependent
events. Rather, it should simply cause the ball to leave the agent's hand in
the current time interval and have some velocity in a given direction. The
implementation of the action can then set up a trauel-through-øir event, as
described above. This event can in turn propagate itself, and the resulting
sequence of events implements the desired behaviour. A sequence of such
events is shown in Figure 6-4. An agent throws a baII, which travels-
through-air during a number of intervals, hits something and bounces, and
will eventually come to a stop. Note that only one of this series of events will
be in the event queue at a time, since each one spawns the next. This
sequence is also non-deterministic: as the future unfolds, existing scheduled
events can be modified or cancelled by other actions and events through the
use of the event facilities described earlier.

Throw Travel-through-air Travel-through-air

Travel-through-air

Figare 6-4. An action spawning evenrs in the event queue.

As per events, the representation of actions described here is strictly the
perspective of Gensim, and not that of any particular agent. Each agent can
and generally does have its own representation of the actions it can perform,
and wili naturally have its o-n e*pectations of what carrying out the action
will do to the world (these are encompassed by the intentional component of
the action described earlier). This knowledge is stored in the agent's own
separate knowledge base, along with other knowledge of the domain. The
actions defined as part of the environment, on the other hand, define the
objective physics of the domain independent of any agent. As each agent
process is run, the particular agent performs actions and records its
performance in a data structure accessible to the simulator. After all agents
have been run in a given cycle, part of the task of the simulator is taking all
these actions and updating the environment based on their effects (by
invoking the simulator's own procedural representations of these actions
through message-passing). Some effects will be as the agents anticipated,
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while others (due to random ill effects, misinformation on the agent's part, or
interaction with other actions on the same cycIegT) will not.

The manner in which Gensim views the connection between the actions of
an agent and the temporally-extended effects of those actions on the
environment is very different from that of any of the simulation systems
described above. In the past, simulators have been described as carrying out
or executing the actions of an agent: such phrases invite an inappropriate
comparison between the agent-simulator relationship and the relationship
between and classical planner and its executor.

The real world has almost no comparison with such an executor, and neither
should any simulator intending to model it. The real worid is not a servant
that carries out the commands of a disembodied agent. Rather, the agent
physically participates in an ongoing interaction with the rest of the objects
the constitute the world. A simuiator, it follows, should provide an
environment that can be changed, rather than serving as a method for
accomplishing this change.

In keeping with this view, Gensim does not allow agents to instrucf the
sjmulator in any way; rather, agents commit to and cany out actions during
the time periods in which they are active (i.e. during Ai timeslices shown iñ
Figure 6-3). When an agent commits to an action such as Throw the bøll, it ís
not viewed as a throw instruction that is carried out by the simulator,
returning some result to the agent. Rather, the agent is viewed to have
carried out the agent-causal portion of the action during the previous Ai
interval. The simulator, having been given knowledge that the agent has
performed this action, in turn alters the affected parts of the environment
during the time interval in which it is active. That is, the simulator changes
the environment based on the agent-causal portion of the action, and
continues the changes indicated by the domain-causal portion of the action
over time.

97 Currently, actions are not timestamped to indicate the time in the current cycle at which
they are carried out. Thus interactions are not always as realistic as they should be - the
environment is updated based on all of agent 1's actions during the current cycle, then agent
2's, etc. Agent 2's actions can be invalidated by agent 1's, but only because agent t has
priority - not because one particular action of agent 1's was carried out prior to one
particular action of agent 2's. The realism of this approach is directly affected by the
cycle length chosen.
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This distributed view of action, placing timing of the agent-causal portion
within the agent's time interval and timing of the domain-causal poition in
the simulator's time interval, emphasizes the dual nature of actíon: an agent
will always have some direct responsibility, with the physics of the
environment providing the rest. It also takes care of many semantic
problems that were evident in previous simulators. In a timeshared
simulator, when an agent "instructs" the simulator to perform some action,
not oniy is it difficult to place a locus of control for the action, it is also
difficult to provide accurate timing for the action. When can an agent
assume that the action has occurred? When do results come about?
Disregarding questions like these lead to the awkward action/event
processing of simulators such as MICE, as described in Section 6.3.3. Since the
action itself is entirely contained within the bounds of the simulator in such
primitive models, the agent itself really has nothing to do with carrying out
the action. It simply decides that it wants something to happen, and the
simulator magically makes it so. Gensim, on the other hand, ailows agents to
be viewed as active participants in ongoing interaction with the world, rather
than as passive decision-makers.

Emphasis on event-based processing is a relatively recent phenomena in AI,
stemming mainly from recent work in reactive architectures. Because of this,
most post-STRIPS theories of action (e.g. [McDermott, 1978]) concentrate on
reasoning about specific actions in plans, rather than the connection between
an action and future events. However, the view of actions and events used
by Gensim does have similarities to some more modern theories. In
particular, Lansky [i986] presents a view of change as composed of sequences
of events. Agent reasoning about change then becomes reasoning abõut the
history of events that have occurred. However, this model concentrates on
agent's internal reasoning about change, rather than actually modelling
action in a simulator. Since agent's views and representations of actions are
independent of the Gensim model, an agent can use this or any other
representation internally to reason about action.

This view of activity is aiso similar to some approaches in temporal
reasoning. McDermott [1,982], for example, represents event causation using
the predicate ecøuse(P,El,E2,RF,I), with the following semantics: event Ë2
follows event El after a delay in interval I unless P (a series of exceptions)
becomes true. RF is an real number representing where in the time interval
of E1 the delay begins, with 0.0 indicating rhe beginning of E1 and 1.0
indicating the end. This performs well theoretically and is useful from the
standpoint of analyzing causation (again, a function internal to agents not
normally useful in a simulator). Ffowever, much of the representation is
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impractical. For example, consider the requirement of knowing of the
length or E1 in order to implement RF: clearly one cannot know how long E1
will be untii it is compteted. McDermott's approach also omits some
implementationai aspects (e.g. multiple effects, links between actions and
events, variable I intervals) provided in Gensim.

6.4.3. Perception

Mere perceiving, then, is a much more active penetration of the world than at first
might be thought

- Erving Goffman, Frame Analysis

In addition to performing actions, agents also interact with the simulated
worid through perception. As stated throughout this Chapter, perception is a
difficult comPonent of any simulation. On the one hand, it is a crucial aspect
of virtually any domain, while on the other, simplification of perception is
one of the primary motivators for using a simulator, and the greãter the
simplifying assumptions, the more limited the simulator will be.

Figure 6-5. The perceprion qcle fNeisser, l97G].

The general process by which perception should operate in an agent is shown
in Figure 6-5. A set of anticipatory schemø (domain specific knowledge
indicating the sensory information in which the agent has an interest) acts as
a filter for the vast amount of knowledge available from the world. This
knowledge directs the agent to expiore the world, looking for given pieces of
information. This exploration directs the agent to specific information
(objects) in the environment, which then modifies the anticipations the agent
has for future sensations [Neisser, 1,976]. Within this cycle, one of the basic
problems of implementation is that an agent must be allowed to specify its
interest in given aspects of the environment, but must also be given access to
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information independent of those interests. Perception must exist to confirm
the agent's expectations of the world, but also mlst provide the agent with
new information in order to form the expectations of the world that guide its
sensory abilities. Neisser Í797 61 expresses this eloquently:

We cannot perceive unless we anticipate, but must not see only what we anticipate.
If we were restricted to isolated and separate glances at the world, this
contradiction would prove fatal. Under such conditions, we could. not consistently
disentangle what we see from what we expect to see, nor distinguish objects from
hallucinations.

Gensim attempts to follow this model as closely as is practical. However,
some aspects of perception are simpiified, in order to simplify the simulator
itself and to conform to one of the basic design goals of Gensim: a simple
interface between agents and the simulated environment. One of the major
simplifications concerns the internal processing within this cycle. The cycle
described above is based on a hierarchical model of vision [Goldstein, Ig84],
with the environment itself dictating bottom-up processing (processing a
visual image into various edges and features), and domain knowiedge
possessed by the agent directing top-down processing (processing from
features to objects using expectations). This is similar to the model of speech
understanding implemented in Hearsøy [Erman et al., 1980]. The major
simplification to this model in Gensim is that perception is defined at the
object level. That is, an agent senses a combination of complete objects and
specific sensory aspects of those objects (e.g. a ball, or the fact that it is red or
round), rather than examining the individual edges and features that make
up an image of the object itself.

This partially invalidates the hierarchical model, in that the lower-level
feature processing that ailows the agent to distinguish objects is glossed over.
However, removing the complexity of low-levei vision from the design of an
agent is comparatively the most computationally significant sensory
simplification that can be made. In addition, some of the essential character
of the hierarchical model of vision is still preserved, in that the information
presented to an agent after each P interval is selected based on interests
expressed to the simulator at the end of the previous P interval. This
preserves the cycle shown in Figure 6-5.

The ability of an agent to express a focus for its sensory abilities is provided in
Gensim through a sensory request mechanism. This mechanism allows an
agent to express interest in certain aspects of its environment, and the
methods by which Gensim fulfils sensory requests allows the agent to receive
limited sensory information not only about its focus of interest, but also about
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objects outside that focus. This provides the balance between anticipation and
exploration characteristic of the hierarchical model described above.

Sensory requests operate much as actions, described in Section 6.4.2. An agent
makes a sensory request for some particular set of information, and this
request is recorded by the simulator. After all agent processes have been run
on a particular cycle, the simulator updates the environment according to the
actions and events that have occurred during the interval, and then prepares
sensory information based on the agents' requests.

Two possible sensory requests are implemented in Gensim98. An agent is
allowed to explicitly gather information about a given object through an
explicitly defined look request. An agent can also scøn in a given direction
(recall that directions and locations are paft of the definition of a domain) to
get a general overview of objects in its vicinity.

Part of the definition of a Gensim domain is the definition of domain-specific
aspects of looking and scanning. Like actions, the knowledge required to
fulfil sensory requests is defined in procedural form as part of a domain
definition and attached to the simulator's knowledge of the agents
themselves. The ability of an agent to look and scan can differ from agent to
agent. For example, the procedural implementation of scøn for one agent
may result in descriptions of a given number of objects of a certain size (i.e.
the agent sees iarge objects first). A differing implementation may have the
agent see all objects within a given distance. The actual methods employed by
Gensim to describe objects to agents will be described in the next Section.

Each agent has a finite bandwidth (defined as part of the simulator's
knowledge base), implying that they can perceive only a certain number of
objects at a time. In addition to this bandwidth, each agent has a timitation
on the number of scan and look operations it can perform in a cycle. The
abilities of scanning and looking can also be made mutually exclusive to one
another within a cycle. These limitations can be used to enforce bandwidth
information very strictly, or to have a lairly loose concept of bandwidth,
depending on the domain. If any bandwidth is exceeded (e.g. if there are three
looks, and the first two present all available objects, or if there are the number

98 Others may be add.ed, but due to the flexibility of these operators, we have not
concentrated on further facilities for defining sensory operations. An additional sensory
request was defined for the purposes of the examples presented in Chapter 7, and this
presented little difficulty.
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of looks and scans exceeds the limit), the information is simply not made
available to the agent. Note that these bandwidth limitationr i*pt"-ent the
ability of senses to return information to the agent, not the ability äf tn" agent
to process that information. The timing of agent processes may enforãe a
much stricter limitation on the ability to process sensory inforÁation than
the sensors have to provide it.

In addition to providing visual abilities, we must recognize that perception
often involves integrating information from several ,ò=r,r", [Neisier, 1976].
This is a point often ignored by simulation systems, but is addressed in
Gensim through two additional components to perception. First, an event
may cause some noise or other obvious disturbance in the environment.
This can be represented throu gh a signal event that passes particular facts to
the agent (e.g. signal ring kitchen could inform the agint thaì a ringing sound
was perceived originating from the kitchen). Signals are passed ur i, io agent
processes when they are run; therefore the agent must hãve some concepl of
what the simulator is signalling (in this casá what a ring is and where the
kitchen is). Once again, a limit can be indicated for the nrimber of signals an
a,8ent can accept in a cycle, with additional signais being lost. This siþaling
ability allows limited non-visual perception, and in many domains may be
used to reinforce visual perception rather than as an alternative to it.

Finally, limited sensory information at a level higher than the basic object
level is available. When an agent carries out aclions, it is possible when
updating the environment based on those actions to signal tñe fact that an
error has occurred during the course of the action. That"is, if an agent picks
up a ball, and the simulator decides that the couïse of change has åused the
agent's hands to slip and the bali to drop, the agent may (ai the discretion of
the deveioper of the domain) be infoimed of th" fact that an error has
occurred, rather than forcing it to look and see that the bail has been dropped.
This is somewhat artificial, but is useful in that much of the information
necessary to come to such a realization is non-visual (in this case, the agent
would feel the ball slip from its grasp long before it could judge by vision that
the ball had not hit its target). It iJ aho useful in situations where realizing
errors strictly due to vision would be difficult: for example, when an agent
bumps into a wall, it is much easier to teil it that it didn't advance, rather
than ieave it where it is and force it to reorient itseif in the world. Again, thisis an option that is available when designing a domain. It Is not a
simplification that must be made.
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6.4.4. Agent-Simulator Communication

One important aspect of perception and action has been omitted in the
previous Sections. For an agent to perform an action using some object, or be
able to look at a given object, communication must take place: the agent must
somehow describe the object(s) it is interested in to the simulator. If an agent
picks up a ball, for example, it must somehow inform the simulator which
ball the action has been performed with. Similarly, if the agent wants more
information about "that thing over there", it must describe the object as best it
can, in order for the simulator to differentiate it from other objects and thus
respond with the correct information.

Communication is one aspect of the relationship between an agent and the
real world that can never be completely approximated by a simulator. The
reason for this is that no communication whatsoever takes place when an
agent interacts with the real world (at least in the sense that communication
is normaliy thought of). when an agent wants to pick up an object, for
example, it just does so: it doesn't have to communicate this fact to the world.
This is in part because the world does not exist for the benefit of an agent, the
way a simulator does: any agent is simply an object in the world, like any
other physical object. It is also due to the fact that the real world keeps track of
itself: an agent's actions physically alter objects, rather than ìndirectly
manipulating some virtual representation of those objects. A simulator, on
the other hand, keeps a detailed representation of every object in the world,
and changes in the world are manifested by alterations in these
representations. Because it no longer occurs naturally, change initiated by
agents must be communicated to the simulator in some way. A stronger tie
between the agent and the rest of the world is thus necessary.

However, in most simulators, this tie is far too strong. Many simulators do
not even use seParate representations of objects for agent and simulator: the
identical physical chunk of knowledge that describes an object to the
simuiator also describes it to any agent. When compared to the real world,
this is like taking each object in a physical environment, labelling it with a
unique agreed-upon symbol, and referencing everything in that fashion. This
"trafficking in constant symbols" [Agre and Chapman, rggg] is widespread,
unrealistic, and completely unacceptable. Supporting multiple agents aiready
eliminates the use of symbolic labels on all domain objects to provide
perception to agents, since each agent must have its own perspective in any
useful multi-agent domain. Even if this point is ignored, perception would
still be extremely limited if agents were forced to use the same internal object
structure that the simulator manipulates. There would, for example, be no
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mechanism for limiting access to certain visual aspects, since the agent would
automatically acquire all the knowledge of an object maintained by the
simulator.

As stated above, there is no complete answer to this problem, as the use of a
simulator itself introduces the need for artificial communication. Indeed, the
problem of linking perception to internal representation is a severe one, that
goes far beyond simulation applications [Etzioni, 7993]. The question thus
becomes one of providing these communication abilities in a way that is as
unobtrusive as possible to the rest of the architecture of an agent. There are
two comparisons that can be made to the way in which humans specify
objects in ongoing activity that aid us in this task. Suppose Henry is looking
across the surface of his desk, looking for a pen (assuming that there are
several on the desk). One could argue that when Henry sees a specific pen he
wants, he guides his hand to pick up the pen by referring to it in an indexical-
functional or deictic [Agre, 1988] manner. That is, the pen he wants to pick up
is designated by reference to Henry himself or the objects Henry knows about.
Thus the pen may become the-pen-by-my-left-hand, or the-red-pen-by-the-
coffee-cup.

On the other hand, it could be argued that Henry, having looked at the desk,
would designate the pen he desires using some internal symbol (the iabei or
designation for this symbol being unimportant, q1a479 lnaving as much
meaning internally as pen-11). In this case, FIenry could guide his hand by
referring to the pen as pen-l-l (or q1a479, or whatever): the internal
information kept about this pen (estimates of distance from Henry's hand, for
example) obtained through vision would guide Henry to the pen.

Both of these methods allow agents to designate objects in a manner distinct
from their designation within the simulator. Equalty importantly, neither
endows the agent with any special ability to access the simulator's objective
knowledge. The former method, by requiring the agent to describe an object
from its own perspective, puts the onus on the agent to generate a description
if it does not already represent objects in such a fashion. This may be
inappropriate in time-constrained environments, since an agent may have to
spend most of its time generating descriptions. Thus, if multiple agents were
to be compared, those that already make use of a deictic representation would
be artificially more successful, since they could spend their entire time
allotment doing useful work as opposed to generating descriptions of objects
for purposes of communication.
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Because of this possible bias, Gensim supports both methods of description.
The former class is known in Gensim as an object descriptor, and is a data
structure that describes an object by its relationship to the agent itself or
objects the agent knows about. Two examples of object descriptors appear in
Figure 6-6. Each object descriptor consists of a header identifying the structure,
and a conjunction of clauses. Each clause states some condition that a
domain object must satisfy to match the description. These may be standard
comparisons (e.9. in the first example, it is stated among other things that the
colour of the desired object is red), or may be arbitrarily complex user-defined
conditions. When making use of such comparisons, descriptions may be
recursive. The second example illustrates this: we compare the colour of the
object to that of another object referred to from the agent's perspective (in this
case, the ball that shares the same location as the agent itself). This recursion
may be arbitrarily deep.

Figure 6-6. Two examples of object descriptors.

The choice of attributes used to form the clauses of an object description is
almost entirely up to the agent. Only one restriction is made, in the interests
of computational efficiency. When processing an object description, the
initial list of potential objects to which the description could refer òonsists of
every object in the environment. In order to make this initial list
considerably smaller, Gensim makes the assumption that one of the clauses
will be an attribute under which domain objects are indexed. This is by
default a class, and thus a clause describing the class of the desired object is
required. As previously mentioned, locations may also be used as an index
on objects (the lack of a class clause in the second example in Figure 6-6
indicates this, and also illustrates the type of symbolic location label that is
typical of such an índex).

The use of these descriptors enforces a strict barrier between the knowledge of
the agent and that of the simulator. However, as mentioned previously, the

(DESC (equa1 class ball)
(egual colour red)
(less-than weight 5)
(equa1 location by-sink) )

"The red bøll that weighs < 5
pounds sitting by the sink"

(DESC (equal location (1 1)) "The object at location 1,1

(equal colour that is the søme colour as the
(DESC (equaI class ball) baII thø't is where I am"

(equal location self) ) ) ) )
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simulator and agent must have certain concepts in common in order to be
able to communicate with one another. In the above examples, both must
agree on the concept of red, what a ball is, and what a weight attribute
describes. This implementation of object descriptors also requires that the
simulator and agents share class names for objects, as well as the same
representation of iocations. This violates to some degree the desired
distinction between agent and simuiator knowledge bases. It also involves a
relatively minor sacrifice in agent autonomy [Barker et al., 1992]. However,
they are absolutely required for any communication to take place: there can be
no communication without some agreement on the definition of objects.
Overall, I view the physical separation of agent and simulator knowledge as
essential, but shared aspects of that representation as equaily essential.

As mentioned previousl!, there are some cases where this method of
referring to objects is impractical. In addition to the previously cited example,
there may simply be situations where it is desirable to measure the
performance of agents without including the overhead of generating
descriptions of objects. This is especially useful to those who view this
method of communication as artificia\ for which there is indeed some
argument. In these cases, Gensim provides object references, which allow an
agent to reference its own internai symbol for an object when informing the
simulator of actions or sensory requests. An object reference is a much
simpler structure than an object descriptor, consisting only of the agent's
symbol for the object and a marker labelling the structure as an object
reference. When an agent refers to an object via an object reference, a
description is created by the simulator at translation time (that is, when it
comes time to update the world based on the action that contains the
reference, or to fulfil a sensory request on the same basis). This is done by
allowing the simulator access to the agent's knowledge base. An object
descriptor is constructed by the simulator based on the agent's knowledge of
the object, and is evaluated as described above. Because it requires the
simulator to access to the agent's own knowledge base, object descriptions can
be used only in agents that make use of the simulator's own internal frame
representation system for knowledge representation. Once again, this form of
communication violates the basic tenet of complete separation of agent and
simulator knowledge, and also limits autonomy, but is required for
communication. Note however, that this does not create the same
"trafficking" problem described by Agre and Chapman [1990]: here, the
simulator is examining the agent's knðwledge to såe what symbols it uses
internally to describe a given object, not the reverse. Both methods of
communication are necessarily imperfect, but only by virtue of the fact that in
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the real world no communication of this sort is necessary. In that such
communication is unavoidable in a simulator, I view both of these
alternatives as valid approaches.

When the simulator encounters one of these descriptors or references, it
attempts to match them to a domain object. There are three possible results
of this matching process: the descriptor or reference may match no objects, a
single object, or many objects. The first category is considered an error, and
the agent may or may not be informed of this as the user chooses. Gensim
assumes that an object description or reference should always reference a
single object, so the second category is the norm. This is not as restrictive as it
sounds; objects being manipulated in a group can almost always be referred to
as a unit (e.9. a bunch of grapes, or a container of marbles). To be realistic,
operations should also always refer to items in units: I may pick up a handful
of marbles in a single operation, for example, but I do not refer to picking up
25 individual marbles at once. This leaves the third category open to
interpretation. In some situations, an object description or reference that
matches more than one object may mean that either is suitable (e.g. if an
agent performed a pick-up pen action, and referred to the pen ambiguously, it
may not matter which the simulator chooses to update. On the other hand, it
may be absolutely crucial. Gensim supports either case, through a global
parameter that allows actions to choose objects randomly or signal an error
upon ambiguous references to objects.

Thus far, I have only discussed the abilities provided by Gensim to aid in
communication from agent to simulator. Another vital ability, however, is
the ability for the simulator to effectively communicate sensory information
to agents. Two of these methods, signals and errors, have already been
discussed. However, in many domains, the majority of information
communicated to agents by the simulator will be in the form of direct
resPonses to sensory requests. As mentioned above, a primary motivation is
the separation of agent and simulator knowledge bases. \Alhile the simulator
can access agent frames in order to generate object descriptions, allowing
direct agent access to simulator frames is unacceptable. Thus descriptions of
the objects maintained by the simulator are provided to agents as sensory
information. This is performed in a computationally simple manner: in
fulfilling the sensory request, the simulator has access to all information
about a particular object. The simulator simply singles out all attributes of the
object marked as aisible (part of the definition of an object), and adds them as
a grouP to the buffer containing the sensory information for the agent. Thus
an agent might request information about the-object-in-my-hønd, and be told
that it is a white china cup filled with tea. As mentioned previously,
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information obtained from ali sensory requests are kept in a single buffer, and
it is naturally the agent's responsibility to link these descriptions to objects in
its own knowledge base or insert them as new objects. Thus if an agent
knows about a yellow ball at a given location, and sees such an object at a
different location, it is up to the agent to decide if the object has moved or if
the latter object is physicaliy distinct from the first.

Figure 6-7. Example sensory requesrs and results.

A simple example of the fulfilment of an agent's sensory requests is shown in
Figwe 6-7. The agent inhabits a simple grid-based domain, and has three
objects sitting in front of it: a cupt a dog, and an alarm clock. In one particular
cycle, the agent wishes to scan north, and also look specifically at the clock.
The clock is described using an object descriptor. The results of the sensory
requests are retumed as a list of tlne aisible attributes of the objects that fit the
sensory requests. This objects are determined by the particular
implementation of scan and look for this domain. presumably, the
information about the ciock will have been returned by the look, and the dog
by the scøn. The coffee cup is not perceived, possibly because the
implementation of scøn omits a certain type of object, or because of
bandwidth limitations. In addition, other attributes of the clock and dog
which are visible may still be omitted by the scan/look.

6.4.5. Defining a Gensim Domain

Having described the operation of the facilities provided by Gensim, we can
now begin to examine how the various entities that make up a Gensim
environment are defined. In designing Gensim, I have emphasized the
development of common faciiities for constructing simulated domains,

N

tÐr
t-fl

f
AGENT

Requests: SCAN N
LOOK (DESC (class cl_ock)

(location (10 3) ) )

Results: ( (class dog) (colour white)
(spotted yes) (location (B 2) )

( (class clock) (locarion (10 3) )(colour gold) (time 4:00) )
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rather than specialízed facilities for supporting a single specialized domain, as
has been done previously. Gensim provides definition facilities (functions
and macros) to allow users to easily describe aspects of the domain where
names and function wili vary (e.g. agents, actions, domain objects). Other
aspects of a domain that have a stable purpose (e.g. locations, domain-specific
aspects of vision) are provided through user-defined functions with specific
names.

There are essentially two aspects to defining arry domain in Gensim. First,
objects that exist in the domain must be defined, and the simulator's
universal knowledge of how those objects may be manipulated (the objective
physics of the domain) must be described. After an objective domain is
available, each primary agent and its associated perspective of the simulator's
objective knowledge must also be defined. Throughout this Chapter, I have
emphasized the unique nature of primary agents within a simuiation, having
a dual role as objects in the environment and primary instigators of change.
This dual role is also illustrated in the typical use of a simulator such as
Gensim: to test different agent designs in an environment, or to test the
adaptability or applicability of a particular agent design to a variety of
environments. Because of this emphasis, I have attempted to make the
definition of primary agents as independent as possible from that of the
environment.

Gensim supports all three of the types of agents (primary, controlled, and
random) described in Section 6.2, and all are defined in much the same
fashion. Primary agents are the most complex of the three, since both the
simulator-related aspects of the agent (that is, the agent as an object in the
environment), and the processes and knowledge necessary f.or the agent to
function must be defined.

The former category is accomplished through an explicit deføgent macïo.
This facility defines the names of the processes an agent consists of and allows
overriding of the simulation parameters that control how long each process
runs. It creates a frame partition to hold the agent's knowledge (should the
agent wish to make use of the buiit-in knowledge representation
mechanisms), and defines a frame in the simulator's knowledge base to hold
information about the physical nature of the agent. It also allows the user to
specify state variables, whose values are to be saved and restored each time an
agent process is run. Together, the agent partition and this list of variables
provide the execution context of the agent's processes. This facility aiso
allows the user to use specific functions to initiaiize the agent's knowledge
base and reset it after each run. Figure 6-8 illustrates an example of this
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process: an agent named bill is defined, consisting of three processes
(p1,p2,p3), and a frame partition known as bill-frømes. Functions for
initializing and resetting the agent's knowledge base are names, and the
values of several variables (x,y,z) wiil be saved and restored as part of the
execution context.

(DEFAGENT BILL :PROCESSES '(P1 P2 p3) :pARTITTON 'BrLL-FRA,MES
:STATE-VARIABLES '(X y Z) )

(DEFrrN P1 o
,'recognize and handle errors from the previous cycle
....)
(DEFUN P2 ()
,'recognize objects given sensory information from the simulator
...)
(DEFUN P3 ()
;choose an action based on the current. situation
...)

(DEFACTION'THROIV'THROW-OBJECT :ATTACH-TO BILL)
(DEFUN THROW-OB,IECT ( some-object )

;send a throw message to some-object, and update the changes this
;action makes to bill
(SEND' THROVV TO-BE_THROWN)

...)

(DEFEVENT'TRAVEL-THROUGH_ATR,TRÀVEL :ATTACH-TO BALL)
(DEFUN TRAVEL (D]RECTION)

;Procedural aspects as defined in sectíon 2.2: make the ball move
;in the given direction, and check for collisions, insert.ing new

events
; in t.he event queue as appropriate

...)

Figure 6-8. Agent/action/event definition.

The second aspect of agent definition, the internal knowledge and processing
of an agent, is iargely left up to the design of the user. Functions must be
defined to match those described in the agent definition above, but their
internal workings are left unconstrained. For example, the definition in
Figure 6-8 is for a universal planning agent used in a sample Gensim domain
developed to test the simulator itself. The first two processes recognize errors
and objects, essentially integrating sensory information, and the third uses
this new knowledge to select an appropriate action from a finite set of
possibilities.
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In keeping with the timeshared nature of Gensim, primary agent processes
are best organized in a specific way. The strictness of this organization
depends largely on the type of domain used, but for a real world application,
several important principles apply. Since each process is run for a specific
length of time, processes should make use of the agent's ability to store
intermediate results in state variables, in order to have coherent processing
across time cycles. The processes themselves are also best organized as
ønytime ølgorithms [Dean and Boddy, 1988]: algorithms that produce an
answer and improve on it as more time is given. This organization ensures
that an agent will have some result from a process even when run for short
time intervals. If a process is organized to examine all alternatives before
preparing a result, on the other hand, a short time interval may not allow the
Process to ever get to an answer. None of these are hard-and-fast rules:
situations like the latter example may be entirely appropriate for some
domains.

As mentioned previously, an agent can make use of arry internai
representation for action it desires. However, the agenté' internal
representations of its own abilities (or those of others) is essentially a model
of the simulator's own knowledge of action. A procedurai definition of each
action (possibly specific to particular agents) must therefore exist within the
simulator, in order for it to be able to update the world accordingly as agents
go about their own courses of activity. These definitions are provided using
an explicit deføction faclIity, an example of the use of which is also illustrated
in Figure 6-8. The defaction macro names an action (in this case, the action is
called throw), associates a procedural definition with the action (the
procedure throza-objecú in this case), and links the action to a particular agent
or group of agents known to the simulator. In the example, this action
definition is particular to Bill, but it is also possible to construct an action that
is applicable to several or all agents. An abstract view of this structure is
shown in Figure 6-9. Bill has two actions which it can perform, throwing an
object and moving itself. These are done through message passing, in the
same manner as the event processing described in Section 6.4.2. The throw
action in this case, sends a throw message to an object, and the object can then
proceed as dictated by the physics. If a ball were thrown by 8i11, the result
would be the sequence of events previously shown in Figure 6-4: a string of
trøael-through-øir events, ending with hitting another object or running out
of energy and halting. Once again, this is the simulator's víew of the agent's
performance of an action: it defines only what the simulator needs to
manifest change. Internaily, the agent may reason about action in whatever
way it desires, from a simple STRIPS formalism, to making use of the
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facilities for action provided by Gensim (e.g. an agent could manage its own
internal event queue), to custom-designed representations for actions.
Gensim makes no restrictions on how an agent reasons about actions
internally; only how the agent specifies the actions it has performed in the
current cycle to the simulator.

Figure 6-9. Actions attached to a particular agenr.

Thus, agent actions operate as follows: as agent processes are executed by the
simulator, actions are performed. Once all processes for every agent have
been carried out, a cycle is completed, and the environment is updaled. one
of the tasks to be performed during this update is to reflect change made by
the agents' actions. This is done by taking all the actions performed by eacir
agent in turn, and for each action, sending a message to the frames containing
information about that particular agent. This invokes the simulator'ã
procedural representation of that action, bringing about change to the
environment. The name of the message to be handled is the same as the
name of the action (e.g. a throw message is sent to the frame defining the
simulator's knowledge of Bill after Bilt indicates the performance of a throw
action), and is defined by deføction, as is the name of the procedure to
manifest the changes that action makes on the environment. The call to
deføction shown in Figure 6-8, for example defines the name of the procedure
used to handle the effects of Bill's throw action to be throw-object.

As mentioned in Section 6.4.2, events are handled in a similar manner to
actions. The oniy real difference is that the procedures implementing events
are bound to objects affected by the event, rather than to an agent. For
defining events, Gensim provides an explicit defeuent facility. Defeiaent takes
an event name and binds a procedure to a particular object participating in
the event. Figure 6-8 shows the use of defeaenf to define the trauel-through-

Messages

Class
PRIMARY-AGENT Throw: remove the object from

the agent's possession list, and
set up a travel-through-air event
for it.

Move-self: update agent
orientation to place self at a new
location.
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øir event used as an example in several Sections of this Chapter, and attach it
to an object class named bøll (presumably defined elsewhere). The structure of
event bindings is illustrated in Figure 6-10. Among other things, this Figure
shows an event called traael-through-air defined for all objects of class bøll .

Like actions, message-passing is used to invoke events. Whenever it is
desired to have aball trøuel-through-air, a message is simply sent to the object
involved (when the event was at the top of the event queue). Messages are
given to instances (e.g. ball-l-), and move up the hierarchy until a handler is
found. Such a message might be sent when processing the event queue as
part of updating the environment, or as part of an agent's actions. The object-
oriented approach used by Gensim to impiement actions and events is
modular and allows the physics of a domain to be defined and extended
easily.

Figure 6-10. Examples of evenrs atached to objects.

The definition of controlled and random agents is provided by similar
facilities as those provided for primary agents, but the agents themielves are
by their very nature much simpler. Controlled agents require no active
processes/ as primary agents do. This is because they merely respond to
outside events in a completely predetermined manner: they have no
deliberative aspects. Recall that simple machines are representative of
controlled agents: a toaster, for example, is activated by the user, heats up
bread, and sets up a future pop event. An example definition of such a
controlled agent, using Gensim's defcontrolled facility, is shown in Figure 6-
77. This facility simply creates a frame within the simulator to desãribe a
controlled agent, and names the agent. The changes that a controlled agent
can make to the environment are grouped together as actions, and are

Messages

Travel-through-air: move ball
a given distance, check for collisions.
If no collision, slow the ball down and
set up another Travel-through-air event.
Otherwise, set up a Hit event

Hit: change direction of ball, slow ball
down, set up a travel-through-air event
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defined using the same defaction faciiity used for primary agentsee. In the
example shown in Figure 6-71., two actions are defined and bound to the
toaster: a toast action, which will presumably be impiemented to cause any
bread in the toaster to get dark and the toaster to eventually pop, and an
unplug action, that would presumably stop this process.

(DEFCONTROLLED'TOASTER)
(DEFACTION'TOAST'TOAST-FUNCTION :ATTACH-TO'TOÀSTER)
(DEFIIN TOAST-FUNCTION ()
;defíne the sequence of event.s necessary for a t,oaster to operate.
;e.g.check t.hat t.he toaster is plugged in, and if so, set up a
;series of events that will culminate in the toaster popping
....)

(DEFACTION'UNPLUG'UNPLUG-FTINCTION :ATTACH-TO'TOASTER)
(DEFUN UNPLUG-FUNCTION O
;define what happens when the toaster is unplugged (in this case,
,'remove future pop event and stop bread from getLing browner)
...)

(DEFRANDOM ,WTND :ACT]VATE .BLOW :PARÀMETERS NIL)
(DEFUN BLOW ()
;go through all objects in the domain, and use a 50% chance on each
;of knocking them over. if an object is knocked over, alter that
; fact in t.he simul-ator's knowledge base.
...)

Figure 6-ll. Definitions of conrrolled and random agenrs.

Like those of other types of agents, the actions of controlled agents are
manifested by explicit message passing and procedural attachment to objects,
just as they are in primary agents. An agent could send a toaster a toast
message, for example (simulating activating the toaster), or the same message
could be sent internally be the simulator (e.g. if the toaster were active,
unplugged, and then plugged back in). There is a semantic difference,
however, in that primary agents are viewed as having performed their own
actions in pseudoparallel with the simulator, while controlled agents exist
entirely within the bounds of the simulator itseif.

Random agents, defining random changes to the environment, are defined in
a similar fashion, except that the functions associated with such agents are

99 The exception to this is that controlled agents are entirely d.eterministic, have no
deliberative.aspects, and exist entirely within the simulator.
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executed every simulator cycle. Like controlled agents, random agents can
bring about immediate change, or can make use of event handling facilities to
induce change in the future or alter the course of scheduled events. This
impiementation differs from the that used by Ars Magna, the oniy simulator I
have examined that supports such entities. Random agents in Ars Magna
have as part of their structure the probability that they will run on a given
cycle. I assume such randomization to be part of the actions that a random
agent may take (that is, built into the function associated with the random
agent). Thus the function associated with a random agent like wind, defined
in Figure 6-77, would run every cycle, and would have individual
probabilities of altering the position or orientation of each object (or classes of
objects) in the domain. I believe that keeping the random portions of a these
agent entirely within the bounds of their implementation is a much more
flexible approach than that used by Ars Magna, since it allows the use of these
individual probabilities. However, the affect of large numbers of random
agents on the speed of the system is much greater in this approach.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, however, some of the
definition of the domain falls outside of the automated facilities described
thus far. The most obvious example of this is the definition of a physical map
of the domain. This is done by first setting a parameter in the simulator to
record the valid directions supported by the domain (e.g. compass points,Ieft,
right, etc.), and their inverses (if supported). Following that, the map itself
must be implemented in a function cailed next-locøtion, which accepts a
current location and a direction and returns the next location. This forms the
basis for all movement in the domain, and also defines the format of
locations. To date, I have used both symbolic and grid-based locations in
Gensim domains.

other aspects of domain definition are defined in much the same way.
Standard functions exist for scøn and look (as described in Section 6.4.3),
implementing the domain-specific aspects of these sensory requests. Users
are expected to modify these functions accordingiy to suit their domain. This
sounds much more intimidating than the process actually is in practice: the
functions that must be defined as part of a Gensim domain rely entirely on
other aspects of the domain that the user has already described (e.g. what
locations and directions are available), and require little knowledge of the
internal structure of Gensim itself.

In addition to the facilities for programming complete domains, Gensim also
provides a number of system and agent parameters that can be varied from
run to run. These include the length of a process time-slice and various
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sensory options for individuai agents, described in Section 6.4.3. A number of
output and general domain variations also exist, for example: verbosity of
output; ability to pause between output cycles for interactive examination of
agent's internals; definition of specialized output functions; an option to
allow the domain to be indexed by location rather than object cláss; and
options for timing correction when processes are interrupted due to garbage
collection in LISP.

6.4.6. Overall Gensim Algorithm

As a whole, Gensim is a complex software system. However, as is evident
from previous Sections, this complexity is mainly due to the interaction of its
many components. Every aspect of Gensim, from agents' senses to the
definition of actions, has been made explicit, and the system is relatively easy
to make use of.

repeat until system halted
run each process of each agent
get all events for this cycle from event queue
update environment based on events
update environment and event queue based. on controlled agent actions
update environment. and event queue based on random agent actions
for each primary agent
get all act.ions (translate object d.escriptions and references)
update environment based on actions
ret.urn any errors to agent

end for
for each primary agent
get all sensory requests (translate descriptions and. references)
create descriptions based on sensory requests
return information to agent

end for
end repeat

Figure 6-12. Overall Gensim algorithm.

Now that all individual components have been examined, the overall
algorithm of Gensim is easily described. This algorithm appears in Figure 6-
72. After initializing the system, Gensim enters a repetitive cycle of
timesharing agents. Each agent process is run, during which agents perform
actions and request sensory information. Before the world is updated by the
simulator to reflect the changes made by these actions, any independent
events are taken care of, and controlled and random agents are allowed to
manifest their changes. This represents the changes that occur during the
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time period in which the agent was deliberating and performing its own
actions. After this has been done, each agent in turn is examined, its actions
extracted and the environment updated accordingly. Any errors that occur
during this process may or may not be returned to the user, depending on the
domain. Finally, the sensory requests of each agent are examined, and
information based on these requests is prepared and given to agents in
preparation for the next cycle.

6.5.Summary

This Chapter has described Gensim, a generic simulation system designed to
support the simulation needs of the Waffler architecture as well as a wide
range of other projects. Gensim meets all the criteria described in Section 6.2:
it is a modular system, allowing the user to easily substitute agents or modify
aspects of a domain, supports multiple agents and multiple processes, and the
object-level interface between the agent and simulator is straightforward. The
user can control many aspects of the simulation through system parameters,
and can design a domain to keep track of any aspect not already built in to the
simulator. Perhaps most importantly, however, the relationship between an
agent and the simulated world provided by Gensim is clear and explicit,
unlike previous simulators: details of agent timing, actions and causaiity,
and perception have all been explicitly described. This allows potential users
to gauge the fit of their domain to Gensim quickly, rather than attempting to
implement the domain and only later learning of semantic details that
complicate the implementation. The wide variety of features, coupled with
an extendible design, make Gensim applicable to a much wider collection of
domains than any of the simulators described here.

Since the focus of Gensim is on providing a set of facilities for constructing
and simulating a wide variety of domains rather than on providing a single
parameterized domain, the system is necessarily more flexible and complex
than previous simulators. Flexibility is required in this design goal, and
complexity is a by-product. Gensim gives users the power to flexibly
implement the domain of their choice, and is the only one of the simulation
systems that can support the use of a single agent architecture in widely
varying domains. Even considering a single domain, unless that domain
closely matches one of the simulators described in Section 1, a generic
simulator such as Gensim will be the only alternative to constructing a
complete customized simulator. The price of this flexibility is requiring the
user to define all agents, operations, and interactions supported by the
domain.
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Gensim is implemented in Macintosh Common LISP, and occupies
approximately 150k of source code, including its knowledge representation
system. The contributions and limitations of this system will be described in
greater detail in Chapter 9. The following Chapter illustrates the use of
Gensim in creating a domain and a partial implementation of a Waffler
agent.
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Ah, to build, to build!
That is the noblest of the arts.

- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Michael Angelo

7.0. Introduction

The validity of any scientific model hinges on its ability to accurately
represent the behaviour for which it was designed to explain. In proposing a
new model, there are two requirements that arise from this: to illustrate that
the model does indeed explain the behaviour on which it is based, and that it
does so moÍe accurately or extensively than existing models. In the case of
the Waffler architecture, these requirements have to a large extent already
been met. Chapter 3 has outlined the limitations of the classical and
universal planning architectures in general and with respect to the
phenomena displayed during the performance of everyday activities.
Chapters 4 and 5 have presented an approach and an agent architecture based
specifically on the phenomena of everyday activity, and have contrasted the
fit of these phenomena to the abilities of previous architectures. In
particular, I have shown that conceptually, the Waffler architecture both
subsumes the capabilities of a universal planner and explains far more
complex phenomena: how an agent can go beyond specific routines and make
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use of deeper world knowledge when necessary, allowing the agent to
perform everyday activities in a satisficing manner.

The fact that the Waffler architecture and the improvisational approach it
embodies can be used to explain these phenomena validates the approach in
part. In computer science, however, we have the abiiity to do much more
than illustrate how well new theories work on paper: we can make the
theory active through a computational impiementation, physically
demonstrating both its advantages and its limitations. The power that such
impiementations bring to the research process in AI is described by Dehn and
Shank [7982, p.356]:

The building of programs is of methodological importance as a scientific tool for the
refinement and debugging of theories of intelligence. Programs reveal hidden
assumptions and lack of clarity in the underlying theory. Programs, once written
can also serve as experimental apparatus, in order to try the theory out, exploring
its explanatory value. Programs also serve as a demonstration of the theories they
embody. Programs allow theories to evolve.

In addition to these obvious advantages, there is another reason for
presenting this work in terms of a computer program. What has been
presented thus far is an approach: a conceptual framework from which to
view a problem and an abstract solution to it. This framework is by no means
detailed enough to construct a complete system for improvising in a complex
domain. What is missing thus far ãre the engineering details that bridg" tn"
gap between the conceptual framework and a full embodiment of the
architecture in a realistic domain. The issues involved at the conceptual and
implementational levels differ greatly. These differences are summarízedby
Nii [1e86]:

Problem-solving models are conceptual frameworks for formulating solutions to
problems. The models do not address the details of designing and building
operational systems. How a piece of knowledge is represented, as rules, objects, or
procedures, is an engineering decision. It involves such pragmatic considerations as
"naturalness", avallability of knowledge representation languages, and the skill of
the implementers, to name a few.

In order to further demonstrate and validate both the improvisational
approach and the Waffler architecture, and to serve as a basis for future
research, this Chapter describes a modest implementation of a Waffler agent
engaged in episodes of an everyday activity in a simulated environment.
Many of the techniques employed in this implementation were developed
during the course of a more primitive prototype implementation described in
[Anderson and Evans,7994]. This prototype consists of a number of agents of
various types (including simple improvising agents) inhabiting a predator-
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prey environment and balancing the need to obtain food with the need to
seek shelter from pursuing predators. The construction of this domain was
not intended to demonstrate the power of improvising agents, but rather as
an examPle of the use of the Gensim tool in a natural resource management
domain. Thus the improving agents are extremely simplistic (mainly because
the domain requires very little sophistication), and the domain itself is an
extremeiy simple one relative to any everyday activity. While only a simpie
and very partial implementation of improvising agents, this work afforded
an early opportunity to experiment with some of the computational processes
involved in improvisation and laid the groundwork for the implementation
described here.

This implementation was performed in Common LISp, using the Gensim
simulator described in Chapter 6. The application of Gensim provided a
useful element of synergy: the features provided by Gensim provided a
natural fit for this application, and the implementation described in this
Chapter provided a significant opportunity to test and validate Gensim.

The major difficuity in providing an implementation of a Waffler agent is in
the scope of such an implementation. As Chapter t has emphasized, building
a complete improvising agent wouid involve solving a great many open
problems in artificial intelligence. The imptementation described here
emphasizes the decision-making components of the improvising agents at
the expense of aspects of physical embodiment, such as completely realistic
vision or manipulation. The facilities provided by Gensim for obtaining
sensory information and manifesting the immediate and temporally
extended effects of action are employed to substitute for these features. Other
components beyond available technology, such as the parallel working
memory required by the architecture, are also simulated within Gensim.

The scope of this implementation is not limited only by the technological
resources necessary to construct a complete waffler agent, however. As
Chapters 4 and 5 have illustrated, the collection of background knowledge
required for improvisation in any everyday activity is vast and would require
an extensive effort to even begin to deal with realistically in the time-span
availabie for the research described in this dissertation. To provide a basis for
comparison, the prototype implementation of the Phoenix architecture
(described in Sections 3.3, 5.2.4, and 6.3.1), whose domain, while realistic, is
comparatively very simplistic compared to the amount of knowledge
required to engage in everyday activities, required several people almost two
years of fuil-time development to construct [Howe, 1991,]. The CyC project,
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implementing the everyday knowledge available to the average six-year-old,
estimates a two person-century effort lGuha and Lenat,1990].

Because of the difficulties of scope on the resource-bounds of this project, the
extent of this implementation is necessarily limited. The limited
implementation described in this Chapter focuses on narrowing the gap
between the model described in Chapter 5 and a complete implementation,
within the resource limitations of this project. This is accomplished through
an emphasis on the major components of a Waffler agent over the detailed
aspects required by a complete agent, and a focus on selected aspects of an
everyday activity illustrating the most significant phenomena associated with
improvisation. The intent of this partial implementation is primarily to
demonstrate the ability of the Waffler architecture to display the phenomena
associated with improvisation (as described in Chapter 4) within limited
resource bounds. Equally important, however, is the desire to provide an
outline for a more extensive implementation and identify both promising
avenues of future research and difficulties that must be overcome.

The description of this implementation is divided into three parts: the agent
design, the design of the environment the agent inhabits, and a series of
examples of agent behaviour within this environment. These are dealt with
in the foilowing Sections.

7.I. The Experimental Environment

The domain around which this implementation is centred is one that has
been referred to many times in this dissertation; that of making tea in a
kitchen. The simuiated kitchen defined by Gensim is illustrated in Figure 7-1.
The domain is organized using a square grid-structure, with four units in
each dimension. Each grid cell is used to represent a large abstract location.
For example, the cell labelled counterl in Figure 7-1 represents an area of
counter space. Many objects may be physically present in this one space, and
indeed, it is assumed the agent can move into and around within this space
as well. This level of representation is not detailed enough for many
applications (e.g. a glass sitting on the counter and an agent standing beside
the counter are viewed only as being in the same location), but suffices for the
Purposes of the examples presented here. Additionai information can be
recorded for each object indicating facts about its status within the particular
abstract location (e.g. on-counter, beside-counter) if this is necessary.

The domain itself contains a varied collection of objects that are commonly
found in kitchens, and tend toward those used in making tea due to the
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domain differ slightly in each of the examples shown
However, the main classes of objects are similar.
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represented in this
in this Chapterloo.

Figure 7-1. Left: Conceptual environment for implemented examples.
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Right: Environment as a grid-based represenrarion.

The objects in the domain are represented using Gensim's internal frame-
based knowledge representation system as described in the previous Chapter.
The classes of domain objects defined for each example is illustrated in Figure
7-2. To keep knowledge representation straightforward, multiple inheritance
is not used, although it is clearly necessary for a realistic representation of a
collection of objects such as this. Pots and cupboards are both examples of
containers, as are sinks and stoves. However, to be used realistically each of
these objects would also have to be classified according to other criteria: pots
as cooking-units, and stoves as appliances, for example. This knowledge base
grew as the examples to be described were implemented, and its structure is
reflective of this: kettles, for example, could have been grouped as containers
or under a new appliance class, but they were originally designated as general

100 The reason for these d.ifferences is not to remove complexity by having as few redundant
objects as possible. Rather, the presence of some objects may affect the behaviour a
particular example is trying to illustrate. Consider trying to illustrate how an agent will
improvise on its usual routine of using a stove-top kettle for making tea, for example. This
is impossible unless the stove-top kettle usually present in the environment is removed.
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physical objects and it was never necessary to re-arrange them. CIeatly, a
more extensive environment would require multiple inheritance, the
definition of many new classes of information, and the restructuring of some
knowledge defined here.

Figure 7-2. List of classes used in example domain.

In addition to multiple inheritance, many other knowledge representation
difficulties are ignored for the purposes of this implementation. For example,
tea is simply a general concept in this implementation, rather than a set of
concepts representing the various forms in which tea may exist (e.g. dry tea
leaves, tea as beverage). Transformation (water and tea leaves into tea) is also
ignored, although as will shortly be illustrated the Waffler agent does have
the possibility to create new concepts in its own knowledge base and link
them to existing concepts. Once agaín, solutions to these and many more
knowledge representation problems must be solved before a truly general
intelligent agent is possible; however, lacking these solutions cannot and
should not prevent experimentation in other areas of inteltigent agency.

This implementation makes extensive use of the knowledge separation
capabilities provided by Gensim, and because of this it is important to note
that the knowledge illustrated in Figure 7-2 is the objective knowledge of the
domain maintained by the simulator. In each example, the single agent
inhabiting this domain may possess only some of this knowledge, may
structure its knowledge in a completely different fashion than that shown in
Figure 7-2, and may have additional knowledge as well. In each of the
examples described in this Chapter, the agent in all cases possesses identical
class information in an identical structuring as that shown in Figure 7-2, but
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does not know about all instance information. For example, there may be an
electric kettle in the cupboard shown in Figure 7-1, and the agent may not
know this fact, but it does know what an eiectric kettle and a cupboard are,
and could recognize an instance of either of these upon seeing one.

7.2. A Partial Implementation of a 'S7'affler Agent

The agent inhabiting the domain described above is a simple implementation
of the Waffler architecture described in Chapter 5. This agent contains all the
major components described in Section 5.3.1: a long-term memoryt a
working memory providing immediate realization of the implication of
constraints, the ability to trigger the transfer of concepts and intentions from
long-term memory to working memory, the ability to deliberate about the
utility of potential actions, and perceptuai and effectory capabilities.

This agent operates in precisely the manner already described in Chapter 5.
The agent's desires and external information trigger the recall of concepts and
intentions into working memory, which in turn provide potential actions
and constraints to direct the agent's choices for activity. The agent may act at
any time uPon the recommendations provided by its current knowiedge or
may wait for more information. The constraints currently active in working
memory also form a focus for the agent's perceptual abilities, directing it to
information around itself that is pertinent to its activities. Att of these are
implemented as computational processes within the Gensim simulation tool,
except for the agent's perceptual and effectory abilities that are provided using
the extensive facilities provided by Gensim for these purposes. The details of
the agent itself can be divided into two broad areas: details of the
implementation of the constraints, intentions, and other knowledge
structures supporting improvisation, and details of the computational
Processes that apply these structures to produce improvised behaviour. These
are described in the foliowing Sections.

7.2.I. Knowledge Structuring

As an autonomous, resource-bounded agent, the Waffler agent operating
within the environment described in Section 7.1 has its own limited
knowledge of the world it inhabits. Like the simulator's objective knowledge,
the agent's knowledge of the world is represented using the knowledge
representation facilities provided by Gensim. This Section describes the
methods chosen to represent intentions, working memory triggers,
constraints, and the other knowiedge structures required for improvisation.
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The examples of each of these structures used in this Section are drawn from
the impiemented examples described in Section 7.4.

As mentioned in the previous Section, in all of these impiemented examples
the agent has as part of its knowledge of the world the complete class
knowledge possessed by the simulator (Figurc 7-2). However, instance
information is limited in the agent's own model of the world, and the agent
also has classes of information that are not represented in the objective view
of the environment maintained by the simulator. The latter consists of self-
knowledge, knowledge of action, and conceptual knowledge over and above
that maintained by the simulator.

Figure 7-3. General Structure of Agent Knowledge.

Examples of this knowledge are shown in Figure 7-3. In addition to the
classes of Figure 7-2 (not all are shown for reasons of space and clarity), the
agent has an intentions concept that contains knowledge about intentions in
general and serves to group the agent's intention knowledge. It also lnas a self
instance that serves to maintain self-knowledge, and an øbstrøct-concept class
that serves to group concepts used in the agent's reasoning processes that do
not correspond to any of the classes previously defined. A mess, for example,
is an abstract concept that would correspond to one or more physical entities
maintained by the simulator (such as milk not in any container, or a cup that
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Container

Various
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by example
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is dirty). Roles, such as the general concept of a container for boiling or a
stirring utensil, are also examples of abstract concepts.

The Waffler agent in this implementation maintains an extensive model of
the world around itself. A world model containing every object the agent has
come into contact with is not necessary for improvisation, and it is possible to
set up an improvising agent that does not maintain such information.
However, the maintenance of such a world model allows the agent to recail
immediately where an object that it has seen may be found, rather than
requiring repetitive reference to background information indicating where
the object is usually stored. The drawback to such a world model is that the
agent has the added overhead of distinguishing between when it is
recognizing a new object (requiring a new instance in the world model), and
when it is looking at something it has already seen. Again, these are issues
beyond improvisation in general, and are dealt with in this impiementation
by assuming that an object seen at a particular location is an existing instance
if there is an object of that class known to be at that particular location. That
is, if the location and class information maintained for a particular instance
in the world model matches that of a perceived object, the existing instance is
assumed to represent the perceived object.

Knowledge of concepts, including instances maintained in a world modei and
abstract concepts used in reasoning, make up much of the agent's knowledge
base in this implementation. Several examples of concepts taken from this
implementation are shown in Figure 7-4.

The concept in the lower-right hand corneï of Figure 7-4, representing the
agent's knowledge of the telephone in its world, is typical of most conceptual
knowledge in this implementation, containing simple slots and values. The
other examples in Figure 7-4 alI illustrate various types of knowledge that can
be attached to frames. Tlne kitchen concept in the lower-left hand corner, for
example, contains a trigger associated with an event attached to the phone
concept: when the phone rings (the agent is informed of auditory events
through the Gensim's signalling facility, described in Section 6.4.3), the
telephone concept will be brought into working memory. Triggers may also
be defined for visual criteria as well as auditory events such as this one.

The top portion of Figure 7-4 Illustrates two more attachments that can be
made to basic concepts. The boiling-contøiner concept is an example of a role.
It represents knowledge about boiling containers, and in this particular case
gives a list of classes of items in the agent's knowledge base that can be used to
fulfil this role, and the utility with which each fills this role. In this
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implementation, utilities are not broken up into the separate factors
mentioned in Section 5.3.4. Instead, a simple integer representation (where 0
represents the poorest utility, 10 the best) is used for role matches, constraints,
and potential actions. This is in part for simplicity in the implementation,
and in part to illustrate that extremely complex representations for utility are
not always necessary.

Fig:ure 7-4. Four examples of concept knowledge.

The messes concept (this is actually a class, each instance of which is a
particular mess the agent knows about) in Figure 7-4 llTustrates an attached
constraint. For the purposes of this implementation, the implemented
comPonents of constraints are a subset of those described in Section 5.1.1.
Constraints are represented as a simple association list, with components for a
name, condition, recommendation, and objects referred to in the constraint.
The recommendation may alter the agent's knowledge base or working
memory in some fashion, or may make a recommendation for action. The

Abstract-Concept

Boiling-container

Type:Role

Participants:
(pot 8)
(electric-kettle 9)
(stovetop-kettle 4)

Messes
Constraints:
( ( (name clean-up-messes)

(condition
( no - current - intent ion

'clean-up) )
( obj ects

( (mess
(find-instance 'messes) ) ) )

(recommend
( (adopL (clean-up mess) ) B) )

))))

Kitchen

Triggers:
(phone-ring f)

The-phone

Colour: black
Location: (3 3)

Constraints:
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constraint shown in Figure 7-4 recornmends adopting an intention to clean
uP a mess, with a utility of 8 (using the representation for utilities described
above). A constraint's condition may be any valid LISP expression, and
pattern variables may be used in both the recommendation and condition
ciauses. Bindings for these variables are maintained in the objects
comPonent of the constraint. These bindings may be inherited from the
object the constraint is attached to, or (as in this case) may be created
dynamically using another LISP expression. These components collectively
make up the bulk of the functionality required for constraints in this
architecture. However, the expressiveness of this representation is relatively
Poor. For example, having constraints' activation conditions as LISP
expressions is flexible but requires a great deal of programming to implement
complex conditions. A specialized constraint language embedded within
Gensim wiil be required for a more large-scale implementation of a Waffler
agent.

Having described the methods by which the agent represents the world
around itself and the low-level components of the agent's knowledge
representation structures (constraints, triggers), we can now turn to an
examination of the backbone of a Waffler agent's knowledge: intentions. As
mentioned previously, intentions are organízed in their own class within the
agent's knowledge base. Each intention itself is also a class, which is
instantiated when the agent adopts the intention. Thus the agent may be
working on more than one instance of the same activity at a time (e.g.
cleaning up two different messes).

Figure 7-5 illustrates two different examples of intentions for having tea, the
starting point of each of the implemented examples. As described at the
beginning of this Chapter, resource limitations preclude the implementation
of the compiete activity of making tea. Each of the intentions in Figure 7-5
supports a small subset of the overall tea-making routine and contains only
the knowledge necessary for that subset. The intention on the lefçhand side
of the Figure shows a tea-making intention where the majority of the activity
is complete: it remains only to add sugar to the tea and to drink it. The right-
hand side of the Figure shows an intention for the same activity at an earlier
point in time.

Each intention instance has has an associated importønce, represented using
the same integer scale as utilities. The importance of an intention is derived
from both its default importance (stored in the classes from which the
intention is instantiated, using an integer scale in the same manner as
utilities), and the importance of the higher-level intentions to which this
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intention is contributing. Tl;.e ødopted-from slot is used to link subsuming
intentions for this purpose. Both triggers and constraints (as described above)
may also be attached to an intention, allowing the intention to automatically
bring associated conceptual knowledge into working memory or make direct
restrictions on agent behaviour.

Figure 7-5. Two examples of intentions.

The routine aspects of the agent's intentions may be expressed through a
partially or completely ordered set of steps. The intentions illustrated in
Figure 7-5 both use a series of steps to represent the routine knowiedge of the
activity. Each step may record the contributions the step makes (in much the
same fashion as actions in STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson, 1977]), ffiay make
recommendations for cognitive or physical actions (e.g. step 51 in the left-
hand-side intention in Figure 7-5 recommends adopting an intention to ødd-
sugar with a utility of 6), and may also have constraints (represented in the
same manner as constraints attached to other knowledge structures). The
intention on the left-hand side of Figure 7-5 illustrates a strictly-ordered series
of steps: Each is explicitly stated to occur after some other step. Tl.e in-
Progress slot is used to mark the step currently being carried out, and steps are
physically removed from the intention instance upon their completion.

The intention on the right-hand side of Figure 7-5 illustrates a more loosely
ordered series of constraints: each step has more abstract requirements that

Høz¡e-teø

I

Høoe-tea
I

Have-tea1

Importance:7

Adopted-from: Nil
Objects: (cup tea)

In-progress: s1

Steps:

(s1 ((after s0)
(provides (sweet tea yes))
(action ((adopt (add-sugar)) 6))
(constraints nil)))

(s2 ((action ((adopt (drink tea)) 9))
(constraints (

(require-known'sweet tea))))

Have-tea1

Importance: 7

Adopted-from: Nil
Objects: þoiling-container

the-cup-of-tea)

In-progress: Nil
Steps:

(s1 ((provides þound boiling-container))
(action ((adopt þoil-water)) 8))
(constraints nil)))

(s2 ((action ((adopt(drink tea)) 9))
(constraints (

þound-p
the-cup-of-tea)))))
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when satisfied make the recommendations of the step available. Like the
constraints described previously, intentions have a series of pattern variables
whose bindings are maintained in an objects sIot. Bindings for these pattern
variables may be supplied directly to the intention when it is adopted (from
subsuming intentions), and steps within the intention may also have
bindings for pattern variables as their result. For example, the first step in the
intention on the right-hand side of Figure 7-5 illustrates the latter case:
deciding to boil water will lead the agent to decide on what type of boiling
container to use. This will bind the boiling-container object, and this binding
will automatically be used wherever tlne boiling-contøiner is used later in the
intention.

Figure 7-6. Intention with an action generator.

In addition to representing the routine knowiedge contained in intentions as
a series of steps, an øction generator may also be used to dynamically generate
actions. An action generator replaces the partially-ordered list of steps in the
examples shown above with an attached LISP procedure that is responsible
for generating an appropriate action when called. An exampie of this
arrangement is illustrated in Figure 7-6, which shows an intention for
travelling to a particular object, employing an action generator to produce a
potential action to move in the appropriate direction. This particular
example is a class rather than an instance: any intention to travel to the
location of a particular object will be instantiated from this frame.

Regardless of whether a list of steps or an action generator is used to supply
recommendations, it must be stressed that as per Chapter 5, these are not
actions directly carried out by the agent, but rather recommendations for

Intentions

Travel-to-object

Importance: 10

Adopted-from: Nil
Objects: (destination-object)

(defun travel-to-. . .

; this function generates
/'an appropriate acLion
;causing the agent to
;move toward the object
;of its desires.
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action with associated utilities that can be deliberated upon using all the
information the agent has at its disposal at a particular point in time.

Figure 7-7. 'W'orking Memory as a frame srrucrure.

The only major knowledge structure in this implementation that remains to
be described is the agent's working memory. while working memory is
structurally the most complex component of the Waffler architecture,
allowing the effects of constraints contained in it to be realized immediately,
it is extremely simple in this implementation. Working memory is simply a
frame in the agent's knowledge base holding pointers to the other
comPonents in the agent's knowledge base that are currently contained in it,
as illustrated in Figure 7-7. The timesharing aspects of Gensim discussed in
Chapter 6 are used to handle the parallel constraint processing and triggering
mechanisms inherent in working memory. Due to the small size of these
examples it was deemed unrealistic to place limits on the number of concepts
and intentions that can be maintained in working memory. Given the small
number of concepts involved, any iimit wouid have to be extremely
artificially small in order to demonstrate concepts and intentions flowing in
and out of working memory. Such a small limit would inversely affect the
behaviour of the agent and make it extremely forgetfui. In lieu of size limits,
time limits are used to implement bounded retention in working memory.
Each object placed in working memory is timestamped, and any concept not
used in the previous two cycles is removed from working memoïy.
Intentions not immediately being acted upon may also be forgotten, with a
likelihood in proportion to the importance of the intention.

Physical-object

,,/\
Stove Phone

The-phone
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In general, working memory is the most unrealistic aspect of this
implementation, in that the necessary parallelism is entirely simulated.
However, as discussed at the beginning of Chapter 6, such simulations are
absolutely necessary to allow the development of general approaches without
the necessity of solving every underlying technological difficulty beforehand.

7.2.2. Computational Processes

Having described the knowledge structures used in this implementation, the
computational processes that operate on these structures can be examined in
detail.

The Waffler agent in this implementation is made up of five LISP processes
timeshared by Gensim. Because each of these processes is simulating a large
amount of parallel information processing in a small time unit, the time
limits for each process are unrestricted (As described in Section 6.4.1., Gensim
still requires some explicit time limit, but provides the ability to override this
time iimit for any or all processes).

The first of these processes implements the agent's high-level sensory
abilities. Each cycle allows the agent to make a sensory request, and the
objects and signals perceived through this sensory focus are provided to the
agent at the beginning of the next cycle. This process takes each of these
objects and integrates them into the agent's world model. Each time an object
is seen, it is matched to the existing instances in the agent's world model to
see if it is something the agent knows about. If it is an existing object, any
new information obtained is added to the world model and the instance is
added to working memory, as are any abstract concepts in which the object
participates. The new object (or signal) is also matched to all the triggers in
working memory, which may in turn recall new concepts. These triggers
would normaiiy operate in parallel, but are implemented in a linear fashion
for the purposes of implementation on a serial machine.

If a perceived object is not known to the agent (i.e. is not already in the agent's
worid model), it is not automaticaliy added to the agent's model of the world.
Doing so would assume that the agent cares about each and every object it
encounters, and would result in prolific additions and a world model that
would eventually (and unrealistically) include every detail of every object in
the environment. Instead, a new instance in the world model is created only
in very special cases that are particular to the examples involved and which
will be discussed in the next Section. In general, objects that are not known
are ignored.
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The second process in the Waffler agent in this implementation simulates
the parallelism inherent in the agent's working memoïy: it polls each of the
intention instances in working memory for its recommendations and
attempts to activate all of the constraints in working memory. If an intention
in working memory consists of a list of steps, any steps not in some way
constrained (e.g. by an unsatisfied constraint or a strict øfter ordering as
described in the previous Section) are recommended as potential courses of
activity. Each step has a default utility, which is modified by the utility of the
overall intention as follows: if the overall intention's utility is 9 or greater,
the step's utiiity is multiplied by a factor of 1.5; 8, a multiplication factor of 1.0;
6 or 7, a multiplication factor of 0.75,3 to 5, a multiplication factor of 0.S, and
less than 3, a multiplication factor of 0.25. If an intention has an action
generator, calling the generator to obtain an action becomes a
recommendation.

This process also processes each object in working memory, checking for
constraints that may make direct recommendations or indirectly alter the
agent's working memory. Again, each object is meant to be an independent
structure operating in parallel with all the others, and is simulated in linear
fashion for the Purposes of this implementation. As described in Chapter S,
any links between objects in working memory are also assumed to be realized
immediately. The only dynamic links between objects that need to be
followed in the implemented examples presented here are purpose links.
Any object may have an explicit purpose or role associated with it. For
example, part of the agent's knowledge of a stovetop kettle may be that it is
primarily used as a container for boiling water. The agent may also keep track
of this role separately: a boiling-container concept in the agent's knowledge
base may record general knowledge about this role and offer some potential
substitutes. If an alternative for activity uses an object for a specific purpose,
and this PurPose is in working memory, it may automatically offer further
potential alternatives for activity based on substitutions with other objects
that are known to fill this role. Thus if the agent is looking for a stovetop
kettle for the purpose of boiling water, having this purpose in working
memory may Senerate an alternative to look for an electric lçs¡¡1s101 instead,
automatically making the link between the role used in the original
alternative and other objects that may fitl this role by virtue of the presence of
the purpose in working memory. Other such links may also be immediately

101 Or any other alternative maintained by the purpose concept.
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realized through working memory as detailed in Chapter 5; however,
purpose links are the only such links implemented here.

All of the recommendations made by intentions and constraints in working
memory are stored in the agent's working memory frame for access by other
Processes. If a recommendation is made independently by more than one
source (e.g. through an intention and independently through some
constraint), the utilities are combined by taking the maximum of all sources
and increasing this by one.

The third Process finds the most appropriate of these actions by selecting that
with the highest utility. It is possible to define constraints on minimal utility
levels as described in Section 5.3.4, and so it is entirely possible to have no
action reach a sufficient utility to be viewed as a suitable action. In such a
situation deliberation can simply ensue over a number of cycles. Additional
evidence may accumulate and allow some alternative to move beyond the
stipulated iimit, or some (internal or external) event may cause the utility
constraint to be altered or abandoned, as described in Section s.9.4.

The fourth process simulates the memory management within working
memory that would be required in larger domains. As described in the
previous Section, the size of working memory is not restricted; rather this
process selectively removes unused components from working memory.
When a frame is brought into working memory, the current cycle is recorded.
Similarly, each time a concept already in working memory is perceived
through the agent's senses and each time a concept or intention is referenced
during the agent's course of reasoning, the timestamp on the pointer
maintained in working memory is updated to reflect this. This process goes
through working memory each cycle, removing concepts that have
timestamps two cycles old: effectively, if a concept have not been referenced
during the current cycle or the previous one, it is forgotten. This does not in
any way affect the agent's long-term memory: it simpiy removes the pointer
from working memory to the structure in long-term memory.

This process also causes intentions to be forgotten. It is nonsensical to forget
something on which one is currently working, so any intention on which the
agent is currently operating and its associated intentions are immune from
this forgetting process. This "current" intention is defined to be the one that
contributed the action to be performed on the current cycle. This process
takes each intention, searches to find its associated top-level intention, and
attempts to forget it if this top-level intention is not the same as that of the
current intention.
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The issue of forgetting intentions is a contentious one, for forgetting a course
of activities is inherently different than simply shifting focus from one
concept to another. When a concept is moved out of working memoïy, it can
easily be retrieved: when the object associated with the concept is perceived,
for example, or when some intention requiring the object serves as a
reminder. Forgetting an intention, however, is more significant. In everyday
activities, we sometimes forget intentions only momentariiy, more or less as I
have described forgetting concepts as above: intentions can simply get moved
out of working memory to make room for more locally significant things,
and can migrate back in the future. However, in other cases, forgetting is
more significant, and the intention is actually destroyed and re-created. We
have ali at some time walked into a room and completely forgotten what we
came for, often having to trace through the last few minutes of activity in
detail in to remember. I have not attempted to deal with the latter type of
forgetfulness in this implementation, and so forgotten intentions are simply
removed from working memory temporarily.

The remaining process is used to make sensory requests and to commit to the
agent's chosen course of action. For this implementation, a single sensory
request is used. Rather than using the directional scøn and look sensory
requests implemented in Gensim, a new look-øround sensory request was
developed, in order to better suit this example and illustrate the ease with
which new sensory requests may be developed. Look-øround is implemented
as a LISP function, in the same fashion as look and scøn, and allows the agent
to perceive ail objects within a one-unit radius around itself.

Actions in a Waffler agent may be divided into two groups: cognitive actions,
whose results rest entirely within the agent itself, and physical actions, that
may induce internal change but are primarily oriented toward changing the
environment around the agent. The latter, as described in Section 6.4.2, are
divided into agent-causal and domain-causal components. This final process
handles cognitive actions in their entirety, and also handles the internal
changes (mainly changes to the agent's world model) made by the agent's
physical actions and communicates those actions to Gensim.

This implementation restricts the agent to one action per cycle. At first
glance, it would seem that cognitive actions should proceed in parallel with
physical actions, the two types obviously not requiring the same physical
resources. However, both physical and cognitive actions require time: the
former to make physical alterations to the world around the agent, the latter
to change the agent's internal state. For the purposes of this implementation,
the time required to commit to a cognitive action was viewed as equal to the
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time required to handle the agent-causal portions of a physical action, and so
only one action per cycle regardless of variety was permitted. This scheme is
stili unrealistic, however, in that parallel physical actions often occur during
everyday activities. This is a much more complicated open problem than that
of cognitive vs. physical actions, and involves many issues far outside the
boundaries of this project. The use of parallel physical actions during
improvisation is an interesting avenue of future research, but is not dealt
with here.

The performance of physical actions within Gensim has already been
described in Section 6.4.5. The cognitive actions implemented here, however,
deserve further explanation. Two basic cognitive actions required of any
improvising agent are implemented as part of each of the examples described
in the next Section: adopting and abandoning intentions. Each of these is
once again a LISP procedure that makes the required alterations to the agent's
long-term and working memories to manifest the effects of the cognitive
action.

When adopting an intention, the agent supplies the name of the class of the
intention as well as desired object bindings (as described in Section 7.2.7, such
bindings may be supplied when adopting the intention or may be made
during the course of the intention). Information about the intention
spawning this new intention is also supplied. When a new intention is
adopted, a new instance of the intention is created in the agent's knowledge
base. A utility is calculated using the default utility and that supplied when
adopting the intention, and the new intention is inserted into the agent's
working memory frame, allowing its direct recommendations and constraints
to be considered, and its triggers to bring further concepts into working
memory.

The parental information supplied when adopting an intention is used when
the time comes for an intention to be completed or abandoned. When an
intention is complete, it is a simple task to remove it from the agent's
working memory frame and destroy the instance representing the intention
in the agent's long-term memory. However, any intention may also be part
of a larger intention, and upon completion, this may allow new parts of the
parent intention to become active. This will be done automatically as a
consequence of the constraint-directed representation if the steps in the
parent intention are ordered using requirement constraints: the changes
provided by the completed intention can satisfy the requirement constraints
in some new step. This is not automatic, however, if strict ordering
constraints are used: if a requirement of step 52 is that step 51 be complete,
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the intention must be informed when this occurs, and thus any intention
must communicate its completion to its direct parent. More significantly, any
completed intention may also be the only remaining portion of some higher-
ievel intention, and thus any completed intention may recursively trigger the
completion of additional intentions. Again, this process requires the parental
information supplied when an intention is adopted and stored with the
intention itself.

7.3. Implemented Examples

The remainder of this Chapter demonstrates the computational processes and
knowledge structure described in previous Sections functioning in three
examples of improvised behaviour. Each of these examples was selected
because of its clear emphasis on one or more of the basic characteristics of
everyday activities described in Chapter 2. AII of these examples are set in the
kitchen environment of Section 7.7, and have as their basic motive the
preparation of a cup of tea. Knowiedge particular to each example along with
the results of each example are described in the Sections that follow. The
actual Gensim output for each of the examples, showing each detailed
alteration to the agent's internal knowledge base and the environmental
changes of each of the agent's actions, are contained in separate appendices.

7.3.I. Example One

The first example illustrates the agent in the final stages of the making of a
cup of tea. The agent has long ago adopted an intention to make tea (this
intention is the example in the left-hand side of Figure 7-5). The tea-making
intention has been followed to the point where a cup of tea has been made
and the agent is adding sugar to the tea to satisfy its preference for sweet tea.
The agent has adopted another intention for this purpose, and this intention
has also been followed to the point where the tea has been added to the sugar
The only remaining recommendations in the intention are to put away the
dirty spoon and the sugar bowl used in adding sugar. The environment
around the agent looks much as one would expect: a sugar bowl, a spoon, and
a cup of tea sit on the counter in the counter2 area (see Figure 7-7). The agent
stands in the same area beside all of these objects, and an event is pre-set to
have the telephone ring one cycle into the simulation.

There are several relevant constraints and triggers attached to the agent's
knowledge of the world for this example. The spoon concept (class) in the
agent's knowledge base has an attached constraint that gives a
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recommendation to alter the agent's knowledge base to recognize a mess
when the spoon is dirty. This constraint could also have been attached to a
higher-level ciass (e.g. all physical objects), or to the setting. This is an
example of one of the more complex representation issues implemented
here: allowing a physical object to participate in multipie abstract concepts.
When the agent recognizes that the spoon is dirty, it realizes (through this
constraint) that a dirty spoon is an example of a mess, and creates an
appropriate instance in the agent's knowledge base to represent this new
abstract concept. The agent's mess concept has a constraint that recommends
cieaning up a mess when one exists (as previously shown in Figure T-4). Tlne
agent's telephone concept also has an attached constraint that recommends
answering the phone when it rings, with a very high utility (10) because of
the time-constrained nature of the ¡¿s|ç.102 The only setting present in the
agent's knowledge base is a kitchen setting, and this setting has a trigger that
recalls the phone concept when a telephone ring is heard.

The agent's working memory is initially set to contain the two intentions it
has adopted, the kitchen setting, and the agent's concepts of itself, the sugar
jar, the sPoon, and the cup of tea. The output of this example is contained in
Appendix A. This output shows the results of each process described in
Section 7.2, cycle by cycie.

At the beginning of the simulation, the agent possesses the two intentions
mentioned previously, and these intentions each make a recommendation
available in the first cycle. The haue-teø intention (which has already caused
the intention to add sugar to be adopted) has one remaining step, adopting an
intention to drink the tea, and this is recommended. Tlne add-susar intention
has two remaining steps, putting away the sugar and the sugar jar, and
intentions to perform these actions are also recommended.

The concepts in working memory also make contributions in the initial cycle.
As described above, the agent's spoon concept has a constraint to check for

102 This is of course not the only factor that may make answering the telephone important. In
many cases, for example, we may expect an important call or know immediately that a
call is unimportant. The mechanics of including issues such as this are not difficult: we
could simply have a constraint affecting the utility of this alternative. Flowever, as
already discussed, there is no end to such complexities in everyday activities, and a limit
had to be imposed for the purposes of the resources devoted to this example. Many
complexities such as this are ignored in these examples for the reasons described at the
beginning of this Chapter.
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messes. This constraint is activated, and the agent recognizes and inserts a
new instance of a tness in its knowledge base and in working memory. This
new concept has an attached constraint that recommends an alternative to
adopt an intention to clean up the mess.

Each of these recommendations has a utitity calculated as described in Section
7.2. The highest utility in this case happens to be the alternative to adopt an
intention to clean up the spoon. The agent commits to this action, and a
look-around sensory request is made (as is done every cycle). This completes
the agent's time interval, and the environment is then updated. The agent's
action is a cognitive one, and so no changes are made as a result of the agent.
As mentioned above, however, an event has been pre-set to cause the
telephone to ring, and this occurs during this interval.

The second cycle gives the agent the sensory information corresponding to its
request, and the agent perceives the objects around itself adding a few objects
(such as the countertop) to its working memory. The agent also perceives the
teiephone ring, which in turn triggers recall of the phone concept. The
attached constraint is activated, resulting in a highly-rated recommendation
to adopt an intention to answer the telephone. The existing intentions make
the same recommendations made in the previous cycle, and the newly-
adopted intention to clean up the spoon recommends its only step, to travel
to the spoon103. The recommendation to adopt an intention to answer the
phone is by far the most highly ranked, and the agent commits to this action
and adopts this intention.

This new intention contains two steps: to travel to an object (the phone) and
to talk on the phone once the agent arrives there. In cycle three, travelling to
the phone becomes the most significant alternative. This cycle also allows
some items to fade from working memory. The agent has moved from acting
on its intention to make tea to acting on its intention to have tea (and
intentions associated with this). This allows the intentions that go toward
tea-making to be potentially forgotten. The original haae-teø intention is
significant enough to avoid being forgotten (a limit of 7 is used), but tine ødd-
sugør intention is not significant enough and is removed from working
memory. This is also the first cycle that could cause items in working
memory to exceed their time limits, and several concepts are removed

103 Like the other intentions, the only steps implemented. are those that are required for this
small subset of the overall activity.
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because of this. This leaves the agent with its original haoe-teø intention, an
intention to answer the phone, and a new intention to travel to the phone.
This intention has a generator (trøael-fo) associated with it that generates
actions that move the agent toward the desired object, and these generated
actions are more significant than any other recommendations (the only
remaining intention is that of having tea, which repeatedly recommends
drinking the tea).

The agent requires two cycles to move to the telephone, and as it travels the
objects behind it gradually slip from view and are removed from working
memory due to time limits (e.g. the spoon, the counter, and the sugar jar). As
the agent moves, the phone comes into view (it is already in working
memory due to the trigger when the phone rarrg, but would be inserted
through sight if it were not already there). Once the agent arrives at the
location of the telephone, the intention to travel to the phone is complete
and is removed. Being at this location allows the other step in tlne answer-
phone intention, to talk on the phone, to be adopted. Had the agent already
been at the phone's location, the constraint requiring this would have been
satisfied and the agent would simply have talked on the phone directly - the
step to travel to the telephone would never have arisen.

A realistic intention to talk on the telephone would be an extremely complex
one, and wouid involve the agent's knowledge of language and social issues.
These are not necessary from the point of view of demonstrating
improvisation, and are completely omitted from this implementation. The
intention to talk on the phone is thus implemented as an action generator
(chøt-on) that generates a two-cycle delay (two chat actions each of which have
no physical effects) to represent such activity. After the two chøt actions, the
tølk-on phone intention is complete and is removed. This in turn completes
t}re answer-phone intention, which is also removed.

The agent now has only one intention, its original høue-teø intention. Like
every other cycle in this simulation, it continues to recommend an intention
to drink the tea it has made. This intention is adopted, and recommends on
the next cycie to travel back to where it knows the cup of tea is sitting. This in
turn causes a series of moue actions that are the inverse of the agent's
previous motions. As the agent travels back to the counter area where it was
originally positioned, it begins to view the objects in that area (the cup, the
sPoon and its associated îness concept, the sugar jar, and the counter itself)
and move them back into working memory. This re-introduces the
constraints that were available previously, including the constraint on the
mess concept to clean uP a recognized mess. This alternative is stronger than
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the agent's drink-teø intention, and the agent decides to clean up the spoon.
The simulation thus ends more or less where it began.

All of this is shown in the detailed output in Appendix A. This example
primarily iilustrates the Waffler agent's ability to act both directly from its
routines and from associated background knowledge. Unless some
information indicates otherwise, the agent directly foliows the steps outlined
in the intentions it has followed many times before. However, alternatives
for action also arise from interaction between the agent's intentions and the
world around itself, and also arise directly out of associated background
knowledge. For example, the telephone ringing triggers a constraint to act
toward answering the phone that is completely independent of any other
intentions the agent possesses.

This example also illustrates the agent's ability to juggle overlapping
activities, one of the common characteristics of everyday activities outlined in
Chapter 2. When answering the phone, the agent forgets about its previous
activities. In this example, when the agent is finished talking on the phone it
simply uses those intentions remaining in its working memory to direct its
further activity. This directs the agent back to where it was originally
stationed, where visual cues direct it to return to what it was doing
independently of its previously-forgotten intentions. This once again
illustrates background knowledge and perception substituting for routine.
This example would reflect what would happen in the real world if one really
did completely forget what one was doing. In reality, however, one might
actively analyze one's previous intentions to recall the forgotten intention,
something not implemented in this example.

Because the basis for everyday activities lies in personal routine, any reader
may see aspects of this portion of ongoing activity that seem unusual when
compared to his or her own routine for such activity. Indeed, changes in the
agent's knowledge base could make this activity turn out very differently. If
the agent were expecting a long call, for example, it might pick up the cup of
tea and carry it to the telephone. If the agent had kept the spoon in its hand
after stirring and rushed straight to the phone, it would be reminded that the
dirty spoon belongs in the sink by virtue of its possession of the spoon. These
differences are not in themselves significant. They simply represent
differences in routine from that of the agent in this example, and could be
handled by altering the agent's routine through appropriate changes in the
agent's knowledge base. What ls important in this example is its illustration
of the Waffler agent's ability to handle basic improvisational concepts as
described above.
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This example also illustrates portions of the architecture that are unrealistic.
upon examination of the output in Appendix A, it can be seen, for example,
that the agent's self concept is repeatedly recalled and removed from working
memory during the course of the activity. This is a result of the policy of
forgetting a concept after it has been unused for two cycles. The agent requires
no self knowledge during this activity,but knows that it is a physical object in
the world and sees itself whenever it looks around. Noting its own presence
places its self concept in working memory, which is unused and very soon
removed. This is clearly unnecessary but is a result of the dynamics of the
various components that make up the agent. This could be handled by
treating the agent's self concept differently from others, either keeping it in
working memory constantly or recailing it only upon non-visual self-
reference. There are many subtleties such as this one, and indeed, many parts
of this example in general that could have been implemented differently. As
I have already argued however, these issues are not important in the scope of
the goals of this example: to provide a simple illustration of a Waffler agent
engaged in improvised activity.

7.3.2. Example Two

The second implemented example represents a much shorter temporal
period of improvisation, but at the same time shows more sophisticated
reasoning on the part of the agent. In this example, the agent is once again
making tea, but is at the beginning of the activity. The main intention for
this example is that shown on the right-hand side of Figure 7-5. This
intention again omits the bulk of the activity, having only two steps: one to
adopt an intention to boil water, and another to adopt the intention to drink
the tea once it exists.

In this example, several new classes of knowledge are added to the agent
knowledge base used in the previous example. Boiling water will involve
using a kettle, so the agent is given a general kettle concept, along with more
specific electric-kettle and stoaetop-kettle concepts. The tea is removed from
the cup used in the previous example, and an electric kettle (stored in the
cupboard) and a pot (sitting on the stove) are added to the environment. All
of these are known to the agent except for the electric lçs¡¡1g104. The agent is

104 The agent knows about the concept of electric kettles, but does not definitely know there is
one in this particular kitchen.
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thus not completely familiar with its environment: it knows that a kitchen
should have some entity such as a kettle for heating water, but does not know
for certain if its present location does. This example also adds one additional
abstract concept to the agent's knowledge base. The agent now has a boiling-
contøiner concept which implements a role: it records knowledge about
boiling containers and objects that are suitable for use as boiling containers.
In particular, this concept records that pots, electric kettles, and stovetop
kettles may be used as boiling containers with utilities of 8,9, and 4
respectively. The reason for the low utility for a stovetop kettle will be
explained shortly.

The agent begins in the same location as that used in the previous example,
and has a working memory that initially consists of its intention for having
tea and lts self, cup, spoon, sugør-jør, sto'oe, and pot concepts. The output of
this simulation appears in Appendix B.

As mentioned above, the agent's høae-teø intention has two steps associated
with it: boiling water and drinking tea. There is no tea yet in existence, and
so the requirement constraint for that step is not satisfied. Adopting an
intention to boil water is recommended, however, and is the only alternative
available to the agent. This intention is adopted as the agent's first action, and
a look-øround sensory request is made (as before, this sensory request is
repeated on each cycle)

The agent's boil-raøter intention has a constraint on minimum utitity
associated with it: any step taken in conjunction with this intention must
have a minimum utility of 7. only one step is implemented in this
intention: the initial step of choosing how to boil water. This provides a
binding within the intention so that the method chosen to boil water (e.g.
using a stovetop kettle) is available to other steps and other intentions as the
tea-making activity unfolds further.

This step has a preference associated with it that automatically recommends
using a stovetop kettle to boil water, reflecting the routine manner in which
the agent is used to dealing with this situation. This step also records a

PurPose of finding a boiling container, causing tlne boiling-contøiner role to be
brought into working memory. Had the agent been in its own kitchen, where
it is used to using a stovetop kettle and one is readily available, this would
immediately proceed. In this case, however, there is no stovetop kettle
readily available in this environment. In a more complete implementation,
this would be realized by giving the default an initially high value, that
would be lowered when the agent is realizes there is no stovetop kettle in the
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environment. This could then activate a constraint to find a stovetop kettle
to use in the remainder of the boil-wøter intention. In this example, the
realization that there is no stovetop kettle is reflected in an initial low utility
for the preference (a utility of 4 is used in this intention and in the utility of a
stovetop kettle in the agent's concept of the boiling-container role). That is,
the agent is assumed to possess the knowledge that there is no stovetop kettle,
accounting for this low utility factor. The boil-water intention thus
recommends adopting an intention to find a stovetop kettle with a utility of
4, and has a side-effect of moving tlne boiling-contøiner role into working
memory (as mentioned above).

This alternative does not meet the limit on utility and is not considered.
There are no other immediate alternatives, and the agent is idle for a cycle
whiie more information is considered. This could potentially lead to either
an extensive physical search for a stovetop kettle (by relaxing the restriction
on minimal utility) or to an extensive knowledge search to find an
alternative to using a stovetop kettle. Neither of these occurs, as a simple
solution to the difficulty in which the agent finds itself is readily available.
The agent has just moved the boiling-container concept into working
memory/ and has had knowledge of the pot sitting on the stove in working
memory since the beginning of the simulation. The presence of tlne boiling-
contøiner concept in working memory allows the agent to realize alternatives
for boiling containers stored with this concept. as described in Section 7.2.2,
this concept stores two additional potential objects to use as boiling
containers: eiectric kettles and pots. These are each put forward as
improvised alternatives to the routine preference of using a stovetop kettle.
The electric kettle has the highest utility, and the agent adopts an intention to
look for an electric kettle. The simulation ends at this point.

The primary Purpose of this example is to illustrate active improvisation:
using the agent's background knowledge to generate alternatives that may be
more appropriate than what the agent's routine recommends. In this
example, the agent's routine calls for it to turn immediately to using a a
stovetop kettle for boiling water, and the environment around the agent
suggests otherwise, causing it to recall the purpose for the stovetop kettle in
its routine and to use that to move to find a more appropriate object. Once
again, this course of action may differ greatly if the agent has a different
routine for making tea. Here I have assumed that the agent's routine is
strong, and that it has little experience in making tea using a means other
than a stovetop kettle. The agent knows that a pot is sitting right in front if it,
and has this concept in working memory. If the agent's pot concept recorded
its purpose as a boiling container, this similarity in purpose to the default of a
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stovetop kettle would be immediately realized and an appropriate alternative
generated. I have deliberately not included this information, assuming that
the agent has never before used a pot to boil water for tea and that the sight of
a pot alone would not immediately cause the agent to think of this
alternative. This forces the agent to recall the role of a boiling container and
generate alternatives in the manner described above. That is, the agent does
not recognize immediately that the pot can be used as a container for boiling
water for making tea, but is reminded of this fact when it recalls the boiling-
container role into working memory. If the agent's preference to use a
stovetop kettle were even stronger, 7t would begin to physically search for a
stovetop kettle, only pausing to consider other alternatives when a physical
search was realized to be fruitless. Once again, these differences are
differences in what one thinks of as necessary in a routine for making tea, and
have not been omitted due to any implementational difficulty. Each could
readily be implemented with only a few modifications to this example.

7.3.3. Example Three

The third example illustrates how a slight modification in the agent's
knowledge changes the behaviour exhibited in the previous situation. This
example presents the same situation to the agent as the previous example,
except that the pot is removed from the environment, a stovetop kettle is
placed in the cupboard, and an electric kettle sits upon the stove. The agent's
self concept also has a high-level constraint attached to it, telling the agent to
abandon one intention in favour of the other if it has two intentions that suit
the same purpose. The agent begins one step into the example above, having
adopted both the basic intention for making tea and that of boiling water. The
agent's working memory consists of these two intentions and the agent's self ,
cup, spoln, sugar-jør, and stoae concepts. The output of this example appears
in Appendix C.

The agent begins the simulation positioned just below tlne counter2 area
shown in Figure 7-1. This is done so that the agent will not immediately be
reminded of the presence of the electric kettle on the stove. As before, the
agent's høue-teø intention can make no contributions until some tea exists,
and its boil-wøter intention begins by using its preference for a stovetop kettle
to generate an alternative to find a stovetop kettle to use for boiling water.
The utility in this example is higher to reflect the agent's knowledge that a
stovetop kettle exists, and no minimum utility constraint is used in this
example. The boiling-container role is brought into working memory as
before, but in this case no other concept in working memory matches this
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PurPose and no new alternatives are generated. The agent thus adopts the
intention to find the stovetop kettle.

This new intention (find-a) uses an action generator to repeatedly generate
actions moving the agent in the direction of the object of its desires. The
agent moves once, and becomes close enough to the stove to perceive the
electric kettie using the same look-øround sensory request that has been used
in prior examples. This brings the agent's electric-kettle concept into working
memory, which matches the purpose of the current intention and
automatically generates an alternative to the current intention by virtue of its
Presence in working memory. The new alternative to adopt an intention to
use an electric kettle is of higher utility than travelling toward the storage
place of the stovetop kettle, and so this intention is adopted. On the next cycle
this triggers the aforementioned constraint on the agent's self fuame,
indicating that these two intentions are incompatible and that the less
important of the two should be abandoned. This is done, and the agent
remains committed to using the electric kettle. Here the simulation ends.

This example illustrates the ability of the Waffler agent to recognize and take
advantage of serendipitious occurrences in the environment around itself.
The agent is not immediately reminded that there is a convenient alternative
to its routine available, and so begins making tea the way it always has.
When it sees the electric kettle, it realizes that this is a valid way of
accomplishing its desires and improvises on its routine to use the electric
kettle. The rest of the routine is not implemented (as in the other examples,
for reasons of resource bounds), but the agent could now continue the rest of
its tea-making routine using the eiectric kettle. The agent witl stitt able to rely
on the bulk of its routine knowledge for the remainder of the overall activity,
and can make use of background knowledge where routine knowledge is
unsuitable, or as in this case, where background knowledge indicates more
convenient alternatives. This example, like the other two, demonstrates the
seamless melding of routine and background knowledge that is characteristic
of improvisation. It also illustrates the use of a high-level constraint on the
intentions the agent possesses, as opposed to the constraints on individual
objects or actions that have been the norm until now.

Like all the other examples, there are many aspects of this that could have
been implemented differently. Had the routine been relied upon more
strongly, the agent would have continued to move toward the stovetop
kettle, completely ignoring the electric kettle. That is, if the agent was more
used to relying on this routine, it would seem more convenient to the agent
to go all the way to the cupboard to retrieve the stovetop kettle than to use the
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electric kettle that presented itself. This could also be explained using social
knowledge: in a house other than its own, for example, it would probably be
more polite for the agent to use the electric kettle that was avaiiable (and
which the owner obviously prefers) than to iook through the owner's
cupboards for a stovetop kettle. Once again, however, these are details in the
agent's routine that could easily be added, rather than inadequacies in this
implementation.

7.4. Summary

This Chapter has presented three implemented examples of a Waffler agent
engaged in improvised behaviour. While none of these examples is
complete, and only the first can be considered temporally extensive, they
illustrate the architecture presented in Chapter 5 demonstrating its ability to
reproduce and deal with the characteristics of improvised behaviour
described in Chapter 2. The agent is shown relying on both routine
knowledge and the background knowledge behind those routines; dealing
with overlapping and competing activities; adopting and abandoning
intentions (sometimes to multiple levels); taking advantage of fortuitous
circumstances in the environment around itself; and using perception to its
advantage. Moreover, it illustrates that a constraint-directed representation is
ideally suited to the dynamic nature of improvisation, and demonstrates the
power of these constraints in practice.

Having said this, there are still many inadequacies to this implementation.
Most significantly, it uses only primitive knowledge representation
techniquerl0s, and it does not implement working memory as the parallel
structure required by the Waffler architecture, although it simulates this
parallelism in a rudimentary manner. It also does not support parallel
physical actions, and does not allow paraiiel cognitive and physical actions on
the same cycle. Working memory also has no physical limitations, and
instead relies on a simulated process of forgetting.

Despite all these inadequacies, however, this implementation demonstrates
the range of complex behaviour a Waffler agent is capable of exhibiting, and
will serve as a useful prototype for more extensive examples of improvised
behaviour as well as for experimenting with many of the processes

i05 That is, primitive with respect to the tremendous knowledge representation requirements
of everyday activities.
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underlying improvisation, including constraint-directed real-time control
and reasoning about function and purpose.

The remaining Chapters in this dissertation draw comparisons to related
work and summarize the results of this research.
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RpTATED'S7'oRK
"Men work together", I told him from the heart
"Whether they work together or apart"

- Robert Frost, The Tuft of Flozuers

8.0. Introduction

In any science, no work exists in isolation. Any scholar stands on the
shoulders of those who came before, just as any piece of research has as its
foundation the collective experience of the field. Any research will rely on a
(usually) fairly compact core of theories as a basis, but wili also make use of
and have relationships to a great deal of additional work, both completed and
ongoing. The research described in this dissertation is no exception to this.
There is a core of previous work in which this dissertation has its basis: the
theories of classical and universal planning; studies of activity on which these
theories in turn are based; the constraint-directed reasoning work of Fox [1981]
and others; the studies of everyday activities performed by Norman [1988] and
Agre [i988]; and simulation techniques employed by previous Al-based
simulation systems.

Rather than treat these works separateiy, I have endeavoured to make the
distinctions between this core of research and my own obvious throughout
this dissertation. Chapter 6, for example, extensiveiy describes the
relationship between Gensim and previous simulation systems for intelligent
agents. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 describe the relationship between improvisation
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and other Al-based approaches to activity, both broadly and with respect to
some specific research efforts.

The latter is extremely important to re-emphasize, ín light of the prominent
nature of ciassical and universal planning. The processes involved in
improvisation differ greatly from those used by classical and universal
planning, and the approach as a whole differs completely from either of these.
The difference between improvisation and classical planning is one of
flexibility: classical plans are created for a static world and are inherently
inflexible. The resources followed during improvisation, on the other hand,
serve to guide activity rather than dictate it, and are altered as activity
proceeds. The difference between improvisation and universal planning is
one of purpose ønd direction. Improvisation indeed involves "continually
redeciding what do to" [Agre and HorswilL, 79921; however, improvisation
requires a much more flexible basis than a universal plan. Attempting to
explain all of behaviour through stimulus-response connections, Jencks and
Silver [7972] argue/ is accomplishing things through blind chance. A
dressmaker, in this behaviourist viewpoint, simpiy drapes cioth, pulls,
pushes, cuts, and manipulates it until it arouses a sense of satisfaction; a poet
manipulates words at random, "until a satisfying poem is hit upon quite by
chance". An improvising dressmaker or poet, on the other hand begins with
experience and a purposeful idea of how to go about the activity in question.
The latter approach is creative and purposeful; the former, aimless and
random.

In addition to the core mentioned above, there are also important
relationships between this research and other projects. The purpose of this
Chapter is to briefly describe some of these efforts, acknowledge relationships
between these projects and my own, and to emphasize the components of this
research that make it distinct. This Chapter examines five projects with
significant relationships to work described in this dissertation: blackboard-
based planning, partial universal planning, intention-based pianning, case-
based activity, and constraint-directed multi-agent planning.

8.1. Blackboard-Based Planning

The blackboard architecture [Nii, 1986] is a naturatty distributed approach to
problem-solving that views the problem-solving process as an incremental
and opportunistic. In a blackboard-based approach, a central knowledge store
known as a bløckboørd is accessed by a number of specialized entities known
as knowledge sources, each of which has its own specialízed abilities that it
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can contribute to the problem-solving process. Knowledge sources contain
condition and action components, describing the situation in which the
knowledge source is useful and what the knowledge source can contribute,
respectively. Knowledge sources become active when their condition criteria
are met (through knowledge placed on the blackboard), and contribute their
abilities through modification of existing information and the posting of new
information on the blackboard. The problem-solving process is opportunistic
in that each knowledge source contributes its abilities as soon as it is able, and
the solution arises out of the collective effort of the knowledge sources.

Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth [1979; Hayes-Roth, 1985] describe a methodoiogy
of exploiting the opportunities that arise during the planning process through
the use of the blackboard architecture, in an approach to which this research
and its precursors [Anderson and Evans,7991] have been compared.

The research of Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth 179791concerns errand-running
in a simulated neighbourhood, and makes use of forty specialized knowledge
sources that maintain information about the planning process at various
Ievels of abstraction. Some knowledge sources are domain-specific, and
contain knowledge about the area in which the errands are being carried out.
For example, a route planning knowledge source may be able to create a plan
to get the agent to the locale of one particular errand (e.g. from the starting
point to a grocery store). This would then become one partial plan, to be
integrated with others (at a future point by some other knowledge source) to
create a larger plan to solve all the errands. More sophisticated knowledge
sources also exist. For example, a knowledge source might recognize when a
resource required by a particular goal is in close proximity to where the agent
will find itself at a specific time (e.g. while on the way to the grocery store, the
agent will pass by a florist it happens to needs to go to to satisSr another goal).
Such a knowledge source, when activated, would propose adding steps to
accomplish the second goal (buying flowers) at that point in the plan
(merging two partial plans together). Other knowledge sources make more
strategic contributions, such as rating one proposal over another. Together,
these knowledge sources can opportunistically construct a plan recognizing
and exploiting positive interactions between the many goals an agent in such
a domain may have.

This work has significant bearing on everyday activities: there are certainly
many opportunities that arise during the course of an everyday activity such
as errand running, and an architecture designed to approach these must
exploit opportunities as this does. This work is inapplicable to everyday
activities, however, because the opportunism exploited by the approach is
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strictly in the planning process. The plan is never executed, and this
"cognitive" model of planning essentially models a human being whom,
upon waking up in the morning, plans every step of his or her day before
getting out of bed, and then must follow the plan exactly. It is essentially an
opportunistic variation on classical planning, with all the difficulties
associated with the classical approach.

This architecture also cannot improvise: it compiles knowledge available to
it into a plan (albeit in a much better manner than a classical planner), and its
specialists then sit idle once the plan is complete. In order to be able to
improvise and thus accomplish everyday activities, these specialists must be
able to contribute their knowledge as the plan unfolds. Although the stored
intentions on which the Waffler architecture relies are used as guides to
particular activities, there are no specialists in the sense of the term used in
the Hayes-Roth's approach. The act of realizing, for example, that the agent is
close to a resource needed for a particular goal when carrying out some other
course of activity is made possible by knowledge of the activity itself, not a

specialized knowledge source. The need to be in a particular place keeps the
concept of that place in working memory, and seeing it (or recalling the
concept in some other fashion, such as realizing it is on the route one is
taking) triggers the opportunity (in the form of a constraint). Specialized
knowledge is distributed in part with the activity it pertains to, or to some
class of activities, and becomes active as long as an intention it is associated
with is in memory. Such knowledge also exists in the form of a set of
distributed concepts that are associated with intentions. Opportunistic control
in the Waffler architecture is a function of a distributed constraint-directed
representation, rather than that of a collection of knowledge sources.

By making use of both compiled knowledge and the knowledge from which
those compilations are made, the Waffler architecture has an ability to react to
opportunities equal to that of the Hayes-Roths' approach. The Waffler
architecture can react opportunistically not only to the realization that its
current situation can assist in accomplishing some other goal, but also to
dynamic changes in the domain, something beyond the capabilities of the
Hayes-Roth's approach. Further, my approach encompasses regulating the
amount of time spent planning (in the sense of exploring background
knowledge to find an appropriate response), a problem that was not
considered by the Hayes-Roths' because of the lack of any execution
component in their model.

Despite these differences in processing, there is one physical characteristic of
both architectures which appears similar and invites comparison: the active
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nature of both constraints and knowledge sources. A constraint in the
Waffler architecture can in some sense be compared to a blackboard
knowledge source: both are applicable in given situations and make some
contribution when activated. Beyond this basic simiiarity, however, the two
are vety different. Knowledge sources are course-grained, and may involve
complex processing devoted to some specialization. Constraints, on the other
hand, are fine-grained pieces of active knowledge that make simple
contributions to the agent's current potential actions or to its knowledge base.

More significantly, the active nature of the constraints and triggers in a

Waffler agent's working memory is a result of their presence in working
memory and is in fact a characteristic of working memory rather than these
structures themselves. In a blackboard approach, all of the knowledge sources
are available for activation at any point in time. As already mentioned, the
number of active constraints that would be required to deal with any
everyday activity in its entirety would be enormous, and thus a blackboard
approach could never suffice.

8.2. IRMA: An Intention-Based Architecture for Rational Activity

Another work that bears some similarity to the Waffler architecture is the
intention-based planning architecture of Bratman et al. [19S8]. This
architecture, unnamed in [Bratman et a1., 1988], later became known as IRMA,
and willbe referred to as such in this account.

IRMA is based on the integration of means-end reasoning (goal-directed
pianning) with the rational weighing of competing alternatives under
resource-bounds. The architecture is intended to mediate between the need
to commit to ongoing plans and the need to re-examine those plans in light
of changes in the environment. An IRMA agent's current plans act as
constraints on future behaviour, in the sense that commitment to a given
plan will cause the agent to avoid performing actions that will interfere with
or invaiidate the plan. The IRMA architecture consists of four core
components: a meøns-end reøsoner, an opportunity ønølyzer, a filtrøtion
process, and a deliberøtion process.

At any given time, an agent will have a number of structurally partial
(skeletal) plans that it will be following. The means-end reasoner takes those
plans and generates goal-directed potential actions. The agent also has a set
of beliefs about the world, that are modified through perception of changes in
the outside world. Changes in beliefs are input to the opportunity analyzer,
which separates relevant changes from irrelevant ones. The options (from
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both the opportunity analyzer and the means-end reasoner) are then subject
to filtering. Tlne compatibility filter (one component of the filtration process)
checks the compatibility of options with existing plans. Those that are
compatible are suraiaing options.

Surviving options are passed to the deliberation process, where competing
options are weighed against each other. These produce more intentions
which are incorporated into the agent's plans. Filtration and deliberation are
really the same function at two levels - the agent eliminates some options
and form a small set of the most appropriate, and then uses this as a basis for
further deliberation.

The filtration process is the most important part of the architecture,
mediating between the stability that plans provide and the revokability of
plans. In addition to the compatibility filter mentioned above, a filter
ozserride mechønism (operating in parallel with the compatibility filter)
encodes the agent's sensitivity to problems and opportunities in the
environment. An option "weeded out" by the compatibility filter may still
be subject to deliberation if it triggers a filter override (that is, if it is
incompatible with the current planning direction but is still an important
option). When a proposed but incompatible option triggers a filter override,
the agent is being cautious [Bratman et a1., 1988]. On the other hand, when a

proposed but incompatible option does not trigger a filter override, the agent
is berng bold.

This override mechanism must be carefully designed for a specific domain to
provide the right degree of sensitivity. If the agent is willing to reconsider
plans in response to every unanticipated event, plans will not serve to limit
options for deliberation. However, if the agent is not sensitive enough, it will
fail to react to significant deviations from its expectations.

The most significant similarity between this work and my own is in the use
of the term intention. The sense of intentions used in IRMA is that of
Bratman 179871, described in Chapter 4. An IRMA agent's intentions are
plans that are partially carried out or will be carried out at a future time. They
perform some of the general functions of intentions in my own work, in that
they serve as constraints on agent's future behaviour. However, both the
philosophical and physical nature of intentions in these two works are very
different. The intentions of Bratman et al. are simply skeletal plans, of the
same variety used by Phoenix [Cohen et al., 7989], as described in Section 6.3.7.
Bratman's intentions serve as constraints by virtue of commitment: that is,
the effort the agent has put into constructing the plan and which would be
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wasted if the plan were abandoned or compromised. In the Waffler
architecture on the other hand, intentions serve to constrain future
behaviour by virtue of the fact that they represent the routine knowledge that
has served the agent in the past during the course of the activity: not because
of the effort spent constructing them. The constraints that intentions place on
future behaviour are specific constraints concerning the activity as a whole,
the interaction between that activity and others (or between the activity and
objects in the environment) or concerning objects or low-level actions that
form a part of the activity. That is, the constraining action is a specific feøture
of the knowledge structure of intentions ønd their interøction with the
enuironment, not a vague side-effect of their existence. Intentions in the
Waffler architecture are also very different in structure than the intentions
used in IRMA. Again, Bratman's intentions are skeietal plans: their
constraining action lies in the nature of the structure itsell and they represent
only compiled knowledge. A Waffler agent's intentions are active structures,
representing the general structure of the activity in which the agent is
participating to a much greater extent than the intentions used in IRMA. The
fact that the background knowledge behind the compiled parts of an intention
is considered part of the intention itself makes the intentions of the Waffler
architecture more flexible and more widely-applicable than that of Bratman et
al. [1988].

The fact that background knowledge holds no place in the intentions used in
IRMA makes both the concept of intentions and the architecture itself vague.
Background information is certainly necessary in the architecture in order to
provide filtering and filter overrides, but the nature of this knowledge and
the manner in which it is to be represented and accessed are ignored. The
original architecture is described as " a sketch", and it is precisely that. The
nature of background knowledge, filtration, the analysis of opportunities, and
filter overrides are all treated as implementational details, to be (presumably)
easily conceptualized for a specific domain or application. Unfortunateþ,
each of these components is much more than an implementational detail. In
order to apply this architecture to everyday activities, much more concise
specifications of each of these would be necessary. Specifying any of them will
change the conceptual architecture greatly (and would be a large research
project in itself).

Two simple impiementations of an IRMA agent has been performed using
the Tileworld: the first to demonstrate the performance of the Tileworld
simulator [Pollack and Ringuette, 1990]; the second as a basis for a series of
experiments on agent commitment to goals [Kinney and Georgeff, 1,9891.
Recall from Sectíon 6.3.2, however, that the Tileworld is an extremely simple
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tile-shifting environment, and the use of plans, the dynamic nature of the

environment, and the amount of information an agent must deai with in no

way reflects the complexity of the real world. Pollack and Ringuette, for
example, describe a simple formula that can be used to reliably rate a plan to
fulfil a potential goal, based on the score value and distance of the hole. No

such simple function exists for everyday activities. Likewise, the

implementation of filtration, filter overrides, and the relationship between

the two is trivial when compared to everyday activities. Pollack and

Ringuette ll9g0, p. 185] dismiss this important aspect of the architecture by
reducing these problems to a single statement:

The crucial task for the designer of an IRMA-agent is to construct a filter override
mechanism so that it embodies the right degree of sensitivity to the problems and

opportunities of the agent's environment.

This is much easier said than done. It is my contention that this architecture

would be impossible to use for the purpose of accomplishing everyday

activities, because of the complexities mentioned above. The most difficult
aspects of accomplishing everyday activities are tied up in precisely those

pu.ts of the IRMA architecture that are left open: in balancing the use of
plans (compiled knowledge) with other information.

As a sketch, the IRMA architecture has provided an illustration as to how
resource-bounded reasoning can be carried out in a common sense fashion.

Pollack and Ringuette [1990] describe the distinct contribution of IRMA as

using means-ends reasoning to produce options that are then the subject of
dehbLration. The Waffler architecture is certainly inspired by this principle.

However, the Waffler architecture provides solutions for those aspects of
IRMA that are left open, through the application of constraint-directed
reasoning. Constraints can represent the structure inherent in any everyday

activity and the environment in which it is performed, as well as interactions

among activities and between an activity and the environment. Constraints

can also be used to control resource-bounded reasoning. The latter point is
another major difference between IRMA and the Waffler architecture. I have

argued and illustrated that constraints themselves can serve the purpose of

controlling resource-bounded reasoning, and the integration of various

activities in a rational manner. No explicit filtering step such as that
proposed. by Bratman et al. [1938] is necessary: it is provided by the choice of

representation.
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8.3. Partial Universal Planning

In Section 3.2, IJniversal planning was criticised for its very assumption of
universality: the fact that no complete mapping of situations to appropriate
actions is possible in any significantly complex domain. Dean et al. 179931

attempt to overcome this difficulty by creating partial universal plans. The

system initially constructs an universal plan that is incomplete, by virtue of
the iimited knowledge it has of the domain and and the restricted time it has

to construct the plan. This iimited universal plan will contain many unfilled
states: that is, states that have no action mapping to them because they are

unknown to the agent or because an appropriate action to be taken when in
that state was not generated in the limited amount of time given to construct
the plan. These externøl states have default actions associated with them,
allowing the agent to move outside of the universal plan in a limited
manner. These default actions may include extending the universal plan to
cope with the unrecognízed situation.

Partial universal plans are extended as the agent is given more information
and more time to plan. This extension follows a two stage process: new states

are added to the restricted universal plan, and the situation-to-action
mapping is then re-computed, resulting in new and presumably better action
mappings. This two-stage process allows a universal plan to be improved
upon both by extending it to recognize new states and by optimizing its
performance through re-computing the situation-action mapping to include
new information. The construction of limited universal plans relies on a
rating of the reraørd derived by being in a particular state, and known
probabilities that an action will cause a transition from one particular state to
another. Dean et al. 179931 illustrate this approach by showing a partial
universal plan being generated for a robot motion planning domain and
extended as the agent views more of the world around itself.

In a limited sense, this is improvisation: the system does its best with the
information it has, and given more time to make a decision, uSeS more
information to (presumably) make better decisions. This architecture is very
promising, in that it is the first serious effort to examine the use of
incomplete universal plans, as weil as the construction of universal plans.
Previous efforts in universal planning (e.g. [Agre, 1988; Chapman, 1990]) have
relied on pre-constructed, hand-tuned universal plans, giving little or no
indication of how these would evolve through experience.

While Dean's architecture does perform improvisation in the sense that it
makes use of the information it has available to it, this is only one of the
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colloquial interpretations of improvisation discussed in Section 4.1. The
approach of Dean et al. does not, however, satisfy the definition of
improvisation adopted in this dissertation. Dean's architecture suffers from
the same basic problem as the classical, interleaving, and universal planning
architectures described in Chapter 3: it relies completely on compiled
knowledge, and disregards the much more basic knowledge from which those
compiliations are derived. Dean's architecture performs better than the other
alternatives, because it has the ability to extend its universal plan when
something goes wrong. FIowever, this is still interpreted in terms of a plan-
then-execute strategy: when a state outside the current partial universal plan
is arrived at, the agent can default to a predefined action or call its planning
routines to extend the partial universal plan. The Waffler architecture, on
the other hand, performs much more naturally, following a mixture of
compiled and loosely-associated information and relying on compiled
knowledge to the degree that that the situation allows.

Dean's architecture also suffers from technical problems that make it
unsuitabie for application to everyday activities. In developing their
approach, Dean et al. rely on having a known deadline before starting to
construct a universal plan for the environment in which the agent finds
itself. As described in Chapters 2 and 4, this is completely inappropriate for
everyday activities. Rarely do we work with specific deadlines in everyday
activities; instead, the importance of the activity with regard to the world
around the agent, changing moment by moment, influences the agent to act
in a specific goal-directed way (effectively, a soft deadline that could occur at
any moment).

In a more general sense, the entire approach of incremental universal plan
construction is unsuitable for everyday activities. Chapter 2 has characterised
everyday activities as those that are stable and well-known to the agent
involved. However, new information arrives quickly when performing
these activities, and everyday activities interact heavily with one another,
making the very concept of constructing a universal plan on a moment-by-
moment basis highly questionable: the plan would simply change too
significantly, too quickly, as the agent focused on various portions of a single
activity, integrated it with others, and considered its future activities.
Moreover, the whole point of improvisation is to use knowledge of an
activity, its setting, and knowledge of action in general in order to perform
that activity in a specific, dynamic situation. Thus I can use my knowledge of
making tea to make tea at my neighbour's house, overcoming the differences
through general knowledge of the tea-making process. Universal plans, on
the other hand are specific, with each situation specifying a precise set of
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criteria for a given action to be used. Thus, rather than making small
alterations to a fairly static universal plan, the agent would be essentially
constructing plans de noao much of the time.

By relying on universal plan construction, Dean's architecture also fails to
take advantage of the structure avaiiable in everyday activities (Chapters 2
and 4): it would be a much moÍe useful approach to recall as large a portion
of plan knowledge as possible from a knowledge base representing previous
experience, as is done in the Waffler architecture. Universal plans do not,
however, support such phenomena. Finally, Dean's architecture is to
universal planning as interleaving architectures are to classical planning: it is
an improvement on a basic approach, meant to extend the approach to a form
of activity for which it was not designed. Like interleaving systems, Dean's
architecture suffers from problems inherited from its parent. Just as in
universal planning, for example, Dean's architecture can look only one step
ahead at a time, and must rely solely on current stimuli for action decisions.

Like the approaches discussed in Chapter 3, Dean's approach is unsuitable for
everyday activities because the methodology on which it is based was
designed for one small part of the spectrum of activity, with entirely different
requirements from those of everyday activities. However, the approach is
well-suited to other areas. This work was not designed specifically for
everyday activities, and indeed, the major focus of Dean's work is completely
different from that described in this dissertation: the time-dependent
generation of partial universal plans, as opposed to the flexible application of
plan knowledge. The criticism in this Section is presented to serve only to
differentiate Dean's approach from that presented in this dissertation, and to
show its unsuitability to everyday activities.

8.4. Case-Based Activity

The research presented in this dissertation also bears some similarity to recent
work on case-based reasoning, most notably tlne Trucker and Runner projects
[Hammond, 1.989b; Hammond et aL, 7990]. These projects attempt to extend
techniques of case-based planning [Hammond, 1989a1, where improved plans
are constructed based on mistakes previously made by the planner, to more
dynamic realms.

The Trucker and Runner systems deal with essentiaily the same kind of
problems in domains of different complexity. The Trucker system
[Hammond, L989b; Hammond et a1., 1990] involves planning in a package
courier domain. A number of delivery vehicles inhabit a simulated city, and
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a series of orders (for pick-up and delivery of packages) arrive dynamically.
Trucker makes use of a map to find pick-up and delivery points, and stores
routes it has travelled in a case memory, so that routes can be re-used in later
travels. Trucker also has a means of recognizing opportunities: if a pick-up is
scheduled at a later time, and a vehicle is passing the pick-up site, the system
can recognize and take advantage of this by including the route to deliver the
new package in its current route if it is not too expensive to do so. When it
includes a secondary goal in this manner, the new route plan is stored
indexed on both locales, so that should a vehicle be going to the same initial
goal, it can check for a possible pick-up at the same passing location again.
That is, the agent can recognize the opportunity in future.

Runner [Hammond, 7989b; Hammond et a1., 7990] implements a more
sophisticated errand-running domain, based on the domain of the Hayes-
Roth's opportunistic planner (Section 8.1). Runner is only a single-agent
system, but because of its broader domain, the system demonstrates a much
wider range of activity than does Trucker. Runner follows stored plans to
perform everyday activities such as making coffee. These plans consist of
nodes representing actions, each of which has a series of conditions for the
action to be performed (e.9. a fill-pot action has conditions such as being near
the coffee pot and knowing that the coffee pot is empty). The system supports
the recognition of opportunities in the same manner as Trucker, only in a

more sophisticated domain. If a Runner agent desires orange juice, for
example, goes to the refrigerator to get the orange juice, and then finds none,
the original goal is suspended and indexed in the agent's memory with the
conditions that will allow its future satisfaction. An agent is then reminded
of the goal when those conditions arise. Hammond relies on indexing only
by specific conditions on a blocked activity, in order for the agent not to be
reminded of a goal too often (e.g. indexing the orange juice goal by being at a
store, rather than having the money to buy orange juice) [Hammond,7989b1.

In its use of stored pians and indexing, these systems would seem to be
similar to Hammond's earlier work in case-based planning [Hammond,
7989a1described in Section 3.4. However, these systems carry out plans in a

much more sophisticated manner. Both systems make use of simulated
environments, using a parser to recognize features in the environment and
activate larger concepts (e.9. seeing a lighted sign, a building with windows,
and cars in a parking lot would trigger the concept of a store). Individual
actions from within stored plans are activated by recognizing their specific
conditions via perception, and these actions are made available for execution
by permissions passed down from the plan level. Differences in the specific
application of an action (e.g. grøsping in one situation vs. another) are
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assumed to be associated with features in the environment, rather than the
plan. That is, actions are specializedby features in the environment, allowing
the world around the agent to determine the specific method used (after Firby
179871). All activity is motivated through the violation of policies. Policies
(as defined by McDermott 11,9781 and described in Section 5.1.2) are defined as

statements about the ongoing goals of the agent (e.9. ølwøys høae money).

The most obvious similarities between this system and the Waffler
architecture are in the ability to allow goals to interact with one another (as
illustrated by the first implemented example described in Section 7.3.7 and
Appendix A), and in the use of policies as constraints on behaviour. These
aspects will be dealt with first.

The Waffler architecture essentially duplicates the abilities of Trucker and
Runner to block goals and recall them later based on given conditions. If an
improvising agent wants milk for its tea, for example, and goes to the
refrigerator and finds none, that fact can be stored with the agent's milk
concept, to be recalled if the agent happens to come across milk (a laissez-faire
approach), or more actively, by associated the need for milk with a store,
thereby reminding the agent to buy milk when it happens to recall the store
concept106. The Waffler architecture goes beyond Hammond's work however,
by giving the agent the ability (through constraints) to consider going out
immediately and buying milk. Runner can link suspended goals to the
situations that are advantageous to their satisfaction, but has no real ability to
weigh one alternative against another. In the case of the orange juice
example mentioned above, Runner simply assumes the agent will eventually
stumble upon a store.

To be fair, the intent of the Waffler architecture and Hammond's work are
very different: Hammond is concerned with learning information during the
course of planning and carrying out plans. As such, the methods used to
create links between blocked goals and the conditions for their solution are
much more sophisticated in Hammond's work than in the Waffler
architecture. The ability to iink a blocked goal (e.g. no milk) to its satisfaction
conditions (the agent's store concept) is provided oniy at a basic ievel in a

106 It should be noted, however, that this ability is not included. in the implementation
described in Chapter 7. The first implemented example (Section 7.3.1), which illustrates
an agent being interrupted by a telephone call while making tea, has the agent answer the
call but does not completely forget its initial activity. This was simply a choice made at
the outset of the example; this ability could be implemented with little additional effort.
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Waffler agent: the link is made by virtue of the agent being told that this is
appropriate in its knowledge base. That is, because learning is not a focus of
my work, the responsibility for deciding the propriety of such a link is left
with the designer of the knowledge base. Hammond, on the other hand,
provides a theory of how such links should be made [Hammond, 7989b;
Hammond et a1., 79901. That is, when confronted with a number of possible
criteria for the satisfaction of a blocked goal, Hammond provides criteria that
allow the agent to separate conditions that make useful links from
inappropriate conditions. Trucker and Runner create their own links based
on these criteria.

The implementation of policies and the view of constraints in general
embodied in the Runner and Trucker systems is also very different than that
embodied in the Waffler architecture. Hammond views an agent has having
a coilection of policies (essentially high-level constraints on the agent's
behaviour) whose violation generates goals. Violation of these policies is the
sole means by which activity (the adoption and execution of plans) is
initiated. I have already argued, on the other hand, that the violation of
constraints occupies a comparatively minor role in everyday activities, and
must do so to be even remotely tractable. Realistically, having policies such
as ølwøys høae coffee in the morning is both over-generalizing (even habits
are not laws) and unrealistic (any agent would be continually sifting through
thousands upon thousands of irrelevant policies). The Waffler architecture,
on the other hand, uses policy constraints as only one small portion of a

much larger collection of constraints. Activity is not dictated by policy but is
achieved through electing to follow the constraints from many sources. The
only relevant violations to constraints are violations of an agent's
expectations, since these form a basis of future activity.

More significantly than either of the above criticisms is the primitive nature
of deliberation and action selection in Runner and Trucker. Hammond et al.

[7990] state that action conflicts (e.g. when two actions are active, such as

filling the coffee pot vs. putting coffee in the filter) can be handled through
special mediation actions, which act as rules that will determine the ordering
in plan actions. Considering this from the point of view of complexíty, it
seems difficult to conceive of such rules being able to arbitrate between
actions contributing toward totally different goals, as I have illustrated in the
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examples in Chapter 7707. There are simply too many possible actions for this
approach to be feasible. Indeed, a complete collection of such arbitration rules
would form a universal planner, the difficulties of which have already been
discussed (Section 3.2).

In the Waffler architecture, the constraints associated with actions and
intentions will bias the agent toward one action or another, or if the
interaction is an extremely common one (such as the above example), a

preference may be available. Preference constraints in a Waffler agent serve
essentially the same purpose as Hammond's mediation actions, but are not
relied upon completely. Indeed, in the majority of cases an explicit preference
will not be available. The improvisational approach hinges on the ability to
reason behind such preferences (and other forms of compiled knowledge).
Hammond's mediation actions are compiled knowledge, and the Runner
system shows no use whatsoever of knowledge outside of a plan.
Improvisation can move beyond this compiled knowledge when necessary,
resulting in a much more robust approach to activity. In no way could the
coffee plan shown in [Hammond et al., 7990] be adapted by the system to work
in a different environment (since activation of an action such as filling the
coffee pot depends on it being in plain view, which might not be the case in a

less-than-familiar setting). In point of fact, Hammond assumes that each plan
used in Runner will fit a specific case, and that the agent will have one plan
for each particuiar setting. I have aiready argued (Chapters 2 and 3) that this
approach is untenable. Hammond et al. [1990] also do not give any indication
as to how a blocked plan can be recovered from save by suspending the plan
and indexing it to the conditions facilitating its resumption.

Neither Trucker nor Runner has the ability to improvise as the term is
defined in Chapter 4. The ability to move beyond compiled knowledge is
thus the most important distinction between Hammond's work and my own.
Actions in Runner and Trucker have both goal-directed (via permissions)
and adaptive (via activation) aspects; however the adaptive behaviour of the
approach is extremely primitive when compared to that used in the Waffler
architecture. [Hammond et al., 7990] describe an extensive example of coffee-
making using Runner, showing the system following the plan by activating
actions using perceptual information and giving them permission to be

I07 Hammond et al., 1990] illustrate no such examples, nor what occurs when a plan goes awry
(outside of blocking the goal and resuming it later). Indeed, Hammond et al. do not show
how any knowledge outside of the plan can be introduced to the deliberation process.
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carried out one by one via the agent's plan. Ffowever, the idea of mediation
between action through anything other than brute preferences is non-
existent. If there is no preference between two actions with both activation
and permission, the system is baffled. Even if a preference exists, that
preference serves as a law rather than a Íecommendation. This is essentially
the same problem associated with classicai planning systems: the use of
compiled knowledge without maintenance of the knowledge from which
those compilations are made.

Hammond also argues that one of the benefits of his approach is a unified
representation. The only really unified aspect of Runner and Trucker is the
use of activation and feature recognition in both perception and action
activation. The architecture presented in this dissertation, on the other hand,
makes use of a truly unified representation: domain knowledge, knowledge
of action, knowledge of the relationship between the agent and its
environment, and control knowledge are all represented and managed using
constraint-directed reasoning.

There are, of course, also aspects of the Trucker and Runner systems that are
better than the Waffler architecture. The unification of recognition in the
environment and activation of plan elements is more sophisticated, because
these systems work with a more sophisticated model of perception that that
provided by Gensim. This is not, in my opinion, a significant difference.
Much more significantly, Trucker and Runner embody theories of learning
that are not encompassed by the Waffler architecture. Trucker, for example
has a methodology for storing new routes, although it does not seem to
discriminate between useful knowledge and knowledge that will have little
effect on its performance. Indeed, one would think that the brute force
recording of previous pick-up and delivery locations wouid eventually
degrade performance as a resuit of the presence of so many redundant pieces
of knowledge. The learning of intentions is beyond the scope of this
dissertation and is, I believe, a much more difficult problem than
implementing learning in Runner or Trucker, because the memory
structures used in intentions are much more dense, and the boundaries
between intentions are indistinct.

To summarize, the Waffler architecture possesses abilities to recognize
opportunities and recall previous goals comparable to those of Runner and
Trucker. The constraint-directed approach used in improvisation, however,
provides unifying aspects of reasoning and control not found in Hammond's
work, and my architecture has the abiiity to move beyond compiled
knowledge to the background knowledge from which those compilations
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been obtained. Improvisation as I have defined it in Chapter 4 is beyond the
scope of Hammond's systems.

8.5. Constraint-Directed Multi-Agent Planning

While the previous Sections of this Chapter have all described similarities
between the Waffler architecture and other architectures for integrating
reactive and deliberative reasoning, the Waffler architecture also has a

significant relationship to work done in a completely different area, that of
multi-agent planning.

Many practical planning problems resist solution by a single agent, because the
problems are spatially distributed, because the volume of work will exceed the
resources of any single agent, or because the problems demand specialized
knowledge or abilities that are unreasonable to expect from any single agent.
Such problems require the development of agent architectures that can not
only cope with the behaviour of other agents in the world around themselves
(as any intelligent agent must), but can actively cooperate with those agents to
achieve goals that are beyond the reach of any single agent.

An agent with these capabilities must not only be able to integrate reactive and
deliberative reasoning when carrying out its activities; it must actively reason
about the behaviour of other agents, be able to break down complex tasks and
share the work involved with other agents, and must be able to integrate the
results of tasks that are shared with other agents.

Evans and Anderson [1989 , 1990; Evans et al., 7992] have developed a model of
multi-agent planning dealing with these issues through the application of
constraint-directed reasoning. Each agent is designed to function as one
member of a group, and has a specific view of the group that varies with the
agent's role and function. The agent itself relies on stored plans, and
coordination knowledge is represented as sets of constraints and
corresponding constraint relaxations that can be applied through negotiation
when conflicts and inconsistencies arise. Coordination regimes defined in the
model allow each agent to reason about local and global planning by selecting
applicable knowledge and satisfying constraints; when conflicts arise agents
cooperate to reformulate problem decompositions, task descriptions and
distributions, and the integration of results.

Multi-agent planning within this architecture is accomplished through the
exchange of requests: formal structures describing tasks. Upon accepting a

request from some other agent, an agent employs a blackboard approach to
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decompose the task into simple tasks that it can carry out itself or pass on to
other agents. The agent applies knowledge in the form of independent
knowledge sources to break the task down over time into a tree structure,
whose root is the initial request, and each internal node of which represents a

subtask decomposed from the original request. The leaves of this tree
structure represent subtasks for which the agent has an existing plan or the
knowledge that some other agent can handle the subtask. The control
regimes employed by this architecture (controlling both the application of
knowledge sources within an agent and the negotiation between agents) are
based entirely in constraint-directed reasoning.

Aside from the general similarity in their basis in constraint-directed
reasoning, there are two specific applications of constraints in the architecture
of Evans et al. that have direct similarity to methods employed by the Waffler
architecture. The first of these is the method used to control the application
of knowledge sources during the planning process within an agent. At any
point in time the agent may have many requests in various stages of
decomposition, various components that can be distributed to other agents,
and various results to be integrated. Knowledge sources directly support
these processes, and so at any point in time there will be many knowledge
sources available for execution, only one of which can be chosen.

In order to select the most appropriate knowledge source, each node in the
plan tree is given a utility rating. Each knowledge source has an associated
constraint on minimum utility (the utility the task must have before the
knowledge source is considered to be applicable) and a constraint on
minimum compatibility (a restriction of how compatible the task must be
with the purpose of the knowledge source in order for it to be applicable).
These constraints effectively limit the number of knowledge sources that are
applicable at any given time, in order to limit the agent's deliberations. In the
event that no applicable knowledge source can be found, these constraints can
be relaxed.

Constraint relaxations are handled in a similar fashion. Some constraint in a

request given to an agent may make that request incompatible with the
agent's abilities or its current activities. In this case the agent can suggest
relaxations to the constraint, which may or may not be acceptable to the
requesting agent. Each relaxation has ratings of utility and effort, indicating
the usefulness of the relaxation and the amount of effort associated with it,
and constraints are employed in a manner similar to that above to control the
applicability of constraint relaxations.
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This is in effect the same methodology employed in the Waffler architecture
to select the most appropriate action. The general concept of ranking
alternatives against a scale and placing a limitation to exclude inappropriate
alternatives is by no means novel. This similarity, however, is minor in
comparison with the many advances employed by the Waffier architecture.

The most significant of these is that constraints in the Waffler architecture aÍe
viewed in a much more realistic manner than that used in [Evans and
Anderson, 7989,1990; Evans et a1., 79921. In the work of Evans and Anderson,
constraints were used to calculate the utility ratings of each subtask available
to an agent, and it was assumed that it was possible to handle the
contributions of each and every constraint in the agent's knowledge base
before making a decision. This is clearly impossible in everyday activities,
and some means must be made to limit the applicability of constraints. This
was dealt with in the Waffler architecture by creating a limited working
memory and the ability to move relevant information in and out of working
memory quickly.

The assumption that all constraints could be dealt with at once regardless of
their number requires more than simply a similar working memory addition
to the architecture of Evans and Anderson. Because all constraints could be
processed at once, the agent was assumed to have completely accurate
measures of utility. Again, as described Chapters 4 and 5, this is entirely
unrealistic in the realm of everyday activities. The agent has at best an initial
guess, and must consult its knowledge over time to extend the accuracy of
that guess. This is dealt with in the Waffler architecture through the
constraint-directed control regime that selects an appropriate action over
time. If no action is appropriate, the agent will have further time to retrieve
new concepts into working memory and thereby extend the accuracy of its
measures, as well as possibly generating entirely new alternatives and taking
in further information from the world around itself.

The architecture of Evans and Anderson also contains only the most
rudimentary abilities to handle planning in dynamic domains. The agent
posts expectations (using constraints) that are assumed to be confirmed or
denied through perception. Aside from this, however, the architecture of
Evans and Anderson simply assumes a plan can be easily carried out once it
has begun. The plan either succeeds or fails, and can be retried or abandoned.
As this dissertation has amply demonstrated, such an approach is impossible
for use with everyday activities. Indeed, all of the work of improvisation
involves adapting a general plan as time unfolds.
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Constraints are also used much more extensively in the Waffler architecture
than in the architecture of Evans and Anderson. While the latter employs
extensive constraint-directed control regimes, and uses constraints to
represent aspects of the agent's abilities and the tasks given them in order to
make use of these control regimes, the Waffler architecture goes much
further. Not only are constraints used to control the extent of improvisation,
they are employed to represent the extensive regularities of the complex
world around the agent. This encompasses the representation of intentions,
as a well as the agent's extensive collection of background knowledge. The
plans on which Evans and Anderson's agents rely, on the other hand, are
static and assumed to be simple STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson,7971,] pians.

Like all the other architectures and systems to which the Waffler architecture
has been compared in this Chapter, none of these comparisons in any way
invalidates the architecture of Evans and Anderson. The architecture of
Evans and Anderson is ciearly superior to the Waffler architecture in dealing
with multi-agent interactions. Indeed, while the Waffler architecture allows
the agent to adopt intentions and carry them out in the presence of other
agents (in spite of any interference of those agents, and with the ability to take
advantage of any positive influences provided by those agents), it contains no
explicit means of facilitating cooperation between multiple agents. The
Waffler architecture and that of Evans and Anderson are simply developed
for completely different environments and purposes. The architecture of
Evans and Anderson was never intended to cope with everyday activities,
and while extensively addressing the needs of cooperating agents, has ignored
many features (e.g. real-time reasoning) necessary to deal with everyday
activities.

Far from being similar, the differences between these two architectures
complement one another very well. Everyday activities, the bulk of human
behaviour, require improvisation, and working in conjunction with other
agents is a part of some everyday activities as well as many activities outside
this realm. Although no research has yet been performed to this end, I
contend that common social interactions can be considered everyday
activities, and thus that at least some multi-agent everyday activities can be
handled through appropriate representation as intentions in a Waffler agent.
This represents an important avenue of future research, and shows promise
in making extensive contributions to both improvisation and multi-agent
planning.
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8.6. Summary

This Chapter has examined several architectures and systems for two
purposes: to illustrate the relationship between the components of the
Waffler architecture presented in Chapter 5 and previous research, and to
draw distinctions between these previous architectures and systems and the
Waffler architecture. While much of this Chapter is critical of these previous
architectures and systems, it must be stressed once again that any criticism of a
particular system is strictly from the point of view of its application to
everyday activities. Explaining cognition in everyday activities was not the
intent of any of the architectures and systems described in this Chapter, and
each performs extremely well within the bounds of the purposes for which it
was intended.

In drawing distinctions between the Waffler architecture and previous
systems, this Chapter has also has also served to emphasize some of the
distinct contributions of the Waffler architecture. The next Chapter more
extensively summarizes the contributions of the Waffler architecture and the
associated research presented in this dissertation, and describes limitations
and future research.
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DTSCUSSION AND ANnLYSIS

From the standpoint of computer science, AI has largely been the territory on the
other side of an advancing frontier; research in AI extends the field of computer
research, yielding to it domains once, but no longer, associated with Al.

- Dehn and Schank, Artificial ønd Human Intelligence

"Flave we reached the end?" asked Piglet.
"Yes," I replied. "I suppose so."
"Il seems to be the end," said Pooh.
"Itdoes. Andyet-"
"Yes, Piglet?"
"For me, it also seems like a beginning."

- Benjamin H.off , The Te of Piglet

9.0. Introduction

The process of scientific research is based on incremental development and
evaluation. Observed phenomena that are poorly explained by existing
theories spur research, which leads to the development of new theories
intended to provide a better explanation. These new theories are evaluated
through comparison with the explanations provided by existing theories, and
may then supplement or supplant previous theories. Each new theory is in a
way the sum of all previous research, in that the questions driving the theory
and the results obtained are dependent upon all previous research in the
field. Each new theory also offers its own contributions, and becomes an
addition to the base of theories that drive future research.
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Previous Chapters of this dissertation have outlined the questions that arise
from examining existing Al-based theories of activity from the perspective of
everyday activities, and have presented a theory of improvisation, designed
to explain phenomena that previous theories cannot. Previous Chapters
have also attempted to show the connections between this research and that
of others in the field, as well as the connections between this research and the
generations of theories that lie behind it. This Chapter describes the
connections between the work described in this research and the future:
outlining the general and specific contributions of this work to artificial
intelligence, and describing some of the questions that arise from this
research that will drive future work.

9.1. Evaluating Research in Artificial Intelligence

The evaluation of scientific research has been characterised above as entirely
dependent upon generally accepted theories to provide a metric for
comparison. In practice, the concept of a theory for these purposes is broad.
In cosmology, for example, existing theories of planetary motion have
historically left discrepancies between predicted and observed astronomical
phenomena. In engineering, existing devices have limitations in function or
performance that provide comparison with the performance of new devices
or technologies.

Evaluating research in artificial intelligence is not as simple as this. As
described in Chapter L, AI has no broadly accepted theories to provide a stable
metric for comparison, as is the case in physics, chemistry, and other more
mature sciences. Indeed, AI has far to go before such a general theory will be
available: the problem of combining a significant portion of the myriad
research areas that underlie intelligent agency into a larger theory alone will
require solving most of the open problems that AI faces.

Having no general theory for comparison, AI researchers take many different
approaches to evaluation. As AI is an interdisciplinary field, many of these
approaches come from the disciplines that have made contributions in the
past. Chapman [1990] points out that AI has divided itself into many schools,
each of which has its own criteria for evaluation based on the field with
which it aligns itself. There are those, for example, who argue that the only
acceptable results in AI are those that are mathematically provable, and that
research without mathematically provable theorems is beneath regard. There
are those who argue that only completeiy embodied mechanistic
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intelligences, regardless of their simplicity, can be viewed as concrete results.
This research does not present results that satisfy either of these criteria.

Indeed, from the point of view of most of the many diverse fields that make
up artificial intelligence, this research offers little in the way of concrete
results: there are no theorems, no physical artifacts, no extensive experiments
comparing improvisation to other methods of planning under strict controls,
and no complete programs. Indeed, only the most basic of implementations
has been provided. What this research does contain, however, transcends all
off these. What has been described and demonstrated in this dissertation is
an øpproøch: a way of iooking at a problem and a framework for dealing with
that problem. Classical planning is one approach to activity: a framework for
viewing the mechanics of intelligence as applied to activity, and a
methodology for implementing those mechanics. Those working from a

classical planning approach do not attempt to argue that it is a complete
theory, only that it explains a set of phenomena, and can be expanded upon to
answer further ![uestions.108 I argue that improvisation is an approach in the
same sense as classical or universal planning. Improvisation is an
explanation of how human intelligence is applied in the course of everyday
activities, and the framework described in this dissertation is a methodology
for implementing improvising agents. It does not answer all the questions of
the entire spectrum of human activity, nor all the questions about how the
cognitive methods employed during improvisation relate to those employed
elsewhere. It offers a frømework from rahich to aiew actitsity, and from
which to perform further research.

Chapman [1990] argues that the majority of the most important works in AI
to date are approaches, and characterizes the field as an approach-based
science. He describes the place of the approach in artificial intelligence as
followsl0e.

AI has, thus far, produced no theorems important enough to be commorùy known by
name in the field, let alone in computer science and mathematics generally. With
the exception of work in early vision, AI has produced few scientific theories that
have withstood testing; and indeed few AI papers report experiments that would
be recognized as rigourous by a biologist. AI has produced many technologies, but
few have been demonstrated as superior to alternatives. It is common for

Indeed, many have done this:
modern applications [Wilkins,

Emphasis mine.

compare early classical planning work [Tate, 1976] with
19881.
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mairtstream computer scientists to say of AI that the few worthwhile programs it
has produced could have equally well been implemented in C using standard
software engineering techniques and that the bulk of work in the field has no
obvious application. This is quite true, but misses the point: AI technologies are for
the most part not interesting for theír short-term applications but for their role in q

broøder aiew of what it takes to create intelligence. That is, their uøIue deriaes

from the approøches that gaae rise to them.

The importance of the approach to artificial intelligence relates strongly to its
status as an immature science. While there is no general theory to serve as a
firm basis for future research in AI, it is difficult to see how an individual
theorem, program, artifact, or statistic works toward providing one. An
aPproach, on the other hand, serves as a broad basis for experimentation, as a
framework for examining all the other forms of results that AI research
Provides. Chapman [1,990] cites Minsky's [1981] conceptualization of frames,
and Hayes' [L985] work on naive physics as examples of approaches that have
become seminal to the field.

The importance of approaches to AI has often been downplayed, and the
significance of a new approach is often not appreciated until many years after
its proposal. However, approaches are often the most lasting contribution of
any research project in AI. Consider, for example, the DARPA speech
initiative of 1977-7976 lBarr and Feigenbaum, 198i1. This initiative began
with a strict set of guidelines by which systems were to be judged, and was
expected to spawn many advances in speech understanding technology.
Today, however, the initiative is not remembered for significant success in
speech understanding, but rather by the approaches that it spawned: the
blackboard approach to problem-solving, and early approaches advocating the
extensive use of compiled knowledge that eventually gave rise to universal
planning.

The fact that improvisation can be characterised as an approach, and that
approaches in general are central to AI does not yet provide a basis for the
evaluation of the research presented in this dissertation. As already
mentioned, because AI is a multidiscipiinary approach, it has borrowed the
criteria of many of its founding fields to evaluate its work. I believe, as do
others (e.g. [Simon, 7993]), that the formal methods of evaluation contributed
by other fields help AI only to the extent that the research involved relies on
that field, and in many cases may actually stifle progress in AI. Consider for
example, the Tileworld (Section 6.3.2) experiments of Kinney and Georgeff
179971, which examine the bold vs. cautious option filtration strategies in
IRMA, described in Section 8.2. These experiments attempted to illustrate
how the degree of boldness of an agent (its willingness to consider new
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alternatives) affected its performance in the Tileworld environment under
varying degrees of dynamic change. Four reaction strategies were used: blind
commitment to filling a particular hole; changing goals when the target hole
disappears; changing goals when the target hole disappears or a new hole is
found; and changing goals when the target disappears or a nearer hole is
found.

This experiment illustrated that for most rates of change, being open to new
options when either a nearer hole appears or the target disappears results in
the most effective agent. But how does this translate to a more realistic
domain, such as the kitchen domain used in the experiments in Chapter 7?

Does this result have value to more complex domains, where many more
strategies are available, or where such a precise division of reaction strategies
is precluded? Quantitative results such as this give the appearance of
concrete answers to hard problems, but in reallty, the concrete answers are the
result of simplifying and controlling the problem to the point where the
results are inapplicable to any but the original simplistic domain110.

Evaluating AI research solely by virtue of specific results such as that
described above also raises larger questions: What does this result bring to AI?
How does it help AI toward the general theory it seeks? While by no means
all of the quantitative results being obtained in AI today are as ambiguous as
that above, and while quantitative results certainly have their place in AI just
as any other method of evaluation, there is a grave danger in the current
trend in AI to make such results the central feature in evaluating a course of
research. Demanding specific, quantified, formal results from all research in
AI is too presumptive, I argue, for the current state of the field. While
evaluation based on precise, quantified results is valid in some cases, too
often the narrowness of the result is not emphasized or even taken into
account (such as in the case described above). Were these quantified results
resting upon the foundation of a larger, generally accepted theory of how
intelligence works, they would be of great benefit. However, AI is not yet at
this point. Most research dealing with approach-based questions, of direct and
present concern to AI cannot hope to return specific, quantified results, at

110 This is by no means an isolated case. It is not difficult to construct controlled experimental
domains in which agent designs can be compared. However, in many cases, very slight
changes in the domain or the internal biases of the agent can so greatly affect these results,
and the failure to acknowledge this fact makes these results almost meaningless [Anderson
and Evans, 19941.
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ieast at this stage, without simplifying the questions that drive such research
to the point of being non-issues.

Despite the trend toward forrnalization and quantitative results, there are still
those who recognize that the ill-defined nature of problems in AI and the
broad spectrum of research in AI require more qualitative means of
evaluation. In evaluating distributed problem-solving research for example,
Decker et al. [i989] emphasize that quantitative comparison of systems and
approaches is unworkable, both because of the difference in emphasis and
focus between research projects, and because of the qualitative nature of many
of the dimensions that are used to draw comparison. Instead, Decker et al.
provide a list of questions that can be used to provide a basis for evaluating
how well a system addresses the important issues of the field. This has its
own limitations, in that only broad comparisons can be drawn, due to the ill-
defined nature of the domain and the broad spectrum of research projects.
However, it is precisely the type of evaluation that AI needs, given the
current state-of-the-art. Given that AI has no general theory to provide a

metric for comparison, the field must fall back on the principles of scientific
endeavour that underlie research in more mature fields, and upon which
those fields too depended more directly in their immaturity. When
confronted with a new theory, instead of expecting provably correct results or
completely implemented mechanics, we must question the basic theory itself:

tr Does the theory explain the phenomena it purports to?

tr Are these phenomena significant?

tr Does the theory attempt attempt to demonstrate or replicate these
phenomena under its guidelines?

tr Does the theory emphasise its weaknesses as well as its strengths?

Like all science, developing a comprehensive theory of intelligence must in
the end rely on these basic evaluation methods.

The remainder of this Chapter describes the contributions of this dissertation
in light of questions such as these, and describes future work.

9.2. Contributions

This dissertation began with the argument that existing theories of activity,
while being well-suited to the specialized types of human activity for which
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they were originally designed, were inadequate for dealing with everyday
activities. An analysis of everyday activities illustrated that these activities
are complex actiaities whose common and mundøne appeq.rønce is a result of
the extensiae experience of the agent performing them. Through the analysis
of specific episodes of everyday activities, Chapter 2 illustrated that everyday
activities are in fact much more complex than universal planning
proponents have argued in recent years. Chapter 2 also presented a set of
characteristics common to everyday activities, characteristics that must be
accounted for by any agent architecture designed to deal with this type of
activity. Beyond stating general characteristics, this Chapter has also shown
the connection between everyday activities and other types of human
activities (e.g. expert activities, pure planning, pure reactivity), and has
illustrated the placement of everyday activities on spectrum of human
behaviour.

Chapter 3 has examined existing planning approaches in terms of these
characteristics. Chapter 3 has also argued that one of the major current
directions of AI planning research, extending classical and universal
approaches to deal with complex everyday activities, is not likely to prove
fruitful for the simple reason that these approaches were designed for types of
activities far removed from everyday activities. In particular, Chapter 3 has
argued that both the classical and universal planning approaches are too
inflexible, overconstraining, and too heavily reliant on static compiled
knowledge to be useful in everyday activities.

Having established the need for a new approach to dealing with everyday
activities, Chapter 4 has presented improaisøtiln, a new approach designed
specifically for the characteristics of everyday activities described in Chapter 2.

Improvisation relies on using plans as guides to activity rather than dictators
of it. An improvising agent possesses both routines for everyday activities,
representing knowledge that has been applied successfully many times in the
past, as well as the diverse background knowledge from which the agent's
routines have been compiled. The ability to access this background
knowledge allows an improvising agent to apply its routine flexibly, to cope
with differences in setting and dynamic rearrangement of the outside world
that would confound previous approaches. Chapter 4 has illustrated that the
improvisational approach explains the phenomena described in Chapter 2 to
a far better degree than any approach to date. This Chapter has also argued
that constraints are an ideal mechanism for representing both the routine and
background knowledge that the agent applies to guide it through its course of
activities.
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Chapter 5 has described the embodiment of this improvisational approach in
the form of an architecture for improvising agents known as the Wøffler
architecture. This Chapter has extensively discussed the nature of constraints
in everyday activities, and has described precisely the types of constraints
required to implement the necessary routine and background knowledge
necessary for improvisation in everyday activities. Chapter 5 has described
the knowledge structuring mechanisms required for improvisation, and in
particular has presented intentions: knowledge structures that serve both to
maintain the routine knowledge that forms the backbone of improvisation as

well as the background knowledge necessary to apply the agent's routine in
varying situations.

Chapter 5 has also described the processing of these knowledge structures
within the Waffler architecture, through its major components: perceptual
and effectory components; a limited working memory consisting of the
agent's intentions and conceptual knowledge relevant to the current situation
in which the agent finds itself; a long-term memory consisting of the agent's
entire store of knowledge of activity and the world around itself; and a

deliberation component that allows the agent to repeatedly select the best
action available to it. Because of the extent of the agent's knowledge and the
general and ubiquitous nature of improvisation, much of the processing
described in Chapter 5 is devoted to limiting the agent's consideration of
knowledge to that most relevant to its current activities. Chapter 5 describes
the memory migration process and the constraint-directed control regimes
that make this possible.

Creating an implementation of this architecture required the adoption of a

simulation testbed that would both provide an artificial world for the agent to
inhabit and. a platform with which io iteratively prototype the computàtional
processes making up the agent itself. Chapter 6 has described the analysis of
existing intelligent agent simulation systems and the reasons why each of
these was found to be inadequate for these purposes. Chapter 6 describes in
detail the development and structure of Gensim, a new simulation system
designed to support the iterative development of intelligent agents and
simulated environments within which these agents can be examined, tested,
and evaluated. Gensim is generic and modular, and is applicable to a wider
range of agent designs and environments than previous simulation systems.

Chapter 7 };ras described a partial implementation of a Waffler agent using the
Gensim simulator. This Chapter has described a particular environment in
which the improvised tea-making behaviour described throughout this
dissertation can be displayed and experimented with. The use of the facilities
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provided by Gensim to simulate the extensive parallelism displayed in the
Waffier architecture was also described, as was the implemented agent
engaged in three complex instances of improvised behaviour. These
instances by no means illustrate the complete range of abilities of the Waffler
architecture, but were selected for their ability to demonstrate the major
characteristics outlined in Chapter 2. The actuai output of the simulator
illustrating the agent's behaviour in each of these examples is contained in
the Appendices following this Chapter.

Each of these Chapters contains important contributions to the field of
artificial intelligence. Although some limited analysis of everyday activities
has been performed in the past, the analysis and resulting characteristics
presented in Chapter 2 ís unique in its comprehensiveness. Similarly, while
the universal and classical planning approaches have been critiqued since
their inception, the comprehensive analysis of these approaches in terms of
the characteristics of everyday activities is also unique.

Despite the use of the term previously in the AI literature, I have aiready
illustrated in Chapter 4 that the approach I have termed improvisation and
its embodiment in the Waffler architecture is unique in thøt høs a concrete
bøsis for improuisøtion, by focusing both on the agent's compiled routines
and the background knowledge from which those routines have arisen. In
addition to this new approach to activity, this dissertation has contributed two
software systems: the Gensim simulation system and the implemented
Waffler agents used in the examples described in Chapter 7. While the
approach behind these implemented examples is the most significant
contribution of this dissertation, the examples themselves serve as physicai
evidence for the ability of the Waffler architecture to demonstrate the
phenomena of everyday activities described in Chapter 2. This in turn
validates the claim that the improvised approach is more suitable to everyday
activities than the approaches critiqued in Chapter 3.

The Waffler architecture and the improvisational approach behind it form
the main focus of this dissertation. However, the research ieading to the
Gensim system (Chapter 6) both directly supports this focus and forms a

separate line of research on its own. The direct motivation behind the
development of Gensim was the need for a platform upon which to begin
implementation of a Waffler agent. The realization that such a flexible
platform would also be needed elsewhere, however, led to the decision to
make Gensim as generic as possible in order to support a wide range of agent
designs. This in turn led to many of the unique contributions of Gensim
itself, apart from its direct support of the implementation of the Waffler
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architecture. The major contributions of both of the Waffier architecture and
Gensim are described in the following Sections.

9.2.1. Contributions of the Improvisational approach

In a recent review of modern reactive planning research, Lyons and Hendriks
179921 describe the following open areas as major goals of future research:

tr There has been little work in integrating reactive work with the real-time
computation field.

tr Resources play a key role in many reactive domains - the concept of
'making do' with what is available - but as yet there is no unique reactive
viewpoint on resources.

tr There aÍe a number of suggestions, but no definitive answers yet, on an
appropriate way to view long-term 'planning' so as to integrate it with
reaction.

The main contribution of the improvisational approach and its embodiment
in the Waffler architecture is in addressing these issues. Improvisation
illustrates how a plan may be used as a resource, together with the
background knowledge from which that plan was derived, to provide robust,
flexible behaviour in complex but famiiiar environments. Improvisation is
also the epitome of "making do": a Waffler agent makes the best decisions
possible given the routine and background knowledge available to it and the
amount of time available to explore that knowledge. That is, a Waffler agent
performs in a satisficing manner given a situation requiring variations on its
normal routine, as well as in situations where time is limited. Improvisation
also seamlessly integrates responses recommended by plans and reactions
supplied by background knowledge. Moreover, the knowledge used in
improvisation is explicit. Rather than burying the agent's knowledge of
activity and the world around itself in a pre-compiied network, an
improvising agent can be observed in its reasoning, and the explicit routine
and background knowledge can be restructured and applied in new situations.
This will more easily support experimentation in combining improvisation
with other intellectual abilities (e.g. learning).

In comparison to the models critiqued in Chapter 3, improvisation provides
all the responsiveness of a universal planner, but without the assumption of
completeness. Rather than making immediate decisions and assuming a
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completely compiled arbitration (response) function, an improvising agent
makes the best decisions possible given the knowledge and time at its
disposal. The best decision given a particular situation may not occur to the
agent immediately: the situation may not be part of the agent's routine and
may thus require exploration of background knowledge to find an appropriate
response. In such a situation, a universal planner containing the situation as

part of its universal plan would indeed perform better than an improvising
agent. However, as argued in Chapter 3, there is no way to completely
compile a universal plan for the complex domains and the amount of
variation in everyday activities, despite their routine appearance.
Improvisation is thus the more viable and practical approach in everyday
activities.

When compared to the classical planning model, improvisation is by far
more responsive and flexible. As described in Chapter 3, classical planning
has no responsive element naturally associated with it, and was designed for
a completely different kind of activity. Improvisation provides for both the
use of plans and the integration of those plans with background knowledge,
striking a balance between the use of compiled knowledge in the form of
plans and the consideration of the alternatives that arise dynamically from
the world around the agent.

The comparison to universal and classical planning serves as a reminder of
an important issue in the evaluation of improvisation that deserves mention
even before any specific weaknesses are dealt with. ]ust as classical and
universal planning were originally designed for specific parts of the spectrum
of human activity, so is improvisation. Improvisation is not suited to
detailed planning tasks, to which classical planners are well-suited for
example. Improvisation is designed specificaliy for everyday activities, and is
best suited to those particular activities. If no part of some activity is ever
routine to an agent, and the agent must rely strictly on its background
knowledge, an approach relying on strict planning will be more appropriate.
However, I have argued in Chapter 2 that everyday activities occupy a wider
portion of the spectrum of activity than those to which classical and universal
planning are suited. In Chapter 4, I have also illustrated the connections
between everyday activities and other forms of activity (e.g. that pure
reactivity is subsumed by improvisation, and that higher forms of
improvisation require greater and greater reliance on background knowledge
that eventually becomes indistinguishable from planning). Moreover,
improvisation is a satisficing approach, and simply performs less optimally as

more and more reliance on background knowledge is required. Both classical
and universal planning, on the other hand, are rigid, and break down rapidly
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as they become further and further removed from the types of activities for
which they were originally intended.

This flexibility is one of the most important contributions of the improvised
approach. Almost since its inception, AI has been known for few
characteristics more so than its brittleness [Dreyfus, 7981; Lenat et a1., 1986].

Human performance at tasks requiring intelligence can be characterized as

flexible and satisficing: each of us has a collection of tasks about which we
know a great deal and at which we can perform expertly, as well as tasks about
which we know less and less and which we perform correspondingly more
poorly. Intelligent systems on the other hand, and especially those
performing symbolic reasoning, are well known for hard-and-fast boundaries
before which they know a great deal and after which they know virtually
nothing.

Improvisation, however, emphasises satisficing, as I have already stressed
above. Improvisation makes no claims of optimal performance, and instead
does as well as it can with the resources available to it. While once again, the
Waffler architecture is designed for everyday activities, and is by no means an
architecture for general intelligence even approaching the human Ievel, it
does demonstrøte the kind of flexibility thøt is exemplified in humøn
information processing. More than any previous approach to everyday
activity, the improvisational approach has the potential to make great inroads
toward an architecture for more general inteliigence.

The Waffler architecture also makes contributions to artificial intelligence by
emphasising rationality beyond the strictly decision-theoretic. While
employing quantitative utility factors in its reasoning in the implementation
presented in Chapter 7, these are secondary in the Waffler architeslu¡s111.
The primary force behind rational behaviour in a Waffler agent is not
quantitatively reasoning about utilities, but the triggering of the recall of
concepts and the appropriate activation of constraints. The bulk of an
improvising agent's rationality is its basis in experience: routines make sense

to follow because they've worked many times in the past. AI is only now just
beginning to recognize that not all of human reasoning, and especially
reasoning in everyday activities, fits nicely into the decision-theoretic model

111 Indeed, the utility factors used in the examples described in Chapter 7 were purposely
kept simple primarily to illustrate how far an agent can go with only simple quantitative
measures of utility. These examples could just as effectively be implemented using
qualitative measures of utility.
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of rationality (Section 2.4). Even decision-theorists have cautioned over the
years on over-reliance on quantitative reasoning and have encouraged more
reliance on the experience, intuition, and qualitative judgements that
characterize human reasoning112. As Simon 179691states:

Numbers are not the name of this game, but rather representational structures that
permit functional reasoning, however qualitative it may be.

I argue that previous experience, intuition, and qualitative judgements
characteristic of improvisation are the some of most important aspects of
human decision-making, and must occupy a central place in artificial
intelligence if real progress in the field is to be made.

The improvisational approach that forms the main focus of this dissertation
also makes major contributions to constraint-directed reasoning. The Waffler
architecture has emphasised the use of constraints to directly drive activity,
rather than focusing on the violation of constraints as most previous research
has done. It has demonstrated that constraints have the power and flexibility
to provide the bulk of the extensive knowledge representation mechanisms
required by improvisation. In this fashion, this work can be viewed as an
extension of Fox's [1983] work on constraint-directed reasoning in scheduiing:
extending the understanding, the variety of application, and the power and
utility of constraint-directed reasoning.

The connection between constraint-directed reasoning makes an additional
significant contribution to AI. In earlier work on constraint-directed
reasoning, Fox and Nadel [1989] argue that constraint-guided search and
heuristic search can form a unified theory of problem-solving. This
dissertation, in demonstrating the strong connection between improvisation
and heuristic search and the even more intimate connection between
constraint-directed reasoning and improvisation, helps to support this
argument and offers a strong potential for promising future research toward
this end.

Finally, the improvisational approach and the Waffler architecture contribute
by emphasizing the view that much of intelligence inaolues tøking
adaøntøge of the structure of the world øround the agent. During the course
of time over which this research has taken place, others in the field have
begun to see this emphasis as well and are using this view to develop new

112 See lAckofl 1981; Hammond,1974; Mintzberg et aI.,7976; Ricketts, 1979]
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approaches to other problems. For example, Milier [1994] has recently argued
that perception is in many cases not the hard problem it has been made out to
be, simply because humans in many cases take advantage of "secondary
sensing", the ability to convey complex ideas using simple sensing by taking
advantage of structure in the world around the agent:

When a human is in a natural setting (behind the wheel of a Honda Accord, going
20 miles over the legal limit on a 2-Iane road...), neither nature nor the Federal
Highway Commission (FHC) would expect him or her to be able to interpret the
complex images and kinematic sensory ouþut that would be needed to determine
the layout of the road ahead. FHC has had a trained professional go down every
road as it is laid at the speed for which it was laid and convert this huge amount of
complex sensory data into a small set of pithy, easily parsable road signs that are
all that we can be expected to deal with during high-speed travel. The driver does
not have to be able to determine the rate of turn in the road or separate road from
shoulder. FHC has already done it. FHC then masticates the sensory data into
small, easily swallowed pills that can easily be digested by the computational
capabilities of the most average of drivers. Bright-yellow reflective lines
separate road from shoulder. Iconic and text representations tell the driver that
the road turns left or right. The driver doesn't need to be able to see if the cross-
traffic has a stop sign; he or she knows: he or she has been given the predigested
sensing of the FHC technician in the form of an easily machine-parsable sign that
says that the cross-traffic must stop...This is sensing the way nature intended it - no
muss, no fuss, no strain on the brain.

This agrees profoundly with everything I have attempted to argue in this
dissertation, and one of the most important contributions of this work is in
further emphasizing the concept of intelligence as taking advantage of
structure in the world and acting as a broad approach for further
experimentation along these lines.

The most obvious value of the improvisational approach and the Waffler
architecture is in a demonstration of how an intelligent agent can cope with
the demanding nature of everyday activities. As I argued in the outset of this
dissertation, the ability to deal with everyday activities has long been one of
the major goals of artificial intelligence. In moving toward this goal, this
research has already made significant contributions to the field.

However, there is also great potential practical value beyond these academic
contributions. Improvisation involves the flexible application of routines
during the course of activities which are at the same time both familiar and
variable. This scenario occurs widely in the real world. Irr manufacturing, for
example, those tasks which require rigourously specific repetitive actions
have been extensively automated in today's world. The technology presented
here would allow automation to move toward activities that are routine but
also contain variations in individual activity that must be dealt with
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dynamically and may be unpredictable. Indeed, it provides a method of
applying routine knowledge flexibly anywhere that a satisficing approach can
be tolerated. I would argue that since humans as satisficing intelligent
entities already do the bulk of this work, a satisficing approach is tolerated in
these tasks to a much greater degree than is likely to be admitted.

Being a model for dealing with everyday activities, the Waffler architecture
also has applicability anywhere a model of human reasoning is needed. This
model could be used, for example, to allow a computer system to interact with
its users in a more human manner. The Waffler architecture can also be used
to model human reasoning in everyday situations, allowing the inclusion of
humans in complex simulation models for research in a wide variety of
areas, including natural resource management [Anderson and Evans, 7994].

Finally, in terms of modelling human reasoning in everyday activities, this
approach has the potential to have the same kind of impact that the
modelling of expert reasoning has had on the field. The ability to
computerize the understanding of everyday activities has the same ultimate
benefit as that of expert reasoning: making computer technology more useful
to mankind by extending the range of problems to which computer
technology can be appliedtl3. The more concrete benefits are also similar to
those of modelling expert reasoning: for example, freeing people from
mundane activities and expanding, preserving, and circulating experience-
based knowledge of a particular activity. A more thorough understanding of
cognition in everyday activities will result in a new generation of intelligent
systems with the ability to deal with the kind of mundane reasoning that we
take for granted daily, but which has eluded AI since its inception.

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 9.2, whlle improvisation and the
Waffler architecture form the primary focus of this dissertation, many
additional contributions are made by the Gensim simulation system
developed to support this research. These contributions are outlined in the
following Section.

9.2.2. Contributions of Gensim

The most obvious contribution of Gensim is the software itself, a simulation
testbed that allows the development, evaluation, and testing of a wider range

113 Winston [1984] argues that this is the primary goal of AL
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of agent designs and simulated environments than that supported by any
intelligent agent simulation system to date. The particular features of this
system which make it unique and can be considered contributions to the field
are:

tr Gensim's modularity and overall generic nature, allowing the
independent definition and use of agents and simulated domains;

tr The system's object-level interface, modelling perception at a high level
and striking a balance between sophistication and ease-of-use in order to
make the system applicable to a wide range of projects;

tr Gensim's emphasis on the separation of agent and simulator knowledge,
forcing the agent to rely on its own knowledge and perceptual abilities
and thereby creating a more realistic simulation;

tr Clear and explicit definitions of actions, events, and agent timing,
allowing users to quickly gauge the fit of their work to Gensim's
simulation abilities, and

ü The ability to handle multiple agents within this framework, as well as
agents containing multiple timeshared processes.

Chapter 6 has amply demonstrated the need for such a system, and the
statement of requirements, critique of existing testbeds, and the arguments
presented for using simulation to evaluate intelligent systems can
themseives be considered significant contributions. Over and above the
general contributions of Gensim as a software system, the characteristics upon
which the system were based bring about some unique contributions on their
own.

The foremost of these is the generic, modular nature of the system.
Constructing modular domains in which various types of agents can be
placed for examination and evaluation not only facilitates comparison
between agent designs, it also allows those domains to be useful in situations
other than the particuiar agent evaluation for which they were intended.
That is, the simulated domain can be treated as a body of knowledge as

opposed to a tool to be discarded after use, as Davis and Blumenthal 179971
argue should be the ideal place of models in scientific endeavour. By treating
a model as a body of knowledge, models can be shared, preserved and
modified, so that one simulated environment can contribute to the design of
others.
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Gensim also has significance to the field of artificial intelligence in a much
broader sense: improved environments for examining intelligent agents will
facilitate better and more direct comparison of inteiligent agent designs. In a

recent survey and analysis of simulation in AI [Hanks et a1., 79931, Cohen
describes three phases of research in which simulation plays a role. In an
explorøtory phase, a simulation testbed provides an environment in which
agents can behave in interesting ways. In a confirmøtory phase, the
characterizations of behaviours of agents can be tightened through controlled
experimentation employing a testbed, performing experiments designed to
test specific hypotheses. In the third phase, generalizøtion, the researcher
attempts to replicate results, demonstrating the findings of confirmatory
research in less confined settings. Cohen notes that complex simulators and
agents are to be preferred for the first two phases, in that they can support
more interesting forms of behaviour. However, of all the systems examined
in this paper (as well as others described by [Hanks et a1., 1993]), Gensim is the
only system that can adequately support the generalization phase. There is
much argument as to how generalization can be performed (for example,
how some finding discovered through a given agent inhabiting the Tileworld
can be shown to be a general feature of some type of activity). However, the
most practical method is obvious: the same behaviour can be shown to be
true in domains that differ wideiy across many features. In order to perform
such generalization, simulation technology must support the development of
widely-differing, modular domains, that can share a common interface
between agents. Systems such as Gensim are a large step in this direction.

In addition to supporting a wide variety of domains and agents, Gensim also
provides support for representing varying degrees of autonomy in agent
architectures. Research in multi-agent planning systems has shown that
agents in heterogeneous environments are rarely completely autonomous:
the depend directly and indirectly on other agents (often those in superior
social positions) in the environment they inhabit, and they similarly control
and influence other agents. It is therefore important that an agent in a multi-
agent system possess flexible øutonomy [Evans and Anderson, 1990; Evans et
aI., 79921: the ability to both operate fully autonomously and to depend on
other agents to varying degrees. Gensim's facilities allow variations in
autonomy along three lines: knowledge representation, concept sharing, and
communication [Anderson and Evans, 1993]. Gensim's knowledge definition
facilities allow agents to directly refer to and reason about the exact objects
maintained by the simulator for objective purposes (severely limiting
autonomy); allow the agents to share their own representations of domain
objects between one another (moderate autonomy); and also support
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complete independent world models for each agent (high autonomy).
Domains can also be organized so that agents need only have a few concepts
in common, such as a common reference for the location of objects (high
autonomy), or must have common definitions of a large number of concepts
(limiting autonomy). Finally, several communication methods for
identifying objects referred to in agents' actions and sensory requests are
available. Agents can simply specify the specific symbol or name of an object
used by the simulator when referring to an object in an action or sensory
request (low autonomy); can refer to its own name or symboi for the object,
(moderate autonomy); or can specify objects in an indexical-functional or
deictic [Agre, 1988] fashion, aliowing an object to be described by its
relationship to the agent itself or to other objects the agent knows about (high
autonomy).

9.3. Limitations

While the improvisational approach, the Waffler architecture, and the
Gensim simulation system all make significant contributions to the field of
artificial intelligence, each also has its limitations. Many of these limitations
are due to the nature of research in intelligent agency as described in Chapter
L: it is impossible to construct an intelligent agent without any assumptions
about the myriad of inteilectual faculties invoived without solving each and
every open problem facing artificial intelligence. Given the current state of
knowledge in artificial intelligence, many assumptions must be made about
the nature of cognitive components within an intelligent agent simply
because a compiete understanding of those components is not available.

Once agaín, because of their difference in focus, the limitations of
Improvisation and the Waffler architecture are separated from those of
Gensim, and are dealt with in the following Sections.

9.3.1. Limitations of the Improvisational Approach

As already mentioned, the most significant limitation of the improvised
approach is its reliance on satisficing and the need for a routine.
Improvisation cannot cope any better than ciassical planning with completely
novel activities, nor is it appropriate for those activities where absolute
optimality is required. However, as has been argued extensively in Chapter 2,
the bulk of human behaviour is not burdened with either of these
requirements. Improvisation does not require that an activity be absolutely
routine, as universal planning does, nor that response time be a non-issue, as
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classicai planning does. Put simply, like other approaches before it, it is
designed for a specific area on the spectrum of human activity described in
Chapter 2, is extremely well-suited to that portion, and becomes less
appropriate as activity moves into areas for which it was not designed.

This is not realiy a limitation per se, as a focus on everyday activities was the
intended in the approach from the beginning. However, in terms of the
Waffler architecture embodying the improvisational approach, many
questions remain, despite the extent to which the architecture has been
developed and implemented.

For example, while a Waffler agent relies extensively on its working and
long-term memories, some implementational questions in regard to these
have been left unanswered. Chapter 5 has focused on describing the
requirements and operation of working memory and long term memory
from the perspective of improvisation in general, rather than from the point
of view of any specific instance of improvised behaviour. Thus questions
about the length of recall and whether a newly-perceived object should be put
into long-term memory are omitted. I avoided questions such as these
primarily because they cloud the more important issue of how improvised
behaviour works, but also because contradictory examples concerning these
issues can often be found. For example, we may see some object in the
context of our activities once and remember it forever, another time it may be
forgotten immediately or partially remembered.

A more significant issue that remains open is the nature of knowledge
representation in the extensive and wide-ranging background knowledge
available to the agent. Once again, I have avoided attempting to deal with
every possible knowledge representation problem in order to focus on those
aspects of knowledge representation that are unique or particular to
improvisation. I admit that there are staggering knowledge representation
difficulties that must be overcome in order to support the kind of wide-
ranging background knowledge required by improvisation in everyday
activities. However, work on large-scale knowledge representation projects
such as CYC [Lenat et al., 1986; Guha and Lenat, 7990] has already made major
advances in the state of knowledge representation mechanisms in AI. Future
work in this area willno doubt find new and better ways of dealing with these
problems, greatly widening the scope of problems to which improvisation can
be practically applied.

I have also omitted from improvisation and the Waffler architecture any
component claiming to account for the origins of the agent's motivations.
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While basic motivations must of course exist in any intelligent agent, I
believe that the nature of these motivations go beyond the focus of
improvisation, and that the motivations of an intelligent agent are much
more complex than those in AI have previous assumed. To some degree, I
believe that constraints can be used to model motivations in much the same
manner as expectation constraints are employed in the Waffler architecture.
One possible motivator defined for an agent, for example, could be thirst . If
thirst is modelled as a real-valued measure ranging between, say, l and 10, a
motiaøtional constraint can then be defined on this measure requiring it to be
less than a given limit. The violation of this constraint would then motivate
activity to resolve the violation.

Such motivations are easily modelled, and it is possible to conceive of hunger
and many other basic motivations in this manner. Indeed, this has been used
in the construction of intelligent agents in simple environments, including
improvising agents. Anderson and Evans 11.9941, for example, illustrate
various types of intelligent agents in an wilderness setting that are motivated
through hunger and fear in precisely this fashion. These motivational
constraints can be thought of as a more sophisticated version of the policies
used to motivate activity in Runner [Hammond et al., 7990]114. The difficulty
with employing this approach in complex domains for the purposes of
improvisation is that many motivations are not nearly so clear as those
above. The desire for tea, for example, arises not only from thirst but from a

complex mixture of many factors: previous pleasurable experiences
associated having tea, caffeine addictíon, the desire for something hot, habit,
and social custom, for example, can all come into play in addition to thirst.
Many of these factors do not seem well-suited to the structure of motivational
constraints defined above (e.g. it is difficult to conceive of a desire-for-
something-hot motivator using the above framework). An alternative
would be a desire-for-teø motivator, but this would lead to incredible
numbers of such motivational constraints (one for every possible desire) and
no easy way of maintaining a measurable level for these motivators. What,
for example, makes the level of desiring something hot go up or down? This
is not nearly as clear as it is for more basic motivations such as hunger or
thirst.

While there are those that view even high-level motivations to follow this
type of scheme (e.9. [Minsky, L986]), it seems practicaily unworkable for the

11'4 See Sections 5.1.2. and 8.4.
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purposes of everyday activities. What is really required to move from basic
motivations such as hunger and thirst to more high-level complex
combinations of motivations is is a more complex theory of the basis of
motivation in emotion and social knowledge, and the inclusion of a model
based on this theory into the improvisational approach. \¡fhile not designed
explicitly for motivations, Reilly and Bates 11,9921 have developed a

computational model of emotions in an intelligent agent based on cognitive
modelling work of [Ortony et al. 1988]. The model of Reilly and Bates is
designed to supply emotional response in "believable agents": agents
designed to display believable characteristics and personalities in their
interactions with humans and with one another. While this model is not
sufficient to supply the sophisticated kinds of motivations necessary for
everyday activity, the emotions created by the model are used in a
motivational sense in that they affect the decisions of the agent architecture of
which they are a component. The application and extension of a model such
as this to provide for motivations in an improvisational architecture is an
important area of future research.

Another way in which the Waffler architecture is limited is in its exclusion of
episodic memory. In Section 3.4, an extensive argument was made against
the reliance on episodic memory in everyday activities, based on the reliance
in everyday activities on the paradigmatic case of an activity as opposed to
individual episodes of behaviour. However, we must also recognize that in
everyday activities we do have the ability to recall components of previous
episodes of behaviour and to make use of these in current activities. I have
never claimed that episodic memory has no place in the performance of
everyday activities; only that it should not be paramount over semantic
memory. While there are those that argue that semantic memory can
function completely without episodic memory [Tulving, 1,972], both are
important in human cognition. Indeed, there is a great deal of overlap
between episodic and semantic memory, and in experimental situations it is
impossible to completely isolate one from the other [Ashcraft, 7989].
Addressing the issue of including and relying on both semantic and episodic
memory relies on a better understanding of both of these components than
exists today, and would be an extremely ambitious research effort with a focus
far beyond everyday activities.

The need for episodic memory is associated with another limitation of the
approach presented in this dissertation: a lack of any modei for the learning
of routines. The ability to learn a routine is intimately connected with
episodic memory: as episodes of behaviour are experienced, we gradually
generalize aspects of that behaviour into routines. This is only a limitation of
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the improvisational approach in a very broad sense. the lack of a model of
learning is much the same from the perspective of improvisation as a lack of
a complete model for perception: the inclusion of such a model would
certainly aid in validating the improvisational approach; however it is a

peripheral issue iargely independent of improvisation and outside the scope
of this dissertation.

In terms of the Waffler architecture itself, the major limitation undoubtedly
lies in the technology assumed by the agent's working memory. In order to
support improvisation, the agent's working memory must be able to
immediately rcalize connections between concepts contained in the memory
itself, and also must be able to activate any constraints contained in that
memory in parallel. Now, this is by no means difficult from a conceptual
point of view. The working memory in the Waffler architecture is assumed
to be limited and small, and human working memory certainly has these
parallel aspects. FIowever, implementing such a memory is by no means
simpie. Once again, as the nature of human memory becomes better
understood and parallel computing applications more widely prevalent in AI,
the implementation of such a working memory will not be such a daunting
task.

The implementation described in Chapter 7 uses the time-sharing abilities of
Gensim in order to simulate this parallel working memory, to demonstrate
its conceptual abilities. This implementation is also iimited in many ways,
mainly due to its prototypical nature already described in Chapter 7. For
example, only small portions of the intentions used are implemented, only
one action is allowed on any one cycle, and physical and mental actions
cannot proceed in parallel. None of these limitations are technical however:
they are simply choices that were made in the division of the limited
resources availabie to this project.

9.3.2. Limitations of Gensim

The Gensim system also has its limitations, some of which are a result of the
goals of the system itself and others which are a result of choices made during
the design and implementation of the system.

One very legitimate criticism of Gensim is that it takes a great deal of time to
define a domain for agents to inhabit. This is a direct result of the generic
nature of the system. As argued in Section 6.2, there is an inverse
relationship in computer science between flexibility and complexity. A
system designed for a wide range of applications will be more complex and
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require more work on the part of the user, since fewer assumptions about the
use of the system can be made when impiementing it.

Gensim is an extremely flexible simulator; much more so than any of the
simulation systems reviewed in Chapter 6. The price of all this flexibility,
however, is the requirement that the user define all agents, operations, and
interactions supported by the domain. In many cases, this may be a very
compiex effort: defining all the interactions in a domain may take a great deal
of time, simply because all the subtleties in the interaction of intelligent
agents with a complex environment may not be immediately recognizable.
Intricacies will often arise in a partial implementation of a domain,
necessitating modifications from slight changes in the behaviour of objects to
large-scaie domain redevelopment. This limitation is unavoidable in
principle in a simulator whose goal is to be generic. If the requirements of the
agent and domain involved meet those of one of the more special-purpose
simulators described in Chapter 6, lt makes good sense to use that simulator.
However, as I have argued in Chapter 6, very often a domain or agent design
that may at first seem tailor-made to an existing simuiation tool may only be
found to be unsuitable after a partial implementation.

This dilemma is also a common one in expert systems development. It makes
sense to use an existing expert system shell if the characteristics of the domain
and task meet those of some existing system, as opposed to constructing the
system from scratch. However, there is a strong element of risk involved in
that domains are generally not weli-understood at the outset, and the
changing characteristics of the problem often invalidate the choice of tool. In
these cases a more generic tool, requiring more work on the part of the user
but providing the flexibility to support a changing domain or task is by far the
better choice. As I have argued in Chapter 6, much research in intelligent
agency falls into the latter category and provides a strong need for a system
such as Gensim.

The most significant true limitation of Gensim is that it is timeshared and
contains no true parallelism. While a small agent interval makes this
timesharing as transparent as possible, there are still areas of research (e.9.
fine-grained parallel actions) for which timesharing cannot be considered a

suitable substitute. Even when such specialized areas are not considered,
timesharing still presents some difficulties. As described in Section 6.4.1., the
timesharing used in Gensim is organized to effectively interrupt the agent
every P time units to give it new sensory information. However, this
timesharing is done within Gensim itself, and an agent process can be
interrupted at any point in time. This forces the user to design agent
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processes with this in mind11s. While true parallelism would be even more
ideal, timesharing should be made an operating system function (i.e. agent
processes implemented as independent OS processes rather than LISP
functions) in order to make timesharing more transparent to the agents
involved in the simulation.

Another limitation of Gensim is that agents are processed in a strict order
without regard to their abilities: if three agents perform a particular action,
the effects of one agent's action are adopted before the others simply because
of the order in which the agents are defined to the simulator. This is limiting
in multi-agent situations involving competition, where one agent's actions
being considered before those of another can be very significant. The
simulator would require a model of the agent's abilities in order to handle
this in a more realistic manner.

Gensim also requires more support facilities for mental actions, such as

adopting intentions. In the agent timing used by Gensim, each agent is given
the sensory information previously requested, has its processes run and
commits to actions. When all actions are complete, the environment is
updated based on all the actions of all the agents during that time interval.
Because of the separation of agent and simulator knowledge, each agent's
frame system is active during its processing time, and the simulator's frame
system is active in the interval during which the environment is updated
(the simulator interval). In order to handle the mental actions in the
implemented examples described in Chapter 7, a separate process had to be
implemented in the agent to carry them out before its time interval was up.
This was required because mental actions serve only to modify the internals
of the agent itself, and thus require access to the frames representing the
agent's knowledge which are unavailable during the simulator interval.
Mental actions are inherently different from physical actions, in that they do
not directly affect the world, but still occupy time. Rather than having to
implement this as an agent process, the simulator itself should be able to
handle the effects of mental actions as well as physical actions. The difficulty
in providing this facility is that it is more significantly affected by the general
structure of the agent, and thus it is difficult to provide such a facility without
introducing assumptions about this structure.

i15 This is the reason that Section 6.4.5 recommends the use of anytime algorithms.
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Finally, Gensim also requires the ability to support more complicated spatial
representations than it currently allows. \Alhile a grid-based structure is used
often in intelligent agent evaluation and testing, ar.d Gensim's ability to use
abstract named locations allows the implementation of irregular aÍeas, more
sophisticated reasoning is also often necessary. Describing the connections
between many irregular areas (as is currently required) becomes tedious,
limiting the applicability of the system in areas where large geographic
regions must be represented, such as simulating intelligent agents in a

natural resource management setting [Anderson and Evans,1994].

9.4. Future Work

As Chapter L has described, intelligent agency is a field with connections to
virtually ail of artificial intellígence. Because of these connections, there is a

great deal of future research that arises out of the Waffler architecture, both
including and beyond the limitations discussed in Section 9.3.7.

Within the limitations previously described, the most significant to be
addressed is the improvement of the implemented mechanisms for
constraint representation and working memory. As described in Chapter 7,
constraints were implemented procedurally, and working memory was not
limited in terms of space. One of the most important initial research projects
will be to modify the implemented agent used in the examples in Chapter 7 to
more realistically simulate the agent's working memory, using a standardized
representation for constraints. This will allow experimentation with an agent
in the existing domain, controlling the conditions in the domain and
exploring the effects of limiting the size of working memory on agent
behaviour. This in turn will require a much larger repertoire of intentions
than is currently available and will result in a more complete example and a

better validation of the approach.

I also intend to experiment with constraint-directed control, both examining
the effects of using more detailed representations of utility (e.g. splitting the
simple utility factors used in the examples of Chapter 7 into the components
of utility described in Section 5.3.4) and in exploring the use of behaviour
modes (Section 5.4) in compiex examples of improvisation. In conjunction
with this and the research described above, I will also be examining the effects
of varying memory management policies on agent behaviour. These will
also require a much more complete domain and agent knowledge base than
that provided in Chapter 7. Beyond these improvements, I intend to explore
practical applications of improvisation, including its application to
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automation in manufacturing and in modelling human improvisation for
the purposes of human-computer interaction.

There a number of important areas of research connected to improvisation
about which this dissertation raises important questions and which will be
the subject of future research. The first is that of motivation and
improvisation. As described in Section 9.3.t, motivation is an important
component of improvisation and is generaliy poorly understood. Future
research will entail development of a model of motivation based on emotion
and social knowledge for the purposes of improvisation.

Another important area is that of reasoning about function. Significant
research in this area has only begun to be performed in the past few years, and
its connection to improvisation is very significant in terms of higher degrees
of improvisation than have been emphasized in this dissertation. The
examples described in Chapter 7 alI employ reasoning about function to
varying degrees, but this has only been implemented in a primitive manner.
For example, Section 7.3.3 shows an improvising agent reasoning about the
function of a stovetop kettle and making a substitution. Improvisation often
involves much higher degrees of reasoning about function than this: for
example, I may have to reach a high shelf and recognize that I can use a chair
to stand on, irrespective of the fact that that is not the primary purpose of a
chair. I believe that constraint-directed reasoning can aiso be employed in
reasoning about function at these more complex levels: Constraints should
be able describe the features of the application, which can in turn act as

reminders into a long-term memory of objects connected to this function.
When overconstrained, however, constraints can also be relaxed, allowing
more satisficing substitutions.

I also intend to develop a model of cooperative improvisation in multi-agent
situations by combining the model presented in this dissertation and that of
Evans et al. 179921 described in Section 8.5. This will allow much more
sophisticated environments for improvisation, and will support more
flexible cooperative behaviour, something that has been difficult to achieve
in the past.

Finally, there is significant potential for research involving the creation of
routines out of episodes of improvised behaviour. This is a much more
extended project than those described above, but also one with much more
significance to the field of AI. This will involve research into generalization
and the connections between episodic and semantic memory in
improvisation.
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Gensim also has much potential for future research. As mentioned in
Section 9.3.2, the flexibility of Gensim is paid for through much additional
work in defining a domain and the agents that inhabit it. While this is
unavoidable, there is much that can be done to improve the ease of use of the
system, such as a more sophisticated programming interface for the system,
and a graphical user interface. Currently, textual óuþut informing the user
of the domain changes that occur on each cycle, the actions taken by each
agent, and the perceptual information given to each agent is the limit of
Gensim's capabilities. A graphical user interface will allow Gensim to
demonstrate the behaviour of agents in a particular environment in real
time, as opposed to forcing users to pour over printed transcripts.

The separation of agent and environment knowledge supported by Gensim
also shows great potential for future work on the agent's relationship to its
environment and how agents actively structure the world around
themselves for convenience in their activities. Hammond and Converse
179971have begun to examine the ways in which intelligent agents make the
world around themselves more stable, in order to make planning easier (for
example, having standardized storage places or policies for activity). These
concepts are intimately related to supporting improvisation (i.e. in providing
regularities in the in environment for the agent to take advantage of).
Hammond and Converse have concentrated on defining the types of stability
an agent can actively bring to its environment, rather than the mechanisms
by which this takes place. In applying a routine to a less-than-familiar
situation (e.9. making tea at a neighbour's house or in a hotel), there are
many cases where the agent can structure its environment to more closely
approximate its usual routine. These situations are especially relevant to this
area, and will be the subject of future work.

I also intent to work on making Gensim more useful as a simulation tool for
other fields. For example, I have been exploring the needs necessary for the
system to be used in a natural resource management context, providing
accurate simulation of domains that include intelligent agents, rather than
simply providing a testbed for the agents themselves [Anderson and Evans,
79941. The first step in this direction will be the improvement of Gensim's
spatial representation abiiities, as described in Section 9.3.2. For this purpose
as well as to aid in dealing with some of Gensim's other limitations (e.g. non-
transparent time-sharing), I also intend to port the system to a broader
hardware platform.
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9.5. Summary

This Chapter has discussed the manner in which AI systems are and should
be evaluated, and has recounted the contributions and limitations of the
work described in this dissertation. As should occur in all scientific research, I
have attempted as much as possible to emphasize the limitations of this work
as well as its contributions, in the hope that this will encourage future
research on questions that arise from this research.

I have also attempted to illustrate throughout this dissertation the central
role of everyday activities in an understanding of human cognition, the role
of other areas such as perception and representation in an architecture for
everyday activities, and the potential benefits that a more thorough
understanding of everyday activities will bring to AI. Research in such
central, well-connected areas is important, because it encourages a holistic
viewpoint that has been lacking in AI to date. The quote taken from [Dehn
and Schank,1982l at the beginning of this Chapter has thus far been largely the
case: AI has been a collection of sub-specialties, and when a significant degree
of understanding has developed in a particular area, that area becomes less
associated with AI and more associated with applications-oriented computer
science. Greater research on the more central issues of intelligence and in the
development of approaches that cross the boundaries between sub-specialties
in AI will serve to unify the field and will be more productive in the long
term.
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Apppxorx A

Ex¡nnPLE ONp OurpuT

Locations of domain objects:
Agentl : (13)
The-Phone : (3 3)
The-Spoon : (1 3)
The-Cupboard : (i 1)
The-Tea : Nil
Counterl : (13)
Counter2 : (31)
The-Sugar-Jar : (1 3)
The-Cup : (13)

Pending Events: ((1 (T95 Ri.g))) ;phone will ring in one cycle.

RunrLing process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Teal
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
Step 52 recommends Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea with a utility of 9
Raw utility is 9, modifying by overall importance of 7
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Drink rhe-Tea recommended with utility z made by Have-Teal

processing intention: Add-Sugarl
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
step s8 recommends Adopt intention to Clean-up The-spoon with a utilify of 10
Raw utility is 10, modifyi.g by overall importance of 6
New Recommendation:
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Adopt intention to Clean-Up The-Spoon recommended with utility 8 made by Add-Sugarl

Step 59 recommends Adopt intention to Clean-Up The-Sugar-Jar with a utility of L0
Raw utility is 10, modifying by overall importance of 6
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Clean-Up The-Sugar-Jar recommended with utility 8 made by Add-Sugarl

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Check-For-Messes* from The-Spoon
recognized a new instance of Messes. Designating it Messes511
Adding concept Messes511 to working memory
processing constraint *Clean-Up-Messes* from Messes5ll-
This constraint is activated and recommends: Adopt intention to Clean-Up Messes511 with
utility 8
This recommendation actually refers to The-Spoon
This recommendation already made...modifying utility using 8
Processing settings...

Rururing process P3 of agent AgentL for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Tea1
Adopt intention to CIean-Up The-Sugar-Jar recommended with utility 8 made by Add-Sugarl
Adopt intention to Clean-Up The-Spoon recommended with utilify 9 made by Add-Sugarl

Committing to most appropriate action:
Adopt intention to CIean-Up The-Spoon recommended with utility 9 made by Add-Sugarl

Rurning process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Causing unused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Have-TeaL and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-Tea1 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Tea1...
Intention Add-Sugarl is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Tea1...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...

RmrLing process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Adopting intention: Clean-Up The-Spoon
Sensory request recorded: Look-A¡ound

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
The Phone Rings....
Checking for Agent activities

Processing serìsory requests...
Processing Agentl's sensory request: Look-A¡ound
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Running process PL of agent AgentL for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Spoon
This object is The-Spoon in my knowledge base
I see a Work-Surface
This object is CounterL in my knowledge base
Adding concept Counterl to working memory
I see a Container
This object is The-Sugar-]ar in my knowledge base
I see a Cup
This object is The-Cup in my knowledge base
I hear a Phone Ring at location (3 3)
The Ringing Phone sets off a trigger on the Kitchen concept
Recalling concept The-Phone
Adding concept The-Phone to working memory

RmrLing process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-TeaL
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
Step 52 recommends Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea with a utility of 9
Raw utility is 9, modifying by overall importance of 7
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Tea1

processing intention: Add-Sugarl
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Step 59 recommends Adopt intention to CIean-Up The-Sugar-Jar with a utility of 10
Raw utility is 10, modifying by overall importance of 6
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Clean-Up The-Sugar-]ar recoÍunended with utility 8 made by Add-Sugarl

processing intention: Clean-Up51 1

Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Step 51 recommends Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Spoon with a utility of 10
Raw utility is 10, modifying by overall importance of 3
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Spoon recommended with utility 5 made by Clean-
Up511

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Check-For-Messes* from The-Spoon
processing constraint *Clean-Up-Messes* from Messes5Ll
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
This constraint is activated and recommends: Adopt intention to Answer-Phone The-Phone
with utility 1.0

New Recom¡nendation:
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Adopt intention to Answer-Phone The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by A-
Constraint

Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Tea1
Adopt intention to Clean-Up The-Sugar-Jar recommended with utility 8 made by Add-Sugarl
Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Spoon recommended with utility 5 made by Clean-
UpS11
Adopt intention to Answer-Phone The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by A-
Constraint

Committing to most appropriate action:
Adopt intention to Answer-Phone The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by A-
Constraint

Rururing process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Running process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Adopting intention: Answer-Phone The-Phone
The importance of this new intention is 10, the default
Sensory request recorded: Look-A¡or¡nd

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing sensory requests...

:::i1'-T-1i:::t='='j'ï:ï:T:'i=t="=:::::1=========

Running process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Spoon
This object is The-Spoon in my knowledge base
I see a Work-Surface
This object is Counterl in my knowledge base
I see a Container
This object is The-Sugar-]ar in my knowledge base
I see a Cup
This object is The-Cup in my knowledge base

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
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processing intention: Have-Tea1
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
Step 52 recommends Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea with a utility of 9
Raw utility is 9, modifyi.g by overall importance of 7
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Teal

processing intention: Add-Sugarl
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Step 59 recommends Adopt intention to CIean-Up The-Sugar-Jar with a utilify of 10

Raw utility is 10, modifying by overall importance of 6
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Clean-Up The-Sugar-Jar recommended with utility 8 made by Add-Sugarl

processing intention: Clean-Up51 1

Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Step 51 recommends Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Spoon with a utility of 10
Raw utility is 10, modifying by overall importance of 3
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Spoon recommended with utility 5 made by Clean-
Up511

processing intention: Answer-Phone51 1

Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Step 51 recommends Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Phone with a utility of 10
Raw utility is 10, modifying by overall importance of 10
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Answer-
Phone511

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Clean-Up-Messes* from Messes511
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
processing constraint nCheck-For-Messes* from The-Spoon
Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Tea1
Adopt intention to Clean-Up The-Sugar-]ar recommended with utility 8 made by Add-Sugarl
Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Spoon recommended with utility 5 made by Clean-
UpS11
Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Answer-
Phone511

Committing to most appropriate action:
Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Answer-
Phone511
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Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Causing r¡nused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Answer-Phone511 and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-Tea1 not forgotten - Importance is 7, must be less than 7 to forget...
Forgetting intention Add-Sugarl...
Making sure to forget subintentions too...
Forgetting intention Clean-Up511...
Making sure to forget subintentions too...
Intention Answer-Phone5lL is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone511...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...
Age causes concept Self to fade from working memory...
Removing concept Self from working memory
Age causes concept Messes511 to fade from working memory...
Removing concept Messes5ll. from working memory

RunrLing process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Adopting intention: Travel-To-Object The-Phone
Sensory request recorded: Look-A¡ound

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing sensory requests...

:11î:'-1'-13:::'=:':ï:?-:3111='="=ü=î1=========

RuruLing process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
Adding concept Self to working memory
I see a Spoon
This object is The-Spoon in my knowledge base
I see a Work-Surface
This object is Counterl in my knowledge base
I see a Container
This object is The-Sugar-]ar in my knowledge base
I see a Cup
This object is The-Cup in my knowledge base

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-TeaL
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
Step 52 recommends Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea with a utility of 9

a4n
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Raw utility is 9, modifyittg by overall importance of 7
New Recommendafion:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Teal

processing intention: Answer-Phone511
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
processing intention: Travel-To-Object5l1
Calling generator to get recommendations...
New Recommendation:
Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Travel-To-Object511

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Check-For-Messes* from The-Spoon
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phonen from The-Phone
Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 rnade by Have-Tea1
Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utilify 10 made by Travel-To-Object511

Committing to most appropriate action:
Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Travel-To-Object511

Rmning process P4 of agent AgentL for 2.0 seconds

Causing unused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Answer-Phone511 and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-Teal not forgotten - Importance is 7, must be less than 7 to forget...
Intention Answer-Phone511 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone511...
Intention Travel-To-Object5ll is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone511...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...

Running process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Committing to: Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Travel-To-
Object511

Action recorded: Move (S)

Sensory request recorded: Look-A¡ound

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities
processing action (Move S)

Action carried out by Agentl: (Move S)

New location: (2 3)
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Processing sensory requests...
Processing Agentl's sensory request: Look-A¡ound

RunrLing process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Phone
This object is The-Phone in my knowledge base
I see a Spoon
This object is The-Spoon in my knowledge base
I see a Work-Surface
This object is Counterl in my knowledge base
I see a Container
This object is The-Sugar-Jar in my knowledge base

Rurning process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Teal
Going through steps looking for recomrnendations...
Apptying constraints on step 52
Step 52 recommends Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea with a utility of 9
Raw utility is 9, modifying by overall importance of 7
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Tea1

processing intention: A¡swer-Phone511
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
processing intention: Travel-To-Object51 1

Calling generator to get recommendations...
New Recommendation:
Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Travel-To-Object5ll

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Check-For-Messes* from The-Spoon
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 rnade by Have-Teal
Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utility L0 made by Travel-To-Object511

Committing to most appropriate action:
Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Travel-To-Object51l

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds
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Causing unused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Answer-Phone511 and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-Tea1 not forgotten - Importance is 7, must be less thanT to forget...
Intention Answer-Phone5l1 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone51.1...
Intention Travel-To-Object511 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone5l.1...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...
Age causes concept CounterL to fade from working memory...
Removing concept Counterl from working memory

Runrring process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Committing to: Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Travel-To-
ObjectS11

Action recorded: Move (S)

Sensory request recorded: Look-Around

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities
processing action (Move S)

Action carried out by Agentl: (Move S)

New location: (3 3)

Processing sensory requests...
Processing Agentl's serìsory request: Look-A¡ound

Running process P1 of agent AgentL for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Phone
This object is The-Phone in my knowledge base

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Teal.
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
Step 52 recommends Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea with a utility of 9
Raw utility is 9, modifyiog by overall importance of 7
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Teal

processing intention: Answer-Phone5LL
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
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processing intention: Travel-To-ObjectSL 1

Calling generator to get recommendations...
New Recommendation:
Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utility L0 made by Travel-To-Object5l1

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Check-For-Messes* from The-Spoon
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utilify 7 rnade by Have-Tea1
Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Travel-To-Object511

Committing to most appropriate action:
Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Travel-To-Object511

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Causing r¡nused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Answer-Phone511 and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-Tea1 not forgotten - Importance is 7, must be less than7 to forget...
Intention Answer-Phone5l1 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone5L1...
Intention Travel-To-Object511 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone511...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...
Age causes concept The-Sugar-Jar to fade from working memory...
Removing concept The-Sugar-Jar from working memory
Age causes concept The-Spoon to fade from working memory...
Removing concept The-Spoon from working memory

Running process P5 of agent AgenÍ7 Íor 2.0 seconds

Committing to: Travel-To The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Travel-To-
Object511

Completed intention Travel-To-Object511
updating parent intention to say this step is complete...
Sensory request recorded: Look-Around

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing sensory requests...

::1î:'_i11i:::'=:iï:?-:T:i='='=li=:î:=========
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Rr:nning process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Phone
This object is The-Phone in my knowledge base

Rtmning process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Tea1
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
Step 52 recom¡nends Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea with a utility of 9

Raw utility is 9, modifying by overall importance of 7
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Tea1

processing intention: Answer-Phone5LL
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Step 52 recommends Adopt intention to Talk-On-Phone The-Phone with a utility of 10
Raw utility is 1.0, modifyi.g by overall importance of 10

New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Talk-On-Phone The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Answer-
Phone5l1

Processing corstraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
Processing settings...

Rurning process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Teal
Adopt intention to Talk-On-Phone The-Phone recom¡nended with utility L0 made by Answer-
Phone511

Committing to most appropriate action:
Adopt intention to Talk-On-Phone The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Answer-
Phone511

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Causing unused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Answer-Phone511 and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-Teal not forgotten - Importance is 7, must be less than 7 to forget...
Intention Answer-Phone511 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone511...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...
Age causes concept SeIf to fade from working memory...
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Removing concept Self from working memory

Running process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Adopting intention: Talk-On-Phone The-Phone
Sensory request recorded: Look-Arotnd

===================
Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing serìsory requests...
Processing Agentl's sensory request: Look-Around

Rurning process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
Adding concept Self to working memory
I see a Phone
This object is The-Phone in my knowledge base

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Tea1
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
Step 52 recommends Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea with a utility of 9
Raw utility is 9, modifying by overall importance of 7
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Teal

processing intention: Answer-Phone511
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
processing intention: Talk-On-Phone5l1
Calling generator to get recommendations...
New Recommendation:
Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Talk-On-Phone511

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
Processing settings...

Rulning process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Tea1
Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Talk-On-Phone511
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Committing to most appropriate action:
Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Talk-On-Phone511

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Causing r¡nused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Answer-Phone511 and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-Tea1 not forgotten - Importance is 7, must be less tlnanT to forget...
Intention Answer-Phone511 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone5l.L...
Intention Talk-On-Phone5LL is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone511...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...

Running process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Committing to: Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Talk-On-Phone511

Action recorded: Chat
Sensory request recorded: Look-Around

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities
processing action (Chat)
Action carried out by Agentl: (Chat)

Processing sensory requests...

::"=if äï:11='=:"ïrirl1'i='="=i::ï1=========

Running process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Phone
This object is The-Phone in my knowledge base

Ruming process P2 of agentAgentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Tea1
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
Step 52 recommends Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea with a utility of 9
Raw utility is 9, modifying by overall importance of 7
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Tea1

processing intention: Answer-Phone51L
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Going through steps looking for recommendations...
processing intention: Talk-On-Phone51 1

Calling generator to get recornmendations...
New Recommendation:
Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utilify 10 made by Talk-On-Phone5lL

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agentl" for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Tea1
Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Talk-On-Phone511

Committing to most appropriate action:
Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Talk-On-Phone511

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Causing unused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Answer-Phone511 and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-Teal not forgotten - Importance is 7, must be less than 7 to forget...
Intention Answer-Phone511 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone511...
Intention Talk-On-Phone511 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone511...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...

Running process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Committing to: Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Talk-On-Phone511

Action recorded: Chat
Sensory request recorded: Look-Around

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities
processing action (Chat)
Action carried out by Agentl: (Chat)

Processing serìsory requests...

::"=:1'-T-ii:1'=:'="ï:?i:::i='="=i::î1=========

Running process PL of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
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This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Phone
This object is The-Phone in my knowledge base

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Teal.
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
Step 52 recommends Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea with a utility of 9

Raw utility is 9, modifying by overall importance of 7
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Teal

processing intention: Answer-Phone5l 1

Going through steps looking for recommendations...
processing intention: Talk-On-Phone511
Calling generator to get recommendations...
New Recommendation:
Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Talk-On-Phone51l

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
Processing settings...

Rmning process P3 of agentAgentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Teal
Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Talk-On-Phone5l1

Committing to most appropriate action:
Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utility 10 made by Talk-On-Phone511

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Causing unused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Answer-Phone511 and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-Tea1 not forgotten - Importance is 7, must be less than 7 to forget...
Intention Answer-Phone5l1 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone511...
Intention Talk-On-Phone511 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Answer-
Phone511...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...

Runrring process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Comrnitting to: Chat-On The-Phone recommended with utility i.0 made by Talk-On-Phone511

Completed intention Talk-On-Phone51 1
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updating parent intention to say this step is complete...
Parent intention is also complete...
Completed intention Answer-Phone511
updating parent intention to say this step is complete...
No parent for this intention
Sensory request recorded: Look-Around

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing sensory requests...

::1î'-':i1g:l:t='='iï:ïlll1=t="=ü=î1=========

RunrLing process P1 of agent Agentl, for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Phone
This object is The-Phone in my knowledge base

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Tea1
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
Step 52 recommends Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea with a utility of 9
Raw utility is 9, modifying by overall importance of 7
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utilify 7 made by Have-Tea1

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Have-Tea1

Committing to most appropriate action:
Adopt intention to Drink The-Tea recommended with utility 7 rnade by Have-Teal

Ruming process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Causing r¡nused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Have-TeaL and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-TeaL is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Tea1...
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Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...
Age causes concept SeIf to fade from working memory...
Removing concept Self from working memory

Rurning process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Adopting intention: Drink The-Tea
Sensory request recorded: Look-A¡or¡nd

= = = = = = = = == = = === = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ===
Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing sensory requests...
Processing Agentl's sensory request: Look-A¡ound

Running process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
Adding concept Self to working memory
I see a Phone
This object is The-Phone in my knowledge base

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Tea1
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
processing intention: Drink5l 1

Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Step 51 recommends Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Tea with a utility of Nil
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Drink511

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Drink5ll

Committing to most appropriate action:
Adopt intention to Travel-To-Object The-Tea recommended with utitity 7 made by Drink511

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds
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Causing r¡nused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Have-Teal and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-TeaL is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Teal...
Intention Drink511 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Tea1...
Causing unused concepts to fade fromworking memory...

Running process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Adopting intention: Travel-To-Object The-Tea
Sensory request recorded: Look-Around

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing sensory requests...
Processing Agentl's sensory request: Look-Around

Running process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Phone
This object is The-Phone in my knowledge base

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Teal
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
processing intention: Drink5LL
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
processing intention: Travel-To-ObjectS1 L

Calling generator to get recommendations...
New Recommendation:
Travel-To The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Travel-To-Object511

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Travel-To The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Travel-To-Object5ll

Committing to most appropriate action:
Travel-To The-Tea recommended with utility 7 rnade by Travel-To-Object511
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Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Causing unused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Have-Teal and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-TeaL is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Tea1...
Intention Drink5Ll is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Tea1...
Intention Travel-To-Object5ll is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Teal...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...
Age causes concept The-Phone to fade from working memory...
Removing concept The-Phone from working memory

Running process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Committing to: Travel-To The-Tea recommended with utitity 7 made by Travel-To-Object5l1

Action recorded: Move (N)
Sensory request recorded: Look-A¡ound

================== ===================
Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities
processing action (Move N)
Action carried out by Agentl: (Move N)
New location: (2 3)

Processing serìsory requests...

:11î1'ï1j:li=:'jï:?:::'j='="=iÏ_:ï1=========

Running process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Phone
This object is The-Phone in my knowledge base
Adding concept The-Phone to working memory
I see a Spoon
This object is The-Spoon in my knowledge base
Adding concept The-Spoon to working memory
The-Spoon participates in my Messes511 concept
Adding concept Messes511 to working memory
I see a Work-Surface
This object is Counterl in my knowledge base
Adding concept CounterL to working memory
I see a Container
This object is The-Sugar-Jar in my knowledge base
Adding concept The-Sugar-]ar to working memory

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
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processing intention: Have-Teal
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
processing intention: Drink5l 1

Going through steps looking for recommendations...
processing intention: Travel-To-Object511
Calling generator to get recommendations...
New Recom¡nendation:
Travel-To The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Travel-To-Object5l1

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
processing constraint *Answer-The-Phone* from The-Phone
processing constraint *Check-For-Messes* from The-Spoon
processing constraint *Clean-Up-Messes* from Messes511
This constraint is activated and recommends: Adopt intention to Clean-Up Messes5lL with
utility 8
This recommendation actually refers to The-Spoon
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Clean-Up The-Spoon recommended with utility 8 made by A-Constraint

Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agent1 for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Travel-To The-Tea recommended with utility 7 made by Travel-To-Object511
Adopt intention to Clean-Up The-Spoon recommended with utilify 8 made by A-Constraint

Committing to most appropriate action:
Adopt intention to CIean-Up The-Spoon recommended with utility 8 made by A-Constraint

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Running process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Adopting intention: Clean-Up The-Spoon
The importance of this new intention is 5, the default
Sensory request recorded: Look-A¡ound

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing sensory requests...

:::':1'-T'-1i:1::'j'ï=:?ir:1"=1i:a1=========
End of example...halting simulator
A halt condition was satisfied
Simulation ends.
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ExnnrPLE Tv¡o OuTPUT
Locations of domain objects:

Agent1 : (13)
The-Phone : (3 3)
The-Spoon : (1 3)
The-Cupboard : (11)
Counterl : (13)
Counter2 : (31)
The-Sugar-]ar : (1 3)
The-Cup : (13)

Rurning process P1 of agent Agent1 for 2.0 seconds

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Tea1
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Step 51 recommends Adopt intention to Boil-Water with a utility of 8
Raw utility is 8, modifying by overall importance of 7
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Boil-Water recommended with utility 6 made by Have-Tea1

Applying constraints on step 52
Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent AgentL for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Boil-Water recommended with utility 6 made by Have-Tea1
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Committing to most appropriate action:
Adopt intention to Boil-Water recoÍunended with utility 6 made by Have-Tea1

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Causing unused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Have-Teal and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-Tea1 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Teal...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...

Rurrring process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Adopting intention: Boil-Water
Sensory request recorded: Look-A¡ound

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing sensory requests...

::"=':1'-lqYy='=:"ïiiïr1=t="=ä=Ï1=========

Running process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Spoon
This object is The-Spoon in my knowledge base
I see a Work-Surface
This object is Counterl in my knowledge base
Adding concept CounterL to working memory
I see a Container
This object is The-Sugar-]ar in my knowledge base
I see a Cup
This object is The-Cup in my knowledge base

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-Teal
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52

processing intention: Boil-Water394
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 51

Attempting to bind'Boiling-Container
The following default is recommended automatically via preference:
New Recommendation:
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Adopt intention to Find-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 4 made by Boil-
Water394

The following alternatives arise immediately from objects in working memory...
Recalling purpose concept Boiling-Container to working memory...
Adding concept Boiling-Container to working memory
Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
Processing settings...

Rururing process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Find-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 4 made by BoiI-
Wate1394
Action Adopt intention to Find-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 4 made by Boil-
Wate1394
cannot be adopted...limit on utility from that intention is 7

There are no more actions to select from...

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Runrring process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

No action to commit to: doing nothing
Sensory request recorded: Look-Around

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing sensory requests...
Processing Agentl's sensory request: Look-Around

Running process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Prirnary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Spoon
This object is The-Spoon in my knowledge base
I see a Work-Surface
This object is Counterl in my knowledge base
I see a Container
This object is The-Sugar-Jar in my knowledge base
I see a Cup
This object is The-Cup in my knowledge base

Ruming process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds
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Processing intentions..
processing intention: Have-Tea1
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
processing intention: Boil-Water394
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 51
Attempting to bind'Boiling-Container
The following default is recommended automatically via preference:
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Find-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 4 made by Boil-
Water394

The following alternatives arise immediately from objects in working memory...
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Find-A Pot recommended with utility I made by A-Constraint

New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Find-A Electric-Kettle recommended with utility 9 made by A-Constraint

This recommendation already made...modifying utility using 4
Recalling purpose concept Boiling-Container to working memory...
Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
Processing settings...

Rr.rnning process P3 of agent AgentL for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt intention to Find-A Pot recommended with utilify I made by A-Constraint
Adopt intention to Find-A Electric-Kettle recommended with utility 9 made by A-Constraint
Adopt intention to Find-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 5 made by Boil-
Water394
Action Adopt intention to Find-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 5 made by Boil-
Water394
cannot be adopted...limit on utility from that intention is 7

Committing to most appropriate action:
Adopt intention to Find-A Electric-Kettle recommended with utility 9 made by A-Constraint

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Running process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Adopting intention: Find-A Electric-Kettle
The importance of this new intention is 7, the default
Sensory request recorded: Look-Around

================== ================================
Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities
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Processing sensory requests...

::"=i1'ï1iî:t='=iïîir:1=t="=i1:î1======================
End of example...halting simulator
A halt condition was satisfied
Simulation ends.
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ExanrPLE THnnE OuTPUT
Locations of domain objects:

Agentl : (  1)

The-Phone : (3 3)
The-Spoon : (13)
The-Cupboard : (11)
The-Electric-Kettle: (2 1)

Counterl : (13)
Counter2 : (31)
The-Sugar-Jar : (1 3)
The-Cup : (13)
The-Sink : (7 2)
The-Stove : (27)

Running process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-TeaL
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
processing intention: Boil-Waterl
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 5L
Attempting to bind'Boiling-Container
The following default is recommended automatically via preference:
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Find-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 4 made by Boil-Waterl

The following alternatives arise immediately from objects in working memory...
Recalling purpose concept Boiling-Container to working memory...
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Adding concept Boiling-Container to working memory
Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Adopt irtention to Find-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 4 made by Boil-Waterl

Committing to most appropriate action:
Adopt intention to Find-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 4 made by Boil-Waterl

Running process P4 of agent Agentl- for 2.0 seconds

Causing unused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Have-Teal and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-TeaL is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-TeaL...
Intention Boil-WaterL is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-TeaL...
Causing r¡nused concepts to fade from working memory...

Running process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Adopting intention: Find-A Stovetop-Kettle
Adding concept Stovetop-Kettle to working memory
Sensory request recorded: Look-A¡ound

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing sensory requests...

::"=i'-'-Tr-1i:1t='=iïriï1'i=t=_lltï:î1==============:::::==

Rrmning process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Work-Surface
This object is Counterl in my knowledge base
Adding concept Counterl to working memory

Running process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-TeaL
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Applying constraints on step 52
processing intention: Boil-Waterl
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
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processing intention: Find-4412
Calling generator to get recommendations...
New Recommendation:
Look-For-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 5 made by Find-4412

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
Processing settings...

Runrring process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Look-For-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 5 made by Find-4412

Committing to most appropriate action:
Look-For-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 5 made by Find-4412

Running process P4 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Causing unused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Have-TeaL and its sub-intentions are immune...
Intention Have-Tea1 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Teal...
Intention Boil-Waterl is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Teal...
Intention Find-4412 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-TeaL...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...

Running process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Committing to: Look-For-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 5 made by Find-4412

Action recorded: Move (N)
Sensory request recorded: Look-Around

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities
processing action (Move N)
Action carried out by Agentl: (Move

Nr)

New location: (3 1)

Processing serìsory requests...

:::i1'ï1i:1::'="ï:'1ili1'i='="=11::î1============

RurLing process P1 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

I see a Primary-Agent
This object is Self in my knowledge base
I see a Electric-Kettle
This object is The-Electric-Kettle in my knowledge base
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Adding concept The-Electric-Kettle to working memory
this matches the purpose of intention Find-441-2 and is a valid alternative...
I see a Work-Surface
This object is Counterl in my knowledge base
I see a Stove
This object is The-Stove in my knowledge base

Rurning process P2 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Processing intentions...
processing intention: Have-TeaL
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
Apptying constraints on step 52
processing intention: Boil-Waterl
Going through steps looking for recommendations...
processing intention: Find-4412
Calling generator to get recommendations...
New Recommendation:
Look-For-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 5 made by Fnd-Aa72

Processing constraints...
Processing concepts...
Activating constraint *Use-Whats-Convenient*

purpose of The-Electric-Kettle allows it to be an alternative to Find-4412
New Recommendation:
Adopt intention to Find-A The-Electric-Kettle recommended with utility 10 made by Boil-
Waterl

Processing settings...

Running process P3 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Potential actions:
Look-For-A Stovetop-Kettle recommended with utility 5 made by Find-4412
Adopt intention to Find-A The-Electric-Kettle recommended with utility 10 made by Boil-
Waterl

Committing to most appropriate action:
Adopt intention to Find-A The-Electric-Kettle recommended with utility 10 made by Boil-
Waterl

Running process P4 of agent Agentl. for 2.0 seconds

Causing unused intentions to fade from working memory...
intention Have-Teal. and its sub-intentions are im¡nune...
Intention Have-TeaL is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Teal...
Intention Boil-Waterl is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Tea1...
Intention Find-4412 is immune from forgetting via its participation in Have-Teal...
Causing unused concepts to fade from working memory...
Age causes concept Self to fade from working memory...
Removing concept Self from working memory
Age causes concept The-Spoon to fade from working memory...
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Removing concept The-Spoon from working memory
Age causes concept The-Sugar-Jar to fade from working memory...
Removing concept The-Sugar-Jar from working memory
Age causes concept The-Stove to fade from working memory...
Removing concept The-Stove from working memory

RmrLing process P5 of agent Agentl for 2.0 seconds

Adopting intention: Find-A The-Electric-Kettle
intention Find-4412 has been adopted for the same reason...
Activating constraint *Only-One-Object-For-Role*

abandoning the poorer of Find-4412 and Find-441.3
Find-4412 is a better alternative than Find-4413...
abandoning intention Find-4413 in favor of the better alternative...
Sensory request recorded: Look-Around

Updating the environment:
allowing scheduled events to occur...
Checking for Agent activities

Processing sensory requests...

::ri1'-ä5::i='=iï:ïT1'i=t=1"5::ï1===========================
End of example...halting simulator
A halt condition was satisfied
Simulation ends.
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